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Preface

The concept of social capital has now been so much discussed that one may wonder 

whether there is anything to add. This collection of original commissioned papers 

reflect the editor’s belief that there is. We have been inspired to write this book 

by three concerns. First, we believe that the spatiality of social capital has not 

received the attention that it deserves. We argue that to interrogate social capital 

from a position that takes space seriously redefines some of its taken-for-granted 

conceptions, such as the notion that specific sites contain a fixed amount of social 

capital. Second, we have felt that the much discussed connection of bridging and 

bonding social capital with weak and strong ties is at best too quick and possibly 

flawed – and definitely not approached enough from an empirical angle. Third, we are 

both concerned with changing cities and the consequences of urban change for social 

inequalities. Underlying all these concerns is our belief that a properly geographical 

and sociological account of social capital demands a more critical perspective.

From initial interests that started in 2001, this book has been in the making 

for a long time, for a variety of reasons. Some of the authors, such as Tim Butler, 

Fiona Devine and her colleagues, Bruce Haynes and Jesus Hernandez, have been 

extremely patient with us, and rewrote their chapters as our own thinking on the 

topic proceeded. We would also like to thank the others, Alberta Andreotti, Rowland 

Atkinson, Alexandra Curley, Patrick Le Gales, Floris Noordhoff and Douglas Rae 

who came on board more recently and have helped shape up this book. 

During the time we have edited this book, we have benefited enormously from 

intellectual exchange with a variety of scholars. Researchers in the ESRC funded 

Centre for Research on Socio-Cultural Change (CRESC) at the University of 

Manchester/ Open University, have addressed issues of social cohesion in unusual 

and original ways, which have shaped the arguments of this book: thanks are due 

especially to Tony Bennett, Nick Crossley, Hannah Knox, Penny Harvey, Elizabeth 

Silva and Nick Thoburn for their reflections. Discussions in the newly formed 

Manchester Social Networks Analysis Group, and in the Department of Sociology 

have also been invaluable in exploring the relationships between networks and social 

capital. In the Netherlands, the Section of Urban Renewal and Housing at the OTB 

Institute for Housing, Urban and Mobility Studies at the Technical University Delft 

provided a platform for discussions on social capital, social cohesion and social 

networks in neighbourhood contexts. Thanks in particular to Reinout Kleinhans for 

his valuable suggestions.

We would also like to thank Jolien Veensma (Erasmus University), Martine 

Lansbergen and Truus Waaijer (Delft University) and, in particular, Petra 

Nijhuis (Erasmus University) for their support at various stages of preparing the 

manuscript.
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We would like to thank Ashgate for having faith in this book. Ebru Soytemel, 

a graduate student at CRESC superbly edited some of the chapters, and Petra has 

done a fine job in editing other chapters and assembling the manuscript in a very 

short time. Finally, thanks also to Saskia Binken and Eva Bosch for their help with 

the proofs.



Chapter 1

Social Capital and Networked Urbanism
Talja Blokland and Mike Savage

Introduction

The concept of social capital has passed from being an interesting idea at the turn 

of the 21st century to being a policy ‘doxa’ a decade later. Any supposed ‘lack’ 

of social capital is now a matter for concern, requiring research and appropriate 

policy intervention. This book argues that the city, in all its complexity and grandeur, 

poses a major challenge to this agenda. Urban researchers have been studying 

social capital, though not under that name, for a long time, and have developed 

powerful understandings of the processes that both divide and unify urban dwellers. 

Contemporary urban changes associated with the decentralization of residential 

space, employment, and service provision has led to a new kind of urban life, 

where the nature of the social order is once again under discussion. Our book shows 

how subjecting social capital to urban critique may advance our understanding of 

contemporary spatial processes and inequalities. 

In this introduction, we begin by arguing that the social capital debate rehearses 

long-standing themes in community studies, yet in a way which is ‘urgent’ and which 

cannot be shrugged off. This leads us to two specific analytical themes that frame this 

collection. In the second section, we explore how social network analysis can be used 

in urban contexts to inform our understanding of the exclusive and inclusive aspects of 

social capital. In the third section we examine how social capital itself needs to be seen 

as a spatial process. Finally, we introduce the chapters of this book, that each take on 

the challenges that a perspective of ‘networked urbanism’ poses to us. 

Social Capital: In Need of Networks, in Need of Space

The concept of social capital has been the most remarkable success story of the 

social sciences since the 1990s. From being a relatively specialized, not widely used, 

concept in the work of Pierre Bourdieu (1985) and James Coleman (1990), it has 

been popularized, especially by the political scientist Robert Putnam, so that it came 

to be seen as of fundamental importance for explaining a range of individual and 

collective benefits, ranging from good health, personal income, democratic cultures 

and low crime rates.1 Much academic and policy interest was generated by Putnam’s 

(2000) book, Bowling Alone. Here Putnam argued that declining electoral turnout, 

1 The terms of this debate and its key contributions are now rehearsed in a number of 

valuable publications, and we do not seek to cover this ground here. Good summaries of the 
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falling organizational membership, increased public cynicism and falling levels of 

inter-personal trust are related to a wide-ranging collapse in social capital. Putnam’s 

work has aroused interest in the role of voluntary association membership both as 

a key indicator of the stock of social capital, and as an important vehicle through 

which individuals learn to relate to each other so that the beneficial effects of social 

capital are realized (Anheir and Kendall 2002; Putnam 1993; Paxton 1999; 2002; Li 

et al. 2003; Stolle and Hooghe 2003). 

More recent work has seen the theoretical remit of social capital extended to 

include the significance of social networks, notably in Putnam’s definition of social 

capital as ‘features of social organization such as networks, norms, and social trust 

that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit’ (Putnam 1996, 67). 

Social capital has also been defined in more instrumental forms, where it equips 

people to either get by or get ahead through mobilizing resources by virtue of their 

memberships of groups and networks (Portes 1998; Briggs 2005; Lin, Cook and 

Burt 2001). Both meanings can be invoked simultaneously, apparently allowing 

individual and collective interests to be reconciled. Through this extension, social 

capital comes to be identified as part of the social fabric itself.

Some critics argue that the popularity of social capital to the wider social science 

and policy community is due to the way it provides a ‘neo-liberal’ account of the 

social, which packages the social as a beneficial, bounded, form of capital which 

can then be evaluated alongside other kinds of capital in measuring and accounting 

processes (see most stridently Fine 2001). Yet the story is a little more complex than 

this. Looking at this process of popularization metaphorically, we might see that 

social capital acts as a kind of Greek Horse which has entered the city of Troy – the 

stronghold of economists, policy makers, and political scientists who have excluded 

sociological concerns from their thinking. From the outside, the horse itself seems to 

offer the attractive possibility of bringing the social, in the form of ‘social capital’, 

into the economists’ city: yet inside the belly of the horse, all kinds of diverse, 

nefarious, and unruly ‘social processes’ hide, ready to spring out. 

And certainly, in keeping with this metaphor, as the concept of social capital 

has become popular, so its meaning has been broadened, and become more diffuse, 

permitting the prospects of a more fully sociological account which cannot so easily 

be bundled and reified as ‘capital’. Bourdieu’s (1985) conception of social capital as 

the exclusive networks of the elite had the advantage of defining the term in a clear 

and focused, even if reductive, way. Robert Putnam’s early work (Putnam 1993), with 

its neo-Tocquevillian concern with the benefits of voluntary associations, had the 

even greater advantage of allowing measures of social capital to be readily derived 

from standard survey questions. However, increasingly, social capital has lost this 

clear specificity. Putnam’s definition, which referred to social capital as networks 

and norms, always hinted towards a much broader, diffuse, understanding of the 

social ties that might produce co-operation and trust. At the time of our writing, 

there has been a minor research industry concerned with unpacking the different 

‘dimensions’, or ‘aspects’ of social capital (see for instance Li et al. 2005; Halpern 

concept are available in Field (2003); reviews of the empirical importance of social capital 

can be found in Halpern (2005).
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2005). A particular growth of interest here is in the way that informal social networks 

of friendship, neighbouring, and more generally what Putnam calls ‘schmoozing’ 

might be important for generating trust and involvement (see further, Warde et al.

2005). Increasingly, a wider range of methodological approaches have been used, 

including an interest in qualitative research (Stolle and Hooghe 2003). With this 

broadening, the idea of social capital has begun to merge into the broader, and all too 

familiar, ideas of ‘social cohesion’ or ‘community’. 

Those concerned about social capital, then, seem to have returned to similar 

concerns to the classical sociologists like Weber and Durkheim, rephrasing old 

question of how social norms, bonds and reciprocities can be enhanced (Nisbet 1980, 

46; Mazlish 1989). The same problems of definition which undermined community 

studies in the 1970s, rear their heads again (cf. Bell and Newby 1974, xlii). 

We might, following Boltanski and Chapello (2005) see the appeal of social 

capital within policy domains as linked to the rise of the ‘projective city’ which 

they see as part of the ‘new spirit of capitalism’. Drawing on a longitudinal study 

of management texts, Boltanski and Chapello show how between the 1960s and 

1990s there was a remarkable growth of reference to networks as intrinsically 

valued aspects of organization. They argue that this indicates the rise of new 

principles of justification. ‘This city is founded on the mediating activity in the 

creation of networks, making it valuable in its own right, independently of the goals 

pursued or the substantive properties of the entities between which the meditation 

is conducted’ (Boltanski and Chiapello 2005, 107). So it is that policy makers of all 

kinds have found social capital a seductive concept, not only through the benefits 

it is supposed to convey, but also as a good in itself (see more generally Riles 

2000; Knox et al. 2005). It has thus become subsumed with other terms such as 

‘sustainable communities’, ‘integration’ or ‘cohesion.’ Survey analyses and policy 

research on public space and public safety (Oppelaar and Wittebrood 2006; Bellair 

1997; Body-Gendrot 2001; Holland et al. 2007), on interethnic relations (Blokland 

2003a; RMO 2006; SCP 2007) and on support for democracy (RMO 2007) show that 

worries about community or cohesion are not simply laments that we can dismiss as 

nostalgic, but are invocations to act. It may indeed be a selective reading of the past 

that cities used to be better places in previous times, but social scientists have long 

accepted the idea that reflecting on the past and comparing it with contemporary 

times is an active reconstructive process that serves to tell us just as much, if not 

more, about understandings of the social today as it teaches us about a past (see 

Halbwachs 1994; Vansina 1985; Leijdesdorff 1987; Passerini 1987; Fentress and 

Wickham 1992; Blokland 2001) So, however difficult it may be to hammer this 

down empirically, urban residents have a real sense that something about the social 

deserves attention and needs to be ‘fixed’. Urban policy seems to have found that 

‘fix’ in social capital. So inner city neighbourhoods that are not doing well on a 

number of statistical indicators need ‘social capital’, and new immigrants, that are 

not upwardly mobile, need ‘weak ties’ to get ahead. Youth problems in urban areas 

are being seen as a problem of having bonds that are too strong. Social capital hence 
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serves as an urban policy ‘fix’, one that seeks to abstract a ‘magic bullet’ from the 

complex nature of the lived urban relations.2

This perspective takes little notice of the long history of urban research (on 

which, see, for example, Abu-Lughod 1991; Hubbard, Kitchin and Valentine 2004; 

Savage, Warde and Ward 2003; Parker 2003) which has shown how the city has 

always been a vortex of contestation and dispute as much as a site of solidarity and 

cohesion. We need to bring this tradition of scholarship to bear. 

The thesis of declining social capital articulates, as did earlier social science 

theories of disintegration and mass society, with ‘folk wisdom and political rhetoric 

alike’ (Tilly 1984, 50–3). We argue for a perspective which respects and acknowledges 

people’s everyday concerns, but avoids romanticism. This recognizes the contested 

and fraught nature of social relations, and links the idea of social capital to a wider 

ranging analysis of social ties. One way of rendering this point, albeit tongue-in-

cheek, is that the social capital literature has caught up with Durkheim and Weber, 

but not with Marx or Simmel. More Marxist analyses demand more attention to 

power and structural inequalities. Attention to Simmel’s ideas would raise more 

awareness of the countless minor ‘sociations’ and the interactions that determine 

society as we play it (Simmel 1950, 48–51). 

The chapters in this book are inspired by both the need to relate social capital 

to matrices of power and inequality, and by the need to explore more fully, how 

the actual ties and relationships which bring social capital about are spatially and 

socially organized. Situated case studies show how social capital is bound up with 

the relationality of social life (see Tilly 1998). We explore how trust, bonds, and 

connections are relationally constructed in ways which problematize the idea that any 

specific parts can be ‘bounded’ as a discrete ‘social capital’ variable (for a powerful 

account along these lines, see Latour 2006). We seek to elaborate these relational 

dimensions through focusing specifically on the network dimensions of social capital. 

Here, we deliberately invoke, and seek to deepen, two kinds of network thinking. 

One of these, originating from concerns of social network analysis, explores the 

specific kinds of inter-personal ties which facilitate mobilization, and hence allows 

more specific understanding of the dynamics of communication and socialization 

underlying social action. The other, for which we deploy the term ‘networked 

urbanism’, emphasizes the need to understand contemporary ‘sociation’ not in terms 

of bounded, small-scale, communities with an intense public realm, but in terms of 

2 See Kearns 2004 for an overview of how this applies to British public policy programs. 

See Mayer 2003 for the approach of social capital as a ‘quick fix’. For a full overview of social 

capital in relation to urban neighbourhoods, see Kleinhans 2004. See for concrete examples 

of such approaches in urban policy several national advisory boards to the Dutch government, 

like WRR (2005) and VROM-raad (2006), who have both advised in this direction, as well 

as RMO 2005 and 2006 for linking neighbourhoods and integration, and the connection of 

neighbourhoods and integration into one Ministry in the current Dutch cabinet. Earlier, the 

cabinet made explicit reference to social capital as a vehicle to reduce urban problems (see 

Blokland 2001 for a Dutch overview). Media coverage of the Paris riots of 2005 as well as 

of several incidences in the Netherlands make strong reference to the idea that youngsters, 

as do urban gangs in the US in the public opinion, are too attached to each other, a point also 

developed in some of the urban public health discussions and in De Souza Briggs 1998.
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their decentralized, diffuse, and sprawling character which depend on multiple and 

myriad technological, informational, personal and organizational networks that link 

locations in complex ways (Castells 1996/97; Amin and Thrift 2002; Graham and 

Marvin 2001; Savage et al. 2005). Pursuing these network concerns in tandem, both 

through deploying aspects of social network analysis, and through reflecting on the 

character of ‘network urbanism’, allows us to develop insights into how new forms 

of inequality are created. In itself, this may help advance the research agenda of 

social capital. A more attuned understanding of the spatiality of social capital helps 

us to avoid simplistic and reductive notions. We elaborate on these points below.

Social Networks, Social Capital, and Exclusionary Mechanisms

There is a tension between the way networks are understood by researchers on social 

capital, and within the longer tradition of social network analysis. For Putnam, 

networks are means of securing ties and hence forging connections, whether 

of a ‘bonding’, or ‘bridging’ type. Within social network analysis, by contrast, 

the analytical focus is on distinguishing cliques and factions (for instance Scott 

1990; Wasserman and Faust 1988), and on charting gaps, or what Burt famously 

calls ‘structural holes’ within networks (Burt, 1992). When we bring together the 

simultaneous capacities of networks to link and separate, we can fully address how 

social capital is embedded in webs of power and inequality. This also requires us to 

look at networks without abstracting them from their context. 

Coming to social capital from a formal network approach, we may measure 

the existence of ties of certain types and then assume that these ties qualitatively 

produce social capital in consistent matters for everyone, independent of class, race, 

ethnicity and gender as categorical inequalities. To establish that certain networks 

exist and that there is a statistical likelihood that such networks produce social capital 

is useful, but does not reveal how this likelihood comes about. If we are to at least 

explore the potentials of social capital for making cities better places for those who 

live in them, we will need to know exactly how such workings come about, in their 

contexts. This is one of the arguments of Savage, Tampubolon’s and Warde’s chapter 

which shows how two different voluntary associations in Manchester have very 

different potentials for encouraging activism, and trust, and that this is in part related 

to their urban context. Attention to power (as Haynes and Hernandez will ague in 

their contribution to this book), a detailed understanding of people’s structurally 

embedded agency in their social ties (as Blokland and Noordhoff show in their 

chapter), a focus on the normativity as part of all interactions including weak ties (as 

demonstrated in Blokland’s chapter) and an eye for alternative uses of social ties as 

shown in Butler’s, Curley’s and Devine and Halfpenny’s chapters, all contribute to 

our understandings of the actual workings of social capital. 

Most of our work is critical of Putnam’s often quoted distinction between bonding 

and bridging social capital, which is adopted from the network theorist Granovetter’s 

distinction between strong and weak ties (Granovetter 1973). This allows Putnam 

to claim weak, bridging social capital as beneficial in allowing connections to be 

forged between different kinds of people, and to reserve the exclusionary aspects of 
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social ties only to some aspects of bonding social capital, where ties cement internal 

solidarities. He develops this distinction using metaphors such as ‘machers’ and 

‘schmoozers’, rather than through elaborations of social ties in particular contexts. 

Others have applied network theory more concisely (Lin, Cook and Burt 2001; Flap 

and Völker 2003), although they have often focussed on ego-centred networks rather 

than on the study of whole networks (see Freeman 2005; Scott 1991; Wasserman and 

Fasut 1994 for more discussion). In this volume Andreotti and Le Galès use such 

ego centred analysis to show how bonding social capital can be amongst middle 

class residents of Paris and Milan. However, the analysis of whole networks would 

theoretically fit better with the overall concern of social capital as how to access 

resources not existing in one’s own circuit (such as developed by Burt’s notion of 

structural holes) and would permit it to be related systematically to neighbourhoods, 

cities or even states, but is only occasionally used in studies of social capital. Here, 

the tradition of network analysis which studies community relations using ‘whole 

neighbourhoods’ (following in the long tradition of Wellman 1979, and Fischer 

1982) offers a powerful corrective. As a method, these analyses allow empirical 

assessment of how far people’s ties are locally organized, rather than assuming a 

priori that they would be forged in local settings and that if they are not, community 

has ceased to exist. This, in turn, enables us to study people’s access to resources, 

rather than assuming that their places – and for example the extent to which such 

places are segregated – will reveal this to us. The chapter by Blokland and Noordhoff 

is illustrative of this point: although their interviewees, long term poor residents 

of three disadvantaged neighbourhoods in Rotterdam and Amsterdam, do live in 

deprived urban areas, Blokland and Noordhoff argue that it is not place, but agents 

taking positions as independent under conditions of structural dependency that is of 

main importance to understand the nature of their social ties. 

Yet even though network theorists have been crucial in developing insights about 

contemporary urban attachments, their methods depend on abstracting ties from given 

locations so that their formal properties can be delineated. Such methods privilege the 

formal characteristics of networks which any network, in any location or through any 

media, can share. These abstractions then do not necessarily examine the everyday 

workings of social networks, and do not address how networks operate in practice.  

The mere existence of weak ties, for example, does not necessitate access to resources, 

even though statistically this may be predicted. The absence of social ties, in particular 

when ‘draining’, as Curley puts forward in her chapter here, can also enhance social 

positions of stability in people’s lives. Savage, Tampubolon and Warde show that 

engagement and trust is generated where networks are more organized around cliques 

and factions, compared to where there are uncontested ‘leaders’.

Contextualization of, and in-depth approaches to, social networks are of particular 

relevance when we discuss features of ‘sociation’ such as trust, reciprocity, honour, 

status or reputation and cooperation, core elements in the social capital literature. 

Trust, for example, is often measured through the survey question; ‘do you think 

other people can be trusted or you cannot be too careful in dealing with them’ or some 

variation of this. However, as Sztompka in his study on trust has shown (Sztompka 

1999 see also Khodyakov 2007; Tilly 2005, 12) trust is not a stable characteristic or 

attitude of individuals, but a contextual, relational process. Moreover, ethnographic 
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work can show that expressing trust in others is not at all the same as ‘doing’ trust 

in practice. For example, crack cocaine dealers in inner city neighbourhoods may 

express a general attitude of distrust (‘you can’t trust nobody in this game’) and at 

the same time depend for their work entirely on a precious trust in particular others: 

in suppliers who have to sell them decent dope, in customers who need to be reliable 

and will not snitch, and on others who are instrumental to their business, providing 

them with space to bag and store drugs, or hide money (Blokland, forthcoming, 

Venkatesh 1999; Williams 1989; Bourgeois 1995.). 

Survey results on attitudes to trust, therefore, whilst interesting as constructs in 

their own right, should not be treated as a proxy for the analysis of how trust is, or 

is not, generated in situated urban case studies. If social capital is to be fostered to 

resolve all sorts of social ills in an increasingly individualized, retreating welfare 

state regime, then the question becomes essential whether networks of certain formal 

types and measures work as support mechanisms in their own right independently of 

their association with the inequalities of race, class, and gender within with agents 

in such networks are positioned. The assumption that they do inspired public policy 

makers to stimulate social network formation. The analysis of the ills that such 

policies aim to challenge is deceivingly simple: social problems are expressions of 

social exclusion, social exclusion results from an imbalance between integration 

and differentiation, and more social capital will better integrate excluded individuals 

into ‘society’ and strengthen the social fabric overall. Several chapters in this book 

will show the complexity of social networks and their value; a better understanding 

of such networks and the actual workings of social capital in such networks may 

eventually also contribute to a more nuanced policy approach. 

The Spatiality of Social Capital

Our second focus concerns elaborating the connection between social capital and 

space. Most academics have not focussed explicitly on the spatiality of social capital, 

yet urban policy makers are implicitly working with assumptions about social capital 

and space, in ways actually quite similar to the earlier concerns about community. 

Here, according to Wellman’s account of ‘community lost’, it was assumed that if 

one could not find a vibrant face to face neighbourhood community, then community 

itself was lost (Wellman 1979, 1201–31; Abu-Lughod 1991, 310-1; also Blokland 

2003: ch 3). Social capital seems to travel down a similar road: if within a spatially 

bounded area people seem to be deprived, and where little support among neighbours 

can be measured, the ‘neighbourhood’ is said to lack social capital.

That is not good enough. We need to better understand the spatial contexts of 

social capital formation. In part because of its provenance in policy circles, measures 

of social capital are all too easily abstracted from place, where they become 

decontextualized and construed as abstract ‘measures’ and ‘indicators’. But we cannot 

understand how social capital is changing and what we may want to do about it, if we 

only look at social capital as if it were unrelated to where the agents are engaged in 

the social relations that are held to produce social capital. This is the point developed 

by Atkinson who shows how far reaching the contemporary concern of the middle 
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classes is to segregate themselves from the urban fabric. The study of social capital 

cannot be separated from this politics of inequality and territoriality.

In reflecting on how best to explore these spatial aspects of social capital, we need 

to avoid seeing space in terms of it being a ‘container’ that can be filled with ‘more’ or 

‘less’ social capital. This is the danger with many of the attempts to formally measure 

social capital using survey measures. Putnam, most famously, examined aggregated 

trends in social capital first in Italy (Putnam 1993) and then in America (Putnam 

2000) as if the boundaries of Italy, its Northern and Southern part, and the United 

States, as a whole and as states within the federation, are ‘natural’ boundaries for such 

considerations. In contrast to social capital research as conducted by (among others) 

Portes (1998), who discusses migration in relation to social capital and thus makes 

it an inherent part of their approach that social capital can travel across continents 

within networks of geographically dispersed people, Putnam’s concerns tend to be 

confined to whether or not, or to what extent, such social capital is found within 

nation, state or city or neighbourhood borders.3 Subsequent work has mostly shared 

this assumption that it is possible to determine ‘stocks’ of social capital in various 

kinds of spatial containers,4 and stimulated seeking ‘local solutions to local problems’, 

through fostering local engagement and participation (see Williams 2005). 

Theoretically, however, urban sociologists and geographers have thoroughly 

discredited this way of seeing space as just a container of smaller spaces, set off by 

boundaries within which social processes operate. Lefebvre’s (1990) arguments that 

social relations are produced in and through the organization of space are now familiar 

within social theory, for instance in the work of Giddens (1985) or Harvey (1987). 

More specifically, the claims of globalization theorists that social relationships are 

stretched over space and that national boundaries are not necessarily of overriding 

cultural or social importance is mostly neglected within the social capital literature. 

An exception is debates about the role of the internet (on which see Putnam 2000, 

Chapter 9; Wellman et al. 2001; Urry 2002). But actually, even in analyses of the 

internet, space itself plays little role because all global space appears to become 

one container, with the instantaneous transmission of information through electronic 

communication (for a critique, see Allen 2003). 

Alternatively, authors like Neil Brenner have argued for the need to carefully 

unpack the ‘scaling’ of state and social relations (see Brenner and Theordore 2002; 

also Smart and Lin 2007). When, however, rescaling is seen primarily (if not only) 

as coming from above (see Smart and Lin for a powerful, empirically grounded 

critique), localities in turn become – conceptually – bound regions (Olds and Yeung 

1999, 535 quoted in Smart and Lin 2007, 283). Such critical views on space and 

relations have not informed social capital debates substantially, where the notion 

of space remains undertheorized Even if they had, one may wonder whether they 

3 A comparable problem can be found in Florida’s work on ‘creative capital’ in regions 

and cities, where these, too, are seen as discrete entities with clear borders (Florida, 2003).

4 There is now a burgeoning debate about the extent of variation between nations in their 

social capital (see for instance Putnam (ed.) 2003, Stolle and Hooghe 2003; Hall 1999; Paxton 

1999; 2001).
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would have contributed to a more relational understanding of space (see Blokland 

and Savage 2001). 

Of course, for research reasons, it is obvious that borders need to be drawn, even 

if only pragmatically. These will still reflect, as we will see in the second chapter of 

this volume, material changes in the nature of urban relations (Rae 2003; Harding 

2007: 443–4). But it is still necessary to reflect on how such pragmatic borders are 

aligned, or not, with those of multiple social agents (Swyngedouw 1997 quoted in 

Harding 2007). However, that cultural borders cannot be a priori geographical and 

coincide with state, regional or nation state borders, raises questions especially once 

we aim to understand social capital and space: after all, social capital presumes 

overcoming distances of diversity, while spatially such diversity may have become 

closer. In the words of Gupta and Ferguson: 

We need to account sociologically for the fact that the distance between the rich in Bombay 

and those in London may be much shorter than that between different classes in the same 

city. Physical location and physical territory seemed for a long time the only grid on which 

cultural differences could be mapped. It is now time to reconceptualize this, and look for 

new angles from which to study cultural difference (1997: 5).

This critique of methodological nationalism is well established in the social 

sciences (Glick Schiller 2001; Beck 2002; Urry 2003), and there is a burgeoning 

interest in diasporas and cosmopolitanism. We do not have to go across assumed 

borders to observe that social capital invites comparisons other than between states 

and regions, comparisons that may contribute to a better understanding of the actual 

mechanisms through which social capital operates and the role of space in such 

mechanisms. It is abundantly clear that different social groups vary considerably 

in how much social capital they have access to, with more affluent groups nearly 

always having higher ‘stocks’ (Li et al. 2003; 2004). It thus may make more sense 

to compare the social capital of different social groups, rather than nations, regions 

or cities. Cities, as well as nation states, need to be relationally defined. Active 

processes of ‘boundary work’ can then be seen as central to the formation of social 

capital itself.

Spatial conceptions, especially the small town and village versus the large city, do 

feature to a certain extent in the social capital literature. This draws on long standing 

images about the way that ‘community’ has long been perceived and studied. Indeed, 

Putnam acknowledges that social capital is ‘to some extent merely new language for 

a very old debate in American intellectual circles’ (Putnam 2000, 24). However, as 

numerous commentators have indicated (see Edwards 2004), Putnam’s account of 

the virtues of settled family and community life paints a rather selective past – not 

that ‘nothing has changed’, but the connection between changes in spatial structures, 

mobilities and time and space are easily being confused with changes in the moral 

character of people. 

There is, for example, the idea that community finds its most fertile soil in small 

towns or in neighbourhoods that function as urban villages. Putnam sees ‘sprawl’ 

as an important factor in the decline of social capital. His evidence suggests that 

‘residents of small towns and rural areas are more altruistic, honest and trusting than 
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other Americans. In fact, even among suburbs, smaller is better from a social capital 

point of view’ (Putnam 2000, 205). But, Putnam continues, ‘as suburbanization 

continued, however, the suburbs themselves fragmented into a sociological mosaic 

– collectively heterogeneous but individually homogeneous, as people fleeing the 

city sorted themselves into more and more finely distinguished “lifestyle enclaves” 

segregated by race, class, education, life stage and so on’ (but see Lewis 2004). He 

endorses Jacobs’ arguments that ‘regular contact with the local grocer, the families 

on the front stoop, and the priest walking the blocks of his parish, as well as the 

presence of street fairs and conveniently traversed parks, developed a sense of 

continuity and responsibility in local residents’. Here Putnam’s interpretation meshes 

with the mass society thesis, as in Robert Bellah et al. (1985), Habits of the Heart.

Bellah and his colleagues argued that old style American community life based on 

knowledge and tolerance of local residents was giving way to more individualized 

forms of attachment to lifestyle enclaves where one would seek out people like 

oneself to associate and mix with. Likewise, Putnam’s pleas for neighbourhoods 

as the places where community ties could blossom and where diversity hampers 

this (as in Putnam 2007) assume a rather simple relation between community and a 

bounded space. These arguments are variations of the social psychological contact 

hypotheses (see Homans 1951; Niekerk et al. 1989) that to know each other will 

automatically result in caring for each other, combined with the idea that physical 

proximity will necessarily entail meeting others. Putnam’s approach here contradicts 

the arguments developed by urban sociologists such as Claude Fischer (1982) who 

argues that cities allow increasing sociability. People chose their social contacts in 

an environment where a greater concentration of population gives them a wider 

choice of people who they share common interests with. This indicates that the very 

terms in which such debates are framed, with their assumptions about space and 

community, need to be questioned, and that a priori division between small places 

and community and large cities and disintegration, each with their own ways of 

life, is not the most fruitful way to think about community (see also Wellman and 

Leighton 1979), especially not under globalization (Eade 1997; Savage et al. 2005) 

but also historically (Scherzer 1992). Physical proximity provides local relationships 

with a specific context, but proximity only does not guarantee that relationships will 

be formed, as Bulmer (1986, 18-9) and Gans (1967, 154) have argued. Physical 

proximity may offer public familiarity, and, as we will see in the next chapter, 

centralized industrial cities of the past may have had better opportunities to develop 

such familiarity. But public familiarity should not be confused with having a dense 

network of personal ties that one may access to acquire resources. While some 

familiarity, and a context in which one repetitively sees the same people and can 

thus casually learn who they are without ever having direct dealings with them, 

may be instrumental to the eventual development of social ties (Blokland 2003) this 

is not the same as equating public familiarity with social networks, let alone a nice 

and warm community. In Fischer’s words:

Public familiarity is often taken (…) for private intimacy and public impersonality for 

private estrangement (…) But such public familiarity has nothing to do with people’s 
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private lives. The friendly greeter on the streets may have few friends, while the reserved 

subway rider may have a thriving social life (Fischer 1982, 61–2).

In other words, public familiarity, or knowing about others in one’s neighbourhood 

or town by sharing the same space for daily routines, is not the same as and will 

not necessarily result in communities rich in social capital, as such familiarity is 

a context for but not the content of interactions and social relationships. On the 

contrary; such public familiarity, as was common in, for example, Rotterdam’s 

working class neighbourhoods in the first half of the 20th century can be just as 

much a context for exclusion and division among residents, through negative gossip 

and other mechanisms, as a context for community, trust and the like (see Blokland 

2003 and the next chapter). As Blokland and Noordhoff show in their chapter here, 

mechanisms such as gossip, that presuppose at least public familiarity, may even be 

detrimental to the development of social capital. As noted, Curley shows how local 

ties can also be draining rather than supporting. Devine and Halfpenny demonstrate 

how such familiarity can be strongly excluding. In short, we need to base our 

understanding of social capital, not on a notion of what community used to be like 

(or of what we, for whatever reasons, selectively remember it to have been) but on an 

elaborated understanding of contemporary urban forms, which we call ‘networked 

urbanism’. As we show in the next chapter by Blokland and Rae, historical accounts 

do not serve the purpose of showing better times and finding ways to return to those, 

but help us understand what historical developments have brought this networked 

urbanism about. 

This insistence on the spatiality of social capital leads us to insist on the politics 

of territoriality. Social capital involves contestation over space, means by which 

people make claims on territory and seek to define themselves and outsiders, an 

array of ‘others’. This is hardly an original point. The literature on the dynamics 

of voluntary association membership within community studies (nearly entirely 

neglected within the social capital literature) argues precisely such associations as 

intrinsically bound up with disputes over local belonging, a point further developed 

by Devine and her co-authors in this volume. In the UK, the tradition of community 

studies associated with Ronald Frankenberg (1957), Margaret Stacey (1960), 

Marilyn Strathern (1981), Jeanette Edwards (2000) and Ray Pahl (1965; 1970) has 

argued that local associations are far from ‘neutral’ associations which people might 

or might not join, but are means of establishing different kinds of ‘insider’ status in 

various local contexts (see also Elias and Scotson 1965). Similar arguments have 

been made in the USA, where notions of neighbourhoods as ‘communities of limited 

liability’ have attempted to move away from the idea that, localities need to be sites 

of convergence of likeness of social interests, and moral values (Janowitz 1974). 

Residents’ involvement to and attachment with their residential communities vary 

greatly, and cannot be measured on a one-dimensional scale of ‘more’ or ‘less’. In this 

book, Savage, Tampubolon and Warde bring out the implications of the way that a 

neighbourhood-based association generates different kinds of engagement compared 

to a group of city-wide enthusiasts. Moreover, where meanings of neighbourhoods 

are contested in place-making processes, we may not find ‘one’ community, but 
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certainly social capital is being used, although analyses do not necessarily use the 

concept (see for example Berrey 2005; Pendall 1999; Walsh and Warland 1983).

Such spatial sensitivity may enable a more careful approach to the distinction 

between bridging and bonding social capital, by exploring the connection between 

spatial and social segregation. Put crudely, for Putnam, bridging social capital is 

good by establishing diverse links between different kinds of people, whilst bonding 

social capital is bad through establishing exclusive communities. Implicit within this 

formulation is, again, the idea of linking otherwise empty containers, with bridging 

social capital straddling these. However, as anthropologists of community have 

demonstrated, community ties do not form within isolated, bounded spaces. Rather, 

boundaries are drawn through dis-identifying with other locales (Cohen 1985). To this 

extent, the ties of social capital simultaneously create boundaries which distinguish 

‘others’. ‘Insiders’ and ‘outsiders’ are mutually constituted in the same process. 

If this point is granted, then we need to understand social capital as implicated in 

processes of boundary maintenance and division, which are simultaneously social 

and spatial formations. 

When it comes to ‘bridging’ social capital, the theories of social capital that most 

strongly rely on networks too evoke an image of bridges between spatially separate 

sites. One does not have to support theories of meeting chance logics and contact 

hypotheses to see that bridging social capital needs encounters between people with 

diverse resources to happen. Practices of creating, maintaining and crossing borders 

make no spatial reference and they will often consist of interactions that take place 

in sites that are not without identities, and thus they are not empty spaces to be filled 

by social capital, but influence the very mechanisms through which social capital 

works. We cannot talk about such mechanisms other than within social spaces – and 

within processes of border formation, including those imaginary borders and actual 

borders (with Mexicans or other outsiders jumping over the American border). 

Social capital is both a way to establish borders and a way to establish relationships 

across borders and communicate understandings of the other’s identity and social 

positioning. Meanwhile social capital can only be reproduced relationally. 

Segregation, in residence, as well as in appropriation of other sites, is an 

organization of space that both results from social capital, and as we have argued 

above, that affects further capital formation precisely because spatial arrangements 

can affect network formations. For instance, space can be appropriated and given 

specific meanings, as when gentrifiers appropriate a park in a neighbourhood 

through setting the standards of what is and what is not acceptable (their drinking 

white wine at a neighbourhood picnic is, while the beer wrapped in a brown bag 

of a homeless man is not). Social capital in used here in very different ways. In 

turn, the appropriation of space serves as an exclusionary practice to maintain their 

local networks, and thus further affects the distribution of social capital among a 

subsection of neighbourhood residents. Without attention for such processes of place 

making and the practices of in- and exclusion and social capital formation they relate 

to, social network theories of social capital are unable to address the question of how 

precisely social capital does its work on the ground, in everyday life situations – and 

yet such a question is crucial for understanding especially the unequal distributions 

of social capital.
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The spatial determinism that problematic neighbourhoods, cities or city-

regions lack the sort of cohesion or community that is needed to be a place rich in 

social capital and thus to be a successful place is dominant in much urban policy, 

including regeneration strategies where the demographic make-up of areas is being 

changed. It also informs wide-ranging attempts to stimulate participation in all sorts 

of voluntary associations, community action and organization and other forms of 

civil society, as such participation is hold to create cohesion in a geographical unit 

as well as to enhance individual’s engagement in ‘society’ and thus by definition

their social capital. 

The Aims and Structure of This Book

We argue that first, social capital research needs a wider acknowledgement that 

social capital is border-creating and maintaining, hence exclusionary and laden with 

power, and that its negative sides are thus not some contingent feature, but actually 

quite central to it. This, of course, is a point that Bourdieu has always argued, though 

he focuses on elite social capital, and in the development of the social capital debate 

with all its ‘feel-good’ flavour has thoroughly been positioned as a critical aside. 

Acknowledging this requires us to contextualize the study of social capital in terms 

of an understanding of the dynamics of contemporary urban relations. This leads us 

to our second concern, to challenge the lack of spatiality in the social capital concept 

as it is commonly used, that keeps from sight important dynamics of the workings 

of social capital. 

As part of our concern to relocate social capital, we recognize that both voluntary 

associations and networks are crucial to social capital, and associations can often 

(but not always) be seen as special forms of networks. We seek to draw on the 

tradition of social network analysis, yet also to refuse its tendency to abstract social 

ties from their spatial context. The formal aspect of network research is important, 

and several chapters in this book such as by Savage, Tampubolon and Warde deploy 

it, but we also need to explore how resources are actually organized and deployed 

within networks. Drawing on Bourdieu and Tilly, we see social capital as assets in 

webs of relations of persons or sets of persons in which interaction might create a 

greater advantage for one than for the other.

We argue against the popular, but in our view poorly defined, distinction between 

bonding and bridging social capital. Bridging social capital can simultaneously create 

bonding social capital as it defines those ‘insiders’ in comparison to ‘outsiders’ with 

whom bridges are made. Bridging and bonding social capital become two aspects of 

one and the same process. This leaves too little analytical room for defining how these 

forms develop, other than differentiating between weak and strong ties. As several 

of our chapters show, weak ties do not guarantee bridges, and strong ties do not 

guarantee bonding. On a more practical level, we thus also criticize two assumptions 

common in all sorts of urban policy programs, (e.g.) that simply stimulating networks 

will bring about social capital, especially in deprived areas, and that stimulating all 

sorts of participation, especially on the local level, will do the same trick. 
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In emphasizing the contextuality of social networks, our starting point, elaborated 

in the next chapter, is to recognize how fundamental changes in the urban social 

fabric, described as the ‘end of urbanism’ by Douglas Rae (2003), or what we refer 

to as ‘networked urbanism’ relate to changing forms of social capital in the city. The 

‘urbanist’ decades of the beginning of the twentieth century included among other 

things centralized manufacturing, mixed neighbourhood use, thick layers of locally 

embedded social organizations and networks, and congruence between economic, 

social and political citizenship when elites not only had their economic interests 

firmly located in one place, but also contributed to its civic texture trough actual 

residence within that city. Various processes – technological, economic and social – 

have changed this urbanism through decentralizing energies towards more peripheral 

locations. Efforts of local governments to alleviate poverty and poor housing 

conditions in cities have over the years brought improvements in other respects, 

but have not forestalled the end of urbanism. Most cities are, after all ‘sitting ducks, 

unable to move out of the way when change come soaring at them’ (Rae 2003, xvi). 

This has led to the emergence of what we call, ‘networked urbanism’. As geographers 

such as Ash Amin and Nigel Thrift, or Stephen Graham and Simon Marvin (2001) 

argue, we are seeing the elaboration of a post-urban environment, where the core 

organizing role of the central urban public space is eclipsed, and we see the rise of 

decentred neighbourhoods and zones of activity, loosely and multiply connected to 

each other through road, telecommunications, and organizational circuits that have 

no clear centres or foci. But we need here, to avoid either demonizing or glamorizing 

these contemporary patterns: we do not argue that life was better, or that people as 

individual persons with their own peculiarities, tastes and desires were better, more 

solidary or whatever. There is neither logic nor an empirical base to justify the image 

that individual people were morally superior in other times or, similarly, in other 

places like the villages of Vermont. 

Our objective, then, is to investigate ‘making’ social capital rather than ‘having’ 

social capital, recognizing that where we do this is a central aspects of our analysis. 

Although each of the authors have their own interpretation of social capital – and 

we have thought it necessary to give them their room to outline this – they all share 

the stress on the need to understand the specific mechanisms through which social 

capital operates through people and groups crossing borders, forming borders and 

maintaining borders. All chapters thus also show that social capital does not simply 

have a ‘dark’ side that complicates the story, but that its very workings are inherently 

bound up with unequal results for involved parties, as relationships are rarely so 

balanced that no inequalities are created or reinforced.

The first section sets the context by exploring the changing character of urbanism, 

and the extent to which changes in the urban form require us to see social capital as 

increasingly concerned with segregation. Chapter 2 elaborates the notion of ‘the end 

of urbanism’ and discusses the consequences for our understanding of networked 

urbanism. Blokland and Rae lay out the historical parameters which need to inform 

our current analysis. They show that to hark back to a social capital dependent on a 

dense civic infrastructure and public realm is fundamentally flawed because we no 

longer live in the kind of urban environment which allows this. We need, instead, to 

grapple with the contemporary dynamics of networked urbanism. 
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This theme is taken up in Chapter 3, where Rowland Atkinson further elaborates 

on the nature of contemporary segregation and isolation in new urban spaces. He 

explores the urban world of the affluent middle classes, as they flee central urban 

locations and mark out their exclusiveness. Refusing simple ideas of their being a 

‘creative class’, he focuses on their concern to demarcate themselves from the wider 

urban population. He shows how powerful psycho-social forms of segregation are, 

and how they affect not only the increasing numbers of gated communities, but also 

more hybrid and apparently less segregated urban forms. He presents a powerful and 

evocative account of the difficulty of appealing to old communal identities in new 

forms of networked urbanism.

Chapter 4 by Bruce Haynes and Jesus Hernandez is an historical exemplification 

of these arguments. It zooms in on a core processes of the end of urbanism, namely 

suburbanization, and shows how new forms of social capital emerge in these new 

spaces. Using a case study of a middle class black neighbourhood in Yonkers in New 

York State, they forcefully show how power and exclusion are inherent to suburban 

development and how ignoring the matrix of inequality produced by race in much 

of the theories of social capital enables one to remain blind to power and structural 

inequalities and racisms. 

The second section of the book focuses specifically on urban social networks, 

examining how far they can really address issues of social exclusion. This section 

reports a series of case studies with both poor, and affluent, urban dwellers, and 

the contrasts are instructive. In Chapter 5, Alexandra Curley takes issue with the 

underdeveloped notion of spatiality in social capital literature, as she questions 

whether geographical relocation has consequences for social capital formation of 

poor people, and if so, how. In her study of poor women who found new residences 

as part of the HOPE VI program, she found that the women had more weak, leverage 

ties in the concentrated areas where they had lived before, and also that strong ties 

could both be supportive and draining.

The distinction between strong and weak ties in the networks of poor people is 

further explored by Talja Blokland and Floris Noordhoff in Chapter 6, where they 

analyse through a qualitative study of poor residents of three neighbourhoods in 

Amsterdam and Rotterdam how interviewees reflect on their social ties, and what 

challenges they face to make these ties productive. Chapter 7, then, is the last chapter 

that challenges the policy suggestion that all one needs to do is, help people getting 

better networks, as Andrea Andreotti and Patrick Le Galès here show the exclusionary 

practices of network formation across spaces of successful middle class residents in 

Paris and Milan. They criticize the idea that affluent professionals and managers are 

withdrawing from their urban environment, and emphasize the density of their local 

ties, yet also point out how exclusive these are. 

The final section of the book explores how voluntary associations and more 

generally the urban public realm allows the potential for significant interaction 

between different kinds of urban resident. Talja Blokland in Chapter 8 offers a 

further discussion of the argument that weak ties across categorical boundaries of 

race and class, especially to be achieved through local participation, will result in 

social capital for the disadvantaged. Through a case study of a gardening project 
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in an American low-income housing development adjacent to a gentrified area she 

discusses social capital within participatory, mixed networks.

In Chapter 9, Mike Savage, Gindo Tampubolon and Alan Warde use case 

studies of the social networks of political activists in Manchester to show that not 

all kinds of membership create active engagement. Counter-intuitively, they show 

that an organization with more internal feuding is better able to generate activity 

from its members than in some which appears more efficiently organized. Similarly, 

the organization which is more closely related to the institutional organization of 

urban governance is better able to rouse its members than that which acts in more 

responsive mode. 

This vision is explored through specific empirical reference in Chapter 10. Fiona 

Devine and her colleagues explore the urban politics of two affluent suburbs near 

Manchester. They point to the concern of leading local activists to define their locales 

as exclusive, yet at the same time they show how commercial development pressures 

and the wish to attract a wide clientele to restaurants, shops and bars can conflict 

with such pressures. They therefore emphasize the open and contested nature of 

urban politics in the contemporary British suburb. 

The book closes, in Chapter 11, with Tim Butler’s article which ties together 

many of the themes of this book. Discussing both Putnam’s and Bourdieu’s concepts 

of social capital, Butler explores how different gentrified areas of inner London create 

very different ‘mini-habituses’ which are linked to radically divergent amounts of 

social involvement. Rather than a simple model of middle class ‘isolation’, it is 

necessary to distinguish between alternative kinds of middle class relationship to 

the city. Butler’s insistence that London, a leading global city, is characterized by 

such important spatial variation, is a final and ringing endorsement of our book’s key 

message, that urban space cannot be abstracted out of the study of social capital, and 

that we need to recognize the complex interplay between social capital and urban 

space in further research. 

Our case studies are drawn from different urban settings and can be read 

independently of each other, yet also provide a powerful demonstration of how we 

need to understand social capital in its intimate surrounds. This is an argument that 

has wider resonance to all those interested in contemporary social change. 
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Chapter 2

The End to Urbanism: How the Changing 

Spatial Structure of Cities Affected its 

Social Capital Potentials1

Talja Blokland and Douglas Rae

Introduction

In Chapter 1, Blokland and Savage argued that the concept of social capital needs to 

properly confront the urban. This encounter, we argue, involves a greater attention 

to networks, and to the exclusionary character of social capital. In this chapter, we 

initiate this encounter through an examination of how urban relations are changing, 

and how this affects the nature of social capital. We draw here on our two recent 

books on urban change, showing how what Rae (2003) has identified as ‘the end 

or urbanism’ and Blokland (2003) as ‘the privatisation of community’ form a key, 

inter-related, framework for interrogating social capital. Our two studies developed 

independently, are based on different regions in the Western world, and use different 

research methods, yet we will show that they are complimentary in their analyses 

of change. Whilst neither one focuses explicitly on social capital, the empirical data 

and theoretical arguments in both, especially when combined, have implications for 

social capital theory. 

It is clear that there is a dominant sense of urban malaise. Cities have changed in 

their capacities to generate what we may call ‘effective personal encounters’, and there 

1 We refer to the two main sources of most or our arguments only more precisely when 

functional for the text here, and where we feel the reader may need more empirical detail 

than we can here offer. For methods and general framing of the thesis of end of urbanism, in 

particular to the debate on government and governance in political science, that we here omit 

but did form the context for Rae’s original publication, see Rae (2003: Chapters 1 and  2). 

The second source that inspired this chapter is Blokland (2003) which consists of a study of 

change in community and place attachment in Rotterdam, the Netherlands and contains the 

methodology used. We draw some empirical examples from this study where useful, and the 

thesis of the relevance of public familiarity is further developed there. Incidentally, we also 

draw on a New Haven study by Blokland, and refer to Blokland 2008 for the methodology 

used in that study. We deliberately do not discuss the position of African Americans and the 

role of race in the city of New Haven since the 1950s. To do so duly would require too much 

space, and would not add substantially to the discussion of the very dark sides of social coital 

that racism constitutes discussed in the next chapter by Bruce Haynes. This issue is however 

extensively discussed in Rae 2003, see especially Chapter 8.
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is increasing concern to generate policy intervention to remedy what is seen as the 

breakdown of urban social cohesion. The first ‘path of repair’ consists of interventions 

to stimulate network formation, especially among residents of disadvantaged 

neighbourhoods within their administratively confined ‘spaces’. The second ‘path 

of repair’ is to enhance participation in all sorts of institutions, assuming that such 

memberships will eventually and automatically result in increased level of social 

cohesion – and, by consequence, social capital. We see here a politics characterised by 

the imperative to connect, seeking to recover a lost world of urban encounters, quite 

ignorant of urban changes or of a thorough understanding of social ties.

We might read this kind of imagery as a familiar, nostalgic, communitarian 

refrain, the kind which dates back to the romantic movement of the late 18th century. 

Yet we insist that we do indeed need to recognize that cities as spatial structures 

have changed, and that we cannot meaningfully seek to recreate some kind of ‘lost 

urban community’. We need to place our understanding of the capacity of cities to 

generate social capital in the context of contemporary urbanism, not in terms of 

‘imagined community’. We want to show how what has been called the ‘Golden 

Age’ of social capital in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century rested upon 

a particular urban fabric which no longer exists. Only by recognizing that we now 

live in a situation of ‘networked urbanism’ can we understand the contemporary 

prospects for social capital. We propose here that social capital increasingly has 

become a feature of privatized communities; in contrast to Putnam’s account, we are 

not ‘bowling alone’, but we are bowling in social circles of our own choosing, where 

social divides come to play an even more important role when they are expressed 

through spatial boundaries. This is a theme which is taken up empirically in many 

of the chapters to follow. 

We show how the changing spatiality of social capital affects its character 

as a public or collective asset, and by consequence, its value for effective urban 

governance. In the first part of our chapter, we selectively summarize the thesis of 

the end of urbanism, as in Rae’s The City: Urbanism and Its Ends (2003). Urbanists 

certainly have drawn attention to patterns of change in networks and space, for 

example in the work of Barry Wellman (Wellman and Leighton 1979, Wellman 1979) 

or Claude Fisher (1982) and many authors who have followed into their footsteps 

(for example Oliver 1988; Guest and Wierzbicki 1999; Smith 2000; Hennig 2006; 

Völker, Flap and Lindenberg 2007). Whereas their perspective has consequences 

mainly for our understanding of social capital as the roads of individuals to access 

resources, students of suburbia (for example Gans 1967; Jackson 1985; Oliver 

1988; Murphy 2007) have discussed whether the spatial form of suburbia affect 

the possibilities of social capital in its more collective form (albeit not always in 

social capital terminology). These bodies of literature have not, however, provided 

the detailed historical analyses of the consequences of changing urbanism for social 

capital of the city – in contrast to social capital in the city or in society at large. This 

is precisely the approach that we take based on The City.

In the second part of the chapter, we use parts of Blokland’s Urban Bonds (2003) to 

maintain that the changes in urbanism as we knew it have not diminished social capital 

in its collective forms. Instead, what we will describe as the thesis of the ‘privatization 

of community’ has resulted in networked urbanism, where collectivities rich in social 
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capital are still being formed, but have taken on forms that do not limit their bounded 

spatiality to specific cities, and which allow exclusive social groups to emerge with 

even greater force. This, we argue, then has profound effects on the potentials of 

social capital for urban governance. Methodologically, we draw on historical and 

sociological empirical research conduced in New Haven and Rotterdam, covering the 

20th century. 

Urbanism at its Height: Social Capital of the City

We need to avoid nostalgia at the outset. The local level of the city never was a 

bounded site for social capital to develop in some unspecified past. There never 

was a golden age of entirely autonomous grass root voluntary associations. Skocpol 

(2000 and 2003, see also Skocpol and Fiorina 1999) has shown that the conventional 

wisdom has since become that voluntary groups were tiny and local, and that, as 

Joyce and Schrambra (1996 quoted in Skocpol 2003) put it, ‘spontaneous grass roots 

creations devoted to things apart from politics and governments’ determined the 

rich civic texture of the Western world, in particular of the United States. Skocpol 

challenges this view. She argues that classic American voluntary groups never had 

predominantly local activities, and that most of these groups did not operate apart 

from politics and government. Organizations with a local presence in the USA were 

part of translocal networks as early as the days of the Revolution, and most belonged 

to federations by the late 19th century. Just like Scherzer (1992) argued on the basis 

of his study of New York City that people’s personal social networks extended 

beyond neighbourhood and city in the 19th century, no matter the imagery now as 

if life was only local then, Skocpol shows that social capital vehicles like voluntary 

associations extended well beyond a locality. 

In Europe, Savage (1996) has similarly argued that working class militancy in 

the 19th and early 20th century did not rely on the dense networks of occupational 

communities, so much as the ability of trade unions, Friendly Societies, and other 

mutual organizations to transcend specific locations through networked structures of 

affiliated branches. Such analyses offer critical perspectives to how space and spatial 

distances affect the potentials for social capital. After all, if associational life never 

was purely local, then the approach that face to face contacts create trust, and that 

trust makes democracy work better, and that the absence or decrease in face to face 

contacts thus accounts for a whole lot of the concerns with democracy and social 

cohesion, may be inaccurate.

A better starting point than the lament for local urban community is to focus 

on the city’s intersection with political institutions. We define urbanism, then, as 

the pattern of private conduct and decision-making that by and large make the 

successful governance of cities possible even when City Hall is a fairly weak 

institution. Rae’s study is an account of how New Haven has moved from a ‘centred 

urbanism’, when even with a weak City Hall (as between 1910–1917) rich urban 

interactions flourished to the post-war period when, even in the existence of strong 

local government, urban networks declined. In the earlier decades, ‘collective’ social 

capital did not demand formal policy intervention, but was generated as by-product 
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of numerous urban processes. In the more recent period, however, this no longer 

happens, and collective social capital produces sectionalised, and privatised bonds 

and solidarities (and see also, Atkinson’s chapter in this volume).

Processes contributing to urbanism

We can identify four key features of the days of New Haven’s classic urbanism in the 

early twentieth century. Firstly, these were the days of booming industrial capitalism. 

The industrial convergence created large flows of products out of the city of New 

Haven and its region. This formed the basis for a powerful stream of investment in 

capital to energize the city. The wages earned in this growing industrial sector were 

the juice that nurtured a richly variegated community of retail businesses, a robust 

housing market and a textured city life. Most of all, industrial convergence meant a 

bountiful supply of relatively attractive jobs. This lured workers and their families 

into the city and kept them there. 

Secondly, many hundreds of tiny grocery stores, saloons, bakeries and so on 

carpeted the city’s neighbourhoods. This provided a potent source of social networks 

(and streams of income to proprietors). We should not romanticize this image as if to 

run into each other all the time would automatically create networks that were nice 

and friendly. But to run into each other within a locality on a regular basis creates 

public familiarity. Public familiarity, a term we adapt form Fisher (1982, 61–2), can 

be understood as where we position ourselves in relation to others on a continuum 

of privacy (how much do I reveal about who I am?) versus a continuum of access 

(is a space accessible to all or restricted to a private party?) (Blokland 2003). When 

we regularly meet the same others, we develop familiarity with them, even when 

we never speak with them but overhear their conversations with others, and such 

familiarity in the public space of a neighbourhood then provides a frame for social 

identifications – it enables us to accumulate the necessary knowledge about others 

to socially connect or keep our distance form others whom we can socially place. 

Even when friendships and love-affairs do not develop, we at least have a context 

to differentiate between who we consider to be us, and who we do not on the basis 

of more than basic stereotypes. We can thus develop a place attachment in ways 

we cannot with the same quality in spaces where such familiarity is lacking. Role 

differentiation (Hannerz 1980) has made, as we will argue below, such familiarity 

less likely. Public familiarity, not romantic close-knitted, nice communities provided 

the basis for social identifications and community. Exclusion was as much part of it 

as inclusion, but the local neighbourhood provided the stage. 

The neighbourhood stores also mattered in another way: the resident-owners of 

these businesses had a vested interest in the locality, where they strongly depended 

on a local clientele and where the small scale of their businesses made, different from 

current chain stores, relocating less of an option. A decaying neighbourhood would 

thus mean less business. A vibrant community with a positive role of themselves 

as engaged business owners who cared about the place and its people would bring 

about business. Such dedicated shop owners could have a sense of betrayal when 

customers felt little loyalty to the local businesses as soon as cheaper chain stores 

came in (see Blokland 2003). Public familiarity, in turn, had potentials for social 
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capital in ways that anonymous interactions with continuously changing others in 

suburban large shopping malls and their parking lots do not (cf. Jacobs 1961).2

Thirdly, centralised clustering of housing concentrated families of all social 

classes, races and ethnicities in a relatively compact city (although the African 

American population of New Haven remained numerically small until the 1950s, 

and European cities like Rotterdam saw large influxes of immigrants from abroad 

only after the 1960s). This was not so much a matter of taste. Cities at the turn of 

the twentieth century need not be seen as better places to live – in that sense, the 

rhetoric of a middle class flight is slightly mistaken: to vote with your feet becomes 

an option only if there are suitable alternatives. That middle classes and whites lived 

in the cities in greater numbers should be understood as driven by economic and 

technological forces, not choice: one simply had to live relatively close to one’s job. 

Limited options for quick and reliable transportations kept the geographical lines of 

production and supportive services of all kinds, including banking, legal advice and 

so on, geographically compact. Whereas distinctive working class neighbourhoods 

did emerge, all groups lived in close proximity to others of very different economic 

strata. Combined with the public familiarity that developed through the density of 

mixed use of the city spaces, dealing with diversity was part and parcel of everyday 

life. That is not to say that all sorts of bridging networks across boundaries of 

race and class came simply into being. But the potential through repeated casual 

interactions in such a ‘sidewalk republic’ with limited options to opt-out was there. It 

is therefore likely that social capital of the bridging type was easier available, to the 

benefit of individual residents seeking for a housecleaning lady or a house to clean 

and certainly for the civic texture of the city, and thus for the smoothing of everyday 

life small scale endeavours (like running a local school or organizing a children’s 

summer camp or soccer club). As we will see in the second part of our chapter, the 

current voluntary character of ‘doing community’ (cf. Jenkins 1996) has reduced the 

relevance of locality to such a civic texture.

2  Indeed, research addressing the current role of shop owners in social control shows 

that arbitrary accidental choices of locations of businesses in which attachment to the area 

plays hardly a role have changed the loyalties of small businesses to specific places as well 

as reduced their expectations of the loyalties of their clients (Blokland 2008, forthcoming). 

Historically, place created a context for local business people to connect identity with the 

neighbourhood and the city in ways that they currently do not. Grand Avenue in New Haven, 

for example, dotted with all sorts of business in 1910–1917, in 2003 was a decayed shopping 

street where none of the businesses interviewed reported to feel particularly attached to the 

area or feel they had a local role to play, none of the business-owners interviewed, with one 

exception, lived in the neighbourhood. All reported the access to the highway (sick!) as the 

major asset of their current location. This included a bakery dating back to the beginning of 

the twentieth century, where the person interviewed reported to find the Italian-American 

heritage of the neighbourhood of commercial value but ‘not really more than that.’ Similarly, 

in four shopping areas in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, two in post-war neighourhoods and two 

in prewar traditional European mixed-use areas, retailers felt little to no commitment to the 

area, were motivated only by economic reasons in their choice of location, and reported little 

to no social identification with their local clients. 
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Fourthly, New Haven had a dense civic fauna of organizations outside the 

business sector that provided another layer of social cohesion and governance, be 

it fraternities, mutual benefit societies or religious congregations. Often they were 

part of a state or nation wide web of organizations rather than spontaneous and grass 

roots. Yet they still had a specific role for social capital of the city. For example, 

the typically locally rooted but hierarchically imposed system of Catholic parishes 

counted 16 in New Haven, seven of which were founded after 1900, totalling over 

60.000 parishioners. Of course, such figures do not say much. Indeed, the Italians of 

the St Michael’s parish were far less likely to make it to Easter Mass than were the 

residents of Polish descent (see Rae 2003, 151–2 for details). But St. Michael’s parish 

was intertwined with three mutual benefit societies, knitting the social fabric of the 

surrounding neighbourhood closely together, as the activities of these societies, in 

particular of St. Andrews, were again supported by local Italian-American businesses 

of various sorts. Whereas St Andrews Society and the St Michael parish continue to 

exist, its members have generally moved out of the city. Although some members 

continue to refer to the neighbourhood as ‘theirs’, their current involvement is 

mostly one of consumers. Most of this civic fauna was not just for the benefit of 

the city residents, but also run by those residents. Detailed analyses (see Rae 2003, 

chapter 5, in particular 164–5) show that organizations’ leaders were not just drawn 

from elites, but also came from lower tiers of the economy and from working class 

neighbourhoods, ranging from railroad conductors to bricklayers and a saloonkeeper 

and cigar packer as organizational presidents. In such organizations substantial 

rationality of a shared common goal helped overcome other social distinctions and 

they were organized in a manner that was based on face-to-face contact with some 

regularity over time. This strengthened urbanism and meant social capital for the 

city, independently of whether or not they were local or just the local chapters of 

national, politically connected organizations. They may have derived their power 

to be effective in their aims from such wide networks. They were, however, also 

providing a layer of cohesion to the city.

Finally, then, locally constituted elites did have a specific role. A pattern of political 

integration was made possible by the concentration of leaders from business and civic 

organizations inside the city on a more or less full time basis. Absentee management 

of local banks, manufacturing plants, schools, civic clubs and congregations was 

exceptional. Thus economic citizenship, expressed as the ownership and active 

management of enterprise, generally coincided with political citizenship, expressed 

as local political participation and organizational membership, and, although to a 

lesser extent, social citizenship of both forming networks with others in the city to 

socialize and spend free time and of engaging in the social and cultural activities 

and facilities that the city offered. In New Haven between 1910 and 1917, then, city 

government was weak. But city government could be weak precisely because there 

was leadership in all sorts of other ways. The social capital for the city that came with 

this triple citizenship attributed to urbanism. A community of stakeholders was close 

to a community of residence. That made the city and its neighbourhoods sustainable 

in ways that policy-makers now often hold as their ideal. 

Our point, then, is that the classic period of the industrial city did generate an 

institutional, social and economic environment in which local social capital could 
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flourish, and which at least provided a suitable context to facilitate forms of support 

and identity It is not incidental that numerous historical studies have demonstrated 

how social and political movements both drew on, and in turn helped to constitute, 

this rich urban domain (e.g. on the rise of the labour movement in the United 

Kingdom, see Savage 1987).

The end of urbanism and the separation of economic, social and political 

citizenship

These features did not mean a golden age in all respects – intense poverty, racism 

and social distances, lack of sanitary facilities and clogging traffic were all part of 

daily life. One need not be sentimental, however, to observe that the patterns of 

social life then, within the spatial context of the city and under the conditions of 

economy and technology of that time, provided a social capital for the city that was 

inherently different from what it later became, and now is. This is not to take a view 

about whether there has been a decline in social capital as such, but we do argue that 

for cities as entities to be somehow ‘governed’ the heights of urbanism provided a 

different social capital than contemporary cities do, one in which a weak City Hall 

mattered less to the changes that mattered most to people. And not for long.

Electricity, mass transportation and suburbanization

Urbanism was not altogether popular, not even in its heydays. Many Americans 

had since Jefferson’s days mistrusted cities, and just as elsewhere associated cities 

with fear (cf. Body-Gendrot 2001). The suburban ideal contrasted with the city 

as evil, and many became urbanites by default rather than choice. The American 

suburban way of life also acquired cultural meanings in America’s national identity 

(cf. Beauregard 2006). Two developments, the advent of the AC electric grid and of 

automotive transport, set the stage for major changes: they created the possibility of 

mass mobility, and especially of mobility outside the grids of fixed transportation 

lines or other resources. These technological changes had large social impacts. AC 

electricity made the distribution of energy to almost anywhere possible. This enabled 

new ways of production other than on-site steam manufacturing, and real estate 

development farther away – and thus suburbanization (see also Lewis 2004 who 

argued that suburbanization of manufacturing and people dates back to the second 

half of the 19th century already). Open spaces once useful only to farming became 

accessible with the arrival of cheap automobiles. And they could be reached by the 

AC grid, and thus invited manufacturing, commerce and residence as never before. 

All this set in motion an avalanche of spatial reorganization that determined the 

fate of American cities intensely, affecting all factors noted above. Whereas such 

developments also influenced these factors within European cities, the smaller size 

of European countries, especially small countries like the Netherlands, mediated the 

processes. A steam tram, for example, would connect New Haven to its outskirts, 

but in Rotterdam, where cars arrived much later than the T-Ford in the US. This 

tram had much more of a pull effect of people from the already existing villages 

and towns in the country side to the new opportunities of industrial developments 
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in the larger urban cores. For example, the tramcar that connected Rotterdam with 

the South West Holland’s islands connected cities and hinterland well from the 19th 

century onwards and provided opportunities to migrate to the city from rural areas 

and towns, rather than pulling away form them (similarly it was the implosion and 

greater crowding with cars that was the initial concern in New Haven, Rae 2003,  

226–8). But the cheap labour that these migrants provided for the shipbuilding industries 

and harbours of Rotterdam also gave rise to its segregation by social class, with entire 

neighbourhoods developed in the Southern part of the city solely aimed at housing 

workers. Eventually suburbanization would set in here, too. Historical processes 

hence differed and followed different patterns in scale and time, but all affected the 

social capital in the city. Albeit such developments differed throughout the West, they 

share that they were far beyond the control of the city. Such developments took place 

on a scale that, as far as anyone ‘steered’ them at all, hardly took the specific interests 

of any city as such into account. The increasing mobility of capital and people, noted 

by so many geographers (for example and notably Castells 1989 and 2000, see also 

Urry 2000), and most recently incorporated in theories of ‘rescaling’ (for example 

Brenner and Theodore 2002), meant a rescaling of governance at that time already. 

The cheap automobiles that Ford produced affected government, but also governance 

of the city, because the city had to stick to its initial territory, while almost everything 

and everybody else can move – and increasingly so. And so they did. 

Industrial Production and the Decline of Local Attachment

Industrial production, with the major firms around which the city had grown and 

expanded and around which its civic texture was formed, would disappear or 

change from the 1920s onwards. Again for contextualized reasons, such patterns 

of deindustrialization of specific types of manufacturing had also characterised a 

number of European cities (Rotterdam, with its harbour and shipbuilding, being one 

of them) In New Haven, they were being reorganized as part of larger corporations 

with headquarters far away, boards of directors and stakeholders with eyes 

for efficiency and quality of production but no heart for New Haven – and why 

would they – all led to a process of detachment between the needs of corporate 

management and those of the community that happened to have grown around the 

plants owned by that firm. Or they would go out of business, as did most of the ship 

building industry of Rotterdam later on (on such processes in British shipbuilding 

oriented cities, see also Roberts 1993). Such changes impacted the civic texture of 

the city and the commitments of elites, but also affected the congruence of political, 

social and economic citizenship in working class neighbourhoods like Hillesluis, a 

neighbourhood in Rotterdam South. Where this working class neighbourhood had 

been the site for making class, also in its political sense, it gradually became the site 

for unmaking class (cf. Savage 1996, 65; Blokland 2005, 124–5). It became the site 

where other salient divisions of categorical nature, such as ethnicity, became more 

pronounced markers of division and the demographic make-up of the areas change. 

In New Haven, the cheap U.S. automobiles made suburbanization possible, and 

the flexible transport with trucks enabled the coming of chain grocery stores, as did 
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the national emergence of new and more aggressive strategies for food distribution, 

organizing itself in ways that by definition would push neighbourhood grocery stores 

out of business. And as (affluent) people moved away from the central city, chain 

stores followed. Central corporate management would then determine that large 

economies of scale could be won by shutting down smaller, older outlets in favour 

of superstores, and even they would engage in deadly competition. This process was 

certainly more pronounced in American cities than in Europe, due to size, a much more 

interventionist state and other contextual factors, but took a similar course. And as 

people moved, societies and associations dwindled, and everyday social interactions 

within the city changed. That is not to say that people stopped using the city, as we 

will see in more detail below, but their everyday interactions no longer produced 

that type of public familiarity that it used to bring about in the early decades of the 

century, when most people lived most of their daily routines quite locally. Although 

they may still have travelled to a Cape Cod summer house, have had friends and 

families in far-away places and networks far beyond the neighbourhood even in 

other times (Scherzer 1992) it is everyday routines that we mean to point to.

What resulted, then, were indications of the end of urbanism. No longer did 

centred capitalism provide city government with great economic leverage over firms 

that need opportunities for land use. No longer was a central location superior to a 

peripheral one for a new factory, warehouse, or (especially in the US) retail store. 

In the US and Europe alike, middle class workers were no longer compelled to live 

near their places of work, and no longer were nearly all those places of employment 

located within the central city. No longer did civic institutions and neighbourhood 

retailing hence provide such a thick a web of social connectedness within city 

neighbourhoods. And no longer could city government afford to remain passive or 

rigid and unresponsive to its changing environment – and still succeed in governance 

of the city.

There is an interesting example of this in the case of New Haven. With the arrival 

of Mayor Lee, elected in 1953, New Haven entered a period of heroic governance, 

yet one which ultimately could not turn the tide of the ‘end of urbanism’ and indeed, 

indirectly, contributed to it. Lee’s passion for slum clearance and regeneration 

was not that peculiar, as it fitted the trend of modernism of the time, including its 

extravagant physical determinism that good buildings in and of itself will make good 

places. Peculiar was his intensive and passionate management of government. Yet 

despite this he finally was unsuccessful in his aim to restore the urbanism that the 

city was losing, mainly because the underlying problems, some of which we have 

laid out above, that Lee’s New Haven faced were so deeply rooted in history, so 

powerful and so complex, that no mayor could possibly had overcome them. By 

setting out to re-create a region in which firms ad families pressed inward to the 

central city, seeking out opportunities to produce, sell, and live in the middle of 

New Haven, Lee had set himself against history. With structures, as Community 

Progress Inc (CPI, see Rae 2003, chapter 11 for details) to expertly repair a tattered 

social fabric, Lee had taken on a project of social engineering that no government 

of any scale has successfully managed. Change continued, and urban regeneration 

only accelerated these processes: highways did, even when they cut right through the 

city, bring nothing to the city but only furthered decentralized. The demolishing of 
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neighbourhoods meant the end to what was left of small retailers, and as they were 

so engaged and connected to locality starting anew some place else under changed 

conditions was hardly a viable option – a trend of changes in city businesses that was 

irreversibly underway due to increasing competition with larger firms anyway.

For our purpose here, it is important to note that the changes in residential 

location, location of labour, commitment of elites to the local scale and the increasing 

geographical mobility overall meant that to be a citizen was taking on quite a 

different meaning than it had in 1910–1917. In that period economic citizenship, 

political citizenship and social citizenship all tended to converge in the city. Hence 

the public familiarity, the social networks and the civic fauna that residents brought 

about together created social capital of the city, and thus opened up possibilities of 

governance. We need to recognise that this kind of urban structure is now lost, and 

we cannot usefully seek to recover it through policy initiatives, however well meant. 

The capacity of urban governance has consequently diminished.

Privatization of Community, or How Schmoozing Stopped Producing a 

Sidewalk Republic

Let us now consider in this second part of the chapter how patterns of private conduct 

and decision making that contribute to the successful governance of cities (urbanism) 

were affected by the changes we noted, and stress in particular the disappearance of 

a self evident relation between place and participation in patterns of conduct and 

decision making.

Individualization and bureaucratization 

Firstly, cities have witnessed changing organizations and other forms of what we 

have called civic fauna. Organizations were crowded out by alternative uses of 

leisure time, including the rise of television (compare of course also Putnam 2000). 

Organizations of mutual insurance professionalised and became part of government 

and market programs including their bureaucratization (cf. H. Blokland 2007). 

Generic welfare state provisions on the bases of abstracted solidarity as well as 

individualised provisions by the market can both be seen as trends of individualization. 

Such bureaucratization and individualization also changed the civic fauna of the 

city, especially when connected with geographical mobility. To begin with, with the 

exception of religious organizations, participation became more and more a middle-

class affair. Moreover, as noted by many others and mentioned above, organizations 

changed in kind: they moved from members to clients, and participation became 

more of a check book affair. There has been quite a debate about whether or not this 

negatively affects the social capital of society, whether it is a bad or a good thing or 

simply fits the post-modern times (Field 2003; Fukuyama 1995). For our purpose 

of discussing social capital of the city, the effects of these changing profiles of 

organization included the potentials of such organization for social capital of the city 

(or even the ward or neighbourhood): check book participation and virtual networks 

may thus clearly affect the social capital of the city – in type, that is. Skocpol’s 
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observation that local organizations had close ties to government and were more 

often than not chapters of national organizations does not change the fact that the 

localness of their on the ground activities was of a different nature. 

For example, Rotterdam Catholic parishes and Protestant congregations run 

local community houses where children of the neighbourhood were lured in by 

giving them oranges if they sat through a Bible club or inviting them to come and 

play games if they first attended Mass. Up to the 1950s, to both civilize the urban 

crowds of the working classes (cf. Elias 1939; De Regt 1984) by offering them 

housing, health care, schools and social clubs as well as to emancipate them through 

social democratic and several Christian movements were forms of national or even 

transnational movements translated to a spatial site of neighbourhoods and blocks. 

Professionalization and bureaucratization of the social sector reduced the role of 

faith-based organizations in neighbourhoods, in, as was the case in the Netherlands, 

in a quickly secularising society with a growing welfare state. The increase of state 

involvement thus reduced the extent to which patterns of private conduct contributed 

to the welfare of citizens and, at times, to the governance of cities. The ideological 

basis of such locally embedded organizations that typically connected people of 

different backgrounds through a shared substantial rationality was exclusionary to 

outsiders and often paternalistic, but also included strong commitment to a place – be 

it a neighbourhood or a city. Firstly, the geographical mobility of those committed to 

social change based on political or faith-based ideologies was limited enough to make 

them ‘do good’ there where they lived. Secondly, the congruence of economic, social 

and political citizenship also may have implied an attachment to one place with an 

intensity that elites currently no longer display or practice. Thirdly, the engagement 

with local clubs and organizations that made up the civic fauna of the city came, so 

to say, naturally as part of urban life. There were no separated geographical arena’s 

for different roles, so that whether or not one was going to be part of the Committee 

that would organize Christmas baskets for the poor was not a matter of weighting 

obligations as a social citizen and obligations as, for example, economic citizenship 

as a retailer, but part of the same social life. That is no longer the case.

The telephone and the internet

The possibilities of forms of citizenship detached from place were further enlarged 

recently by technological developments and their dissemination, such as the 

telephone since the late 19th century and the internet most recently. Social scientists 

have been discussing their impacts on ties, especially on face to face relationships 

and community (for example Fischer 1993, see also Katz et al. 2001, 406–7). The 

telephone, indeed, enabled residents of changing neighbourhoods like Hillesluis, 

where commonalities of class related life styles disappeared as the area became more 

and more heterogeneous, to continue patterns of family oriented community life. To 

have a daily chat, to point each other to good deals at the (now chain) stores, and for 

gossip about mutual acquaintances, an older resident would just as easily call her 

daughter living two hours away as she would step into her house before her daughter 

moved. What did change, though, was the use of public space of the neighbourhood 
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for such casual interactions and the degree to which knowing about each other was 

a by-product of daily routines that one could hardly opt out of.

In their overview of the debates, Katz and colleagues show that the role of 

technologies for community is not univocal. Some, Katz et al. (2001) summarize, 

have argued that the internet destroys voluntarism needed for social capital. Others, in 

contrast, have stated that such technologies produce different communities, although 

not the traditional local ones. Whether or not the internet produces meaningful 

interactions has also been subjected to debate. Research on the role of internet and 

email communication is said to strengthen rather than to demolish local networks of 

governance and participation, or simply neighbouring. As Quan-Haase et al. (2004) 

have argued, online social contact supplements the frequency of face-to-face and 

telephone contact, as well as participation in voluntary and political associations. 

There is no a priori reason to assume that for a vivid civic fauna people actually 

need to only meet face to face, and there is compelling evidence that new ways of 

communication merely add more to already existing communication patterns. Stern 

and Dillman (2006) provide an overview of the body of research that addresses 

specifically whether or not internet usage pulls people’s interests away from 

their local area or instead strengthens their ‘participatory capital’ on a local level 

(Wellman et al. 2001, 437 quoted in Stern & Dillman 2006, 411). They find that the 

role of modern communication technologies is supportive to the governance that 

is already in place. It does not seem to contribute much to new locally organized 

forms of participation, and not to enlarge the proportion of groups so far unlikely 

to participate. Applied to our framework, this means that the telephone and then the 

internet have further detached schmoozing from place and to an extent even from 

face to face relationships, although we admit that on the latter the jury is still out. 

Forms of social citizenship and political citizenship thus remain disconnected and 

fragmented, with the internet strengthening the geographical differentiation set in by 

other processes. It was precisely this multilayered commitment and attachment to 

one place that provided social capital of a not better or more, but thicker kind than 

do contemporary societies, organizations and networks. 

Differentiation of role repertoires

So something changed when it comes to social capital of the city. Views diverge on 

the extent of change, its evaluation and whether the change can be expressed as more 

or less, social capital of the dense city with its vivid daily traffic that created public 

familiarity as the simple side-effect of going about one’s daily routines is, in many 

cities and neighbourhoods in the West, no longer self-evident. Let us thus consider 

in more detail how the spatial differentiation of social, political and economic 

citizenship influenced social capital of the city. Two general patterns emerged. 

First, roles, as defined by Hannerz (1980), have changed. To Hannerz, people 

assume the same role when they exhibit identical and somewhat standardized 

behaviour in a particular situation (1980, 101): an individual’s role repertoire (a 

woman may be a mother, a wife, an employee, a teacher, member of a choir of a 

church and a neighbour, taking on these roles at different moments and in various 

domains) tends to stretch out over domains that are spatially further apart than they 
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used to be a century ago. The children in the classroom are no longer by definition 

the children next door. The choice for a choir that sings well may be more important 

than the congregation with which it is affiliated. One may drive every Sunday to 

another town because the preacher there is closer to one’s own interpretation of 

religious beliefs. The role of a brother who sends money oversees to his siblings in 

Morocco or India is interconnected and yet geographically dislocated from his role 

as a labourer, a neighbour or a member of the board of directors of a local mosque 

(built, as was the case in Hillesluis, with funds raised mostly abroad and not among 

the local Muslim population). Role repertoires have become more diverse and include 

more roles, especially for women who entered the labour market in larger numbers 

and in different types of jobs than they previously did – a pattern probably slower 

and with more pronounced effects in Europe than in the US. When factories left 

neighbourhoods and work changed in nature, the relation between class and culture 

changed (for overviews see Crompton 1998; Devine 1997), but we also see a change 

in the differentiation of role repertoires. Neighbours ceased to be colleagues. Leisure 

time possibilities have grown. Life styles have diversified. So, the role repertoires of 

individuals differentiated and became spatially more stretched out. Neighbourhood 

use and even city use, or the extent to which an individual or group fulfils roles in 

situations within the neighbourhood or city’s geographical confines, thus changed 

over time and differentiated between sections of the population. Formulated a little 

more abstractly, we argue that social ties no longer have that multiplexity that they 

had in the heydays of urbanism, and have also and in connection to this become 

geographically more dispersed (see also Eade et al. 1997).

Whereas interpersonal networks have thus been fragmented as a result of 

increasing role repertoires and their spatial differentiation, and this is our second 

point, the extend to which a geographically confined area can be said to be one’s 

home may continue to be of great symbolical value, while the daily life practices of 

doing community extend to wider geographical areas. Community, Jenkins argued 

(1996, 106) is processual and interactional:

Saying this or that, participating in rituals, mounting political protest, fishing together, 

or whatever. It is in and out of what people do that a shared sense of things and a shared 

symbolic universe emerge. It is in talking together about “community” – which is, after 

all, a public doing – that its symbolic value is produced and reproduced.

We do not suggest that when one shared a place of work and a place of residence, 

these provided a set meaning to an experience of community. As Cousins and 

Brown have argued (1975, 55–6) religious groups or work gangs in ‘traditional’ 

communities competed: rivalry, not homogeneity characterized the working class 

neighbourhoods of the first half of the century. But the visibility of others in 

repeated casual encounters in public space and local institutions, resulting in public 

and institutional familiarity with others, diminished. Religion and class no longer 

determine community experience. And where they do attribute to it, they are no 

longer confined to the neighbourhood and no longer cover as much domains of our 

role repertoires as they did. 
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These processes, then, amount to a privatization of community: increasingly, 

people’s imagined communities (Anderson 1990) have become private affairs of 

bonds (ties based on affinity) or self-chosen attachments (ties informed by substantial 

rationality) outside public and institutional spaces. Public and institutional spaces 

become sites where networks are developed with some, but not everybody. Plural 

lifestyles and systems of meanings and a differentiated and spatially dispersed role 

repertoire supply few compulsory frameworks for imagined communities. What we 

hence see is not that people stopped schmoozing or are all glued to their TV-sets 

and forgot what it is like to speak to another human being. They have continued 

schmoozing, and doing all sorts of other forms of socializing, supporting, helping 

out, providing social capital and cashing in on previous capital investments. But 

they no longer have to do so within the confines of their neighbourhood or city, 

and in this sense, the communities of social capital have changed indeed. Whereas 

the possibilities to choose one’s attachments and one’s distances were limited in 

times of high visibility of daily life, strong organizational levels or ethnic and 

religious group affiliations, and limited geographical mobility, such possibilities 

have greatly advanced since the 1910–1917 period. Our options have been enlarged 

to choose where to belong to and in choosing how strongly we want to relate to the 

localities where we live, and whether or not we would want out political, economic 

and social citizenship to coincide – and research in Rotterdam by Van de Land 

(2003) suggests that middle class professionals may have their voluntarism and 

professional connections to the city but keep these removed from where they live, 

so that organizations for the residents no longer are of the residents indeed. His 

analyses help us understand what the change sin role repertoires mean to social, 

political and economic citizenship. Based on an extensive study of the urban ties of 

middle classes in Rotterdam (see also Van der Land 2003 and 2005), he argued that 

contemporary connections of middle class residents to the city are diverse:

… nowadays it is optional rather than inevitable to identify with local culture […] Many 

people who live in Rotterdam but do not live there […] have strong emotional ties with 

Rotterdam, which are similar to those of he actual inhabitants. It seems that feeling home 

in Rotterdam for the new middle class is not only related to their own house, but also to a 

past place of residence and, perhaps more surprisingly, to a habitus which centers around 

the place of work and the routines that go with that habitus […] ties based on proximity 

[do not] [..] so much manifest themselves in a literal sense, but more on a mental level. 

(Van der Land 2007, 488)

Participatory ties hence are geographically dispersed, and people may still 

identify with a city, but such place attachment may be one of a selective set of 

frames that one uses for social identifications. Consumption and expression through 

consumption which we tend to do with whom we know, not in order to meet new 

people, has increasingly become important. As a result, the communities to which 

we sense we belong have become privatized to a large extent and have lost their 

public and much of their institutional dimensions, at least to the extent to which 

such institutions implied or were based on automatic group affiliations that were 

given and could, at the time, not be fundamentally contested or simply escaped. By 

privatization we do not mean that they have become a matter of closed doors of the 
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personal home, but that there are few compulsory frameworks left for whom we 

define we belong to; it is hence much more up to the individual to determine our 

conduct in daily practice (Elias 1991). That does not make us into atomized lonely 

urbanites, but into members of communities that we spatially define in more socially 

exclusive ways. We have not stopped schmoozing, but where we schmooze and with 

whom we do so is no longer determined by spatial opportunities and restrictions.

The individual freedom that privatized communities provide have consequences 

for social capital of the city: we have lost need, force and priority for creating such 

social capital in and for the city. As far as there is, then, still governance trough 

social capital, this is conceptually seen networked rather than spatial, and has lost 

is connection to one city as a site: in this sense, urbanism has truly come to an end. 

Patterns of private conduct and decision making continue to exist, but can contribute 

to governance on many levels, of which the city and its neighbourhood are only one. 

Doing all the things that added up to community still happen – but these are not 

communities as they were a century ago, and the changing nature of what people 

understand to be their ‘communities’ hence affects the potentials of governance.

Conclusion: Implications of the End of Urbanism and Privatization of 

Community for Social Capital of the City

To summarize, then, the ‘urbanist’ decade of the beginning of the twentieth century 

included among other things central manufacturing, mixed neighbourhood use, 

thick layers of locally embedded organizations and networks, and a congruence 

between economic, social and political citizenship when elites not only had their 

economic interests firmly grounded in the city, but also contributed strongly to its 

civic texture through their actual residence within the city borders. Various processes 

– technological, economic and social – have changed this urbanism. Efforts of local 

governments to alleviate poverty and poor housing in cities have over the years 

brought improvements in other regards, but have not forestall the end of urbanism: 

cities are ‘sitting ducks, unable to move out of the way when change comes roaring 

at them’ (Rae 2003, ixv).

The dense city of the early twentieth century provided plenty of possibilities for 

schmoozing in much more self-evident, less deliberately chosen settings than does 

contemporary urban life. That is definitely not to say that we are now disintegrated 

and move around in anonymous circles. In some respects the amount of local 

schmoozing remains strong, and we continue to schmooze without a need to do so 

locally by definition, but social ties have lost their multiplexity that characterised 

networks of earlier industrial cities, as role repertoires diversified. The degree of 

self-evidence in forming local attachments, through the civic fauna and through the 

coincidence of our various forms of citizenship, have affected not our potentials 

for social capital but have affected the potentials of social capital of cities and their 

neighbourhoods.

The end of urbanism thesis means, after all, that the local civic fauna and the 

local forms of citizenship, as well as the role of localism in all our everyday routines, 

have diminished. And that changing role of the local means, in turn, that both the 
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city-based networks available to individual residents that are potentially useful to 

their advantage (Putnam’s Bowling Alone interpretation of social capital) and the 

by-products of other interactions and transactions in the city that may create the trust 

that supports the institutional forms of governance (Putnam’s Making Democracy 

Work interpretation of social capital) have changed. So a century after the period 

that we addressed here as a decade of high urbanism (1910–1917), cities have 

fundamentally changed in their social fabric, and new urban constellations have 

emerged that might provide social capital to some, but do so in more exclusionary 

ways, thereby confirming rather than challenging inequalities within cities and the 

various enclaves that can be found there – ranging from gated communities and 

gentrified neighbourhoods on the one hand to ghettos and poor enclaves on the other 

– and between central cities and their suburbs. All these spatial structures will be the 

sites of study in chapters to come. 
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Chapter 3

The Flowing Enclave and the 

Misanthropy of Networked Affluence
Rowland G. Atkinson

The extent to which people can learn to pursue aggressively their interests in society is the 

extent to which they learn to act impersonally. The city ought to be the teacher of that action, 

the forum in which it becomes meaningful to join with other persons without the compulsion 

to know them as persons (Sennett 1974, 340).

Introduction

The image of the ghetto has long been a focal point in urban sociological and spatial 

analyses. Our continued impressions of disconnected and concentrated poverty 

now contrast ever more sharply with the characterization of contemporary urban 

systems as dynamic and networked (Castells 1989; 2000). Spaces of urban poverty 

condensation persist not least because they are locked out, or bypassed, by this wider 

economic and social life of the city. A key feature of life in deprived areas has been 

the implied containment in place for residents, locked in by the ‘weight’ of their 

world (Bourdieu 1999) and the centripetal social forces of the local area, reinforced 

by discriminating media and social repertoires outside such neighbourhoods. 

Built around these islands of urban poverty is a complex, exclusive and nodal 

world of affluence, constructed to support the needs for privacy, safety and status. 

Robert Park’s description of ‘a mosaic of little worlds that touch but do not 

interpenetrate’ expressed the proximity and yet simultaneous isolation of groups 

locked into the orbits of their neighbourhoods (Park 1925, 40). This theme of social 

disconnection in cities has then a long and distinguished heritage but these features 

of urban life have also become more entrenched and complex not least in the way 

that our attention has increasingly sought to grasp the patterns of sociability and 

residence of the affluent. Such neighbourhoods are now more often understood as 

points on a circulatory pathway for high-income households, both superimposed on, 

and embedded in, the social and physical constitution of the city – simultaneously 

separated from and yet also integrated in selective ways. 

In Flesh and Stone Sennett argues that it was a fear of touching, between Venetians 

and the city’s Jewish population that led to the creation of the ghetto (Sennett 2003). 

Such examples are by no means unique; what he calls the ‘urban prophylactic’, the 

spatial ghettoization of groups to avoid social contact, can be seen today not only 

in areas of concentrated poverty but also the retreat and physical boundedness of 

affluent neighbourhoods. Gated communities, affluent enclaves, common interest 
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communities and many new suburbs reveal not only concentration and spatial 

separation but also a broader set of social fears, desires for status, common values 

and identities. Neither are these attributes ‘left at home’; they also form the basis of 

a portable lifestyle that supplements insulated residential spaces (Atkinson, 2006). 

Interlocking and advanced technologies with high price barriers confer the ability of 

the affluent enclave to flow around the city, a pattern of motion and transmission that 

has important implications for the nature of urban political systems and their ability 

to function as public and democratic spaces.

As writers like Butler and Robson (2003) have shown, this kind of flocking 

together in communities of social similarity appears to be predicated on a need 

for feelings of safety and status. The affluent enclave is the result of a search for 

sanctuary amongst a common identity-group based on relative wealth; in this sense 

it is the result of searches for social affiliation (Abrahamson 2006; Low 2003), yet at 

the same time its corollary, disaffiliation from other social groups (Fogelson 2005; 

Fishman 1989). For the affluent the neighbourhood is almost a defensive mode of 

social life, enacted in ways that might minimise the risk to the twin projects of 

social life – the home and work. The character of these enclaves as spaces of both 

withdrawal and selective social engagement is also supported, indeed made possible, 

by a complex network of telecommunications and travel that enable separation and 

concealment. Like the lifestyles of the elite Medici of Florence’s sixteenth century, 

today’s cities are being adapted to facilitate the withdrawal and protection of wealth 

(Boddy 1992). 

In this chapter I seek to work Castells’ ideas about the space of flows to aid the 

conceptualization of what might be understood as flowing places wherein circuits of 

affluence have created mobile enclaves and social exclusivity. I also turn to the work 

of Bauman in working his complementary ideas about physical mobility to social 

class which appears to add depth to an understanding of the degrees to which rich 

and poor are locked into place or disencumbered by it. Finally, in the light of recent 

contributions on the fortification and capsularization of the built environment and 

the development of mobile information and transportation technologies I develop 

the idea of the flowing enclave, a space which flows and is created by the affluent 

in ways that aid the management of risk and engagement with social difference in 

the city.

The affluent enclave has then become more than the sum of its concrete presence 

as ‘neighbourhood’; the requirement that place extends such defensive properties 

now sees these fortifications and insulation coating the ebb and flow of social elites 

around the urban system, supported by the extension of various ‘tubes’, pipes, 

wires and capsules – roads, cars, malls, offices and so on. Like the ‘splintering’ city 

described by Graham and Marvin (2001), the world of the affluent is maintained 

and concealed in mutual ignorance from the micro-worlds of the poor and it is 

this particular lack of social connection and empathy between these extremities of 

the income/residence scales that concerns me in this chapter. These concerns are 

addressed in the final part of the chapter in which the disembedded lives of social 

elites are played out across the subtly split political arenas of many cities today.
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Alone is the New together: Lives of Affluence in the City

It is important to remember that segregation is seen as a problem because it has been 

taken as a measure, not only of the apartness of social groups, but also its suggestion 

of discrimination and diminished resources for lower income and particular ethnic 

groups (Massey 1996). As social and political elites have withdrawn from the civic 

public realm of cities (Lasch 1996) a stronger mutual exclusivity between affluent 

and poorer groups has emerged focused on circuits of consumption and private life. In 

fact this spatial separation and social polarization has continued to deepen in Western 

cities (Massey and Denton 1998; Massey 1996; Dorling and Reese 2003: Meen et al., 

2006). If suburbanization marked a dominant shift in urban form and the social life of 

cities in the post-war period, the latest phase in these changes has been a re-sorting of 

people and places across the urban system in which identity, social class, income and 

education have formed the basis of today’s urban social mosaic which has produced 

processes of gentrification and the ‘forting-up’ of central city spaces. 

An apparent paradox of residential life for urban elites is the way in which social 

and spatial seclusion in the neighbourhood persists alongside the advantages of 

these spaces due to their position as nodes in broader urban systems of information, 

economic opportunity and leisure. The loneliness of affluence in the spheres of 

professional life (Sennett 1999; 2006) and residential settings (Baumgartner 1991) 

is compensated by a range of connecting networks and technologies. The privilege 

of residential positions of affluence is their ability to selectively shield domestic 

life. Gated communities provide the central example of spaces that mediate between 

positions offering social refuge yet enabling social contact via gates, electronic ports 

and transportation appendages that enable seamless connectivity with other social 

and economic contexts and resources. In line with contemporary debates about shifts 

and a decline in levels of social capital (Putnam 2001) the apparent isolation of social 

elites from the urban setting suggests a need to revise how we look at the interaction 

between place and the stores of social resources inhering in social relationships.

While the affluent seal up their neighbourhoods, the places of concentrated 

poverty create generate spatial isolation, but with little of the connecting infrastructure 

or resources that allow these contexts to be escaped (Atkinson and Kintrea 2001). 

Restrictive social networks, fatalistic world views, constrained opportunity structures 

and overloaded or deficient neighbourhood services have all been well covered by 

a now extensive literature. These phenomena, known as ‘area effects’, suggest that 

the social composition of neighbourhoods may impact on residents in ways that go 

beyond personal or household characteristics – the neighbourhood thereby becomes 

a key variable that may facilitate or constrain the lives of residents. The work of 

Savage et al. (2005) is also important in setting our understanding of these forces 

within a broader context, as they argue:

Residential space is crucial also in allowing people access to other fields, such as that of 

education, employment, and various cultural fields. One’s residence is a crucial, possibly 

the crucial, identifier of who you are (Savage et al. 2005, p. 207).

Neighbourhoods are clearly acknowledged as important ingredients of identity, 

life-chances and as social worlds and fields in their own right. What is particularly 
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disheartening about the growing segregation and enclavism of middle-class and 

high-income groups is the amplification of negative effects on low income people 

in low income neighbourhoods (Wilson 1996). Suburbanization, zoning ordinances, 

gated communities, and other forms of socio-spatial and legal closure may be seen as 

attempts to escape these nightmares (Fogelson 2005). In countries like the UK these 

processes have been supplemented by the spatial concentration of public housing 

stock which has become stigmatised as a place of last resort, and buttressed by 

social-legal measures against disorder (Flint 2006), poverty and other income-based 

‘traps’ which both maintain and contain deprived populations. Fishman (1989) has, 

for example, indicated that the new suburbs of Manchester in the nineteenth century 

generated spaces of affluence, privatism and domesticity, with high walls and streets 

designed to prohibit access to non-residents. This development occurred as part of a 

wider attempt to lower contact with the working classes of the city. 

If suburbia and the ‘virtuous’ area-based effects of concentrated affluence 

represent the fleeing of nightmares and embracing of new utopias, so such shifts 

now produce new nightmares. The discussion that follows ponders the implications 

of this elite withdrawal on the future of urbanism. While writers like Davis (1998) 

see a bleak future for cities based on extreme social polarization and a resulting 

militarization of civic life, others, like Douglas Rae (2005), see a delocalization of 

elites and economic shifts producing a death of urbanism predicated on a decline in 

civic life and commercial vitality. Massey has sought to describe this in arguing that 

the separation of rich and poor creates:

New cultural forms rooted in the ecological order of concentrated affluence and poverty…

the affluent will experience the personal benefits of high income; in addition, they will 

profit increasingly from the fact that most of their neighbours possess these advantages as 

well (Massey 1996, 407).

This spatial form of wealth condensation (the process by which newly created 

wealth is further concentrated in those who already have high levels of wealth) 

has generated a tendency for what can be described as forms of social insulation 

(Atkinson 2006) in which the affluent seek to shield themselves from scenes of social 

distress, difference and envisaged risks. Commentators on gated communities, for 

example, have argued that residents of these places are both metaphorically and 

actually incarcerated by their fears (Low 2003). Similarly, there is growing evidence 

that this ‘capsularization’ of social life (De Cauter 2003) also confers status, privacy 

and safety on those able to access what may be social or price-based mechanisms 

of exclusion. 

As Sennett (1999) has demonstrated in the workforce, and as Butler and Robson 

(2003) have for the neighbourhood, work and social life are increasingly precarious 

in ways that raise the value of neighbourhood in terms of its role as a space of 

comfort and refuge. For Lasch (1996), the US middle class was marked less by its 

rapidly rising income than by its lifestyle in which clusters of Reichian symbolic 

analysts gathered in ‘specialized geographical pockets’ (such as Silicon Valley) 

where networking was made possible. For writers like Lasch this spatial withdrawal 
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was deemed problematic because of its contribution to the withdrawal, or ‘revolt’, 

of social elites from civic life.

The social capital of the affluent now lies in extended networks and the latent 

resources inhering in relationships that can be mobilised when local contacts prove 

insufficient. Suburbia continues to ‘work’ for the affluent even without proximate 

friends, family and associates because these contractual and reciprocal relationships 

can be invoked when they need to be. Similarly the physical changes witnessed in 

the fortification of local neighbourhoods, such as gated communities, wraps physical 

and defensive exoskeletons around household units that are no less disadvantaged by 

these arrangements in an age of electronic communication.

Gates, forts and the flowing enclave

In considering the structure of opportunities and constraints in the emerging globalised 

world, Zygmunt Bauman (1998) has discussed a typology of social class based around 

mobility that supplements notions of economic position. In referring to ‘nomads’ 

and ‘vagabonds’ he is able to contrast the time-rich but spatially delimited lives of 

the poor with a time-poor, yet spatially unencumbered, class. The impression that 

Bauman manages to convey in this treatment and that on community (2001) is of an 

interdependency between two broad classes, one emerging in a kind of stratospheric 

space that is capable of excluding those less fortunate, the other marginalised and 

servicing the needs of these mobile nomads. Such images can be usefully connected 

to Castells’ treatise on the information age; in particular his discussion of the rise of a 

space of flows and its contrast with a space of places (Castells 2000). Castells seeks 

to articulate the way in which urban design and space supports interaction without 

physical proximity, through new communication technologies. Edge cities, gentrified 

neighbourhoods and traditional enclaves are cited by him as examples of the physical 

signifiers of the presence of this new set of social and technological constellations. 

The space of flows, and its secured spaces of affluence, is contrasted by Castells 

with the space of places, much resembling the spaces inhabited by Bauman’s 

vagabond class, and requiring physical proximity for interaction over the kind of 

distanciated communication and travel flows of the affluent. Through the work of 

these theorists we can usefully interrogate the specific fortification and mobility 

strategies of the affluent and social elites in contemporary cities and consider the 

ways in which social resources inter-relate with these re-makings of physical space 

and the re-positioning of the urban poor within these scenarios. In this section I 

consider the growth of gated communities and their connections with other privileged 

nodes in today’s urban systems. Not only are such ‘communities’ a deepening in the 

degree to which neighbourhoods have become enclaves, they are also indicative of a 

new unimpeded and privileged circuit of affluence. 

 Gated communities consist of clusters of housing around which common spaces 

and services are provided by private subscription; they are also surrounded by walls 

and gates which prevent public access. The precise number of such communities 

is hard to gauge but recent research in the UK (Atkinson and Flint 2004) showed 

that there were around a thousand gated communities, while in the US survey 

evidence suggests that around 3.4 per cent of Americans live in ‘access-controlled’ 
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developments (just over 4 million households), this figure rose to 5.9 per cent if 

walls and fences was included (or just over 7 million households). In parts of the 

US, particularly the south-east and western states, gating is the dominant form of 

new housing development in many city-regions. In countries like Argentina, Brazil 

and South Africa such ‘communities’ have been common for the past two to three 

decades, either as systemic responses to risk, as with South Africa, or as a response 

to growing levels of crime, in countries like Brazil, which have been destabilised 

by economic downturns. In emerging economies, like Russia, which have produced 

significant numbers of wealthy in-migrants and indigenous wealth, the scale of new 

developments of this kind are extraordinary (Lentz 2006). This can be witnessed in 

the scale of developments like the ‘millionaires town’ of Rublyovo-Arkhangelskoye 

where 30,000 residents live three kilometres to the west of Moscow.1

Such entrenched patterns are not distinctly a Western phenomenon. While the 

West has produced many examples of gated communities we can find whole gated 

cities in China and Taiwan (Webster et al., 2002). Gated compounds also provide 

some of the fastest growing property markets in the international, and sometimes 

dangerous zones, of cities like Lebanon into which property capitalists, like Ivana 

Trump who has recently constructed a new ‘Trump’ tower, invest surplus liquidity 

to create secured neighbourhoods. Fiction has run apace of these shifts and none 

more so than the author J.G. Ballard who has written a series of novels exploring the 

retreat of the affluent and the kind of dystopia that may emerge. For Ballard: 

The notion of the community as a voluntary association of enlightened citizens has died 

for ever … Today we scarcely know our neighbours, shun most forms of civic involvement 

and happily leave the running of society to a caste of political technicians. People find all 

the togetherness they need in the airport boarding lounge and the department-store lift. 

They pay lip service to community values but prefer to live alone (Ballard 2000, 263).

This vision is remarkably cognisant of the kind of networked (Castells, 2000) 

and nodal (Graham and Marvin 2001) forms of urbanism being generated by the 

residential choices of the affluent and the provisions of developers responding to and 

seeking to generate need for this kind of development. These forms of linked and 

concentrated spaces of affluence can be interpreted as a kind of end to city life, if 

we conceive of urbanism as an open, public and diverse space of accountability and 

encounter in the way that writers like Rae (2005) have suggested. 

These changes appear to be occurring because the ‘secession of the successful’ 

(Reich 1991) threatens cities with the withdrawal from civic life of its traditional 

patrons and philanthropists (Lasch 1996). Under new models of gated and common 

interest enclaves the affluent seek to provide for themselves, thereby threatening 

models of redistributive and universal provision. It is within this model that 

Galbraith’s (1958) prophetic words about the infringement on private affluence of 

public squalor are made apparent. However, my key contention in this chapter is 

that these changes enable broader networks of social circulation to be attached to 

these primary residential spaces so that the qualities of the enclave can be made 

1 President Vladimir Putin is also reported to have a dacha outside Moscow from which a 

private highway can be closed to enable his swift and safe arrival at the Kremlin.
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portable. Thus capsular modes of transport, the defensive aspect to architectures of 

home, work and education, to say nothing of gated and walled communities allows a 

sanitised and domesticated impression of the social life of the city in which various 

social dangers and spaces of poverty are concealed or skirted. These socio-technical 

shifts now make it possible to split from the public spaces of the city in ways that 

Galbraith had not anticipated. In the context of neoliberal and revanchist attacks on 

support for the poor and the aggressive cutting of welfare programmes and fiscal 

privileging of the affluent the ‘negative externalities’ of poverty (health costs, crime 

and disorder and other socio-economic shifts) do not fully impinge on the daily 

lived realities of life within the privileged spaces and modes of the flowing spaces 

of affluence. 

The growth of gated communities appears to indicate the internationalization and 

entrenchment of these trajectories of segregation, implying not only the containment 

of the poor (both in compounded poverty neighbourhoods and the incarcerative 

infrastructure of the penal system) but also a growing readiness of higher income 

households to seek an escape from the social distress and visible signs of danger 

that they find in cities. Over the period of perhaps the last two to three decades 

commentators have observed signs of these shifts in the growing corporate and 

elite delocalization (Heying 1997), reduced civic participation, philanthropy and 

leadership (Lasch 1996; Rae 2005), and the declining social capital and associational 

behaviour (Putnam, 2001) of social elites and high-income groups more generally. 

The lonely authorship of personal and work lives (Sennett 1999) is now supplemented 

by isolated patterns of movement, from home to work, to school and to leisure:

Our daily life can be exactly described as a movement from one enclave or capsule 

(home for instance) to another (campus, office, airport, all-in hotel, mall and so on) 

… neoliberal individualism plus suburbanization of daily life equals capsularization.  

(De Cauter 2003, 96)

Among the key changes in the social and spatial structure of cities lies a 

fundamental shift in what neighbourhood means. As the affluent withdraw into 

their neighbourhoods they have taken on the objective of defending their privileges 

still further. The enclave has become not only a static site of residence but also a 

strategic imperative that can be applied to an understanding of how the affluent 

circulate around the city. Far from being restricted to fortified nodes, the affluent are 

at liberty and autonomy in their control of public encounters and risks. The qualities 

of the neighbourhood as a defensive space are made portable by the technologies 

and processes of capsularization that De Cauter (2003) describes – SUVs, private 

highways, taxis and so on. 

These shifts promote both the mutual invisibility of the affluent and those they 

seek to avoid. The enclave, as a flowing and networked space of privilege and 

insulation, can be used to help us conceptualise the character of changes in today’s 

cities and the mutating character of sociability within and between social elites and 

other segments of the city. The space of flows has become, in large part, the place 

of the affluent in the city, and such places are neither restricted to the exchanges of 

the new economies but also to neighbourhoods and the places in between them. To 
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take one example, when Setha Low interviewed a colleague in Caracas they spoke 

of such patterns in this way:

You can walk in my neighbourhood, or on patrolled streets, but basically you must go 

from one secured location to another, and not stray into other parts of the city (Low 2003, 

112)

As the desire for safety has combined with escalating real incomes and lower tax 

burdens this has had the effect of simultaneously releasing and containing social 

elites in compound spaces. These ‘bunkers with a view’ (Ballard 1997) offer a place 

to sally forth like the ‘berserker’ of Norse mythology, sent out to destroy as many 

foes as possible before trying to get back into the castle. However, in our case here 

the dangerous others of street homeless, ‘aggressive beggars’ and other diverse 

criminals are skirted before returning to a place resembling a strategic base, rather 

than a place of domesticity (Atkinson and Blandy 2007). 

The Nightmare of Bourgeois Utopias

In this section I want to focus on what I see as some of the key issues raised for the 

analysis of cities in which these shifts in residential and network flows are taking 

place. The first of these is what we might think of as a series of social skill effects. 

Here I want to focus on these skills at the upper end of the social spectrum and 

to propose that the move to ‘exit’ civic society, by being transported, contained 

and insulated within flowing enclaves, may have the broader effect of creating 

less accomplished social actors. Similar arguments have already been advanced in 

relation to citizenship skills by Sennett (1970) who argues that diverse communities 

are important in socializing people as a precursor to empathy and compassion. 

However, my concern here is with the very real possibility that these outcomes will 

further continue to wedge apart the spatial and social disconnection between rich 

and poor and diminish the possibility of a social politics capable of challenging the 

spatial and social inequalities around us.

Writers like Wilson (1999) have suggested that role models are important in the 

neighbourhood context in order to generate aspirational examples for young black 

residents. Local social composition would therefore appear to be important to a set of 

skills relating to our engagement with public life and, by extension, a broader sense 

of the constitution and aims of political life. While writers like Whyte (1957) have 

similarly argued that families in the past chose to live in the city because it brought 

them closer to the kinds of issues that helped them develop into adults capable of 

coping with difference these values seem more challenging to sustain in today’s 

socially toxic cities. The extent of segregation, social inequality and both real and 

perceived risks associated with crime make these decisions more difficult. Whyte 

considered that the great drift to the American suburb represented a shift to antiseptic 

‘anti-cities’, a shift which would reproduce itself in time:
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The middle class identification with suburbia will be made more compelling yet … here 

they are breeding a whole generation that will have never known the city at all. (Whyte 

1957, 10)

Now the ability of suburbanites and the inhabitants of inner-urban compounds may be 

more or less urban, yet they are similarly divorced from the diversity of contact and 

social complexity and difference in the city. An enclave logic extends these capacities 

for insulation and the inter-generational reproduction of similar preferences appears 

almost locked in place. Evidence for this can be seen in accounts like that of Low 

(2003). As well as describing the continued fears of the withdrawn inhabitants of 

gated communities, Low comes into contact with children who, in a brief exchange, 

talk about their ideal neighbourhood in terms of further security (‘I’d like a higher 

wall and more security’ says one of her young contacts). American cities are by no 

means the only examples of such transitions or concerns. Concern has also been 

expressed for the socialization of the children of the super-rich in Russia where life 

in gated enclaves and chaperoning by minders has led analysts to suggest they lack 

the ability for ‘self-evaluation’ in the wider social context (Parfitt 2005). 

What might be the implications of such combinations of risk-averseness and 

social incapacitation for urban inequalities in the longer term? To turn back to Low 

(2003) we can find useful analyses of these broader effects by considering Kleinian 

views of child development in which ‘splitting’ between good and bad takes place 

at an early stage. For Low, gates represent a boundary that demarcates not only 

those inside from outside but also those are conceived as good and bad, safe and 

dangerous. Critically these effects seem to be more potent for younger people who 

are being socialised in secured environments. These spaces often contain a very 

limited cross-section of social contact and identity largely as a result of house prices 

limiting entry to low income and, thereby, ‘dangerous’ and different groups. Under 

these circumstances:

security has developed into a consumer activity involving suburbanization, technology, 

self-segregation, and the partitioning of neighbourhoods and schools in homogeneous, 

and often-private micro-societies … that lead not so much to surveillance and other 

controlling mechanisms, but to a freeing of wills and choices that lead to residential 

isolation and school segregation. (Cassella 2003, 129)

At this point a personal anecdote may be worth repeating. In conversation with a friend 

I talked about research we had carried out on the emergence of gated communities 

in the UK and how privatised and segregated were the inhabitants of these relatively 

new neighbourhoods. In response my friend observed that an acquaintance, who 

worked in the City of London, had described feeling intimidated in going into a 

shop to buy a hoover. So outside of his daily experience was this environment that 

he did not have the required ‘recipe for action’ to deal with the common courtesies 

and expectations of such an encounter. The anomic sensibility generated by the blur 

of continual international travel, the de-linking of community and responsibility 

via hyper-mobility and the drive towards status and privacy within spaces of social 

homogeneity may perhaps tend to produce subjects, if not entirely deskilled, skilled 
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in asymmetrical ways in relation to the skewed range of social contexts they explore 

on a daily basis. 

Of course to remark on the absence of social elites from social and civic life is 

not new. Lasch’s (1996) commentary on the isolation of political and cultural elites 

was used to indicate how a reduction in civic participation has impoverished society 

more generally. Lasch, for example, comments on the ‘wonderment’ of George Bush 

Senior at seeing a scanning device in a supermarket as evidence of how out of touch 

this political elite were. Such stories suggest the social detachment and lack of social 

savoir faire by the affluent in ordinary social situations but also an absence of the 

foundations for empathic and common understandings of citizenship in social skill 

inventories. The isolation of the affluent from the grittier and mundane elements 

of urban social experience, particularly of those excluded from flowing places, 

appears to have become a significant strategy of high income groups. As Todd Gitlin 

remarked in the foreword to Slater’s The Pursuit of Loneliness:

The wide open spaces of suburbia were meant to be escapes from urban congestion. They 

had the effect of rendering the poor “invisible” to the middle classes (Slater 1990, xiii, 

italics added).

These concerns mirror more recent developments in cities like London where a near 

totalizing gentrification, particularly in the inner city, has created a new kind of social 

geography built around the tectonic relationships that create proximity generally 

without social contact. As Butler and Robson observe, these new entrants are:

the cosmopolitans living in a metropolitan environment. “Locals”, to whom they largely 

counterpose themselves, live elsewhere: either hidden away in social housing, or indeed 

anywhere else in the United Kingdom (2003: 8, italics added).

These points lead me to discuss a second bundle of effects relating to the political 

impacts of the secession of the affluent. Bauman’s notion of extra-territoriality 

(2006) suggests that the location of new elites and high income groups has had the 

effect of moving them ‘out of political space’. The neighbourhood is now a key 

space of identity formation, pride and defence – for the affluent as much as the poor. 

A key effect of these changes has been to secede the political control of local space 

to neighbourhood and homeowner associations both within gated communities 

and other affluent enclaves without gated, but commonly provided, spaces and 

maintenance contracts. 

The first comment we might make on these changes is that the form of the 

built environment itself is now interrelated with concerns about social capital and 

civic engagement. For writers like Putnam there is a certain civic ‘sluggishness’ to 

suburbia. Putnam sees the rise of suburbia linked to lower rates of civic participation 

but his research suggests that this is not because of increased mobility (this has 

stayed roughly the same for the last fifty years) but because of the hostility of these 

new non-places to civic engagement itself. Moves to these locations are seen as the 

result of choices to improve schooling, safety and amenity but result in declining 

connectedness yet these perverse outcomes suggest a public cost to these private 

choices when considered en masse. 
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For Lasch (1996) and Putnam (2001), among others, these shifts produced a 

philanthropic disengagement with localities by social elites that is the major casualty 

of delocalization stemming from the re-scaling of corporate life over state boundaries. 

The growing insularity of elites has also meant they lose touch with the concerns of 

ordinary citizens. This theme has recently been picked up by Frank Furedi (2005) 

who argues that the obsession with focus groups under the Blair government has 

been a sign of desperation in trying to reconnect distant political elite. For Furedi, 

today’s cultural and political elites (very much like Lasch’s) have an absence of 

purpose, no strong convictions or engagement in public life. For this elite:

The problem of legitimacy is experienced through the feeling of being disconnected and 

detached from the rest of society. The sensation of being out of touch is a dominant theme 

in the deliberation of the political classes … a thousand other varieties of consultation 

exercises represent a desperate attempt to put an otherwise disconnected elite in touch 

with popular opinion. (Furedi 2005: 107)

Of course it is also true that the politics of fear now ‘pushed’ by this elite is not only 

the lifeblood of political capital and legitimacy but also the source of a diffuse anxiety 

that feeds residential choices for armament and withdrawal. The distinct downside 

of the meshing of suburban withdrawal with political life is the way in which it leads 

to a sense of superciliousness by the affluent. As Slater (1990) has commented, the 

affluent are actually comfortable with violence, as long as it is played out in poor 

areas. The contrast is between well-maintained neighbourhood atolls in a broader 

sea of decay and deprivation, itself seen as further confirmation of the need to make 

these choices. In this, there is a reinforcing circularity as:

exclusion leads to crime and crime leads to exclusion. This might end up changing the 

world into an archipelago of insular entities, fortresses, gated communities, enclosed 

complexes (like hotels and malls), enclaves, envelopes, cocoons, in short capsules in a sea 

of chaos. (De Cauter 2003, 96)

In Fishman’s work the utopia of suburbia was predicated, in part, on the reduction of 

contact with working-class life, the bare minimum required to sustain economic life. 

The political life resulting from early waves of suburban development was clearly 

distasteful:

In the context of the industrial city turned into an escape and an evasion. Because middle-

class women and their families were safely placed behind the walls of Victoria Park, the 

rest of Manchester could indeed be turned into a “furnace ground”… human beings a 

short distance away could be left to sink (Fishman 1989, 102)

Being left to sink is a familiar theme for analysts of contemporary social policy 

systems, yet it is the way in which social withdrawal might further diminish the 

political imperatives for reform that have barely been considered. The clustering of 

the excluded in ghettoised and socially residualised public housing, clearance from 

public streets (Mitchell 1997), complex surveillance and categorization through 

meagre welfare systems (Flint 2006) and displacement through housing market 

pressures (Atkinson 2000) has revealed a virulent lack of compassion that may 
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be the result of the spatial sorting of cities as well as existing political ideologies. 

Since many social problems are managed into being out of sight and out of mind the 

impact of such problems, in terms of spurring public intervention, has become much 

more limited.

A New Urban Medici? Life Above the Streets

In this chapter I have tried to argue that urbanism, as a public and interdependent 

form of human life, appears to find its end in the kind of sealing and partitioning 

practices of high income groups in new neighbourhoods and through the way in 

which the qualities of protected enclaves now flow more freely through urban 

systems. Here I want to turn back to my opening comment relating these practices 

to those of the Florentine Medici who built elaborate systems of conveyance out 

of the view of a potentially dangerous public. It was the early Giovanni Medici 

who advised his son, Cosimo, to keep out of the public gaze, knowing that envious 

political rivals or criminals might prey on their conspicuous wealth. Perhaps one of 

the most remarkable achievements to come from this was the creation of cloisters 

above the streets of Florence, the Percorso del Principe. These halls and passages 

connected the Palazzo Vecchio to Palazzo Pitti and the Boboli gardens, through 

the Ponte Vecchio and the Uffizi, so that movement could be achieved without the 

risks of the street below. Over time these connecting spaces became a gallery as the 

Medici and other patrons began to enjoy spending social time here. 

Bringing ourselves back to matters at hand we may remember that, in the early 

1990s, there was a proposal to construct a travelling walkway connecting London’s 

Waterloo station with the South Bank work and leisure quarter. This proposal 

was made on the basis that it was now ‘uncomfortable’ to walk past so many 

homeless people, some of whom were described as aggressively begging. In the 

end the ‘solution’ was the bricking-up of interstitial spaces and the building of an 

IMAX cinema in an underpass where many homeless people often found refuge. 

This interdictory urbanism (Flusty 2001) has squeezed out those who, with least 

resources, apparently threatened those passing by. Of course, those homeless people 

are still there, somewhere, but the effect has been to displace their public visibility. 

A visitor to the South Bank today would know nothing of this past history or the 

existence of this desperation since it is possible to circulate through the city in ways 

which deny the presence or existence of these problem people. If the South Bank, 

and many places like it, is in some sense a ‘better’ place it is not because we have 

managed to solve these problems in our society, yet we are effective in removing the 

traces of their existence.

Graham and Marvin’s (2001) splintered urbanism is perhaps the central lens 

through which to view these changes, as private and protected nodes are linked 

by secured pathways and networks with premiums attached to access. In shopping 

districts this is often visible in which:

Movement in the streets is just a short transaction period for us to go to different enclosed 

and controlled areas. In new towns such as Tai Po or commercial centres such as the north 

part of Wanchai in Hong Kong, people can walk through all of the shopping centres, 
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hotels, office towers, exhibition centres, and residential buildings without even stepping 

on the streets for a second (Siu 1999, 679).

The value of nodal points, residential or otherwise, has become a selective engagement 

and fortified withdrawal. Yet this is a form of withdrawal that presents advantages, 

both in co-locating with others of resources as well as being sites of connectivity to 

information and travel networks. The flowing enclaves of social elites have created a 

pattern of interaction and drift that is like an invisible fluid running through the veins 

of urban systems. Virillio has described the impact of these changes in stark terms: 

A regression of the City in which the cosmopolis, the open city of the past, gives way to 

this claustropolis where foreclosure is intensified by exclusion of that stray, the outsider, 

what we might call a SOCIOCRUISER, who is threatening the metropolitan inhabitant’s 

peace of mind … to require us to erect an EXOSPHERICAL fence to fend off the dangers 

of the void (Virilio 2005, 68).

The exospherical fence can be interpreted both as the physical walls of gated 

communities and the invisible lines of social segregation, but it may also refer to 

the strategic engagement with urban life exhibited by high income groups. These 

comments lead us back to my preceding comments about the misanthropic quality of 

the resources and social capital articulated between urban enclaves and other nodes 

in a networked urbanism. It appears plausible that the search to live among ‘people 

like us’, to confer feelings of safety and common identity (Butler with Robson 2003), 

generates the very threat to a diverse and open urban system in which we find the 

identification of those who are outside or dangerous to this personal project.

We know that the key drivers behind gated communities lie in aspirations to 

safety, status and privacy. Such drivers are suggestive of what we might think of 

as a misanthropic form of social capital. These spaces appear to offer residents a 

release from their fears of open spaces, social difference and incalculable social 

dangers. Like the titular character of Moliere’s play The Misanthrope, the retreat 

into sealed enclaves suggests that there is a mistrust of ‘mankind’ in its generalised 

understanding, yet like true misanthropes this lack of trust is not matched by a dislike 

for immediate neighbours. This quality of misanthropy may appear to diminish 

social capital and, to the extent that diversity within networks is reduced, this is 

partially true. However, it is within the relative confines of trust, reciprocity and the 

selective bridges built to contacts, who are socially alike or needed for exchange, 

that a striking resilience and strength can be found. 

Successive waves of public expenditure cutbacks have combined with the 

seepage of economic rationalism into areas of social life that have left the city 

sparkling yet highly hostile to social need and to those outcasted by contemporary 

welfare and work regimes. Social capital has been located in senses of connection 

and the resources implied by these connections (Putnam 2001). In the conception 

of a misanthropic form of such networks and resources we might usefully locate a 

desire for selectivity over the range of relationships attached to us. In other words 

the ability to invite, include and exclude is essential in constructing a resilient and 

socially homogenous network. Those outside these networks are reviled or feared and 
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campaigns articulated through political systems capable of removing or destroying 

these vagabonds (Mitchell 1997).

It is not only, then, that a resident’s own social milieu and contacts shape life 

chances; the neighbourhood extends these complex webs of social causation by, 

for example, sheltering residents from certain forms of crime as well as operating 

as private status goods which confer privileged status in other social contexts. As 

neighbourhood becomes articulated as a part of broader strategies of social and 

spatial insulation (Atkinson 2006) and identity (Savage et al. 2005) by those with the 

means to do so, social resources which help us to deal with shocks and challenges 

are bolstered or impaired by these residential locations, in addition to those stocks of 

capital we carry with us as individuals. 

Class hierarchies based around occupation, wealth and so on, are now perhaps 

supplanted by their interaction with, and production by, residence within a broader 

hierarchy of neighbourhoods that connect in complex ways with our life chances. 

If where we live is one of a bundle of variables that influence our capacities 

and achievements in life then attention to the social composition and quality of 

neighbourhoods becomes a critical point of debate for public policy, yet one which 

has barely been dealt with. Private household choices in an unequal society have 

the public consequences of creating neighbourhood hierarchies and mosaics of 

segregation that few are generally brave enough to defend, even if some political 

representatives are prepared to condemn those shabby and unprepared people they 

produce. In this way the production of a premium space of flows and flowing enclaves 

serves to reinforce the vagabond (Bauman 2006) and place-bound (Castells 2000) 

status of the poor while leaving little room for hope of reform and counteraction. 

Conclusion

Secure high-income neighbourhoods have created the nodes that form part of a 

broader network, a buried social circuit, largely out of the view of, or contact with, 

those who are perceived to be socially different or ‘dangerous’. With rising real 

incomes, a growth of the social ‘middle’ and cheapening of technologies of security 

and personal defence, these social shifts have had spatial impacts, impacts which 

are now being brought into sharper relief by the greater fortification and hardening 

of affluent enclaves. A flowing form and extension of these enclaves is created by 

a networked urbanism that has generated the ability of circuits of affluence to go 

beyond the relatively static containers of residential neighbourhoods. In addition 

portable versions of the insulation and selective social connectivity found in their 

neighbourhood counterparts have been produced that have made it more possible 

for the affluent to steer clear of the perceived dangers of the city. As I have tried to 

indicate in this chapter, the consequences of these new socio-spatial forms may have 

important implications for how we might think about social capital, that it may act 

as both a resource as well as expression of disconnection and hostility as well as 

alliances and pro-social values. 

The desire to secede and occupy defended neighbourhood positions now appears 

to threaten the vitality and empathic capacities of urban spaces described in earlier 
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accounts of cities and their public realms. Heightened segregation of different 

identity and income groups also threatens to reproduce itself in more emphatic ways. 

As I have argued here, the reason for this lies in the kind of social resources and 

capital that inhere among high income groups, what I have termed a misanthropic 

form of social capital which embraces social similarity and shuns contact with social 

difference. Most importantly, these desires have been more fully realized under 

conditions in which gated communities and enclaves have been able to position 

themselves as spaces of insulation from the decline in public amenity and safety that 

have occurred under conditions of neoliberal urban governance.

In this context private neighbourhood governance and policing come to act as 

strategies that further ‘pad’ and spatially separate the affluent in their bunkers. The 

worrying logic is that the democratization of fortification, as it becomes cheaper, 

holds out the prospect that partitioning becomes a banal strategy that sets the new 

baseline from which assessments of social risk are estimated. As Low’s (2003) gated 

community residents so often stated, life beyond the gates is unthinkable after life 

behind them.

I have tried to suggest that the longer-term impacts of residential isolation and 

segregation of this flowing kind may be a range of social skill deficits among high 

income groups. It seems that these challenges of social identity formation and the 

splitting between good and bad invoked by neighbourhood boundaries may form a 

necessary condition for the development of an urban politics which is less likely to 

be empathic (at its most extreme) or able to engage with and understand diversity 

(in its weaker forms). The repertoire of social techniques and abilities generated by 

socialization and daily life in the city as a place of difference and social challenges 

appears to be being replaced by the city negotiated along axes of social similarity, 

bubbles of safety and insulated neighbourhoods that make it possible to strategically 

avoid ‘dangerous’ contact.

The misanthropy suggested by the social networks of the affluent in many of 

today’s urban systems appears capable of helping us to understand how the end of 

an urbanism comprising diversity, difference and a shared public realm may arise as 

a result of the secession of the successful and fragmentation of local state authority 

into petty fiefdoms of private governance. A re- and de-skilling of high income 

groups is producing social actors accomplished in the interaction of the workplace, 

and other spaces governed by market principles and personal connections, yet far 

less able to engage with nurturing roles and the social needs of those unable to access 

the networked spaces of the well-off. For those now able to live socially ‘outside’ 

the city, yet remain inside its physical boundaries, the end of urbanism (Rae 2005) 

may appear less as the death of a civic public realm and post-industrial decline and 

more as the hideous spectacle of circuits of privilege continuing to flow unchecked 

by knowledge of, or empathy with, social destitution. 
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Chapter 4

Place, Space and Race:  

Monopolistic Group Closure and the 

Dark Side of Social Capital
Bruce D. Haynes and Jesus Hernandez

Introduction

Since the early twentieth century, suburban developments made up of detached 

single-family dwellings surrounded by grass and tree-lined streets have held the 

utopian promise of refuge from the disorganized, congested, crime-ridden city for 

the most prosperous of the American working and middle classes (Fishman 1987). 

The community of Runyon Heights1 is no exception. Situated in the northeast section 

of Yonkers, New York, Runyon Heights looks like many middle-class suburban 

settlements. Amid private homes dotted by picket fences and prize-winning flower 

gardens live more than 1378 residents that comprise some 352 middle-class families. 

In 1990, median family income in the area was $43,500, slightly above that of the 

City of Yonkers and well above the national figure of $35,353.2 In stark contrast, 

only 56 percent of the homes in Runyon Heights were owner-occupied, a figure 

significantly below the national average.

Runyon Heights stands out among American suburban communities for another 

important reason: the majority of its nearly 1400 residents are black.3 While three 

small black middle-class residential enclaves also developed in Yonkers in the first 

half of the twentieth century, only the residents of Runyon Heights were able to 

establish a stable home-owning enclave that was not overwhelmed by the forces 

of ghettoizaton. The stories of these middle class residents reveal the link between 

race and class inequality in the organization of American suburban communities 

and sheds light on the role of social capital in the lives of the suburban middle class. 

Social capital was critical to their success. But Runyon Heights also reveals the 

dark side of social capital by drawing attention to its unequal distribution and its 

contradictory role within a historically segregated context. Our case demonstrates that 

1 This chapter is based on fieldwork collected by the first author between 1991 and 1993. 

A portion of this data has appeared in Red Lines Black Space: The Politics of Race a Space in 

a Black Middle-Class Suburb, New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001.

2 U.S. Census of the Population, 1990.

3 Sigelman and Welch (1991) report that ‘Blacks’ prefer the term black over African 

American 66 percent to 22 percent; Runyon Heights’ residents also preferred the tem black in 

self-describing themselves and their community.
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even middle-class blacks had to bridge their marginalized networks to resource-rich 

white-dominated networks in mainstream institutions before they could effectively 

defend their collective interests.

Bourdieu’s understanding of the concepts of social capital enables us to see how 

racial and class distinctions are reproduced in a suburban setting. Drawing from 

Bourdieu, we will follow the definition of social capital that others have also used in 

this book: social capital consists of the socially imbedded resources that actors draw 

upon through their social ties for instrumental purposes (Frank and Yasumoto 1998, 

Coleman 1994; Lin 1999, 2001; Burt 1992, 1997, 2000; Portes 1998; Fernandez-

Kelly 1995). Specifically, we focus on the role of social capital as a resource for 

constructive civic engagement and the assertion of collective interests.

While some scholars have identified a need to explore the less desirable 

consequences of social capital (Portes 1998, 15; Lin 2001, 95; Arneil 2006), 

most have focused on its positive effects. Scholars like Robert Putnam view civic 

engagement as a panacea for the complex web of social problems plaguing poor 

urban neighborhoods – but ‘understate the importance of race and ethnicity in their 

conceptualization and analysis’ (Hero 2003, 120). To call for civic engagement 

through associations and social networks misses the point that these institutions and 

informal networks have long-existed in black communities like Runyon Heights, but 

they did not insure prosperity among residents, nor were they sufficient to protect 

community interests. Indeed, implicit in Putnam’s call for a revival of civic unity 

and virtue is the transcendence of difference (Arneil 2006, 7). According to Putnam, 

transcending difference allowed for the creation of a common civic culture. But the 

civic unity forged during the Progressive era and idealized by Putnam was imbedded 

within a racialized framework that designated black Americans as racially outside of 

mainstream social life. Thus Putnam misstates the problem when he links growing 

American diversity to declining levels of social capital, or when he frames the 

American dilemma as the tension between fraternity and equality (Putnam 2000, 

354). Rather than looking to explain urban politics by looking at how government 

policy and the shape of the urban infrastructure shapes civic participation, Putnam 

suggests that liberty itself is at odds with fraternity and that immigration and 

desegregation have threatened civil society because people who are different simply 

cannot get along.4

 At a basic level, the inequality inherent to segregation meant residents had limited 

social capital resources from which to mobilize and promote community interests. 

As Loury (2002) observes, ‘… access to developmental resources is mediated 

through race-segregated social networks … (103).’ In Yonkers, local white citizens, 

representatives of city government, school officials, and private employers used race 

to bound public institutions and social networks, a process that created social closure 

around whiteness and fostered black social and political disenfranchisement from 

white dominated institutions, while also encouraging civic trust and race solidarity 

among blacks. In the post-World War Two era, key individuals served as brokers 

4 See The Johan Skytte Prize Lecture given in 2006 by Robert Putnam, and published 

in Scandinavian Political Studies in 2007 under the title ‘E Pluribus Unum: Diversity and 

Community in the Twenty First Century,’ in Scandinavian Political Studies Vol. 30, No 2.
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between black social capital networks (black social capital)5 and resource-rich 

white networks. Green, Tigges, and Browne (1995) note that bridging ties outside 

of segregated contexts are necessary for residents of the black community to find 

employment, and DeFilippis (2001) notes that ‘bridging capital’ is needed when a 

community’s residents are poor (790). We assert that bridging capital, the establishing 

of ‘weak ties’ that expand the opportunities of closed social networks, is necessary 

for the black middle class community of Runyon Heights as well (Granovetter, 1973, 

Burt 2000).

The ability of the Runyon Heights community to access resource-rich white-

dominated networks and institutions in Yonkers has been constrained by a complex 

set of historical and contextual factors. The residents of Runyon Heights have 

always been concerned with maintaining good schools, property values, and safe, 

clean streets. Like other members of the suburban middle class, they have staked a 

claim on the American Dream by actively engaging in their local community. In fact, 

community institutions and organizations have been prominent in Runyon Heights 

for well over seventy years; when community interests were undermined by outside 

forces, voluntary associations centered and coalesced residents. Collective solidarity 

was bolstered by the community’s repeated confrontations with local government, 

school officials, local industry, and neighboring white residents. Relegated by race 

to the margins of the respectable bourgeoisie, the black residents in Runyon Heights 

used their social and human capital6 resources to fight for schools, jobs, political 

participation, and the general interests of community residents.

Community access to resource-rich white-dominated networks and institutions 

accelerated significantly following the formal dismantling of state-imposed 

segregation after World War II. Residents who attended the locally integrated 

elementary school, School 1, during the twenties and thirties were, by the nineteen 

fifties, serving as brokers between the black community and white networks that 

dominated mainstream institutions. Interracial friendships that had developed during 

the early decades at School 1 were constrained by strict norms that encouraged racial 

endogamy, but once state support of race waned, these personal connections and 

friendships could function publicly to bridge group networks. By linking the thick 

social networks of the black residents of Runyon Heights, these brokers created 

bridges that proved critical to community influence in the local civic arena and crucial 

to defending community interests. In fact, Runyon Heights reveals the importance of 

context and history in determining the ability of residents to activate both strong and 

weak ties in mobilizing resources for community defense.

5 Marion Orr makes a distinction between Black social capital and inter-group social 

capital. Black social capital refers to its interpersonal and institution forms within the African-

American community. Inter-group social capital refers to cross-sector formations of mutual 

trust and networks of cooperation that bridge the black-white divide, especially at the elite 

level of sociopolitical organization. Orr’s definition closely resembles the use of Granovetter’s 

(1973) weak ties concept and the brokerage functions described by Burt (2000).

6 Coleman, Bourdieu, and Lin all suggest that social capital can produce human capital 

and vice versa.
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These networks, rich in human capital, were a necessary but not sufficient condition 

for black civic empowerment and what Putnam calls ‘effective government’. Types 

of capital differ in their ‘liquidity and convertibility’, and ‘by comparison to [to 

economic capital] the convertibility of social capital into economic capital is costlier 

and more contingent; social capital is less liquid, “stickier”, and subject to attrition’ 

(Anheirer et. al. 1995, 862). The ability to exchange or transfer social capital for 

political influence was dependent upon the state institutional environment and not 

merely on the vibrancy of residents’ social networks or the amount of human capital 

imbedded in the group. Changes in federal policy in the post-war era encouraged 

black mobilization, participation, and inclusion in the civic arena. Similarly, both 

whites and blacks increased their acceptance of friendships across the color line, 

especially instrumental relationships, which partially opened political access 

to white networks. This shift in racial policy is best symbolized by the landmark 

1954 Brown decision, which signaled the incorporation of blacks into the nation’s 

political institutional framework. In Runyon Heights, Brown encouraged a shift 

in organizational strategy from the inward focus of church and social clubs to the 

outward focus of local voluntary associations, like the Runyon Heights Improvement 

Association (R.H.I.A). Civic engagement in voluntary associations like the R.H.I.A. 

is paradoxically rooted in resident’s reactions to the forces of exclusion from white 

civic organization. Thus social capital among the black middle class residents of 

Runyon Heights is both encouraged and limited by the racialized character of civil 

society and the role of state institutions7 in maintaining racial segregation.

Social Capital

Social capital is a popular metaphor for social advantage, but the social processes 

encompassed by the concept are not new and have deep roots in American social 

science (Burt 2000, 2; Portes 1998, 5). Many contemporary scholars commonly 

define social capital as some combination of resources embedded in social networks 

that are activated by trust.8

Scholars have been consistent in recognizing that social capital is a characteristic 

created by and held within the group (Burt 1997, 339). James Coleman, who was the 

7 Arneil (2006) argues that social capital alone may not be sufficient to overcome the 

forces of exclusion and discrimination, and further discusses the role of the state and/or the 

courts in unleashing certain forms of social capital (57).

8 Today, even the World Bank has linked social capital to its understanding of global 

poverty, stating on it’s website that ‘Increasing evidence shows that social cohesion – social 

capital – is critical for poverty alleviation and sustainable human and economic development.’ 

Scholars have used the concept to talk about trust and the organization of urban spaces, 

and to analyze civil society and social networks. The concept has been used in the study 

of intergovernmental relations (Orr 1999); parent-child-school interaction and dropout rates 

(Teachman, Paasch, Carver 1996, 1997); the effects of parental involvement on truancy 

(McNeal, 1999); the reproduction of inequality and information networks (Stanton-Salazar 

and Dornbusch, 1995); confidence in political institutions (Brehm and Rahn, 1997); and the 

management of work environments by organizations (Cohen and Prusak, 2001).
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first to popularize the concept within the social science community in the late nineteen 

eighties (DeFillipis 2001, 784; Portes 1998, 6) defines social capital in broad terms by 

its function (1994: 302); it consists of some aspect of social structure that facilitates 

the productive actions of trusting individuals within that structure. In asserting that 

‘… social organization constitutes social capital’ (304), he echoes the ecological 

models of an earlier generation of Chicago school scholars. For Coleman, social 

capital is simply social organization based on trust; it is, by definition, productive. 

While many of the definitions used by social scientists overlap in their emphasis 

on either the individual actor or the social structure, Portes (1998) concludes that 

a growing consensus is emerging among sociologists. Focusing on the individual 

level, he suggests that ‘… social capital stands for the ability of actors to secure 

benefits by virtue of membership in social networks or other social structures’ (6).

While Putnam has recently re-ignited the social capital debate and provides 

the focal point for our discussion, it is Bourdieu who provides the first systematic 

analysis of the concept (Portes 1998, 3) and the foundation for the theoretical 

approach deployed here. Bourdieu defines social capital as ‘the aggregate of the 

actual or potential resources that are linked to possession of a durable network of 

more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition 

– or in other words, to membership in a group – which provides each of its members 

with the backing of the collectively-owned capital’ (1997). The amount of social 

capital depends on both the size of the network of connections one can mobilize 

and on the volume of the capital (economic, cultural) possessed by each of those to 

whom he is connected. In Bourdieu’s view, social capital remains a collective asset 

shared by members of a defined group; access to social capital is dependent upon 

being a member of a closed network.

Bourdieu’s concept of social capital has strong implications for understanding 

the reproduction of class and race among the black residents of Runyon Heights. 

Unlike either Coleman or, as we shall see, Putnam, Bourdieu draws attention to 

unequal group-based power relations. His notion suggests that both race-based and 

class-based groups comprise sets of social relationships that regulate the distribution 

of power and status. Institutionalized racial boundaries in Runyon Heights in the pre-

Brown era limited access to resource rich white social networks, and consequently, 

to Capital in all of its forms.

Monopolistic Group Closure and the Racial Dimensions of Social Capital

While Bourdieu’s model has been traditionally interpreted as one that underscores 

the reproduction of class boundaries, our focus is on the consequences of the 

racalization and segregation of black social networks. Prior to Brown, black 

institutional exclusion encouraged white racial endogamy9 and guaranteed that the 

9 Opposition to interracial marriage was vehement throughout the first half of the twentieth 

century. In 1952, more than thirty states still enforced miscegenation laws that prohibited 

interracial unions between Blacks and whites. In states that banned interracial unions, the 

courts routinely refused to recognize marriages from states where unions were legal. The 

1967 Supreme Court decision, ironically titled Loving v. Commonwealth of Virginia, struck 
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social capital of blacks held less relative value than that of whites. Glenn Loury 

(1977) was one of the first scholars to re-emphasize the social origins of social capital, 

asserting that an individual’s social origin ‘has an obvious and important effect on 

the amount of resources that is ultimately invested in his or her development’. More 

recently, Fernandez Kelly (1995) has argued that social capital is toponomical, that 

is, dependent on physical and social location. She contends that because people 

derive their knowledge from the social and physical spaces in which they live, the 

environment constrains social possibilities. Lin (1999; 2001) contends that social 

capital is contingent on both the initial structural positions in the social hierarchy 

and the extent of social ties. We draw from Bourdieu’s model and focus on the 

importance of the diminished value of black social capital networks. Due to the 

unequal distribution of power imbedded in social institutions, individuals and groups 

have differential access to social capital networks and not all networks wield equal 

power. While group membership for residents of Runyon Heights was defined by a 

combination of race- and class-based boundaries, repeated exchanges (investment) 

among group members, what Coleman calls obligations (Coleman 1994 , 300–324), 

both reinforced recognition of the group and dictated the boundaries of inclusion, 

which reinforced racial solidarity within the community.

Long before Bourdieu, Max Weber made similar observations concerning groups 

and status differentiation in his famous essay ‘Ethnic Groups,’ where he argued that 

the social goods of nobility and honor are tied to race in American society (Weber 

1968, 386), and that racial group boundaries were solidified in the post-Emancipation 

era as a way for whites to monopolize social power and honor. He posited that 

the incorporation of African-American slaves into the status hierarchy of the late 

nineteenth century led to a curtailment of the patriarchal discretion previously 

exercised by white slave masters, and that a rigid color line was necessary to 

redraw group distinctions following Emancipation. In Weber’s words, ‘the smallest 

admixture of Negro blood disqualifies a person unconditionally’ from the white 

group (1968).

Referring to the post-Reconstruction South, Weber concluded that ‘the social 

honor of ‘poor whites’ was dependent upon the social declassement of the Negroes’ 

(Weber 1968, 391.) Weber identified this kind of group honor as ‘ethnic honor’, 

a process closely related to status honor (Weber 1968, 390); by the 1920s, the 

one-drop rule had reclassified people of mixed African and European ancestry as 

black (Davis 1991). In short, in the post-Emancipation era, racial categories were 

used as a basis for white racial endogamy. Those defined as “white” drew closure, 

limited identification with their racial kin, and formed a monopoly on power that 

was constituted in their segregated social networks; whites experienced an inclusive 

structure and social entitlement that reinforced group networks. 

Historically in the Unites States, race may be even more significant than class in 

the distribution of social resources. ‘Race’ has been used to imply a breeding lineage 

that embodies inbred and innate human differences (Smedley 1993, 39). By the early 

down as unconstitutional anti-miscegenation laws that prohibited marriage between people of 

European and African descent. By 1970 only 65,000 black/white interracial marriages were 

recorded nation-wide (Daniel 2002; 98).
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twentieth century, blacks were widely regarded as an inferior and distinct biological 

group; racial endogamy and the adoption of the one-drop rule helped to produce the 

illusion of distinct bounded racial groups and set the stage for the racialization of 

suburban residential and civic life. Until the post-War era, race was used to solidify 

a social hierarchy that kept blacks on the bottom and permitted economic mobility 

for whites (Smedley 1993, 206). Weber’s insight into the process of monopolistic 

group closure is consistent with Bourdieu’s; both scholars suggest that social capital 

is something more than ‘connections’. The power and influence of a community’s 

social capital and its ability to protect civic life are not merely dependent upon the 

volume of resources or the size of the group membership, as scholars have suggested. 

They also depend on the status (nobility) of the group that holds the social capital. As 

such, the black category symbolizes the absence of power, regardless of the presence 

or absence of networks. Total social exclusion was the norm for Blacks across north-

eastern suburban communities before World War II.

As Michael Omi and Howard Winant point out, prior to the war, state institutions 

were racial institutions that enforced the racial politics of everyday life (Omi and 

Winant 1994, 83). The Federal Housing Authority’s (FHA) policies, widely known 

as redlining, directly contributed to the widespread use of restrictive covenants by 

white property owners. Both the FHA and the Home Owners Loan Corporation 

(HOLC) issued residential security maps to define desirable and undesirable areas 

for investment by the banking industry. black residential areas (marked in red) and 

racially mixed areas were deemed undesirable investments. Public policy throughout 

the first half of the twentieth century supported racial homogenization of residential 

areas, thus contributing to the devaluation of black-owned property (Jackson 1985, 

199–218; Oliver and Shapiro 1995, 40; Palen 1995, 121). State policies were 

directly responsible for encouraging the development of residentially-based racial 

networks.

Omi and Winant argue that state institutions set the ‘rules of the game’ and ‘the 

limits for political legitimacy in general’ (83). Prior to the Second World War, racial 

rule restricted the growing urbanized black population from entry into the political 

sphere and set the limits for their mobilization within civil society (Winant 2001, 

112). It denied commonalities between otherwise similar whites and idealized racial 

categories as all-embracing social differences. Barred from participation in the 

broader civil society, the residents of Runyon Heights were engaged in what Omi 

and Winant describe, and what Antonio Gramsci call, a war of maneuver. Under 

the oppressive conditions of the racial state, subordinate groups sought to extend 

their territory, ward off violent assault, and develop an internal society (Omi and 

Winant 1994). The nineteen forties marked the beginning of the democratization 

of state institutions and a concomitant shift in the strategy of residents from a war 

of maneuver to a war of position. This second strategy, predicated on local political 

struggle, was encouraged by the evolving post-war institutional environment; 

community organizational efforts shifted from religious and social activities to 

political activities and community defense. Consistent with the classic description 

of a war of position, having a voice in the political system was a precondition for 

open confrontation in Runyon Heights (Winant 2001, 113).
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Recent scholars have mischaracterized social capital as a cultural phenomenon 

that reflects enduring group norms that cannot be explained in terms of rational 

values or social structure (Jackman and Miller 1998). In his early work, which seeks 

to explain differences in the development of regional government in Italy, Putnam 

argued that the lack of ‘civic culture’ of particular regions has condemned them to 

stunted citizenship, meager social and cultural associations, fear of lawlessness, and 

the demand for sterner discipline (Putnam 2002). These ‘uncivic’ regions lack voter-

turnout, newspaper readership, membership in choral societies, literary circles, and 

social and sports clubs (Putnam 1993).

In Bowling Alone (2000), Putnam turns his focus to the United States and again 

emphasizes the importance of trust in establishing norms and networks that encourage 

civic engagement and serve as preconditions for economic development and 

effective government. He contrasts romantic images of the good society circa 1950 

with selective contemporary evidence to argue that people are no longer producing 

social capital by ‘schmoozing’ in bowling leagues, but now spend their time isolated 

and engaged in spectator activities like ‘bowling alone’. This, he argues, accounts 

for the decline in political participation of the past decades, a claim that has been 

critically discussed by others (for example Lin 2001). 

Important for our purpose here is that Putnam maintains that culturally grounded 

connections between individuals are by definition a public good and lead to good 

government. While citing voluntary associations and bowling leagues as preconditions 

for the good society, he discounts the significance of the dark side of social capital, 

such as youth gangs and organized crime. While Putnam acknowledges in Bowling 

Alone (2000), ‘some kinds of bonding social capital may discourage some kinds 

of bridging capital and vice versa,’ we emphasize the role of the state in shaping 

segregation racial endogamy, and the formation of closed social networks around 

whiteness that also serve the role of restricting access to social goods (362).  

Putnam’s view of social capital as a public good is consistent with Coleman’s 

position that ‘… despite the public-good aspect of social capital, the more extensive 

persons call on one another for aid, the greater will be the quantity of social capital 

generated’ (Coleman 1990, 321). Putnam’s conception of social capital as predicated 

upon a common cultural orientation echoes that of Coleman, who views social capital 

as tantamount to social organization. But while Coleman emphasizes structural 

constraints and the rational responses of actors in explaining the development of 

social capital, Putnam privileges culture as the driving force. Lowry and Fernandez-

Kelley side with Coleman, recognizing that social groups are segregated by race 

as well as by class and that different social capital networks have unequal value 

and power. Weber reminds us that social capital is more than a way to measure 

the social networks of Bourdieu’s model and the civic engagement of Putnam’s 

model; it is also a mechanism for closure and the reproduction of unequal group 

status along racial lines. This unequal distribution is significant when assessing the 

value of the segregated networks that developed in Runyon Heights, and it informs 

our understanding of both Putnam and Bourdieu’s conception of social capital as 

‘schmoozing’ and having ‘connections’. As Lin (2000) observes, scholarship widely 

supports the notion that social capital is unevenly distributed across social groups 
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(787). The unequal capital distribution between the black and white middle classes 

in all of its forms had dire consequences for the residents of Runyon Heights.

A summary of recent literature reveals four central functions of social capital: 

1) as a source of social control for parents, teachers and communities (Zhou and 

Bankston 1996; McNeal 1999; Coleman 1988, 1997); 2) as a source of support for 

families and communities (Coleman 1988; MacGillivray 2002); 3) as a source of 

employment and mobility (Loury 1977, 2002; Granovetter 1973), 4) as a basis for 

civic engagement and governmental performance (Brehm and Rahn 1997; Putnam 

1995). We will turn to an examination of three of the four functions of social 

capital identified above: as a source of support for families and communities, as a 

source of control for parents and teachers, and as a basis for civic engagement and 

governmental performance.

Community Institutions and the Development of Social Capital

Interviews and archival sources revealed that Newcomers to the Runyon Heights 

community since the 1920s have experienced racial steering and racially-biased 

mortgage practices that directed them specifically to the area. These practices were 

part of an inhospitable social climate based on the stigma10 of race that encouraged 

both the development of an all-black residential area and the formation of local 

institutions and social networks along racial lines (Haynes 2001). According to 

Goffman (1963), stigmatization hinders the development of social networks between 

normals and the stigmatized because of the tendency for a stigma to spread from 

the stigmatized to their close connections (30). One result of racial stigmatization 

was that neighboring areas were developed using racially restrictive covenants that 

barred blacks. Although restrictive covenants would be deemed unconstitutional by 

the Supreme Court in the Shelley v. Kraemer (1948) decision, black residents in 

Westchester County region have continued to experience racial steering practices 

and resistance from white homeowners into the 1990s. 

The south, east, and west sides of Runyon Heights are bounded by major 

boulevards, and the north is bordered by a four-foot-wide strip of land adjacent to 

a nearly all-white community named Homefield. In 1924, the ‘reserve strip’ was 

created by the Homeland Company, the developer that subdivided the estate that 

was to be called Homefield, with the clear purpose of marking a physical boundary 

between Black-dominated Runyon Heights and the new predominantly-white 

10 Erving Goffman (1963) outlined the concept of stigma in his classic work, Stigma: 

Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity (1963). A stigma is a stereotyped physical 

attribute or sign that discredits the moral character of the possessor. It is an undesired 

difference that reduces a person to something less than human (3–6). Goffman identified three 

types of stigmas: abominations of the body; blemishes of individual character; and the tribal 

stigma of race, nation and religion. He argued that stigma is part of a system of honor; it is a 

relationship between status groups: the normals and the stigmatized (7). The central feature 

of the stigmatized individual’s situation is ‘acceptance’ by the normals and normals tend to 

avoid association with the stigmatized, except for a minority, who are called ‘the wise’ (30). 

One might argue that bridging networks constitutes a type of ‘wise’ individual.
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community.The exclusionary motivation behind the creation of the reserve strip was 

made clear by the Homefield Association’s purchase and maintenance of the strip 

in 1947. Additionally, Homefield properties used restrictive covenants to bar Negro 

homeowners. A deed dated 1935 from Curtis Lane, near the Homefield-Runyon 

border, contained a typical restrictive covenant: ‘The granted premises shall be sold 

only to and occupied by members of the Caucasian race.’ Not only did the reserve 

strip result in dead-end streets in Runyon Heights, but it also served as a symbolic 

reminder of white racial exclusivity and black rejection (Haynes 2001). Spatial 

demarcations provided an important context for the reproduction of racial endogamy 

and the formation and solidification of segregated social institutions and networks. 

Homefield remained virtually all white into the 1940s and 92 percent white as late 

as 1990 (Haynes 2001). While the strip created dead-end streets between Homefield 

and Runyon Heights that helped to isolate the neighborhood from outsiders and 

provide a protective environment for local children, it reinforced the symbolic link 

between race and place; since Runyon Heights was known across the region as a 

place where blacks lived, race made place, and, in doing so, place symbolically 

reproduced race.

During the early years, four categories of community institutions were 

significant sites for the development of social capital resources for the families 

and the community of Runyon Heights: the family, the church, voluntary social 

and political organizations, and the local elementary school. Multigenerational ties 

between families developed early on in Runyon Heights; marrying the gal or guy 

next door and moving back to the neighborhood was not uncommon among the first 

generations of residents. After the family, the church has long been recognized as 

the second most important institution in the black community (Frazier 1948, 333); 

Runyon Heights is no different. Early generations of blacks in the city of Yonkers 

were unwelcome at established ‘white’ churches. By the 1870s several all-Negro 

churches had begun to develop (Haynes 2001). Finding an inhospitable climate at 

the all-white churches in their area, newcomers to Runyon Heights formed a small 

prayer group. The group continued to recruit members as new folks, and by 1931, 

when the group dedicated a church building, membership had grown considerably. 

The group now joined the African Methodist Episcopal Church, naming their new 

church Metropolitan. By this time, the church had established itself as a central 

community institution and many of the most prestigious families in the area were 

members.

The cultural and religious orientations of the original Runyon Heights residents 

varied greatly from unskilled rural Baptists and Methodists to skilled Catholics from 

the Caribbean. Nevertheless, racial segregation encouraged cooperative community 

activities from the outset. Black and white adults remained socially segregated from 

one another; a largely Italian-born Catholic minority that lived in the neighborhood 

largely kept to itself, while other whites shunned black participation in local social 

and religious life. Social isolation and marginality encouraged blacks to create 

their own social world. They established a church, social clubs, sports leagues, and 

civic and political associations. Barely fifty years after the end of Reconstruction, a 

thriving black suburb was making its bid for inclusion in the American Dream.
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The church provided the key institutional anchor for these developing social 

networks. It welcomed new members into the community, provided them with a 

sense of place and group identity, and fostered strong communal solidarity and trust 

between group members. The church represents a source of ethnic/racial solidarity 

and a form of bonding capital within the group, rather than a source of bridging 

capital linking Runyon residents to resource-rich white networks (Arneil 2006, 170). 

While never a direct source of political mobilization, the church in Runyon Heights 

nevertheless remained the hub for strong inter-generational family networks and 

served to extend these networks deep into community life. A number of civic-minded 

groups like the Men’s Club and the Women’s Civic Club were a direct outgrowth of 

Metropolitan A.M.E.

Numerous collective associations took the form of social clubs that held 

overlapping membership and provided a rich network of ‘connections’ that could be 

invoked for specific community-oriented goals. Over the next two decades, Runyon 

Heights evolved into a community of hyper-organized social networks and effective 

ties. One long-time resident explained about growing up in Runyon Heights in terms 

that echo Putnam and the idyllic American community: 

And it has a link I think through our morals and our values again because you know it 

was kind of a place – where everybody knows everybody else as a child, everybody else, 

at least back when I was growing up, is your supervisor or guardian and you were a little 

more restrained about doing things because you always kind of had eyes on you all the 

time. And I’d like to feel that in other communities that might not have been the case. You 

know, in other communities where maybe the first, some of the first and strongest links 

are made through you know schools and things like that, and being next door neighbors 

and belonging to school organizations, a lot of the initial links, I mean even as a child is 

family links. I mean people who I met later on through school or through participating in 

sports together, that was because again, my mother’s sister-in-law, her cousin or sister-in-

law, her kids, it’s just family. Basically it kind of started as this large extended family, it 

kind of, you know, gets down to your core family, but I think you meet first that way too. 

There’s always a family kind of thing. People out here identify themselves as being a part 

of such and such family. They identify somebody’s house, that’s the so and so house, and 

that’s the way you do normally with, let’s say a town or a larger area, but people out there 

still say that. They’ll say well the car is parked out in front of the so and so house. That 

family could have been out of that [house] seventy years ago, but this person is going to 

say the so and so house … That’s how we identify things. And we identify a lot of things 

here by people. I am Joe Jones’ son. I am Carol Jones’ son. Until I get to a certain point, 

and maybe when my generation dominates a little bit then and my kids will be, that’s Pete 

Jones’ son.

The third most important source for the development of social capital was the local 

voluntary association, the Runyon Heights Improvement Association (R.H.I.A). 

Founded in the 1920s, it has remained the principal civic organization throughout 

the community’s history. Originally, the R.H.I.A. was oriented towards fostering 

neighborliness, social activities, and children’s recreation, and scholars have noted 

that dense social networks and residential stability fosters strong social organizations 

and safe neighborhood environments (Patillo 1999). Women members proved to be 
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a critical resource by publishing a newsletter called the Nepperhan11 Civic Recorder, 

which was an important source linking resources and information. A number of 

clubs and associations listed in the Recorder in 1933, such as the Women’s Civic 

Club, The Men’s Club, and the Mother’s Club, have maintained intergenerational 

membership and still exist today. Other groups, like the local all-Negro baseball 

team the ‘Runyon AC’s,’ survived little more than a generation.

Soon after it’s founding, the R.H.I A. built a small community center, which locals 

called the Community House. Complete with ping pong and pool tables and adult 

supervision, it provided a meeting place for community youths. The Community 

House was soon destroyed by a fire in the late 1930s, and the R.H.I.A. declined 

in importance over the next twenty years. In 1956, a city-proposed public housing 

complex prompted the reactivation of the R.H.I.A., and a second community house 

was dedicated in 1963. The R.H.I.A. has moved beyond its original function as a 

recreational facility for children. Not only has it been a place to hold community 

meetings, throw holiday parties for local children, and provide recreation, but it 

has increasingly come to serve as a political instrument that represents and protects 

community interests. We will revisit this topic in the next section.

The fourth institution that proved critical for the development of social capital in 

Runyon Heights was the local elementary school, School 1. Because the population 

in the region was generally dispersed, School 1 served both black and white children 

from the surrounding area. As a result, the school was integrated for nearly two 

decades. Not only did the school provide its first black pupils with unprecedented 

access to quality elementary education; it also served an important role in the 

organization of civic life. School 1 was a place where multiple generations attended; 

teachers, students, and the community were intertwined. The building itself provided 

a central meeting place for Runyon Heights parents. Even the local Boy Scout troop 

held meetings there. School volunteering, local PTA’s, and informal ties to educators 

have shown to increase the amount of information about schooling available to 

parents and even intensify ties among parents in the local community (Lareau 1989). 

While black residents in Runyon Heights formed their own collective associations, 

like the local Parent Teachers Association and the Men’s Club, and joined national 

Christian-based associations like the Prince Hall Masons and the Order of the Eastern 

Stars, what should not be overlooked is that all of these groups held much less power 

relative to white Protestant and white voluntary associations (Arneil 2006, 23).

While black and white adults in the area were generally cordial to one another, 

they socialized little. Occasionally, black and white children established lasting 

friendships, some of which would later serve as bridges to white social capital 

networks. Old timers from the area often reminisced about Sunday afternoons lost 

to games of sandlot baseball and football among white and black neighborhood 

children. More importantly, ‘connections’ made with the children of the largely 

immigrant minority that lived in the neighborhood later proved to be instrumental to 

the success of local battles in the Runyon Height community.

11 Nepperhan and Runyon Heights were used interchangeably as names for the area. See 

Haynes (2001).
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Early residents were active in party politics and often split their party affiliation, 

much like middle-class suburban blacks do today. By the time the Runyon Heights 

Democratic Club was formed in June 1933, both the Republican Club of Nepperhan 

and the Phyllis Wheatley Republican Club had already been established. While early 

voter participation rates were not available, residents recalled being active participants 

and the percentage of active registered voters has remained high (Haynes 2001). 

Residents reported that trips to the local barber or hairdresser might also double 

as an opportunity to engage in political discussions with fellow residents. Women 

frequented two locally-owned beauty salons along Saw Mill River and Tuckahoe 

Roads; men often frequented a small barbershop known as Trent’s in the basement 

of a local resident’s home. These establishments did more than provide an important 

personal service; they served as a place where information was exchanged and 

local opinions shaped. One resident stated it simply, ‘Trent’s, it was a very political 

atmosphere. You know, when you went in, they talked about what was going on in 

the community.’

One 31-year-old resident explained how the community uses multiple networks 

to tap the resource-rich networks within mainstream political institutions, and how 

National civil rights organizations like the N.A.A.C.P. provided an important extra-

communal legal framework for local challenges to discrimination:

What happens is, politicians count every vote, no matter which one it is, and fortunately 

for us, because of the education of the folks in the neighborhood, this is something that’s 

been there way before my time. So people are smart enough to be on both sides of the 

playing field. We have a Republican leader of the Tenth Ward … and he has a lot of 

networks. And a lot of the folks that live in Runyon Heights either work for the city as 

employees … so they have a lot of political savvy. They know that you have to show up at 

the fund raisers, and all that other kind of stuff, and that’s how that works, that people are 

able to make phone calls and do that … And now it hits them twice, because is this going 

to be a problem with people of color, is this going to be a problem for the N.A.A.C.P. … 

or is this a problem in the neighborhood, is this a problem for Runyon Heights? And we 

know how to use our leverage appropriately to get the things done.

In the early period of Runyon Heights, the church provided the basis for a rich 

network of community organizations; later it served as a basis for high levels of 

political involvement. Putnam (2000) argues that ‘faith-based organizations’ are 

particularly central to building social capital and civic engagement in African 

American communities (68). But Putnam fails to account for the changing institutional 

environment in which black social networks emerged in the late Progressive era. The 

early period of community life was dominated by the kind of institution and culture 

building characteristic of Gramsci’s war of maneuver leading to the development of 

rich social networks that served as a source of social control and support for families 

and community. But as residents found themselves unable to wield influence in the 

formal social and political arenas, they soon tested a more confrontational civic 

strategy that resembles Gramsci’s war of position. As we detail below, a conflict 

over public education in 1928 provided just the context for shifting strategies. The 

community’s success in this conflict foreshadowed more open political struggles that 

would become characteristic of the post-War community. The next section explores 
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how residents used their social capital as a basis for a new, more confrontational 

style of civic engagement as they shifted to a strategy of war of position.

The Limits of Social Capital as a Basis for Civic Engagement

Although World War II marks the beginning of the democratization of state 

institutions, which further encouraged minority political engagement and protest. 

Residents had already made a subtle shift, however, testing a strategy of a war of 

position in the late 1920s; As the first generation of Runyon Heights children reached 

their teens, efforts were made by the local school board to segregate them in inferior 

schools, thus limiting the development of human capital across generations.

In 1925, Runyon Heights was 53 percent black and comprised only 369 residents; 

by 1940 it was more than 72 percent black and was home to some 1,015 people.12

The growth in population in the general area led to the building of a new high 

school, Roosevelt High School. While the school was located just one-half mile 

away from the Runyon Heights community, the Yonkers School Board had planned 

to bus Runyon children to schools across town. Parents questioned the standards at 

these alternative schools, which were widely considered less academically oriented, 

and believed that the all-white policy threatened their children’s future mobility. 

Mothers quickly responded by organizing community residents to petition the 

Yonkers School Board. Their challenge was based on the grounds that taxes from 

the Nepperhan Valley region, which included the Runyon Heights area, were used 

in the construction of Roosevelt. Residents understood that their tax obligations 

entitled them to access to public services. Threatened with legal action, the school 

board reluctantly withdrew their segregationist plan and permitted local black teens 

to attend the new high school. As the spouse of one activist-mother recounted, ‘The 

black mothers fought and got their children in the school’.

The Roosevelt affair was the first outside event to trigger a collective political 

response on the part of community residents; from that point forward, race shaped 

their collectively defined interests. Emboldened by their successes, residents began 

shifting to more open and direct challenges to local race subordination. Encouraged 

by a new anti-discrimination policy in federal contracts during World War Two, 

residents shifted attention to discrimination in local industry.

Using a strategy not too different from Jesse Jackson’s Operation Push, a group 

of concerned black citizens went to local industries as representatives of their local 

Yonkers’ communities and petitioned for better hiring practices. Middle-class and 

working-class blacks organized, taking their message directly to employers. One 

long-time resident explained:

Not only community people, but they were people from out of the community who were 

interested in it. But they decided that the community should get busy, because in all of 

these plants and things people were going to work for defense. And they weren’t hiring 

black people here, you know. So they decided that they would make a survey and a visit 

to all of these plants. And Mr McRae and Dr Rivera, I think it was, and me, the three of 

12 1925 New York State Census Manuscripts, U.S. Census of the Population 1940.
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us went to these various places like Alexander Smith down here. That was a big going 

factory then. And we went to Phelps Dodge, and we went to Anaconda Wire and Cable, 

and asked them why they didn’t hire blacks … I didn’t go to Otis, but I think they went. 

I think they went, but I think Otis had one or two black people anyway … And there 

was money around, and black people weren’t getting any. And so that’s why they went 

into it. We were being called to go fight, well not really to go fight, but to go serve those 

fighters.

The Depression years had a detrimental impact on the demographic makeup of 

School 1. In 1938, school district lines were redrawn and School 1 was made into the 

smallest school zone in Yonkers, destroying the integrated character of the school. 

Over the next fifteen years, Runyon children were increasingly isolated at School 

1, where the quality of education significantly dropped, and white students were 

relocated to the already predominantly-white Schools #5 and 22 (80 CIV. 6761 LBS 

Cited in Haynes 2001). Runyon Heights’ residents firmly believed that education 

was the ticket to future middle-class prosperity for their children; after the war, their 

attention returned to the schools. By 1950, School 1 had become 91 percent black. 

First and second grades and third and fourth grades were combined into single grades, 

and the school enrolled a mere 100 students in a facility designed for 240 (80 CIV. 

6761 LBS.: 274 Cited in Haynes 2001). Once again, residents’ experiences with the 

Yonkers Board of Education helped to reinforce collective solidarity around race, 

and their collective interests in the financial future of their children prompted their 

civic engagement. Race subordination linked residents together in a community of 

common fate.

The community petitioned the Yonkers Board of Education to re-expand the 

School 1 district lines, effectively reintegrating the school. Integration with whites, 

while socially desirable for some middle-class blacks, was never the primary goal of 

Runyon Heights’ residents. For them, integration was a method of achieving equal 

educational opportunity for their children. One woman who was a part of the protest 

committee reported: 

Number 1 had become a nothing. Number 1 had become just a place to put black children. 

Number 1 had become totally an all-black school. I think they had white teachers there 

that were pulling in a salary who really had no interest in our children. And they could 

draw and they could sing, you know, but don’t ask them to add anything.

The response of the Yonkers Board of Education to the May 1954 Brown decision 

by the Supreme Court marks the turning point in the development of social capital 

resources in the Runyon community. Residents began to use national organizations 

to fight local battles; the N.A.A.C.P. joined the petitioners in both the Brown case 

and the Roosevelt High School conflict. Following the precedent of the Brown case, 

the Board decided to close School 1 and desegregate Schools 5 and 22 by reassigning 

Runyon Heights’ children to them. The era of School 1 as both community resource 

and substitute Community House had come to an end; Runyon children would 

henceforth be bussed to other areas. Social capital resources, in the form of ties 

between children, ties between children and parents, and ties between parents were 

weakened as children were dispersed across the city.
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In 1956, another issue confronted the collective interests of Runyon residents. The 

Yonkers City Council proposed building 335 units of low-income public housing in 

the Runyon Heights, not far from the Homefield border. This was the first in a series 

of public housing proposals the community would confront over the next forty years. 

This first project , which called for the building of 335 low-income units in the area, 

would have transformed the economic character of the community and undermined 

local efforts to maintain property values, low crime rates, and a sense of community. 

One former president of the R.H.I.A. summed it up, ‘This is the reason why you see 

a Community House. This is the reason why you see us organized now, because we 

had to get organized. That was it.’

The battle over public housing brought the black residents of Runyon Heights 

into allegiance with the neighboring Homefield community. Both groups objected to 

the city government’s low-income housing plan as they sought to protect their own 

class interests. The local N.A.A.C.P. was once again called upon to advocate for 

Runyon Heights residents, although it was also advocating for low-income housing 

in Yonkers. Not only had the organization been supported by community residents, 

many of whom were dues-paying members, but Runyon Heights had also been 

home to many former and current N.A.A.C.P. leaders. The battle against low-income 

housing in Runyon Heights placed Homefield residents in indirect alliance with the 

N.A.A.C.P. What is striking is that after having created and maintained the four-

foot reserve strip as an artificial border separating Runyon Heights, the Homefield 

community now made common cause with their black neighbours. New coalition 

aside, one crucial difference remained between the motivations of Runyon Heights 

and Homefield residents: residents of Runyon Heights were not troubled by the fact 

that most of the low-income residents would be black and Latino. Their motivation 

for resistance was based on protecting the class composition of the community.

The rejuvenated R.H.I.A. had learned how to broker external resources 

and community interests by creating a bridge between both local and national 

organizational networks. Tapping into the resources of the N.A.A.C.P. and mobilizing 

local dissent around common class interests, residents of Runyon Heights united 

with the predominantly white Homefield community to defeat the proposal. But city 

demands for housing led to a compromise, and a smaller 48-unit public housing 

complex, called Hall Court, was subsequently approved for construction in Runyon 

Heights and completed in 1962. Insult was added to injury when the old School 1 

site was designated as the location for the new project.

Focused on community defense, residents saw the need for another Community 

House. A number of residents participated in fundraising efforts and the new center 

was finally dedicated in 1963.13 Born in an era of increased government spending 

on community service programs, the Community House expanded its programs and 

services under the auspices of the Runyon Heights Improvement Association. Active 

participation in the R. H. I. A. helped to maintain community cohesion in an era 

in which residents faced both the destruction of School 1 and a gradual decline in 

church attendance by newer residents.

13 Penny socials and tea parties were held to raise funds for the construction and operation 

of the center.
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As residents became knowledgeable of the institutional environment and the 

multiple resource networks necessary to defend their collective interests, local ward 

politics and bridging networks grew in importance. Social clubs and community 

voluntary associations could not alone defend community interests in the current era, 

thus residents shifted their focus from service to political advocacy. One young male 

resident explained how local concerns encouraged residents to split party loyalties 

and get involved:

The community would survive without the different organizational levels, but they 

wouldn’t survive if they did not participate politically. If they didn’t participate politically 

they would get left out, as everyone does when you don’t participate politically. That’s 

been the general problem for our folks is that they vote and they vote one line. They vote 

Democratic, but they don’t look at issues. I try to educate people, you don’t have to vote 

Democratic. You vote for the person that does, that handles your issues best – that supports 

the things you’re looking to support. And if that person is from the New Zimbabwe Party, 

then you vote for them … Political support doesn’t mean you voted for somebody. It 

meant who you worked for. Because they need foot soldiers, and all that stuff, going 

out there, priming the pump, talking to people, delivering whatever percentage of votes, 

because one vote, Nicholas Wascizco can tell you, he won by twelve votes.

Informal channels were equally important in addressing community concerns. By 

linking the social networks of local residents to individuals who held positions of 

power, brokers provided an important access to local resources. As one resident 

explained, ‘You network, you work for the city, you know the right people, you talk 

to the right people. And if you do that properly, you’ll get things done, because you’ll 

be able to pick up the phone and talk to the right person. You see the appropriate 

person is not always the one that’s in charge. The one that’s appropriate may be 

the one that’s sitting on the truck.’ Personal ties and residential life in the City 

of Yonkers was closely linked to a political patronage system that was built into 

local ward politics. Fortunately for the community, many residents had attended 

the integrated School 1 and developed friendships with whites whose families were 

often positioned in local government and city administration. Those ties have proven 

critical to acquiring public services.

One individual played an especially instrumental role in galvanizing community 

resources: long-time resident Mr. Milton Holst. Sometimes called the ‘mayor’ by 

local officials and community residents, Holst is a man who takes pride in knowing 

his neighborhood and neighbors. He is a man who appears to know everyone when he 

drives through his neighborhood. Building on the networks he developed at School 

1, Holst has since established relationships with individuals throughout the entire 

city. Following the example set by his parents, Holst became involved in community 

affairs as a young man. When he was only 25 and still living at home, he volunteered 

to become Scout Master of local Boy Scout Troop 34. After World War II, he became 

a city employee. He first became involved in local politics during the early sixties 

when the R.H.I.A. came into prominence; Holst became a critical link between the 

local community and public resources. As an adult with his own children, Holst 

began participating in club house and party politics, attending city hall meetings and 

escorting local political candidates door to door. He described local district leaders 
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as the ‘first line of offence’ in local political battles. By 1990, Holst had become the 

president of the Tenth Ward Republican Club. He was also a major force in the local 

R.H.I.A., where he took on a number of responsibilities, including president (five 

occasions) and Action Chairman under at least four presidents. An outgoing and 

personable individual, ‘Milty,’ as those close to him sometimes call him, helped to 

build numerous social networks that tapped resources for the community. Currently 

retired, Milton Holst still takes his responsibility to the community seriously and 

most days can be found busy at the Community House. One sixty-year-old second 

generation mother details the importance of the Community House as place of safety 

for children during the 1960s: 

When they were young the parents with young kids used to take turns going over. With 

Mr. Wilson (former President of R.H.I.A.) they used to have, on weekends, little socials. 

As long as the parents, someone could be there to supervise … Before that they were in 

the day camps and things over there. They played on the basketball teams. That was very 

instrumental in their development too. The center over there, that was sort of a focal point 

for them and their activities.

Bruce: Did most of the kids in the neighborhood participate?

Yeah, quite a few participated in some way over there. That was one thing that was 

good for them. They got a chance to be with their own, you know, their own peers and 

things, right in their own community. They didn’t have to go to another area. So from that 

community center they were able to make a lot of friends, you know. A lot of them are still 

friends now, after all these years.

Mothers tended to organize the household around their children, and banded together 

to balance family and career responsibilities. Employed mothers organized day care 

when their children were young, often sharing duties or employing a local relative. 

Some stay-at-home moms formally structured their relationships with groups like 

the Idlers Club, while others relied on the general resources of the local community. 

One resident, born in 1925, had lived in Runyon Heights since the age of five and 

attended School 1. After marriage, she lived for a brief time in a housing project 

on the west side of the city with her husband and six children. In 1961, she moved 

the family back to Runyon Heights. Following the sudden death of her husband in 

1964, she became trained as a dental assistant and returned to the workforce, with 

the assurance that her children were safe in the neighborhood:

I found that when my husband died and my baby was about two, and my children were all 

in grammar school or starting to go into junior high school, and I found that here I never 

worried. I had to go to work then, but I didn’t worry. When I went out of here I never 

worried that they’d get in to gangs or fighting, because everybody was a community. A 

community that I knew, you worried about my kids like I worried about hers. Everybody 

around would look, and if something went wrong they would tell me … Oh, yeah! We 

were all right here for each other.

Despite our respondent’s rich social networks, her college credentials, and the safety 

of the community, her children enjoyed far less success; all of her children had 
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attended at least two years of college, but only one had actually graduated. The 

inability to pass down social status and capital to the next generation remains a 

major challenge for the black middle class. Small (2004) discusses the importance of 

generational status14 in explaining varying levels of civic participation (157, 179).

Throughout the nineteen seventies, eighties, and nineties, the suburban character 

of the community continued to come under assault from outside forces, and Runyon 

Heights increasingly took on the characteristics of the defended community (Suttles 

1972). Businesses sought development in the area and the city repeatedly proposed 

building additional low-income housing in the community’s backyard. The R.H.I.A. 

continued to grow both in membership and importance as older residents successfully 

mobilized newcomers and developed strategies for defending local interests.

Discussion

The case of Runyon Heights provides strong empirical evidence to refute Putnam’s 

view that communities need only trust-based social networks to create sufficient 

amounts of social capital for the good society. Active civic engagement, strong voter 

turnout, and high levels of social organization did not lead to the prosperous society 

and good government for the residents of Runyon Heights. While the community 

displayed all of the essential qualities of the ideal civic-mined community, 

segregation and institutional exclusion limited the operational value of their social 

capital networks. DeFilippis (2001) argues that Putnam’s position fails to account 

for differences in power and economic capital in the production of communities. 

Using levels of “schmoozing” as the foundation for a conception of social capital 

is limiting because the central issue facing a segregated community is access to 

power. Prior to Brown, schmoozing with “Coloreds” brought few rewards to white 

Americans. One local business woman detailed how she hired a white man to 

negotiate particular issues with clients in her real estate business; she even reported 

that she purchased a home in Homefield because the seller, seeking vengeance 

against his neighbor, purposefully sought out a black realtor. Bourdieu suggests 

that race is a set of social relationships that regulates the distribution of power 

and status. In Runyon Heights, institutionalized racial boundaries reinforced black 

isolation while providing differential access to Capital in all of its forms. Emerson 

(1962) posits that power resides implicitly in the dependency of others. The very 

nature of segregation instills dependency in the segregated since access to social 

institutions, such as housing, education, employment, and government, is controlled 

by the segregator. Putnam’s analysis of community development fails to consider 

concepts of power-dependent relationships and the differing values of social capital 

in alienated communities. Despite strong familial and civic ties, residents could not 

manage the inequities imposed by segregation. Rendered ineffective, as alienation 

prohibited access to critical social institutions, the social capital of the segregated 

14 We define generational status as a resident’s position in the life course, as well 

the timing of their cohort’s settlement in the area. Small (2004), however, uses the term 

‘generational status’ to refer to resident’s ‘generation of migration’ as discussed by Portes and 

Rumbaut (2001) (157).
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was devalued. The strong ties among Runyon Heights residents were consequently 

ineffective in negotiating resource-rich white networks; thus their material wealth 

was always threatened by racial subordination.

While the number and strength of locally-based social clubs and voluntary 

associations have declined since the first decades, Runyon Heights witnessed a 

high level of civic engagement during the decades following World War II. And 

contrary to the expectations of Putnam, one of the more active groups in Runyon 

Heights during the 1990’s was Senior Group 8, a bowling league made up of long-

time community residents. Although we did not find competitive bowling leagues 

for children in Runyon Heights, older residents have continued to be engaged in 

spirited bowling competition against other senior teams representing other Yonkers 

communities. The growth in importance of the R.H.I.A demonstrates that social 

capital (community networks) have changed, rather than simply declined, in the post-

Brown era. Residents have shifted network membership from local clubs to more 

formal political institutions like the R.H.I.A. and supra-community associations like 

the N.A.A.C.P., which channel social capital towards community defense.

Conclusion

The story of Runyon Heights details how racial endogamy shaped the creation of 

racially defined suburban residential space. Race provided the basis for determining 

moral value, as well as the unequal distribution of power and resources that were 

reflected in segregated social and civic institutions. By implementing racially biased 

policies prior to the Brown decision, federal and local agencies created a unique 

set of dilemmas for the black middle class. State institutions helped to structure the 

physical boundaries of community around race and strongly influenced the value 

of the social capital that developed among black residents. The limited value of 

residents’ social capital is evidenced by their institutional marginality and lack of 

political influence prior to the Brown decision.

Civic engagement was indeed a precondition for manifesting social capital in 

Runyon Heights, but it was changes in the post-Brown institutional environment that 

prompted residents towards a strategy of war of position, redirecting organizational 

efforts towards formal politics and agitation through the Runyon Heights Improvement 

Association. What occurred was not an absolute decline in social capital, as Putnam 

would surmise, but a shift in collective focus towards more formal methods of civic 

engagement. Neighborhood conditions and external threats redirected the thrust of 

social organization towards instrumental ends. The Brown ruling had a direct impact 

on the decision to close School 1 in 1956. The court’s recognition of institutional 

discrimination gave blacks political power and transformed Runyon Heights into 

a defended community, as residents were able to draw upon the increased value of 

their social capital and claim a place in the civic arena (Suttles 1972; Haynes 2001). 

The value of their social capital changed because institutional inclusion reduced the 

level of social stigma attached to race. Whites recognized this symbolic breakdown 

in the color bar, and as a result, felt an increased freedom to socialize and network 

with blacks.
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Contrary to the classic description of the defended community (Janowitz 1967; 

Suttles 1972), Runyon Heights had already experienced high levels of social 

organization, yet neighborhood conditions and external threats redirected the thrust 

of social organization towards instrumental ends. The issue of equal rights took on a 

local dimension as black residents organized, protested and eventually aligned with 

their white neighbors to protect community interests. As the community united for 

defense, political alliances based on prior bridge relationships, could be nurtured 

with whites who had once excluded them. The development of light industry in the 

area and repeated proposals for low-income housing led residents to organize their 

resource networks more strongly than ever.

Segregation throughout America is characterized by physical, social and 

psychological boundaries of exclusion. Runyon Heights residents demonstrate, 

through the use of extensive social networks, how social capital is utilized to transcend 

group boundaries. These race-based boundaries act to limit black residents’ access to 

social goods. Despite a high degree of civic engagement, Runyon Heights residents 

became dependent on relationships with dominant groups and their ties to local 

government. Theoretically, we challenge Putnam’s culturalist orientation that social 

networks carry intrinsic value and provide a case that demonstrates the importance 

of state institutions in determining the value of a group’s social capital. Contrary to 

Putnam’s notion that civic engagement leads to good government, Runyon Heights 

reveals the ‘dark side of social capital’ and the importance of state institutions in 

creating and maintaining race and class inequities.
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Chapter 5

A New Place, a New Network?  

Social Capital Effects of Residential 

Relocation for Poor Women
Alexandra M. Curley

Introduction

Social capital and social networks have become popular topics of interest among 

poverty scholars as more and more studies suggest that people who live in 

concentrated poverty neighborhoods have fewer ‘life chances’. Research to date, 

however, does not provide a clear story of what social capital means for poor people. 

For example, some maintain that ‘concentrated’ neighborhoods reduce the social 

capital of the poor by limiting their social networks, and therefore, their ability to 

access resources and information necessary for social mobility (Briggs 1998; Wilson 

1987). This stance suggests that people living in concentrated communities have 

little opportunity to connect and form social ties with well-educated and steadily 

employed families – the types of ‘bridging’ relationships through which one might 

access new opportunities. On the other hand, ethnographic studies of low-income 

communities have documented how poor people often rely on their social networks 

to make ends meet and cope with the hardships of poverty (Edin and Lein 1997; 

Stack 1974). These studies suggest that low-income communities can be rich 

in social capital, as they have well-functioning support systems that provide an 

important safety net for residents (Edin and Lein 1997; Stack 1974; Vale 2002). 

Still, others have found that being part of such support systems can be draining for 

some who provide more assistance than they receive in return (Belle 1982; Cohler 

and Lieberman 1980). Overall, this research leaves us with many questions about 

the status of social capital among low-income people living in concentrated poverty. 

For example, are the social networks of the poor supportive, resourceful, limited, 

draining, or some combination? 

An additional question is whether where one lives affects social capital to the 

extent that simply moving some place else would improve one’s chances to build 

social capital. Opportunities to further study the social networks of low-income 

people and to assess whether networks change for better or worse when families 

are relocated out of poor communities have arisen with the creation of new housing 

programs aimed to deconcentrate poverty. Such programs are currently underway 

in the United States, as well as in Europe. HOPE VI, for example, is one program 

that has been redeveloping ‘severely distressed’ public housing developments 
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in the United States into new mixed-income communities since 1993. Targeted 

communities are those that suffer from physical deterioration as well as extreme 

concentrations of poverty, female-headed households, unemployment, crime, and a 

lack of social services. Residents typically have three options for relocation while 

their communities are redeveloped: move to another public housing development, 

use a portable Section 8 voucher,1 or relocate on-site during construction.2 By 

altering the communities in which residents live, the program is thought to have an 

impact on residents’ social capital and opportunity structure. Yet, research and theory 

offer contending perspectives on the effects of initiatives that disperse poverty and 

relocate poor people. 

On the one hand, some maintain that the social networks of poor people living 

in poverty-concentrated communities are limited in that they consist only of other 

disadvantaged people (Briggs 1998; Wilson 1987), suggesting that relocation out 

of concentrated developments will improve residents’ social capital by diversifying 

their social networks. If residents’ networks were rooted in their neighborhood prior 

to relocation, as William Julius Wilson’s (1987) social isolation theory suggests, 

then relocation to other communities (some different, some similar) will likely affect 

their access to social capital, and subsequently their access to jobs and opportunities. 

On the other hand, others suggest that rather than improve residents’ prospects for 

mobility, relocation out of their communities may impose additional barriers by 

breaking up well-organized systems of exchange that help many single mothers 

survive (Edin and Lein 1997; Stack 1974; Vale 2002). 

This chapter reports the results from a qualitative study that examined the 

dynamic changes in low-income women’s social networks as they relocated from 

one HOPE VI site and settled into different types of housing and communities. The 

goal of the research was to explore the following questions: How does relocation out 

of a poverty-concentrated public housing project impact female residents’ stock of 

social capital? That is, does relocation dismantle inferior social networks or break 

apart well-functioning support systems? Does relocation expand or promote social 

capital-building opportunities for low-income women, and if so, does the impact 

differ by relocation group (i.e. Section 8 vs. public housing)?

Through repeated semi-structured interviews, the study captured the essence of 

women’s social networks prior to relocation and the changes that occurred in their 

networks after relocation. The study focused on women in particular due to the high 

percentage of female-headed households in public housing.3 This chapter presents 

findings from three waves of in-depth interviews conducted with a sample of women 

during their first and second year of relocation (2004–2005). The women in the 

1 Section 8 (also known as the Housing Choice Voucher Program) is a subsidized portable 

voucher program that enables families to rent in the private market rather than in a public 

housing development.

2 Projects are often conducted in phases, enabling some families to relocate to older 

vacant units on-site while the rest of the community is demolished and rebuilt.  

3 Means-tested programs in the U.S. (including public housing), historically have 

discouraged women from marrying because a husband’s earnings would decrease or cut the 

public benefits the woman received.
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study had all relocated during the first phase of the HOPE VI program at Maverick 

Gardens, a public housing development located in Boston, Massachusetts.4 Women 

were chosen from the three main relocation groups (on-site, off-site public housing, 

and Section 8) and contacted in-person to participate in the study. Responses to 

the study were generally positive, as many women reported that they enjoyed the 

interviews and appreciated that someone was interested in hearing about their lives 

and experiences during this transition period. The sample consisted of 28 women, 

including 11 on-site movers (39 per cent), 9 Section 8 movers (32 per cent), and 8 

public housing movers (29 per cent). The participants in the study were comparable 

to the larger population of Maverick residents. The women were mostly Hispanic 

and African-American, but some were White and Asian. Half of the women spoke 

primary languages other than English.5 The women in the sample had lived at 

Maverick Gardens an average of 13 years, and the majority had children living in 

their households.

The Neighborhoods

Selected for HOPE VI redevelopment in 2002, Maverick Gardens was originally 

constructed in 1941 and was typical of the ‘barracks’ style public housing built in the 

US in the post-World War II era: twelve brick buildings (413 units) with flat roofs 

surrounded by paved interior walkways. The development was located on an eight 

acre site on a dead-end street and had no streets running through it. One side of the 

development abutted a run-down park with remarkable views of Boston Harbor and 

the city beyond. Maverick is physically isolated from the larger Boston community 

due to its location across the harbor in East Boston. In order to get to downtown 

Boston and most other Boston neighborhoods, one must drive over a toll bridge or 

through a tunnel under the harbor (both requiring a $3 U.S. toll), or take the train 

under the harbor ($1.25 one way). While its physical location contributed to some 

feelings of isolation, Maverick was actually much less isolated than many other 

public housing developments in Boston. Unlike many other housing developments, 

Maverick Gardens was about two blocks from Maverick Square, a bustling block that 

houses the Maverick subway station and numerous restaurants and shops catering 

to the large local Hispanic population. The neighborhood poverty level of Maverick 

Gardens was 43 per cent according to the 2000 U.S. Census tract data.

During the demolition and construction of the new Maverick HOPE VI 

community, some residents moved from their buildings, which were scheduled to 

be demolished and rebuilt during the early phases of the program, into vacant units 

that would be demolished two to three years later. The goal of redeveloping the 

neighborhood in phases was to allow some families to move directly from their 

old buildings into the newly constructed buildings without ever having to move 

4 Of the 116 phase one households that relocated in 2003, 41 per cent relocated on-site 

(into vacant older units scheduled for demolition in the next phase), 39 per cent relocated to 

other public housing, 18 per cent relocated with Section 8 vouchers, and 2 per cent moved out 

of subsidized housing altogether.  

5 Eight of the interviews were conducted in Spanish.
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off-site. Those ‘on-site movers’ were scattered into any available units in buildings 

on the other side of the development. On-site movers in the study slowly watched 

the rest of their community being demolished and rebuilt while living there during 

the redevelopment. The atmosphere during this time was one mixed of sorrow and 

gloom and transformation and hope.  

Ironically, Maverick HOPE VI families that chose to relocate to other public 

housing developments could not relocate to completed HOPE VI developments in 

the area. For example, although Boston has two previously redeveloped HOPE VI 

projects, these developments were not among the choices provided to Maverick 

residents due to changes in ownership and management typical of completed 

HOPE VI projects.6 Therefore, Maverick families that chose public housing as their 

relocation option moved to other housing projects that were similar to the one they 

were forced to leave: communities of concentrated poverty that were physically, 

socially, and economically distressed. The neighborhoods of public housing movers 

had poverty levels that were lower on average than Maverick (28 per cent vs. 43 per 

cent), but they are still considered high poverty communities.7 Although the projects 

varied in sizes and locations, most public housing projects to which the women 

relocated were made up of numerous squat brick buildings built over several city 

blocks. As with Maverick, this type of construction ensures that tenants are cut off 

from the surrounding neighborhood. Most projects, constructed in the 1940s, stand 

out because of the unusual density and block pattern, as well as the use of architectural 

materials and styles that do not blend in with the surrounding homes. With few 

streets running through the developments, interior spaces typically consist of paved 

areas with dumpsters in the middle. Due to depleted resources and mismanagement, 

many developments have long suffered disrepair. Many buildings have shabby metal 

doors that are scratched, dented, and often hanging from their hinges. Stairwells are 

cold and damp, often smelling of urine; and the cement stairs chipped and filthy. The 

interior of the units are often dark and boxy, and most buildings suffer from severe 

cockroach infestation. 

In contrast to public housing developments, Section 8 vouchers enabled people 

to rent apartments in the private market. However, not all landlords accept these 

vouchers and there are some areas that voucher holders are priced out of. Still, 

Section 8 vouchers led the women in this study to neighborhoods of two or three 

story clapboard homes. Their new neighborhoods had poverty levels ranging from 

4–33 per cent, with an average of 17 per cent. Overall, neighborhood poverty levels 

for Section 8 movers (17 per cent) were substantially lower than Maverick (43 per 

cent) and public housing movers (28 per cent). Rather than twenty families sharing 

6 For example, once public housing developments are redeveloped into HOPE VI 

communities, they are no longer solely owned or run by the Public Housing Authority. 

Therefore, these developments are no longer included in the public housing waiting list; they 

have their own site-based waiting lists run by a new management company.  

7 Poverty rates are from the 2000 census tract data. Average poverty levels for the public 

housing and Section 8 sample neighborhoods were identical to the poverty rates of the larger 

mover population neighborhoods. Note that while all residents living in public housing 

developments are poor, census tracts often include the surrounding areas, which can decrease 

the overall poverty level.  
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a front entrance, two or three families may share an entrance in these homes, and 

some have separate entrances altogether. Many of these multifamily homes include 

a small front porch and some have front and backyards. Although Section 8 housing 

can vary and some of the movers in this study did end up in higher poverty areas 

suffering from crime and disrepair, others moved to working-class and middle-

income neighborhoods where rundown homes were the exception, not the norm. 

Visually, these communities are much more welcoming than public housing projects. 

Sidewalks line the streets, trees are planted in backyards, corner stores are often 

located throughout, and streets and businesses make the neighborhoods accessible 

to residents and non-residents alike.

Did, then, the moves of women to these different types of neighborhoods have an 

impact on their social networks, and did the type of relocation matter? While living 

at the old Maverick women talked about ties that we may classify as supportive ties, 

leveraging ties, and draining ties. The nature of these ties and how they were altered 

by relocation are discussed below, followed by a discussion of how the women 

struggled to make new ties in their new communities.

Supportive ties

Given that the women in this study had lived at Maverick an average of 13 years, it 

was not surprising that the majority had established extensive social support networks 

where they exchanged child care, loans of food and money, and emotional support. 

Supportive ties were most often ties to neighbors, friends, family, boyfriends, and 

services. For example, all of the women with young children in this study (17) relied 

on their social ties for child care. Some would only ask others to babysit in times 

of emergency, while others had ties they relied on for childcare on a regular basis. 

Overall, the women selectively drew on their social networks according to their 

needs. For example, Sheila had one neighbor to talk to about personal troubles and 

get rides from; her brother from whom she could borrow small amounts of money; 

and another friend who was good for advice.8

As expected, relocation impacted residents’ social networks by changing their 

proximity to people that provided them social support. Almost half (46 per cent) of 

the women experienced negative changes in their social networks due to moving 

further away from supportive ties. Many women were caught off guard by the losses 

in social support. Only two women were able to move closer to family, which led to 

an increase in support.  

Rita, a Hispanic single mother of three young children who moved with a Section 

8 voucher, talked about the loss of informal child care as a key disadvantage to 

moving away from Maverick. Like many working women at Maverick, she held 

a low-paying job that lacked a predictable schedule, stability, and health benefits. 

She said: ‘The days I didn’t work during the day, and I had to work at night, I had 

my neighbor taking care of my children. And it was close for me to go to work.’ 

Although she moved to Chelsea, a neighborhood that is less poor than Maverick (28 

8 All names are pseudonyms to protect the identity of participants.  
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per cent vs. 43 per cent), she complained that her new neighborhood was ‘horrible’ 

and she found no one she could trust to watch her children.  

Lisa’s experience similarly illustrates how involuntary relocation can lead to 

unanticipated problems as extensive support systems are broken up. Lisa too was a 

single mother who relied heavily on her Maverick neighbor Cynthia for child care, 

which allowed her to work nights at the airport. Cynthia had a key to her apartment 

and would make sure her children had dinner, finished their homework, and went 

to bed on time. She would also check on the children again after they had gone to 

bed. After relocating to another public housing development on the other side of 

Boston, Lisa found she just could not care for her children and keep her job without 

the support she received at Maverick. Because she was unable to find anyone in her 

new community to provide this type of support, she lost her job of five years and her 

health declined. Lisa was unable to find a job until her adult son moved back in with 

her (one and a half years later) and could be there at night for her younger children. 

Both women’s experiences suggest that these types of supportive arrangements are 

not established overnight – they develop over time among families who live in close 

quarters to each other and who learn to trust and rely on one another.  

Rita and Lisa’s childcare arrangements were informal in the sense that the women 

paid their neighbors for childcare in cash when they could, and other times offered 

food, cigarettes, or other loans and favors in exchange. At Maverick, both women 

were living among mostly other poor women, yet they established ties with neighbors 

that were unique because each party was flexible enough to do without immediate 

payment (in cash or non-cash form) for favors like childcare. After moving, both 

women were unsuccessful in forming ties with neighbors where goods and favors 

were exchanged in times of need, even when living next door to other poor women 

‘in the same boat.’ These relationships may take longer to develop and may involve 

not just close proximity, but also a distinct period of trial and error before people 

trust each other to the point where they feel confident investing their time or money 

by loaning things and providing services without immediate repayment.

Many of the women in the study experienced increased isolation in their new 

communities. Nilda talked about the loss she experienced: ‘We supported each other; 

we also consulted each other on things that happened to us in Maverick. We helped 

each other a lot. Here, I don’t have anybody else to talk about my happiness, and my 

sorrows. Right now, I don’t have anybody to talk to… to tell my personal problems 

to.’ Another typical example of increased isolation was illustrated by Gianna.

Well, it changed my life because over there [at Maverick] … I had like close friendships 

with people. When I moved here, I lost contact with all the people from Maverick. … For 

some people that I used to see over there, they think I moved so much further away. I don’t 

know why. … My nieces and them, they used to get off at the train and just walk down. 

But nobody likes getting off [here] and walking up. Even the ones that drive, they feel like 

I am living in the dungeons.   

Gianna’s experience suggests that neighborhood spatial arrangement can affect one’s 

social network, including the frequency and likelihood of receiving visits. Gianna 

moved to another public housing development that her family and friends described 

as “the dungeons.” The project is a bleak looking community located atop a hill; quite 
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isolated from stores and other conveniences. The community was built ‘barracks 

style’ in the 1950s and has an ominous feel inside and out. Although Maverick was 

similar in its brick superblock structure, Gianna’s family and friends were willing to 

visit because it was near the train – not isolated on top of a hill.  

Clearly, many women regretted losing contact with close friends from Maverick. 

While some were able to remain connected with their former ties through the 

telephone, others lost contact altogether. Contact was difficult to maintain because 

they and/or their friends frequently lost their phone service (due to non-payment); 

other times the distance itself and the lack of face-to-face interaction contributed to 

the loss of ties over time. 

In addition to disrupting ties to supportive friends and neighbors, relocation also 

affected ties to supportive services, such as food pantries, local shops, and other 

programs for families and children. One woman explained: ‘If one day I didn’t have 

money for breakfast, one can go and have breakfast with the children and lunches in 

the housing office area [at Maverick]. Here is completely different.’ Others relied on 

the local ‘bodegas’ (the convenience stores around the neighborhood) at Maverick to 

loan them food in times of need: ‘When I find myself tight with money … and I need 

bread, my bodegas help me out.’ Other women missed the information they received 

monthly from the Maverick tenant’s organization on local activities and resources 

for families. ‘They sent you a little pamphlet to tell you this is what is happening. 

But over here, it’s not the same. There’s nothing over here’; ‘I’ve been here two 

years and I haven’t heard of anything that’s going on within this little community. I 

mean, nothing has been sent out to residents about anything that’s going on or any of 

the programs they may have right here.’ 

While the majority of women experienced a loss of supportive social ties by 

moving further away, two women, both of whom relocated with Section 8 vouchers, 

were able to move closer to their families and support systems. Living closer to family 

translated into concrete benefits, such as free child care and more material assistance 

and emotional support. Nilda, for example, was a 26-year-old single mother who 

remained determined to escape poverty and who got a boost from relocation. HOPE 

VI relocation prompted Nilda to move closer to her mother, which has helped her 

continue her education while working full-time. In addition to caring for her three 

young children before and after school while Nilda works, three nights per week her 

mother watches the children, feeds them dinner and puts them to bed while Nilda 

takes classes after work.

Draining Ties

While many strong ties were important because they helped low-income families 

‘get by,’ other strong ties were ‘draining’ and had a negative impact on people’s 

lives. Though not popular in the social capital literature, some studies have revealed 

that participating in exchange networks can sometimes exacerbate the hardships of 

poverty when one provides more assistance than one receives in return (Belle 1982; 

Cohler and Lieberman 1980).

Over a third of the women (39 per cent) in this study reported they had ties to 

people at Maverick that were draining. Some draining social ties brought women 
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down emotionally, while others drained their households of resources. Stephanie 

was a mother of three young children who spent nearly all of her time in the 

development (she had not worked in over a decade). She had an extremely draining 

social network, and she talked about how her participation in exchange networks 

became burdensome because she ended up providing her neighbors more support 

than she received in return. 

Well, especially, when you know it’s true, you know. I feel embarrassed to say to you, 

“Hey, remember, I gave you such and such, and I need such and such myself.” I don’t 

know, it kind of put me in a bad situation over there in a way. Like it was nice because I 

knew people, and you could come and have coffee or whatever. But … the next thing I 

know, like they kept coming all the time. … It was Grand Central Station, we used to call 

it! … they dog you for everything. “Could you give me a ride? Could you this, could you 

that, could you this, could you that?” … The favors become deeper and deeper and you 

don’t know how to get out.  

The spatial arrangements of public housing in the U.S. create an environment that 

encourages frequent contact among residents. While this can lead to supportive 

systems of exchange, it can also lead to draining relationships that are difficult to 

break. Having ‘severely disadvantaged’ families all around is likely to increase the 

frequency that one will be asked to loan food or money. Even just one person in 

a network making repeated requests without paying them back can quickly drain 

one’s budget and household resources. Avoiding people who ‘need’ too much was 

a common theme that arose when women talked about draining social ties. One 

elderly woman complained that her ties had prevented her from getting ahead: ‘If I 

had all the money that I loaned people, I could buy a house.’

Several women purposefully stay to themselves to avoid relationships they 

perceive as bringing them trouble. Jessica, a white woman in her 50s who raised 

three children at Maverick, explained why she chose to isolate herself.  

I stay to myself. Ever since I’ve lived here [Maverick] – I don’t get too chummy with 

people. Because when I first moved in [22 years ago], I did and the individuals was too 

– they get too involved in your life. So I just stay to myself. I just find that some – some of 

the people that live in the development, they just like to go in and find out your business. 

So I said no, I don’t need that problem.

Wilson’s theory of concentrated poverty and social isolation implies that relocation 

from poverty-concentrated public housing communities may improve residents’ 

mobility prospects by breaking up ‘inferior’ social networks and diversifying job 

networks (Wilson 1987). Nine of the women in this study (32 per cent) did experience 

positive changes in their social networks by moving away from draining social ties. 

Yet, several women indicated that although some of their old Maverick neighbors 

were often draining, at times these same people could be relied on for friendship 

and loans of food or money. Some women felt obliged to provide repeated favors to 

neighbors because they might need their help some day. Thus, while moving away 

from such ties can reduce stress, it can also reduce social support. Therefore, many 

ties do not fit neatly into one category or the other, and perceptions of ties may change 
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depending on the moment in time. For example, Stephanie may see a neighbor as 

a stressful tie when that neighbor is having a difficult month and requests a lot of 

support. But this same neighbor may be seen as a ‘life saver’ when Stephanie has a 

crisis and can go to the neighbor for help.  

Women talked about the benefits of moving away from people that brought them 

down emotionally and/or financially. For example, Gianna, a public housing mover, 

no longer loans friends money on a weekly basis like she used to at Maverick. 

‘Because now if somebody wants to borrow some money, I’ll tell them to come 

and get it. But they can’t get here. They want me to come and drop it off, but I’m 

like “no – come and get it.”’ Moving to another public housing development helped 

Stephanie realize that she was ‘in too deep with people at Maverick’. She gave too 

much, did not know how to say no, and in this respect saw moving to a different 

housing development as a new beginning.  

I don’t know, I kind of made a new start and I kind of thought, you know, I don’t want any 

of that nonsense. So when I moved here, I kind of did that. The neighbors [at Maverick] 

… they were very nice and friendly, but they needed a lot.  

Stephanie planned to be very picky about letting new people into her life because she 

did not want to end up with an overly demanding network again. She used several 

strategies to avoid new draining relationships, including not being friendly with 

neighbors and not disclosing that she is fluent in Spanish. She was even nervous 

about her children making friends because this could lead to her own burdensome 

relationships with their parents. Although Stephanie was cautious about forming 

new ties in her new community, it was not always easy. During the second interview 

in the study, Stephanie complained that her neighbor downstairs ‘unfortunately 

introduced herself’, and already she was providing more help to her neighbors than 

she received in return.  

While some people benefited from leaving draining neighbors behind when 

they moved to other communities, others gained from moving away from draining 

household members. HOPE VI relocation prompted some larger families to split 

up because multigenerational families were given the option to form two separate 

households (each receiving its own housing subsidy). Three women in the study did 

just that, and all reported benefits to splitting up their families, including reduced 

stress and improved health. For example, Sherry, a petite African-American woman 

in her late 70s, reported improvements in emotional and physical well-being due to 

moving on her own. Like many other multigenerational families, she had raised all her 

children at Maverick and two of her adult children never moved out – they continued 

living with her and eventually raised their own children in the same apartment. At 

Maverick, she lived with her son, her daughter, and three grandchildren. Although 

she never wanted to leave the community, relocation gave Sherry the opportunity to 

get out and live on her own, which she felt she deserved at her age. Relocation also 

gave her adult children the push to move out and become more independent. Sherry 

reported that her asthma and blood pressure improved, both of which she attributed 

to the reduction in stress from moving away from a noisy, busy environment where 

she constantly picked up after everyone. Thalia is a younger Hispanic mother in her 
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40s who was similarly relieved to have her older children out of the house. Her stress 

level decreased significantly and she was much more at ease with her three adult 

children no longer living with her.

In addition to the reported benefits of moving away from draining ties, several 

Section 8 movers talked about how moving away from ‘the projects’ reduced the 

hassle of neighbors constantly being involved in each others’ business and led to an 

increase in privacy. Katherine explained:

For me – it’s good [Section 8]. … I don’t like bothering with other people; I don’t like 

other people knowing my business – I like it. When you live in the projects, it’s like 

– don’t get me wrong, I’m not putting it down – that’s where I grew up. But you got like 

all these different smells from all these different foods; everybody who blares their stereo, 

who’s slamming their door; who’s yelling at their kids; or who’s knocking on your door 

to use your phone or borrow something; or who’s looking out the door to see when you 

bought something or when you’re having company – I don’t miss that at all. It’s a total 

different way of living [here], you know – it’s not my own house but I have my own space. 

It’s bright, it’s private, my landlord – he doesn’t bother me.  

Clearly, the physical structure of public housing is unique in that so many families 

live in such tight quarters, making it inevitable that residents will know each others’ 

business. Vanessa, an African-American woman who moved with Section 8, tries to 

keep to herself in her new community in order to avoid problems. ‘I am antisocial.  

… I don’t really want to make friends; when you make friends that is when you 

bring problems. That is how we brought problems in the projects. Making friends 

and friends telling their business.’ Relocating out of Maverick provided some the 

opportunity to step back and regain their privacy and sense of anonymity.  

Leveraging ties

In addition to supportive and draining ties, the women also had leveraging or 

‘bridging’ social ties. These ties are thought to be particularly helpful for ‘getting 

ahead’ in life because they provide social leverage to access new opportunities and 

information (Briggs 1998). It is thought that people living in concentrated poverty 

are isolated from people who are well-educated and steadily employed – those in 

positions to provide social leverage – and therefore isolated from an important 

source of social capital. That is, the social networks of people living in such 

neighborhoods are thought to be particularly homogeneous and include only ties 

to other disadvantaged people. One way to assess people’s leveraging ties and their 

access to resourceful people is to ask them how they went about finding their current 

job, who they would use in a future job search, and how they find out about other 

opportunities and resources.  

Analyzing the ties that helped the women in this study ‘get ahead’ in life revealed 

that both strong and weak ties were important and used as leverage. Overall, the 

women most often received job information through their close, more intimate 

social ties, and learned about other opportunities, including education and training 

through weaker, more distant ties. Job searches typically entailed asking friends, 

relatives, and neighbors about job openings at their workplaces. A typical example 
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was Jennifer, a 30-year-old Puerto Rican mother of four, who got her job working 

in a factory through her brother-in-law, who informed her of the job opening and 

put in a good word for her. While most women had at least one tie to someone who 

was steadily employed in a higher level position (i.e. at a hospital or college), and 

most tried using their ties to such people in job searches, all but one found their 

jobs through their close ties to people who were in lower level positions – not the 

people they knew who were highly educated or better connected. These findings 

are consistent with others who found that low-income people most often got jobs 

through their close, not weak, ties (Elliot 1999; Kleit 2001).  

The low-income women in the study were not entirely lacking in social capital 

since they had people in their networks who were employed and/or had access to 

job information. Yet, the jobs the women had access to were often limited in quality, 

supporting Wilson’s (1987) theory of poverty concentration and social isolation. 

Most of the 10–14 women who were working at some point during the study held 

low-wage jobs in the service industry (i.e. food service, hospitality, healthcare) – 

jobs that lacked benefits and stability.  

Since it was through their strong – not weak – ties that woman found work, 

the findings from this study do not support Granovetter’s (1974) ‘strength of weak 

ties’ thesis. Why is it that the overwhelming majority had found their jobs through 

close ties rather than weak ties? Many had successful people in their networks that 

could, presumably, help them get better jobs. But the existence of successful or 

well-connected people in a network did not necessarily translate into successful job 

contacts. The findings suggests that even when low-income people have access to 

educated and steadily employed people, without a strong sense of obligation and 

trust, it is unlikely that they will benefit from the true potential of these ties. Smith 

(2003) notes: ‘one’s connections to well-placed others does not guarantee resources. 

What promotes the transmission of valued resources are obligations of exchange, 

shared expectations, and mutual trust, the key ingredients of collective efficacy’ (see 

Smith 2003, 1033). Also, as Blokland and Noordhoff argue in their chapter in this 

volume, other factors, such as a concern to prove one’s position of independence, 

may prevent people from accessing weak ties. Further, the insecurities people might 

face in becoming dependent on close ties may be even greater in ties that are weak. 

Close ties, such as very good friends and family members, after all, may be directed 

more by principles than the rules of reciprocity and exchange, which may make 

them more accessible than weak ties. Another important and often overlooked factor 

is that even with ties to well-connected people, many low-income people lack the 

skills and work histories necessary for better jobs to which these ties may be able to 

connect them.  

The findings of this study support Wilson’s (1987) argument that the poor have 

limited access to decent job opportunities. But the findings suggest that relocation 

and deconcentrating poverty may not improve their job networks. Relocation 

to different types of housing and neighborhoods did not improve access to job 

networks or jobs for women in this study, at least in the short-term (in the two years 

following relocation). Both women who moved to public housing and those who 

moved to other neighborhoods with Section 8 vouchers reported little interaction 

with people in their new communities, and none had used a new neighborhood tie 
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for job information. Similar to Kleit’s (2001) findings on public housing movers’ job 

networks, women in the current study continued to use their close social contacts 

for job leads rather than their new neighbors (some of whom were higher income). 

Further, since many of the women relied on their close ties for job information, and 

many reported losing contact with some of these ties after relocation, moving may 

have a negative effect on some job networks.  

While close supportive ties typically connected the women to employment 

opportunities, weaker, more extended social ties tended to link them to other 

resources, including education and training, housing, and services. For example, 

Stephanie learned about an early childhood education program through her 

counselor; Josie was being encouraged to go to college by an acquaintance at work; 

Gianna learned about a homeownership program for low-income people through 

a loan officer at a bank; and Jocelyn reduced her utility payments after connecting 

with a service recommended by her landlord. Several of the older women in the 

sample also reported using their weaker connections to obtain a public housing unit 

at Maverick (prior to redevelopment).  

The fact that most women learned about education and training and other 

opportunities through their weaker, more distant, social ties supports the notion that 

weaker, bridging ties are important because they can provide access to information 

and opportunities not available among close social ties and can lead to social 

mobility. However, the findings do not support the idea that relocation to different 

neighborhood environments is necessary for residents to have such weak ties in 

their social networks. In fact, none of their weak or leveraging ties were formed 

in women’s new communities; they had all existed in their networks when living 

in Maverick – a poverty-concentrated public housing development. The findings 

suggest that low-income people living in concentrated communities may not be as 

isolated from social networks as some suggest, and that moving does not simply 

increase access to weak or bridging ties. 

Rather than having more well-educated and employed ties, the missing links 

for social mobility appear to be the lack of skill-building opportunities, the lack of 

services that enable single mothers to engage in education, training, and work (i.e. 

affordable childcare for non-traditional hours, free skill-building programs, etc.), 

and the limited availability of stable low-skilled jobs that pay a living wage and 

provide career ladders (see for example, Fitzgerald 2006).  

Further, while leveraging ties were important because they provided information 

on opportunities, it was often the social support the women received that enabled 

them to take advantage of such opportunities. Several women talked extensively 

about how social support was crucial to their ability to obtain resources for their 

households, to get or to keep their jobs, or to enroll in education programs. Without 

their ties to people who provide emotional support, childcare, transportation, and 

food and money loans, many of these women would not be able to hold jobs or 

take other steps toward self-sufficiency. The focus on bridging vs. bonding or weak 

vs. strong ties as dichotomous, unrelated forms of social capital disregards the 

importance of the intersection of these ties and that jointly they can be important for 

social mobility and stability.  
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Making new ties

This study revealed the changing dynamics of women’s social ties after relocation, 

including their prospects for making new ties. While a few women were successful 

in forming new supportive ties, the majority reported making no new ties in their 

new neighborhoods. Besides five women who had formed some sort of relationship 

with at least one person in their neighborhood two years after relocation, the majority 

of women in all relocation groups had formed no ties in their new communities. Why 

were most unsuccessful in forming new ties? Collective efficacy and neighborhood 

spatial arrangements were key factors that influenced movers’ willingness and 

ability to get to know their neighbors and get involved in their communities. 

Collective efficacy has been defined in the literature as the social cohesion and 

shared expectations among residents and has been measured by the willingness of 

residents to intervene for the public good (i.e. supervise neighborhood children) and 

the density of residents’ social networks (Sampson, Raudenbush and Earls 1997). 

Research suggests that collective efficacy is important for communities and can help 

control crime even in high-poverty neighborhoods (Sampson, Raudenbush and Earls 

1997). Women in this study were asked questions about neighborhood safety, how 

well they knew their neighbors, whether neighbors looked out for one another and 

for neighborhood children, and whether residents helped each other out – all factors 

that provide a picture of the level of collective efficacy in their communities.  

While several women gave examples of experiences that indicated signs of 

collective efficacy, many gave vivid examples of low collective efficacy, including 

36 per cent of on-site, 88 per cent of public housing, and 33 per cent of Section 

8 movers. Signs of low collective efficacy included having an extreme mistrust 

of neighbors; an unwillingness to report crime for fear of retribution; and a lack 

of commitment to the community in terms of safety and cleanliness. The findings 

are organized by relocation group in order to account for important housing and 

neighborhood differences.

First, what was the level of collective efficacy at Maverick – the community the 

women were leaving? The story painted by residents (both on and off-site) about the 

Maverick community prior to redevelopment was mixed. Some gave examples of 

mutual trust and exchange among neighbors at Maverick, while others experienced 

hostility and retribution by neighbors. Looking out for one another; keeping an eye 

on neighbors’ apartments; monitoring each others’ children were typical comments 

shared by those who painted a cohesive community with collective efficacy. In 

contrast, others talked about keeping to themselves; not reporting criminal activity 

for fear of reprisal; and mistrust and disrespect among neighbors. Some residents 

respected and trusted a small number of neighbors at Maverick, at the same time 

they feared and mistrusted everyone else. Age, ethnicity, and length of residence 

at Maverick did not appear to account for differences in perception of collective 

efficacy. Overall, the findings suggest different residents can experience the same 

community differently, and that pockets of collective efficacy may exist in public 

housing communities that otherwise appear to be severely lacking in collective 

efficacy.
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Women who relocated to off-site public housing developments were more likely 

than other movers to complain about signs of social disorder and a lack of common 

norms, indicating low collective efficacy in these communities. Over three quarters 

of the public housing movers (88 per cent) had problems with their neighbors and/or 

safety concerns with the neighborhood. Themes around safety, mistrust, and lack 

of respect for neighbors and the neighborhood were common. Some had personal 

items stolen or broken; some were wary of persistent violence and crime in the 

neighborhood; and others felt personally threatened by their neighbors. For example, 

one woman had her car windows broken in the new development; another had her 

laundry stolen from the hallway; and another had several packages stolen from the 

entryway of her building. Another woman was still shaken up about a recent murder 

in her community. She said: 

The other day, like two months ago, a man got killed behind the building. The mailman 

saw everything, dropped the mail and ran away. Then the mailman didn’t want to deliver 

the mail here. And it was during the day. … I don’t like it here. … I am afraid because of 

my daughters – you always have to be watching them when they downstairs. One cannot 

be peacefully …

Another woman also feared for her family’s safety in her new development because 

she recently awoke to gunshots at three in the morning. She rearranged her children’s 

bedroom so their beds are away from the windows, but she continues to fear such 

violence.  

Fear of retribution from neighbors was a recurring theme for public housing 

movers. For example, Bianca had problems in her building, and she did not report 

them for fear of retribution. ‘Sometimes they urinate in the hallways. Teenagers hang 

out in the stairs with their girlfriends. They put the music very loud almost every day, 

especially Sunday mornings when one wants to rest. But I cannot say anything… 

one has to be silent.’ Bianca was very cautious of her neighbors: ‘You have to have 

four eyes – you have to be careful with whom you hang out and with whom you 

talk.’ Norma also had conflicts with one of her new neighbors. ‘She would play the 

music very loud and her teenage son was smoking marijuana in my front door. They 

would put the garbage outside my door so that I would be blamed for that. And she 

was threatening me that if I complained about her she would take me to court.’  

Lisa, an African-American mother, reported that when she first relocated to her 

new housing development she experienced racial discrimination from her neighbors 

and the management.  

You know, every time my two kids go out to play with the whole neighborhood, everything 

is “Jacob and Jared”. I have been to the office for so many little things, and I’m getting 

tired of it. They look out the window and the only thing they see is these two black kids 

and they blame us, when everybody is white and Spanish. But they only pick on my two 

little ones, do you know what I mean? The residents, management – they don’t want to 

complain I guess about everybody else. We are here, so they “let’s get rid of them”, you 

know. I hate it.  
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Lisa also complained about the filth in her community, and she eventually did 

something about it. ‘This is the worst thing about this whole project. They just started 

cleaning up here because I went to the office and complained. Because it was a mess 

out there before. It was nasty … But yesterday, I helped the guy pick up all the cups 

and stuff, because the kids are throwing stuff out there. It’s never clean.’  

Given the problems with safety and disrespectful neighbors, it was not surprising 

that few public housing movers had made new social ties in their communities. Several 

women spoke of the difficulty involved in making new friends. One commented: 

‘I get the paper work from the office. I mean, I come in, I say “good morning”. They 

don’t even speak to me. They don’t even say hi, the residents – the older ones, you 

know.’ She was disappointed because she liked how the neighborhood looked when 

she first moved in, but found the people were not at all welcoming. 

While some women wanted to connect with their new neighbors, others were 

clearly put off by their neighbors altogether. Several public housing movers talked 

about keeping to themselves, a tactic many on-site movers used to cope with the 

crime and disorder at Maverick. A typical comment came from Sherry: ‘The best 

thing – just stay away. Keep your mouth closed.’ From the beginning, Stephanie 

knew her new neighbors were not the type of people with whom she wanted to 

associate. When asked if her children had made any friends in the new neighborhood, 

Stephanie confessed:

I just don’t want them to, because you know what? Then I’ve got to meet his mother, and 

the next thing you know she’s over. … And it’s just better not to. Because most of the time 

it just ends up into something that I didn’t want it to be. So this is kind of a fresh start 

where I don’t even – I know that sounds really bad, but – I don’t even want to interact. 

And the impressions I’m having, the first impression I’m having at these parks and around 

here are not pretty. … I’m sure there are other nice people here that I haven’t met, and they 

don’t know me, and I don’t know them, and hey, maybe we could help each other. But, the 

ones that make themselves available are not giving a good first impression that I would 

want to take it to another level.  

While the majority of those who relocated to public housing developments described 

communities low in collective efficacy, which contributed to their lack of interest 

and ability to form new social ties, a few were able to connect with some of their new 

neighbors in a healthy, supportive way. Although in the first year after she relocated, 

Bianca did not know anyone in her new housing development, six-months later she 

had become very friendly with one of her neighbors. They now visit each other 

almost every day and she trusts her with her daughter. Two other women also reported 

having contact with a neighbor; however it was to a lesser extent. For example, 

toward the end of the study Lisa had gotten to know three neighbors through her 

children, but she said: ‘I still don’t try going in their houses and sit down with them 

and have a drink or whatever. It’s just hi, bye, borrow some sugar, whatever.’  

Section 8 movers were much less likely than public housing movers to experience 

problems in their new communities that impeded their ability and interest in forming 

new ties and indicated low collective efficacy (33 per cent vs. 88 per cent). Still, 

however, one third of the Section 8 women reported safety problems and low 

collective efficacy in their new communities. Josie, for example, complained about 
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gangs in her neighborhood ‘tagging’ homes and local businesses with graffiti and 

people stealing packages from front steps. Josie was also frustrated because she 

felt her neighbors were unfriendly because she does not speak Spanish. ‘It seems 

that just everybody – it’s just one culture – they are all Hispanic. And that’s sort of 

nerve-racking. Because how come you can speak no English. …They speak perfect 

English! They just don’t want to speak it to you.’ These experiences have made her 

cautious of people in the community and pessimistic about making new ties.  

Rita complained about problems on her street – a main avenue in a commercial 

district where few people are seen after business hours. She condemned the public 

drunkenness and disorder in the neighborhood.  

Over there, next to the apartment at the corner, some of them hang out there all drunk and 

they are very fresh. … And two weeks ago there was an incident across the street. Some 

drunks had an accident and I heard it, and I say, “they kill themselves”. I heard a noise 

and when I saw at the window, I saw they destroyed two cars and they just left laughing. 

And people were watching.

Rita had no interest in getting to know her neighbors. ‘The neighbors bother me, 

and it bothers me that on the weekends I cannot rest because they make noises. One 

works during the week and we want to rest during the weekend. And there is a man 

that drinks outside and they smoke in the hallways.’  

While the crime and disturbances these Section 8 movers experienced were 

similar to some of the problems public housing and on-site movers had in their 

communities, there was one theme unique to the Section 8 group. Three Section 8 

residents talked about how the structure of their neighborhoods does not facilitate 

interaction the way public housing communities sometimes do. That is, they 

believe the spatial arrangements of their neighborhoods matter. In public housing 

developments, a dozen or more families may share an entryway and hundreds 

may share a common mail room. Some recognized the increased opportunities for 

interaction in public housing compared to their Section 8 units. They pointed out 

that because most people in their new neighborhoods have their own their homes 

and/or their own yards, they do not congregate in public spaces. Josie explained: 

‘since everybody [here] has a house, they tend to stay on their own property and 

do what they want to do.’ Shakira similarly said ‘you don’t see a lot of people just 

hanging out. Everybody’s like stays to themselves. They don’t bother nobody. … I 

guess when you’re living in the projects, you see a lot of people coming out.’ Nilda 

explained that there were more opportunities to connect with neighbors at Maverick 

than in her current Section 8 housing:  

The neighbors here are quiet; they are always inside their apartments. They don’t share. I 

don’t like that. Maybe it’s because we don’t have any park around here where we can sit 

and talk. At Maverick, we used to sit down at the park; all the neighbors gathered and had 

conversations; or go to the office and talk to the staff. This way we shared, supported each 

other. … We were all one family. And we used to get along well. Here – I don’t know my 

neighbors. … Life is very sad here. But people don’t let me get close to them. When I go 

out I say “hi” and that is it.  
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Clearly, spatial arrangement of neighborhoods can influence the likelihood and 

frequency of contact among neighbors. Traditional public housing developments 

house many families in close quarters, which inevitably leads to more opportunities 

for interacting and forming ties with neighbors. Voucher holders recognized the 

different interaction patterns among neighbors in their new communities and 

attributed these to the spatial differences. While Section 8 movers appreciated the 

newfound privacy that came with the structure of their new neighborhoods, many 

struggled as they tried to make ties in these communities.

Discussion

This investigation into low-income women’s social capital and the impact of relocation 

revealed that social networks are often complex. Women’s social networks were not 

fully captured by existing categories of analysis, such as ‘strong versus weak’ ties 

or ‘bonding versus bridging’ ties. Some strong ties provided rich social support, 

while other strong ties drained households of resources. And some strong ties were 

supportive and draining at different times. Therefore, many ties cannot fit neatly 

into one category or the other, and perceptions of ties may change depending on the 

moment in time. In addition, weak ties did not always provide social leverage, nor 

were they always ‘bridging’. Likewise, the impact of relocation was not uniform. 

As anticipated, relocation did break up many existing networks. For some, this 

translated into a loss in supportive social capital; for others this meant fewer draining 

ties; and for others a combination. What relocation did not appear to do, however, 

is improve access to leveraging or bridging social ties – an outcome expected by 

many policymakers and researchers. That is, the women typically did not expand 

or diversify their networks to include residents of their new communities, at least in 

the short-term.

While the findings challenge traditional categorizations of social capital, there 

were some consistencies with prior research. For example, that many of the women 

were enmeshed in exchange networks where they provided and received social 

support while living in a poverty-concentrated community is consistent with other 

research (Belle 1983; Edin and Lein 1997; Fernandez-Kelly 1995; Stack 1974). The 

losses in support the women experienced as a result of networks fragmenting as 

residents were dispersed to different locations is also consistent with other recent 

studies (Greenbaum 2002; Clampet-Lundquist 2004; Popkin et al. 2004; Saegert 

and Winkel 1998). 

While strong ties were important sources of support for the low-income women 

in the study, they were sometimes sources of stress. In other words, having strong 

social networks had both advantages and disadvantages. For some, engaging with 

an exchange network meant they could tap into neighbors’ resources when needed, 

but it also sometimes translated into an overload of responsibility when neighbors 

were in need and drained their households of resources. While understudied, this 

important ‘downside’ of social capital has been recognized before (Belle 1982; Portes 

and Sensenbrenner 1993). The findings from the current study are also consistent 

with Stack’s (1974) finding that strong social ties sometimes constrained savings 
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and social mobility for low-income women. Future social capital research should 

pay close attention to this often overlooked dynamic of low-income people’s social 

networks.

The findings on social leverage were interesting in that weak ties were important, 

but not for providing job information to the women in this study, as Granovetter’s 

(1974) ‘strength of weak ties’ thesis might predict. Job links came primarily through 

their close ties, suggesting that trust and obligations of exchange are necessary 

components for sharing job information, and these components are likely to be much 

stronger among close ties (Smith 2003). On the other hand, the current study found 

weaker ties to be useful for linking women to other resources, including education 

and training opportunities. Interestingly, many women had these weak leveraging 

ties in their networks while living in Maverick, a poverty-concentrated community.  

Perhaps more important is that none had formed a new leveraging social tie in 

their new neighborhoods two years after relocating. That few were able to form 

new social ties in their new communities is consistent with two other HOPE VI 

studies (Clampet-Lundquist 2004; Georing and Feins 2003). The findings indicate 

that connecting with neighbors in new communities is particularly difficult when 

collective efficacy is low and shared common space is absent. Neighborhood spatial 

arrangements must be taken into account when assessing the formation of new ties.

Overall, the research suggests that relocation out of high-poverty public housing 

developments can lead to a combination of positive and negative changes in social 

networks, and not always in the directions one might expect. Therefore, housing 

dispersal programs may be short-sighted if they expect that simply relocating the 

poor will lead to positive changes in social capital. Relocation is a complex process 

that can lead to a variety of complex outcomes for low-income women and their 

families. Further research is greatly needed to assess the impact of relocation on 

networks and social capital-building opportunities in the long run. While some 

families will end up moving back to the redeveloped HOPE VI communities, others 

will remain permanently relocated in other communities. Future longitudinal studies 

are needed to assess changes in social networks and other long-term outcomes in 

order to evaluate the unique impacts of relocation and income-mixing initiatives on 

low-income women and their families.  
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Chapter 6

The Weakness of Weak Ties: Social 

Capital to Get Ahead Among the Urban 

Poor in Rotterdam and Amsterdam
Talja Blokland and Floris Noordhoff1

Introduction

The policy relevance of social capital relates directly to the difficulties that welfare 

states face in preserving social security arrangements and general welfare provisions. 

Public policy aims to harness community self-help as a means to compliment formal 

provision ‘by filling the “welfare gap” left by the public and the private sphere’ 

(Williams 2005, 173, see also Briggs 2001, 5 and Giddens 2000, 2002). Indeed, 

commentators have pleaded for ‘building social capital’ to create a welfare system 

based on the principles of mutual support, through active public support for self-

help and mutual aid groups (cf. Wann 1995, quoted in Field 2003, 118). To Putnam 

(2000, 318), public policy should be aimed at increasing social capital of the poor 

‘precisely because poor people (by definition) have little economic capital and face 

formidable obstacles in acquiring human capital (that is, education), [so] social 

capital is disproportionately important to their welfare.’ 

As poverty concentrates in urban areas, neighbourhood revitalization is becoming 

a popular tool for creating environments that will help people help themselves or 

each other. Creating a more diversified housing stock is in the Netherlands currently 

one of the dominant policy approaches to create more liveable neighbourhoods but 

also, and explicitly so, to enhance the possibilities to enjoy the city’s ‘escalator 

functions’ of residents currently ‘locked’ in disadvantaged positions. Public policy 

thus connects space and social capital, albeit in slightly different words, though 

by adopting physical determinism: if the poor would only live closer to the more 

affluent, they would build the ties to get ahead. 

There are also programs for community development. To expect people to 

profit from the presence of the better situated assumes an exchange of resources – 

information about jobs, babysitting for taking an evening class, and so on (Williams 

1 We express our thanks to Mike Savage and Godfried Engbersen on drafts of this chapter 

in their various forms, as well as to the initial team of the Landscapes of Poverty Project that 

collected the data. We thank the Amsterdam School for Social Science Research for facilitating 

the PhD-trajectory for Floris Noordhoff. We thank Jolien Veensma and Petra Nijhove for their 

support in preparing the manuscript.
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2005). Community development approaches often assume that community 

participation brings about associational networks that then, in and of themselves, 

provide poor residents with social capital to get ahead. We see here the confusion of 

social capital to foster coordinated collective action and social capital as access roads 

to resources by virtue of memberships of social networks that individuals may use 

to get ahead, a distinction also discussed elsewhere in this book. The assumptions 

about the potential for neighbourhood revitalization sits rather uncomfortable with 

the historical developments sketched in chapter two, that urban environments 

themselves have undergone tremendous changes as sites of social capital. The 

expectation that neighbourhood social capital can bring social leverage about, if 

only neighbourhoods would be more mixed, may thus need a little more careful 

consideration. 

This chapter sheds light on the workings of social capital of residents of three 

impoverished urban neighbourhoods in the Netherlands, to see how far their 

networks help them to ‘get ahead’. As these three neighbourhoods are so-called 

poverty ‘concentration areas’, these can be expected to be the type of places – if 

such places exist – that keep people down. Places, in other words, where residents 

lack the weak ties with people beyond their own circle to get ahead, and who may 

even have too much bonding or draining social capital that keeps them where they 

are. The long-term poor in such neighbourhoods, then, would be missing out most 

in social capital. We focus in this chapter on residents who have been living below 

the official poverty line for a number of years, using secondary analysis from the 

data of the Landscapes of Poverty Study to discuss their social ties. Specifically we 

are interested in whether having weak ties does not appear to elevate people out of 

poverty. After all, if living in the ‘right’ networks with the right resources would be 

all that it takes to get ahead, that is what we should expect.

The Landscapes of Poverty Study: Research Methods and Locations

The Landscapes of Poverty project, conducted between 1997 and 1999 (Engbersen 

1997; Staring et al. 2002; Ypeij et al. 2002; Ypeij and Snel 2002), aimed to describe a 

wide variety of everyday life aspects of the long-term poor in the Netherlands at the 

turn of the century. Dutch people with low incomes more often live in cities, especially 

Rotterdam and Amsterdam, than elsewhere (Engbersen and Snel 1996, 129). The 

Landscapes of Poverty project collected data in two neighbourhoods in Amsterdam 

(Bijlmermeer and Amsterdam-Noord), and one in Rotterdam (Delfshaven), then 

examples of the most deprived urban areas in the Netherlands. Coming to the topic 

of everyday life of long-term poor residents from a quite open research question, 

216 face-to-face interviews were conducted and audio taped (88 in Amsterdam-

Noord, 66 in Delfshaven and 80 in Bijlmermeer) by a team of 11 sociologists and 

anthropologists. Respondents were found via a wide variety of entrances including 

schools, community organizations, migrant organizations, social services and social 

service employees and through simply ringing doorbells and approaching people in 

the street. The average interview took slightly over four hours, with a maximum of 

twelve hours and a minimum of one hour often in multiple sessions. 
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The researchers used a semi-structured questionnaire with open questions and 

topics and questions with fixed answers. The questionnaire contained two hundred 

questions on neighborhood, labor, income, social support and leverage, relationship 

with public services, social networks, and social participation. The wide orientation 

of the project and the size of the interview team allowed for quite some liberty of 

the researchers to pursue personal agendas. As a result, the interviews provide a 

wealth of information, but the methods do not allow us to do much calculations 

or statistics with the information. Instead, our secondary analysis of the material 

treats the transcript as qualitative. The answers were retrospectively categorized and 

entered into SPSS by the interviewers.

After reading and rereading the transcripts, Floris Noordhoff coded the data (cf. 

Corbin and Strauss 1990, 12), assigning 213 codes in Atlast-I. These codes referred 

to the respondents’ situations, interactions, attitudes, perspectives, opinions, feelings 

and life-strategies for each of the themes of the interviews. 

Social Capital Theory and the Strength of Weak Ties

Research on social capital and poverty has incorporated the now familiar distinction 

between social capital to get by and social capital to get ahead (Beggs et al. 1996; 

Wacquant 1998; Putnam 2000, 23; Leonard and Onyx 2003, see also Curley, this 

volume). In summary, social capital to get by is social support that helps individuals 

to meet with daily needs. It is most often associated with strong ties with kin, close 

neighbors and intimate friends (Dominguez and Watkins 2003, 112–3). Social 

capital to get ahead is social leverage trough ties that help individuals’ upward 

mobility by providing access to information, education and employment, and 

weak ties are typically expected to fulfil his role (Boissevain 1974; Campbell et al. 

1986; Granovetter 1974). Weak ties are relationships characterized by infrequent 

interaction or low intimacy. They are wide ranging and are likely to serve as bridges 

across social boundaries (cf. Bian 1997, 366).

In theory, weak ties are thus empowering. People in poverty who manage to 

build weak ties can escape into a world of new opportunities. So, scholars, following 

Granovetter (1973), speak of the ‘strength of weak ties.’ But whereas it is one thing 

to note that people who find jobs do so thanks to their weak ties, it is quite another 

thing to assume that the causality works as beautifully into the other direction. 

Does the fact that people do not escape from poverty mean that they simply have a 

shortage of weak ties? How, precisely, do weak ties of the urban poor in Rotterdam 

and Amsterdam operate?

Strong ties are not so often critically discussed when they are the ties of elite 

cliques and hardly so when they concern the ties of the mainstream middle class.2

But when it comes to people in poverty, the common argument is that strong ties offer 

resources to get by, but that they make it difficult to change one’s social position, 

2 There have, of course, been studies of power elites and networks among corporations 

through individual linkages (Useem 1984; Scott 1997; Scott and Griff 1984) but these do 

not relate social networks to questions of cohesion and integration as does the literature on 

networks of the poor.
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and may even prevent social mobility, especially in poverty concentration areas. 

Wacquant writes: ‘Affiliative ties and bonds of obligation with friends and associates 

in the ghetto constitute a resource for survival, but they create impediments and 

obstacles when attempting to move up and into the official labour market – ties 

that bind and keep you down’ (Wacquant 1998, 27; see also Monroe and Goldman 

1998; McLeod 1994). Similarly, Rumbaut (1997, 39) states that ‘family ties bind, 

but sometimes these bonds constrain rather than facilitate particular outcomes’. 

Conflicts may arise from efforts to advance above others in one’s social support 

network (Dominguez and Watson 2003, 131). In her chapter here, Curley also shows 

how strong ties can be ‘draining’ in a neighbourhood of concentrated poverty. 

If strong ties obstruct people to get out of poverty indeed, the necessary condition 

for economic advancement entails a shift to other, looser networks. This is a shift, 

hence, from bonding to bridging social networks (Leonard and Onyx 2003, 189) or 

from ‘strong’ to ‘weak’ ties. And if the neighbourhood is the most relevant context 

for the development of social ties of poor people (but see Blokland 2003) then a 

shift to more mixed neighbourhoods makes perfect sense. If networked urbanism 

has not yet reached such areas, often continuingly depicted as some sort of urban 

villages, then such ‘places’ should become, indeed, more ‘networked beyond spatial 

boundaries’. 

The question, however, still is whether the claim that strong ties fail to provide 

access to resources for personal advancement implies that weak ties will. When, 

as is the case in Rotterdam and Amsterdam, demolition of physically sound, rent-

controlled housing is justified by variations of this social capital argument, this 

question becomes a rather urgent one. Whether or not such demolition will result 

in places that will provide the old-style urbanism that will help the disadvantaged 

to get ahead trough local ties is, after all, questionable, exactly because of the end 

of urbanism, discussed in chapter one and two here. More specifically, Granovetter 

investigated how people used networks to get new jobs. Most jobs were found through 

‘weak’ acquaintances. The hypothesis of the strength of weak ties is that weaker ties 

form bridges that link individuals to other social circles for information not available 

in one’s own circle, information that they can use to access resources (Lin 1999, 469; 

see also Burt 2000 on ‘brokers’, Richard and Roberts 1998, 3; Marsden and Hurlbert 

1988 in Mouw 2003, 869). 

Everyday survival in poor urban communities frequently depends on close 

interaction with kin and friends in similar situations (cf. Stack 1974; Edin and Lein 

1997; Vale 2002; Curley, this volume). Henley, Danziger and Offer (2005) confirm 

that informal aid is important to the everyday survival of low-income families, 

but that members of such families are doing less well in assisting each other with 

economic mobility. Beggs, Haines and Hurlbert (1996, 217) also found support for 

the thesis that strong, homophilious ties and dense homogeneous networks were 

more effective channels for support in routine and crisis situations than were weak, 

heterophilus ties and wide-ranging networks. Fernandez Kelly (1995, 218) wrote that 

people in poverty largely depends on relations of mutuality for survival. Networks 

made up of such ties indeed lacked bridges to other social networks that control 

access to a larger set of opportunities and meanings (ibid, 242). Briggs argued that 

in groups of long-term poor people within-group solidarity is typically a generator 
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of ‘getting by’ support rather than leverage, a finding that underscores the relevance 

of effective and durable social bridges (Briggs 2001, 8). Putnam (in Putnam and 

Feldstein 2003) has also acknowledged the relevance of weak ties. Weak ties, in all 

these instances, seem to take on remarkable properties. These bridges seem to be 

located outside power and exploitation, and outside values and norms, as if all that it 

takes for these ties to do their magical work of leverage is to be ‘weak’. But how do 

people in poverty use weak ties, if and when they have them?

Other scholars have, however, cast doubt on the theory of bridging and bonding. 

First, some have disputed that the general notion of bonding coincides with strong 

ties and bridging simply with weak ties. For instance, Leonard and Onyx (2003) 

suggest that these are not synonyms, and that ties differ in degree rather than in 

kind. Moreover, they maintain that people prefer to bridge through their strong ties. 

It is only by absence of sufficient brokers to the powerful or of sufficient resource-

rich individuals within one’s personal network that the need for weak ties develops. 

Elites may marry each other and help each other to get ahead, so the sharp distinction 

between weak and strong ties as the equivalent to bonds and bridges needs revision. 

Second, Granovetter’s study is often quoted as an exemplar of how weak ties operate 

but he investigated networks of people who had jobs. Although many studies have 

shown that social capital theory can help to explain how labour markets operate, 

such studies generally exclude the unemployed and underemployed from their 

investigations (Aguilera 2002, 871). 

So, the current literature does not examine in detail what features determine 

‘bridging’, making it a slippery concept, and does not address how, exactly, bridging 

works and under which conditions (cf. Leonard and Onyx 2003, 191). Policy 

interventions assume that weak, especially heterogeneous ties across boundaries of 

ethnicity, race and class not only are ‘weak’ by definition, but also will automatically 

be bridges, just like the rather uncritical use of ‘weak ties’ and ‘bridges’ in Putnam’s 

study (Putnam, 2000; 23–24, 413). This assumes that the only issue poor people 

face is the lack of the right type of ties to get ahead – independent of how such 

ties operate. But is it sufficient for a tie to be weak? What social principles and 

mechanisms guide their use of ties?

Do Poor People have Weak Ties? Some Numbers

Poverty may have many dimensions, but we consider income as the major dimension 

in market-oriented, industrialized societies like the Netherlands.3 Work, put simply, 

guarantees income, although increasingly less so an income considered sufficient 

to elevate people above the poverty level. The Landscapes of Poverty Study still 

aimed to include people with diverse sources of income, including those receiving 

welfare benefits with an obligation to seek formal employment, such as singles and 

couples without children, couples with children and single parents with children 

over the age of five, all of whom may face different challenges in escaping poverty 

3 For discussions on the definitional question of poverty in a late-modern welfare state, 

see Van Loo 1992 or Engbersen and van der Veen 1987. 
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through employment. For these groups not applying for jobs could result in cuts 

of their benefits. The study also included people receiving a disability benefit, the 

Dutch equivalent of SSI, who may never be able to return to the labour market, and 

those who had reached the age of 65 and thus were considered retired. Single parents 

with children under the age of five were, under the welfare regulations at the time 

of study, not obliged to look for a job. The relevance of weak ties to get ahead, here 

understood as improving one’s economic and / or cultural capital, hence varies for 

different groups of people interviewed. 

We distinguish seven groups of respondents on the basis of the source of their 

low income and their relation to the formal labour market. Those who are retired 

were no longer expected to become self sufficient. The argument of the need of weak 

ties for social leverage trough labour market entry, thus no longer applies to them. 

Similarly, those on SSI benefits who are medically unfit to work may be poor and 

outside the formal labour market, but weak ties will not change their position in the 

labour market, even if such ties exist and provide the needed resources. 

The interviewers in the Landscapes of Poverty project collected, among many 

other things, names of respondents’ friends, families and acquaintances, on the lines 

of Fisher (1982). We are bound to quite rough estimates of the nature of people’s 

networks made by the investigators at the time, as the Landscapes of Poverty Project 

did not contain entirely systematic collection on network data as commonly used in 

network surveys (for example Fisher 1982; Völker 1999). However, as respondents 

talked generally spontaneously about the social ties that mattered to them in diverse 

forms of social support, we consider the type of tie they mention most often or most 

extensively (e.g. family members, friends and acquaintances4), to be an adequate 

criteria to classify whether they perceive themselves to have only supportive strong 

family ties, to have only supportive weaker ties, or to perceive their personal 

networks as containing both these types of ties. The original research team coded the 

interviews, classified the network types, and entered these classifications into SPSS 

(see Noordhoff 2008 for more details). 

4 Acquaintances are commonly referred to as kennis in Dutch, a wording used much more 

often than vriend, which, especially when used in the singular, commonly implies a stronger 

bond; however, as in the interviews friends were often referred to in plural sense, we assume 

that the category of friends includes friends and acquaintances, and not, as did the original 

research team, that these should all be considered one-on-one friendship bonds. Based on more 

systematic survey research of social networks (Blokland and Van Eijk 2008) we extrapolate 

from other cases that to take the category of ‘friends’ in the interviews to contain a mixture 

of friendship and acquaintance ties of various intensity. Generally, the categories of weak and 

strong ties form a continuum rather than a bipolar model of fixed categories. 
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Table 6.1 Typology of social networks for respondents grouped by labour 

market position

Obliged to work Not obliged to work

Couple 
and 

singles

Single 
parent, 

kids 
over 
five

Subsidized 
workers

Working 
poor

Medically 
unfit

Single 
parent, 

kids 
under 
five

Elderly Total

Family 

(strong ties)

8 5 5 6 12 3 5 44

25% 29% 25% 32% 24% 20% 22% 25%

Acquaintances 

(weak ties)

13 5 5 4 19 6 8 60

41% 29% 25% 21% 37% 40% 35% 34%

Mixed (both 

strong / weak) 

11 7 10 9 20 6 10 73

34% 41% 50% 47% 39% 40% 43% 41%

Total

P>0.05

32 17 20 19 51 15 23 177

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Source: The Landscapes of Poverty-project.

Whereas the thesis of the strength of weak ties would imply that distance to the 

labour market shows correlation with a lack of friends and acquaintances, we find no 

significant correlation between the interviewees of labour market positions and the 

type of social network as classified here. Over 70 per cent of the interviewees had 

some sort of relatively weak ties. So, as we know that the data collection method 

used may have brought the focus more on strong than on weak ties, it is fair to 

say that the people in the Landscapes of Poverty study did very often have weak 

ties. This, however, only tells us that weak ties existed. What, then, happens within

these ties? We turn to qualitative analysis to explore this. As weak ties were used 

only to a limited extent, interviewers often asked one question about friends and 

family without differentiating between the two, and much of the coping strategies 

investigated in the project were about social support, not social leverage, we include 

stories about strong as well as weak ties, and about ties where we can hardly say 

whether they should be considered strong or weak, and truly explore what these 

findings imply when we would apply them to weak ties.

Bonding ties consist of people who often feel responsible for each other’s welfare, 

and have a communal character (cf. Clark and Mills 1979). Exchange plays a significant 

role: people expect other persons to be responsive to their needs and to demonstrate 

concern for their welfare. However, solidarity, empathy and other substantial rational 

orientations may often outweigh exchange dimensions. Substantial rationality, either 

through affection of affinity (cf. Blokland 2003), is ingrained in such relationships. 

These ties are never based on a simple one-dimensional understanding of tit-for-

tat, as especially family ties serve more purposes than the exchange of support and 

resources. Values and mores may need to be negotiated on a permanent basis and 

may be interactionally constructed, but ‘social man is not only a successor but also a 

heir’ (Simmel 1950, 12), most strongly so in those ties that continue inheritance and 

traditions on a micro-level. This, then, makes family ties not necessarily the most 

supportive or the most emotionally rewarding, or even the warmest. But they are 
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certainly the most elastic: in absence of functional rational exchange, they continue 

to have a high degree of continuity. This is by no means a privilege of family ties 

only. But where this substantial rational dimension is weaker developed as guidance 

to the actions between agents in their relationships (cf. Blokland 2003, chapter 5), 

processes of social support will be more readily characterized as ‘social exchange’ 

rather than as one-way provisions of care or assistance: ‘social exchange emphasizes 

that support involves costs as well as benefits to actors who engage in it and that 

supporters make choices about resource strategies in the context of scarcity’ (Uehara 

1990, 522). Social exchange of resources is thus at least partly predicated on the 

expectation of return of ‘reciprocity’ (ibid. 523, cf. also Gouldner 1960; Simmel 

1950). In the following paragraphs, we will discuss interviewees’ accounts of their 

weak ties through the lens of social exchange, or, where needed, the principles 

guiding their ideas about ties and exchanges that, or so we argue, affect their weak 

ties in certain ways.

Before we do so we need to make a qualification. The easiness with which weak 

ties are sweepingly made into the equivalent of resource-rich ties is, we believe, 

incorrect. That a tie is weak indeed indicates that ego is somewhere engaged in 

networks outside his or her regular bonds. But there is no a priori reason to assume 

that such weak ties by definition are rich in resources. Someone with whom one 

has a weak tie may be part of a network that lacks resources significantly different 

from the resources to which ego already has access in his or her own closer network. 

For a socially excluded individual to have weak ties with others who are socially 

excluded, nothing may change. Weak ties thus are not the equivalent of bridges. 

Bridges may often be weak ties, but there is no guarantee that any weak tie can 

function as a bridge, as is also shown in the chapters by Bruce Haynes and Jesus 

Hernandez, Alexandra Curley and Talja Blokland in this volume. That said, let us 

imagine that some weak ties do provide opportunities for social leverage, would that, 

then, be a sufficient precondition for the transfer of resources?

Blocking the Road to Access Weak Ties: Five Patterns of Maintaining 

Independence

Through content analyses and open coding of interview transcripts by the second 

author, we have looked for mechanisms that block the roads to access resources that 

weak ties may entail in theory. Our interviewees were located in positions of structural 

dependency: they depended on bureaucracies, and their rules and regulations, that 

curtained their possibilities to live their lives differently (Noordhoff 2008, chapter 

4; Engbersen 1990). We find five empirical patterns of maintaining independency in 

a structural position of dependency. These patterns all amount to the contradiction 

that one needs social ties to build social capital of leverage, but that to build social 

ties is to become interdependent. It may imply the need to ask for favours in the very 

realm of life where one can still assert independence. Those who struggle above all 

to remain independent (and hence do not ask) may then not develop the weak ties 

needed for social leverage.
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Maintaining independence: do for others, but do not receive

There is more to life than getting ahead. Securing status and honour is one of those 

things (cf. Baxter and Margavio 2000, 412; Polanyi 1957, 46). Honour may matter 

more once one has less of other things (Bourgeois, 1995). And honour may indeed 

keep people from making use of their weak ties.

Kees, 54, a native Dutch man, had been living in poverty for less than three 

years. Talking about doing things for others, he strongly expressed his dislike for 

getting paid. He did chores for people he knew once in a while, and some offered 

him money for it. He needed money badly, but he generally refused to accept it: 

I helped moving a friend, and then you get some money, and I don’t like that at all. I gave 

it to my wife, and she puts it away and buys groceries from it. I think you ought to support 

your friends, you don’t have to get paid for doing that. But as a matter of fact, you got to 

accept it. Last week, I fixed a lamp, and then [this guy gave me] some money to buy a 

beer. And then you get into an argument, like “you fool, take the money” and then I say, 

“no I won’t, you don’t have to pay me for everything”, whereas I do need the money. But 

I won’t take it! [ironically] That’s pathetic.

Similarly, Kees did not want to borrow things: ‘I can’t, because I can’t give it 

back. Many times they give it to you [instead of lending it]. I detest that.’ In Kees’ 

account, the social meaning of money (Zelizer, 1994) was understood as a means 

that belonged in the marketplace, not in his loose network of ‘friends’. The position 

of poverty made it hard for Kees to establish and maintain friendships as he saw fit 

– to support but do not pay each other. Honour meant to be able to give. But getting 

paid ‘all the time’ reduced his possibilities to give. Honour also meant to not depend 

on other people’s help. Paying him for chores that friends should, in his view, do 

for each other for free trespassed a radius of respect (cf. Simmel 1950, 321). And 

every time that he got paid, the mutuality of social care that strong friendships or 

bonds may acquire was aborted, as accounts were settled right there and then. Kees 

could thus not steer these ties into the direction of stronger bonds through gifts, nor 

could he access these ties later to cash in on an earlier investment. The payments he 

received meant money that he badly needed, but also blocked the roads to resources 

of different kinds that these friends might have provided him with.

Gendered independence or avoiding debt: accept and pay back or never accept 

Ashley, a single mother of 21 with a small child, originally from Suriname, had been 

on welfare for 3 to 5 years. She would borrow from her father or mother and was 

never expected to pay them back, and found that perfectly acceptable. But when she 

borrowed money once from a male friend she insisted on paying back. But her friend 

refused to take the money:

He was mad … one of my best friends, he just got so mad at me: “Are you out of your 

mind, paying me back.” I replied, “well, it isn’t called borrowing for no reason, right” and 

then he said “but you know borrowing from me is for free”. That makes me mad. When I 

come and pay them back, like I am supposed to, they’ll get mad. 
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Ashley preferred to repay in order to maintain her independency, possible even her 

honour. But the lender appeared to want gratitude, not money. As Simmel (1950, 

387) noted, many social relations are guided by giving and returning an equivalent, 

and where the return of an equivalent is out of the question, gratitude is a supplement. 

Gratitude, Simmel argues, ‘emerges as a motive which (…) effects the return of a 

benefit where there is no external necessity for it’ (ibid, 389). That type of gratitude 

would put Ashley precisely in an interdependency that she wanted to avoid. She 

wanted to get over with it. Marianne, a 41-year-old native Dutch single parent with 

children under the age of five, had friends and acquaintances who were willing to 

help her ever since she had become poor less than three years ago, but only on 

their terms. Marianne therefore preferred to not go out or to pay a babysitter over 

depending on her friends because ‘then I have control over the situation’. Here, too, 

refusing help was a strategy to maintain independency and keep agency over a social 

life otherwise controlled by state bureaucracies and other constraints. Similarly, 

Rebecca, originally from Cape Verdia, now 50 and on a social security income 

since she became unfit to work over 10 years ago, felt that acceptance of gifts from 

‘just a friend or an acquaintance’ would compromise the honour and freedom of 

independence and would not even accept it from siblings: 

I can get something extra from my brother, but I don’t want that. He did offer me that. He 

came up to me, and he was like, “if you need anything, just give me a call”. And then I 

said, “well, for now I don’t need anything”. And my daughter is used to do the same. She 

would never asks no one for money, she’d only come to me. I have taught her to stand 

on her own feet. I have told her “try to ask only me, and no-one else”. So you don’t have 

to be grateful to someone else later on, you did it own your own. You have to live, but 

you don’t need to live a wealthy life. You may help each other, but you should never take 

advantage of each other.

Such clearly gendered notions of independence brought these women to refuse help 

from male friends, and even siblings, whereas labour market studies have suggested 

that men have better access to opportunities for social mobility than do women (cf. 

Mandel and Semyonov, 2006). The honour of being a strong woman thus comes with 

the risk of ‘being too proud’ to use potential roads to resources. This pride, however, 

is historically locked in the intersecting marginalized positions of the women in race, 

class, and gender, and is not simply an outcome of individual preferences.

Masculinity and gender featured in a different way in Kees’ account – his wife 

would put the money away that he ‘earned’ through doing errands for. Misztal (1996, 

129) correctly observes that the role of honour is decreasing in the contemporary 

Western world. Honour, and respect or disrespect closely related to honour, may 

not be crucial control mechanisms in wider social settings. But in these cases here 

honour continues to guide everyday interactions.

Within this context, Kees, Ashley, Rebecca and Marianne thus sustained their 

honour through managing those qualities of their social ties that might affect. Their 

striving for or protection of independency in doing so may well limit the resources 

that their weak ties could provide. Self-sufficiency taking personally when self-

sufficiency in the broader social structure is out of reach thus confirms to the 
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dominant cultural paradigm, which all these interviewees confirmed – you should 

not depend on others – but this can come with costs.

Self-sufficiency as a dominant policy ideology and as a general concern of 

people who worry about appearing too dependent on others has been noted by other 

scholars (cf. Pahl 1984, 25; Nelson 2000, 297). Uehara (1990, 544) showed in her 

study how women were indeed reluctant to mobilize their associates and preferred 

to rely on their own, limited resources and ‘suffer through it’: one should stand on 

one’s own feet. This may even extend to both weak and strong ties, as was the case 

for Nebahat, a 32-year-old woman of Turkish descent who raised her small children 

by herself. Nebahat talked about the absence of the social support in her network:

I have a big family and many acquaintances, but they are down to chilli and beans [just 

like me] and they cannot offer me support. I do not have to help them, and I do not want 

them to help me.

Maintaining agency: do for others and expect returns

Another pattern in social exchanges occurred where people invested in doing things 

for others and, different from in the examples discussed above, assumed that such 

investments would eventually bring returns. Social exchange then is reciprocal, but 

a return does not need to come right then and there, and there are no given rules 

that guide the process of exchange. Yet because of the absence of such rules and the 

gap in time, participants have to rely on trust (see a.o. Simmel 1950; Misztal 1996; 

Eriksen 1995; Blau 1986; Bourdieu 1977; Coleman 1990). Transactions that are 

not monetary need trust for them to occur; or, as in Kees’ example discussed above, 

money can abort aims to build or renew friendships beyond the realm of transactions. 

One may derive a sense of agency from investing in doing things for others. One is in 

control of the potentials of support, as one has favours in the bank, to be cashed in at 

later times. The gift is of lesser value than the response, or ‘a present is a hen and the 

response is a camel’ (Bourdieu 1977, 198, n 7), so one can return one’s independence 

through supporting others before having to ask support, as shows Gülten, a 40-year- 

old woman of Turkish descent:

I: Do you ask financial help from family or friends?

G: No, but I do some chores for friends, so I can earn a little money. You do not get 

anything for free these days. You know, when you’d ask for a nickel, they’d ask two 

nickels back.

In the case of Gülten, the immediate repay meant she acquired a bit of money that she 

needed, but as accounts were then closed, she could not draw on these investments 

for other resources. Nor could she ask, as the price for asking would always be higher 

than the resource received, or the debt permanent and thus violating independence. 

Accounts were not always settled right away. Our data provide many examples 

of people who changed their perspective on their social ties because their trust had 

been violated when they supported others and expected returns that they then did not 

receive – if only gratitude. For example, Courtney, 57 and in poverty for less than 
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three years, gave shelter to fellow Cape Verdians without residence permits, but she 

stopped ‘having strangers in [her] house’. Her guests disappeared as soon as they did 

not need her any longer: 

I used to help a lot of people, illegal immigrants without food. I took them to my place 

and gave them food and a place to sleep (…) but I don’t do that anymore. At the very 

moment that you’re helping others, that’s good, but now they don’t care about me. Well, 

I don’t need to be repaid, but they pay you no mind, they don’t even say hello. They’ve 

got an attitude.

Courtney invested in ties with people whom she hardly knew and her expectations 

of what she would receive in return – nothing but gratitude, may be – were not met. 

To act ahead of needs for support may provide actors with a sense being in charge, 

as they build credit that they can later use. But Courtney’s words demonstrate that 

maintaining such agency for latter needs, however small or vague these may be, 

is not guaranteed. Koos and Marga, a recently married couple of Dutch descent 

in their thirties, had clearer expectations of how investments in social ties could 

be reciprocated later. Marga came from a trailer park where she grew up in what 

she described as a ‘criminal environment’. She had had a rough life and worked 

all sorts of jobs until she was diagnosed with AIDS 2 years ago. Koos worked in 

construction for more than a decade, but off the books. When he broke his foot 

he was not eligible for sick payments. Now he was home to care for Marga and 

Marga’s child. Over the last few years, they had gone through a downward spiral. 

They received welfare benefits for a year at the time of the interview. Marga and 

Koos found it difficult to accept support since they had become poor less than three 

years ago – as this violated independence – but their earlier support to others had not 

created the interdependence that they had expected: 

M: I think it’s always difficult to accept something [from others]. We never really had to.

K: To put it stronger, everybody came up to us, like “can you lend me something”. It’s 

hard to imagine. Our door was always open. The entire neighbourhood came here, when 

they were in trouble. So, that’s the situation we were used to. And then we had to [find 

support because our income declined] and that is terrible.

M: Well, it’s the other way around now.

K: Yeah, well, but actually we experienced the exact opposite. Our neighbour upstairs, I 

tell you, she borrowed money from us twice a month. She paid everything back on time 

nicely. And at some point, we were broke, we didn’t have a nickel. And she came over, 

[she was] proud, she just won a thousand [guilders] in a bingo game. So, we looked at 

each other, and said, “see, can you lend us a hundred?” And no, she couldn’t. So, we said 

to each other, that’s it. Never, never again! She will never receive a nickel from us. Let’s 

face it: don’t say you just won the bingo. Go upstairs, and don’t say anything, or lend me 

the hundred. But no, that wasn’t possible. 

M: We did so much for her, year after year. You’re not expecting that when you’re having 

a hard time yourself, that she won’t lend you something. That’s bull. After [such an 
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experience], there is even more of a barrier to ask her anything down the line. You bump 

your head again … you make yourself vulnerable, and then, yeah.

Ashley explained why exchange was difficult even with people whom she considered 

her ‘friends’. She watched her friend’s children, but her friend did not return the 

favour:

I always took care of her kids. And she was supposed to take care of mine when I had to 

go somewhere. So at some point, I had to go to a funeral. And she was my babysitter. She 

called me up the day before, and asked “at what time do you bring the child over?” I said, 

“at 2pm”. So when I got to her house, she was not home. I really didn’t like that at all. 

Like, sometimes I am stuck with her kids, for three, four days. Her two children and my 

child, in my house, at my expenses. You’d never hear me complain about it. And then only 

once do I ask her to take care of my child, and she walks out on me. I didn’t hear from her 

since, so I think she already felt trouble. …That it was not the right thing to do.

As many scholars have noted (Mauss 1966; Sahlins 1965; Gouldner 1960), in the 

time lag between giving and reciprocating, obligation, trust and cooperation are being 

created. As Eriksen wrote (1995, 182), ‘people keep relationships by remembering 

their obligations to give to another’. But the time lag can, in contrast, also deteriorate 

a social tie. Ashley, Courtney and Koos and Marga all presented us with examples 

of returns that they expected but that they did not receive. As Sykes (2005, 114) 

has argued, reflections on exchanges alter the way people create relationships with 

others. Megan, a 48-year-old single mother of Dutch descent, once also lend money 

to a neighbour, who then took a long time to pay her back. This affected Megan’s 

approach to exchange relations:

I am too honest, they take advantage of you. If you give something that’s a good thing, if 

you don’t, you can drop dead. I have gone through that. I withdrew from everybody.

The strategy of maintaining agency to invest in social capital now in order to draw 

upon it in the future failed, and, as most explicitly expressed in the account of Koos 

and Marga, this comes with insecurity and a sense of dependency and, as expressed by 

Megan and Courtney, with a sense of betrayal. To be independent, then, means to not 

ask for support from others, and to not give too much support too easily. Especially 

(but, as Ashley showed, not only), when ties are weak, there is no guaranteed return. 

Precisely because weak ties are established and maintained through social exchange, 

refraining from exchange limits people’s potential to develop weak ties, and hence to 

access resources through the weak ties that they do have. 

Being seen as … : independence and gossip

A position of independence is, of course, not just a matter of one’s own sense of 

self, but certainly a position one seeks to represent in wider social circles. Giving 

implies the obligation to reciprocate, and community sanctions may enforce such 

obligations (Nelson 2000, 291). If members of a community who are seen as capable 

of providing support fail to come forward or fail to reciprocate support given to 

them, ‘words spread rapidly through the community’ (Uehara 1990, 540). The 
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communities, however limited in scope, that our interviewees belonged to may thus 

sanction actions in a web of group affiliations (cf. Simmel, 1908, such a web need 

not consist of strong ties only!). When such webs have a local character, information 

can easily flow. Gossip, conversations about other people, can effectively exclude 

members of a community (Elias and Scotson 1994, 94), especially when these 

concern vague acquaintances rather than very close friends and families. Gossip may 

help to ensure a community’s cohesion, but fear for gossip may also hinder people 

in the use they make of their ties. Maika, a woman from Cape Verdia who lived in 

the Netherlands as an illegal immigrant for approximately seven years, no longer 

wanted to rely on ties with other Cape Verdian immigrants:

Sometimes you see things that are not right. For example, after they’ve given you a glass 

of water, everybody must know that you were given a glass of water. And I don’t like that 

at all. I learned a lot from that. So, I don’t [turn to others for help] anymore.

Shelli, 32, of Surinamese descent, who worked part-time but had an income below 

the poverty line for the last 3 to 5 years, disliked gossip intensely. Gossip kept her 

from exchanging resources, from sharing her worries and from lending or borrowing 

money – and she kept her independence:

It’s not in my nature to borrow money from people. I try to live without bothering others. 

I have always been independent. I’ve never been blessed with a lot of friends. It’s always 

the he say-she say shit. Therefore, I always keep people at a distance, and I never talk 

about anything.

Katrien, 35, a single parent with small children and of Dutch origin, also refused to 

use her weaker ties for resources:

I only borrow stuff from very close friends. You know, I live in a neighbourhood where 

there is a lot of gossip. I prefer to borrow from people whom I fully trust. I hate to borrow 

stuff, because I would really hate it if it’s known in the community that I can’t give it back. 

Suppose that people would talk behind my back, and they say that I can’t pay it back.

Knowing that one is being watched thus resulted in keeping one’s distance from 

people whose support could be instrumental. Katrien, Shelli and Maika all recognized 

that gossip constrained their actions (cf. Davis 1969, 74; Misztal 1996, 129). 

Mechanisms affecting reputations, such as conformity to norms of exchange, and 

social control like gossip, are mechanisms of respecting and disrespecting honour. 

These may matter more in situations of close-knit bonds. But experiences of respect 

and disrespect for honour also influenced the expectations and attitudes in weaker 

ties. They may thus hinder poor people in making use of their weak ties, as well as 

limit their possibilities to develop new weak ties. After all, to talk about concerns 

– including concerns that would be eased by social capital – may result in gossip. 

Accepting support without being able to reciprocate may result in gossip. And not 

being independent may result in being talked about. But avoiding gossip by keeping 

to oneself makes using bridges to other social networks difficult.
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Weak ties break where strong ties stretch

Finally, then, our data showed a pattern of differentiation between strong and 

weak ties, where reliance on strong ties was facilitated by the multiple layers of 

substantial rationality that actions between people in a bond contained. Violations of 

expectations of reciprocity may occur here as well, but their loose definitions are less 

problematic. Achmed, a 32-year-old man from Turkish descent, would never accept 

money from his friends, but would borrow from his family. Just like Mustafa, 31 and 

also Turkish, he could pay his family back whenever it suited him:

If I need to borrow a large amount of money, I ask my family and nobody else. Because 

my family I can pay back later. With friends, it’s different. If at some point they want their 

money back, they want it right away. So I won’t ask them.

If one had to borrow, asking, or receiving favours from weak ties was seen as a threat 

to independence. Family ties thus were of a different nature. As we argued above, 

bonds have a stronger dimension of affection, or imply the substantial rationality 

of how things ‘ought to be’ that creates affinity (Blokland 2003) that weaker ties 

with their transactional nature do not possess to the same extent, or that require 

more work in weak ties. Failure to reciprocate may strain a bond. But as bonds are 

ruled more strongly than weak ties by other norms than reciprocity only, they do 

not necessarily disintegrate as a result. Weaker ties, as we have seen in the case of 

Ashley whose friend was no longer her friend because she violated an expectation 

of a return of a favour, may disintegrate indeed. The fact that Ashley considered her 

friend a friend and that yet all that it took for her to break with her friend was to not 

return a favour indicates that rather than two polar types, weak ties and strong bonds 

are a continuum, and many of people’s ties may move back and forth on it.

Weak ties, then, tend to break where strong ties stretch once expectations are 

being violated, honour is being disrespected or independence is being threatened. 

Strong ties, too, include carefully managed honour and reputation, and are subject to 

the constraints of gossip – honour and independence are always at the risk of being 

violated. But weak ties tend to be at least as risky, and the costs of failed transactions 

in such ties much higher. This, then, implies that people in poverty in our study, in 

addition to the strategies discussed so far, used strong, not weak ties to have their 

needs met. However, limited investment in and flow of resources through weak ties 

meant also that potential uses of such weak ties for leverage remained restricted, 

as such ties were clearly differentiated from and felt to be of less value to one’s 

everyday life than strong family bonds.

Conclusion: How to be Strong and Use your Ties?

In this chapter we join those scholars who have criticized the idea of solving social 

problems through social capital (Portes 1998, 19; Portes and Landolt 2000, 535; 

Boggs 2001, 282–290; De Fillipis 2001). DeFillipis (2001, 800) argued that social 

capital has become divorced from other forms of capital, stripped of power relations 

(see also Haynes and Hernandez, this volume), and imbued with assumptions that 
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social networks are win-win relationships and that individual gains, interests and 

profits are synonymous with group gains, interests and profits. As we noted in the 

beginning of our chapter, commentators have argued for public policies to focus on 

strengthening poor people’s social networks in order to help them help themselves 

in times of a retreating welfare state. Such arguments reflect a strong belief in an 

individual’s potential to change their own fates. We know too little of how poor 

people’s current social relations are roads for exchanges of resources to make strong 

claims about the value of weak ties as such. 

We asked, first, whether poor people interviewed for the Landscapes of Poverty 

Study in two neighbourhoods in Amsterdam and one in Rotterdam had weak ties 

at all, and if so, what sort of processes and mechanisms governed their social ties. 

We showed that one of the challenges they faced was to keep their independence, 

if not to protect their honour, and that they avoided becoming interdependent or 

even dependent on others in several ways. First, we saw that some aimed to do 

well for others without getting anything in return. They thus attempted to build 

durable social ties governed by principles of substantial rationality, like Kees, but 

faced immediate payments that closed accounts whilst they would rather create a 

credit. More successfully and along similar lines, we have seen how some did well 

to others in order to get direct returns, such as money, so that when they would need

something, they would not need to ask. We have argued that such patterns hamper 

the development of weak ties, because either accounts are settled right away and 

thus no durable weak tie develops, or when it did, someone like Kees could only 

call on such ties again through creating a debt – and that would violate his sense of 

independence, an independence already severely challenged by the position of being 

a welfare recipient.

Second, we have shown how typically gendered threats to independence occurred 

when a woman accepted a loan from a male friend who then refused to be paid back. 

Similarly, we have presented examples of women who for the very risk of becoming 

indebted without a chance to repay would refrain from accepting support. Here, too, 

we have argued that seeking independence in a structurally dependent context means 

refraining from the development and maintenance of social ties that may provide 

access to resources currently unavailable. For access to resources a need needs to 

be known: one may learn about a need of someone else casually – as in Putnam’s 

example of the donor and the recipient of a kidney, where the donor casually learnt 

about his bowling league partner’s need – or directly when one approaches someone 

else for a favour. But the more people keep to themselves in order to be seen and to 

see themselves as ‘strong’, the slimmer their chances of resourceful weak ties. 

Third, we have looked at ways in which people attempted to do well for others in 

order to build up credit for later, and how such attempts failed as the return on their 

investment did not materialize. As experiences of social ties are carried over to new 

or other ties, interviewees tended to draw conclusions that helping others would not 

mean a return where they would expect one so that, indeed, they were less likely to 

invest in future or other relationships – weak or strong. We have also shown how 

gossip may further hamper people’s reliance on others as to establish a position as 

strong and independent was not just a matter of personal sense of self, but also was 

affected by how one’s wider social circle responded or was believed to respond. 
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Strong family ties may suffer from all these mechanisms, but in contrast to many 

weak(er) ties, they have abundant dimensions to them that do not depend on notions 

of social exchange: the more transactional the relationships we have – and weak ties 

almost by definition tend to be of a more the transactional nature – the higher the 

risk that unmet expectations or threats to independence and honour will cause the 

tie to break or will cause the traffic over the bridge to remain limited in scope and 

content.

The dilemma, then, if weak ties can do the magic that is generally expected 

from them even in the structural positions that our interviewees faced, is: how to be 

strong, e.g. to maintain one’s independence in those spheres of life where at least 

some agency is possible and use ties, as far as they are available or can be developed, 

for social leverage? 

Let us then, finally, turn to the specific urban context of the neighbourhoods 

where our interviewees resided. The spatial organization of diverse types of 

citizenship, where economic, social and political citizenship no longer coincide and 

where everyday life for many, especially those with most access to resources that the 

poor do not have, is multi-sited, makes this question even more pronounced. 

The neighbourhood, after all, will not be the place to be developing weak ties 

that result in social leverage. The risk one runs in all weak ties, that not meeting 

expectations or violation of independence will break the tie, is a risk with more 

consequences in a neighbourhood than in any other social context. Breaking a 

tie with the neighbour next door is simply harder to do, because the distinctive 

characteristics of neighbourhood relationships is that they live physically close by: 

‘living near others’, Abrams writes (in Bulmer 1986, 18–9), ‘is a distinctive context 

of relationships – nothing more. And the most obvious special feature of nearness as 

a setting for relationships is the exceptional cheapness with which it can permit good 

relationships and the exceptional costs it can attach to bad ones.’ Thus, the cheapness 

of good neighbouring ties can facilitate the exchange of very small favours and small 

forms of support, such as keeping an eye on each other’s house when one is absent, 

or lending and borrowing up to an egg or a cup of sugar. But respecting each other’s 

privacy is at least of as much value among good neighbors as is social support (cf. 

Bulmer 1986, 96). The type of support needed for social leverage requires more 

than such casual exchanges. Especially for people in poverty such support is hard 

to achieve without having one’s independence affected. Yet the larger the distance 

and the respect for each other’s privacy, the more privatized communities and the 

less connected communities are to a bounded geographical space (Blokland 2003), 

the less associational life in the city is becoming and the larger the changes are that 

affect what Blokland and Rae called in chapter two ‘the sidewalk republic’, the 

more difficult it becomes to learn casually about someone else’s needs – and thus to 

provide access to resources through weak ties and do so through a tie that contains 

more than only a helping relationship in an unequal dyad.
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Chapter 7

Middle Class Neighbourhood Attachment 

in Paris and Milan: Partial Exit and 

Profound Rootedness
Alberta Andreotti and Patrick Le Galès

Introduction

In recent years, there has been a growing recognition that the nature of urban social 

capital is affected not only by the problems of the urban poor, but also by the strategies 

of the affluent middle classes. European cities have historically been characterised 

by greater social integration than found in the US (Legales, 2002). However, 

contemporary urban trends in Europe, for instance associated with gentrification 

(Butler and Robson, 2003; Preteceille, 2006), segregation (see Atkinson in this 

volume), and more generally ‘the end of urbanism’ (Rae, 2003), may entail significant 

shifts in the social fabric of European cities. This chapter, based on an exploratory 

comparative empirical research in France and Italy, examines whether we can detect 

the partial ‘exit’ of upper middle class both from their national society and from the 

cities in which they live. We tackle this question from a micro perspective, looking 

at the experience of the individuals, their narratives and focusing on a specific angle: 

the social networks of managers and engineers in Paris and Milan.1

This chapter is organized in five parts. Firstly, we will discuss the partial exit 

hypothesis, framing it in the globalization literature. Secondly, we will define what 

we mean by the upper middle classes and explain how we operationalise it in our 

research. The third to fifth sections report our empirical research on thirty one 

interviews with managers and engineers carried out in the city of Milan and fifty five 

in the city of Paris. Section three examines the mobility profiles of our respondents, 

1 This chapter is based on the results of a comparative research coordinated by Patrick 

Le Galès and Alberta Andreotti financed by the PUCA, Ministère de l’Equipement and the the 

RTN-UrbEurope project (http://www.urban-europe.net). The research aims at analysing some 

of the dynamics of inequalities from two different angles : mobility and spatial segregation. 

It looks mainly at managers/professionals as one example of the differentiation within the 

middle classes, ie the upper strata of the middle classes. The research project is carried out in 

several European cities: Paris, Lyon, Madrid, Milan and tackles various issues. In this chapter 

we make reference only to one part of the research findings.

Other researchers include Francisco Javier Moreno Fuentes, François Bonnet, Brigitte 

Fouilland, Julie Pollard, Charlotte Halpern, Barbara Da Roit, Stefania Sabatinelli, Chiara 

Respi that we thank.

http://www.urban-europe.net
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where we show that many of them are highly mobile. Section four shows that 

despite this mobility, the social networks of our respondents, especially in Milan, are 

rather localised. The final section reports the relatively limited involvement of our 

respondents in voluntary associations, but indicates that they are highly politically 

engaged. We conclude by disputing the ‘partial exit’ hypothesis. 

All Barbarians? Upper Middle Classes Taking Advantage of Globalization 

Trends

In the New Barbarian Manifesto, author R. Angel offers a few tricks to young 

and aspiring middle class high-tech professionals. One key lesson to survive the 

information age is to take advantage of collective goods and services where they are, 

but to avoid investing in any long term resources, and go private and temporary for 

as many services as possible. Those new Barbarians of the ‘new times’ should avoid 

any collective interdependence, maximise their self-interest and pillage collective 

resources from public authorities or networks without contributing to these. This 

brutal painting of the ‘world to come’ bears some resemblance, we are told, with 

the behaviour of young professionals in London or New York.2 This view echoes 

the lengthy description in magazines of rich nomads, whose social networks goes 

from paradise pacific islands to trendy bars in Los Angeles and business colleagues 

in Tokyo, the social networks of global cities and liquid societies. It suggests that 

it is the actions of the new rich and affluent who are shaping the social capital of 

contemporary societies. 

In this world, the issue of social capital and social networks is starkly opposed to 

the classical view of the local community, organized around family relations, dense 

interactions of friends, and attachment to the rich world of voluntary associations. 

Urry, in his manifesto ‘Sociology beyond societies’ (2000), argues that flux is making 

‘society’ an obsolete category. From his perspective, mobility, strictly related to 

processes of globalization, destroys classic sociological categories of class, social 

structure, nation state, reproduction and locality. On the same line Giddens, in his 

essays on the consequences of modernity (1990), explains that traditional institutions 

of the nation-state have been disembedded, and have been replaced by institutions 

that adapt to globalized communication and outcomes. 

Undoubtedly, one of the key issues for contemporary sociology is to articulate 

the nested scales where social actors interact and take into account two series of 

processes – scale articulation and mobilities – which seriously confuse classic 

views of societies organized within frontiers. Mobilities (in the form of migration, 

for instance) undermines the Weberian process of national society making – that 

is, the dual movement, in which borders are strengthened; inside is differentiated 

from outside, while an internal order is organized and a national society gradually 

homogenizes despite international relations and international commerce. 

Globalization, however, according to some authors, leads to the emergence of a 

new social class, a mobile global urban bourgeoisie, who can act and interact at a 

2 We are grateful to Adrian Favell for this reference.
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global level, can change country and thus avoid the constraints of national societies 

(e.g. Bauman, 2002). Sklair defines it as ‘an international bourgeoisie: a socially 

comprehensive category, encompassing the entrepreneurial elite, managers of firms, 

senior state functionaries, leading politicians, members of the learned professions 

… plus the media, culture, consumption’ (1995: 62; 2000). This new bourgeoisie 

speaks English, and has learned the codes that operate within Anglo-American firms, 

universities, and consultancies; it is supposed to develop a common global culture and 

omnivorous consumption practices. Within this framework, professional networks 

and, increasingly more, transnational professional networks become crucial in 

structuring the organization of society, with norms and models of excellence driven 

from within the professions – by consultants, legal specialists, managers, university 

academics, doctors, accountants, bankers, advertising executives, that is the same 

profiles who are more likely to belong to the global bourgeoisie. 

However, as most would argue, if cities, nations, regions, or whatever level of 

social structures are to disappear under the pressure of generalised mobilities, and a 

global bourgeoisie is under construction this is going to take quite some time, and it 

may be premature to announce the rise of the new global middle class at this point in 

time. This is for two reasons. Firstly, national social structures and their institutions 

continue to condense massive resources that most social actors rely on. Secondly, the 

more mobility there is, the more choice social actors have, the more potential there is 

to locate and organize their own life fluctuating from one territorial level to another 

one and mixing them as Harvey, Veltz, Storper or Butler and Savage have eloquently 

put it for firms and families alike. 

This first argument is well demonstrated by A. Favell’s findings. In his book 

Eurostars in Eurocities3 (2008), Favell shows all the downsides, difficulties, illusions 

and excitements of middle class professionals living abroad in international European 

cities, far away from friends and families. As one would expect, those feelings of 

missing some networks and support from family and friends is vividly expressed in 

particular for couples with children. The vast literature on immigration has made this 

point clear in numerous studies. In short there continues to be a ‘friction of mobility’, 

the consequences of which continue to be felt even by the elite middle classes. 

The second argument is made in research linking issues of mobility 

(Europeanization or globalization) to the local, spatial, urban dimension. Tim Butler’s 

(2003) work on London or the Savage, Bagnall and Longhurst’s (2005) study of 

‘elective belonging’ – that is the differentiation and overlapping of various scales 

of interactions for individuals, beyond the national frontiers – in Manchester (2005) 

show the enduring importance of the local urban environment (the neighbourhood or 

the cosmopolitan environment of London) for different middle class groups. Those 

types of results are even more expected within a continental European environment 

of historically very territorialised societies (Therborn, 1985; Le Galès, 2002). Only  

1.5 to 2 per cent of Europeans move each year to another country, a proportion 

which is relatively stable over time and one of the lowest in the world (3 per cent at 

the global level, ILO). Moreover, if 7.2 per cent change house every year (over 16 

per cent in the US), half of them stay in the same area. To use an old song’s title, if 

3 Eurostar 2008, (Oxford: Blackwell) in the series ‘Studies in Social and Urban Change’.
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Americans are born to run, Europeans are born to stay. Therefore, the question of 

increasing mobility must be necessarily linked to the question of fixity also for those 

social groups who can rely on more resources as upper middle classes.  

The rise of various types of mobility – which we are told are a reality for many 

upper class individuals – seem to open the way to new individual opportunities. 

These new opportunities concretely means that these individuals (who have the 

economic and social resources to invest) can choose their culture, consumption, 

friends, jobs, housing, financial investment. In other words, this increased mobility 

allows individuals belonging to the upper middle class to put into practice ‘exit 

strategies’ from their national society and from their own cities of residence. These 

‘exit strategies’ from a national perspective imply, for instance, a disinvestment in 

national policy and disengagement from political parties or associations, an escape 

from taxation, or the sending of children to international schools and universities, the 

building of social networks and social practices at the international level, disregarding 

the local one. From an urban perspective, these strategies can entail the choice of 

living in exclusive places (e.g. gated communities) isolated from the rest of the city 

and not to use the public spaces and services offered at the local level. 

Though this opportunity for ‘exit’ cannot be concretely put into practice, it can 

threaten to re-negotiate the position within the national social structure (to obtain 

more benefits). One example of this is the taxation issue: individuals of the upper 

middle classes can threaten to move their residence in other countries (exit strategy) 

or to actively campaign against high level of taxes (partial exit): it is not by chance 

that the income tax has on average decreased by 15 per cent in the EU 15 countries 

over the last decade. 

A third position is possible as well, not excluding the previous one: individuals 

belonging to the upper middle classes can put into practise ‘partial exit strategies’, 

that is they can choose to withdraw from certain public organizations (schools in the 

public sector for instance, hospitals) and to retreat from those organizations. With 

respect to the city, this means withdrawing from the use of the local space, and from 

the social interaction at that level. 

In this chapter we explore the ‘partial exit’ hypothesis through the analysis of one 

particular dimension: the sociability of individuals belonging to the upper middle 

class groups in Paris and Milan. Our intellectual concern is to link the question of 

mobility to the question of fixity, to study at the same time the mobility of these 

individuals together with the way they are rooted in neighbourhoods, cities and 

urban regions. To better understand whether and to what extent these individuals 

develop partial exit strategies, we have developed an analytical diagram with two 

main dimensions referring to the sociability sphere and mobility: transnational exit 

and urban exit/secession. The ‘transnational exit’ dimension entails the presence or 

absence of foreign people in the social network, the frequency of interactions at 

this level together with the degree of mobility; the ‘urban exit/secession’ dimension 

entails the fact that the interactions occur (or not) at the local level and the use of the 

public space and services. 
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Transnational exit + -

Urban exit/secession

+ Nomads Immobile/retreat

Retreat from the city

- Mobile and locally rooted Immobile and locally

rooted

The diagram gives rise to four social profiles where at one extreme we can find the 

Nomads who are very mobile, interact at the international level, do not invest on 

local level and adopt exit strategies (they clearly resemble to the New Barbarians of 

Angel). At the other extreme we find the Immobiles who are anchored on their local 

context. We will come back to this diagram at the end of the chapter after discussing 

our findings.

We can now move further with the analysis looking at what we mean by upper 

middle classes in the two contexts and how we have operationalized it, briefly 

presenting our two fieldwork contexts. We will then start with the empirical analysis 

exploring the mobility of managers and engineers interviewed in this research and 

their social networks. 

Upper Middle Classes: Managers and Engineers belonging to ‘Cadres sup’ 

and ‘Dirigenti’

Within the upper middle class different groups coexist as far as economic, financial, 

human and social capital are concerned, and by consequence as far as status and 

prestige.4 In the French context, the upper middle class mainly includes the social (and 

statistical) category of ‘Cadres Supérieurs’. A well-known literature exists in France 

on the ‘cadres’,5 though much less on the ‘Cadres Supérieurs’.6 From a sociological 

viewpoint ‘les cadres’ are not defined only by their education or job content, but 

rather by a status: they have a separate trade union that negotiate separately wages 

and labour conditions, and their pension is managed by specific organizations 

distinct from the rest of the wage earners. From the statistical viewpoint, the INSEE 

(Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques) classifies the Cadres 

Supérieurs in the ‘Professions intellectuelles supérieures’. In the Italian case, the 

profile of ‘Cadres’ does not have the same social meaning, and it has been officially 

recognized only in the 1980s. The concept of ‘Cadres Supérieurs’ is more similar to 

4 For an excellent discussion on the British debate on the Middle Classes see Butler 

and Savage (1995) or Martin (1998). We just remind that Golthorpe brought managers and 

professionals together within what he coined ‘service class’ (1982) – even though he identifies 

at least two groups within the service class – while Esping-Andersen (1993) clearly contrasted 

them with professionals more representative of the post fordist social structures.

5 See the classic books of Guy Groux (1982) and recently, Bouffartigues (2001).

6 While it exists a literature on the very high bourgeosie (mainly Parisienne), and the 

most important families of Paris (see Pinçon and Pinçon-Charlot 2000). 
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the Italian ‘Dirigenti’7, as they have their own association, trade union organization 

and pension fund, exactly like the French ones.

The juridical introduction of the ‘cadre’ (Law 190/1985) in the Italian context 

makes, the two national contexts closer, at least as far as the formal definitions are 

concerned, yet these still remain quite different in terms of statistical definitions and 

weight of these categories on the total employees. 

In 2005, ‘Cadres and professions supérieures’ accounted for the 13 per cent of the 

employees in France (INSEE, 2005) and ‘Quadri and Dirigenti’ in Italy accounted for 

the 7.3 per cent of the employees (Istat, Labour Force survey, 2005). Considering the 

international classification ISCO-88 Legislators and managers plus Professionals

in 2002 accounted for the 12.6 per cent of the total employees in Italy, while in 

France for the 15.9 per cent (Labour Force Survey, 2002).8 Within this framework, 

the cities of Paris and Milan present figures above their national averages, even 

though there are some differences between the two cities considering that Paris is 

the capital of the country and hosts more civil servants. In Milan, the statistical 

categories which include managers and engineers account for the 30 per cent of the 

total employment (Oecd, 2006). In Paris, the same profile account for about half of 

the total employment (see Preteceille, 2006).  

The operationalization of the upper middle class 

Given the dissimilarity of the occupational categories in the two different contexts 

on the one hand, and the internal fragmentation of these social categories on the 

other one, it is not easy to make a comparison, and from an empirical point of 

view to select comparable respondents in the two contexts. For the purpose of our 

comparative research, it was therefore necessary to find some criteria to narrow the 

profiles of individuals belonging to upper middle classes, that is Cadres Supérieurs

and Dirigenti. Two groups were identified: engineers and managers in the public 

and private sectors. Three elements were further retained to make them comparable: 

1) level of education – selecting individuals with at least a university degree, and 

most often a master degree; 2) autonomy at work – which means the capacity to 

manage time, and contents of work; 3) the responsibility of some people – which 

means coordinating a team, deciding upon their careers and salaries and 4) a level 

of income which put them in the top 15 per cent (in fact rather the top decile) of 

earnings in their respective country. All interviews carried out in Paris and Milan 

with managers and engineers use these criteria. 

The Experience of Mobility

The empirical material returns a complex picture which does not allow us to consider 

the interviewees as one homogeneous social group, not even within the same city as 

7  For a review of the historical development of the Cadres and Dirigenti in the Italian 

context see Ricciardi (2004).

8  To see the definitions of the International Standard Classification ISCO-88 please visit 

the following website: http://www.ilo.org/public/english/bureau/stat/isco/intro3.htm.

http://www.ilo.org/public/english/bureau/stat/isco/intro3.htm
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far as mobility is concerned. The following questions were asked to explore those 

dimensions: 

Have you lived abroad for at least six months? Where? What was your 

experience like?

Would you be available to move abroad if asked?

How many times have you taken the aeroplane in the last month?

How many travels abroad for professional and non professional reasons have 

you made in the last year?

Three main groups, transversal to the two cities, can be identified: 1) the immobile; 

2) the internationally mobile but locally rooted; 3) the nomads.

The immobile are the interviewees who have not lived abroad and are not 

available for such an experience. The reasons given to explain such decisions are 

disparate: from family reasons, the language gap, to the fact that they have already 

reached high hierarchical levels. These interviewees do not travel very much and 

several of them have never taken the aeroplane for months before the interview. This 

profile is more present within the Milanese context where it comprises one third of 

the interviewees. 

The locally rooted mobiles are potentially available to move if asked, under 

two conditions: a limited period abroad and a favourable country, which means 

mainly Western European countries, the United States and only in very few cases 

China. Africa, Australia, and the Middle East are almost never mentioned. These 

interviewees travel rather often for professional and non professional reasons and 

take the aeroplane several times a month. Some interviewees belonging to this group 

spent a period abroad, mainly at the beginning of the career after which they decided 

to settle and have a more quite professional life. 

The nomads, who are a minority, spent one or more years abroad, or they live in 

Milan or Paris but they work in another country spending the working days abroad 

and coming back for the week ends (a few cases in Paris and Milan) and they are 

still available to move. Interviewees belonging to this group make more than twenty 

professional journeys a year, they take the aeroplane at least once a week, and 

travelling is their routine. 

These profiles are transversal to the hierarchical positions and life course. 

There are managers with high responsibility who are not likely to travel, and young 

interviewees not willing to move, as well as older ones available for an experience 

abroad. This is more relevant for Milan than for Paris, where the youngest do not 

appear in the immobile profile. Much depends however on the kind of work they 

do: engineers building infrastructures or working in the energy field, for instance, 

are more likely to have spent a period abroad and to be available to move, whatever 

their age. 

Despite the fact that a relatively immobile group of managers exists, the analysis 

of the three profiles suggest that geographical mobility is for most of them a habit. 

Most of our managers are mobile in a way or another. Few of them actually leave their 

country but most of them, for different reasons, have some professional or personal 

interactions in transnational network. How this is translated in the sociability sphere?

•

•

•

•
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Scales and Characteristics of the Relational Network

Dealing with social networks is a promising means of examining the idea of partial 

exit both from the national society and from the city. Those two dimensions are 

analytically different in order to avoid the simplification associated with ‘ghettoes of 

riches’ or middle classes secession. Examining the networks of friends and families, 

where there are located is a good proxy to analyse dynamics of de-nationalization or 

de-localization of our engineers and managers. 

To investigate the relational network, four dimensions were considered in our 

questionnaire: friendship, neighbourhood relations, the hierarchical positions present 

in the respondents’ network and families. For the first two dimensions, the name 

eliciting method (Fisher, 1982) was used. For each named person, all socio-economic 

characteristics were asked (sex, age, place of birth, place of residence, marital status, 

education, profession, length of the relation, where they met). Information about 130 

friends and 53 neighbours were collected in the Milanese context and information 

about 300 friends and 70 neighbours in the Paris context.9

The following questions were posed: Could you please indicate three names of your 

friends? Do the three friends know each other? Do you know someone (acquaintance, 

relative, workmate, and friends) who lives abroad and could host you for a night? How 

often do you contact them?

In the second section, the following questions were posed: Have you asked your 

neighbour a service in the last month? In the last six months, has is happened that a 

neighbour visits you without preventing? In the last six months, have you visited one 

of your neighbours without preventing? In the last six months, have you invited one or 

more of your neighbours for a coffee, lunch, dinner? In the last six months, have you 

been invited for a coffee, lunch, dinner by one or more of your neighbours? For the third 

dimension, the position and resource generator methods were used (Lin, 2000; Van der 

Gaat, M.; Sneijder, T. 2004), collecting the following information for each position and 

resource investigated: relation with the respondent, sex, residence, length of the relation, 

frequency of contacts, where they met. 

Before starting with the analysis, it is useful to make a brief methodological 

consideration. The name eliciting method favours the finding of strong and long 

lasting ties, while it underestimates weak ties, with the risk of having a prevalence 

of bonding characteristics. The presence in the questionnaire of other methods only 

partly mitigates this risk. Yet, in this case, we are not very much interested in bridging 

relations (Putnam, 2000), since our interest mainly concerns the embeddedness of 

relations in the different spatial and social contexts. The data we collected allows us to 

explore the rootedness of respondents in the local, national or international contexts, 

and give some hints whether the practice of friendship has become disembedded 

from wider social relations (Savage, Bagnall and Longhurst, 2005). 

9 The collected information does not allow a clear profile of the respondents’ social 

networks. Though, information about the three friends, plus the information collected with 

the position and resource generator methods which are not analyzed in this chapter, allows us 

to have a more precise idea of the sociability of the respondents. 
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The friendship dimension is analysed in terms of the degree of homophily 

(education degree; profession); closure (do the three friends know each others?); 

length of the relation, frequency of contacts, and the ‘spatial’ dimension which entails 

the different social circles where relations have been formed. The literature on social 

networks has clearly highlighted that homophily is common to all social networks 

(Fisher, 1982; Lin, 2000), and that this characteristic is even more accentuated for 

people of higher status (Kadushin, 1995). As is well known, Bourdieu saw friendship, 

and social capital more generally, as a means of reproducing and maintaining social 

hierarchical position within the social structure (1980). 

Friends, Neighbours and Families: Characteristics of the Network

Our interviewees live in the central city of the urban area of Milan and Paris, both of 

which have concentrations of middle classes and upper middle class residents, though  

not exclusively. Unsurprisingly, the Milanese and Parisian interviewees confirm the 

strong homophily by age, sex and marital status: most respondents mention friends 

with similar socio-demographic characteristics. 

In Milan and Paris, our managers and engineers have a large network of friends 

in the city and beyond the city. They physically meet on a very regular basis. They 

also keep close contacts with their family (very much in the same city in the Milan 

case), and with friends in foreign countries. By contrast, they hardly know their 

neighbours. Most of our interviewees see the cities of Paris and Milan as resource 

rich environments in terms of services and networks of friends and families allowing 

them to follow successful professional careers while raising a family and having a 

vivid social life. 

In Milan, the level of homophily is very high as far as as education is concerned 

while major dispersion exists for professions. About four out of five of the friends 

mentioned by the interviewees have a university degree, in Milan mostly of the 

same kind of the respondents themselves even if the spectrum of professions is more 

complex as many friends are professionals working on their own, or with their own 

company, but they all belong to tertiary sector and non manual sector. The Paris’ case 

is very similar. Most friends have been known through the education system (the 

elitist ‘grandes écoles’ or universities), or less often through two key mechanisms: at 

work (during training period in particular) or through their children’s schools where 

they meet young parents who become friends, here again from a similar background. 

Overwhelmingly, four out of five have comparable social position and educational 

background. Among the engineers and managers we interviewed, couples appear very 

homogeneous too, with the spouse having a similar level of education even if there is 

some disparity in the job situation. However, in both cities where many opportunities 

exist for highly educated women, many couples (about half of them) have the income 

of two careers, which allow them to own or to rent a large flat in the city.

This homogeneity is also confirmed by the position generator analysis: high status 

professions are all easily accessible by respondents, while it is not always the case 

for the less prestigious and manual jobs. As might be expected, a very low number 

of Milanese interviewees declared that they knew a non skilled blue-collar. Among 
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those that did, this was for professional reasons. In Paris however, those who know 

blue collars workers typically came from a more modest and provincial background 

and may have kept some friends (sometimes family) from the place where they 

grew up, who happened to be blue-collar workers. The status of Paris as the national 

capital and centre of the most elitist universities makes it an ‘escalator urban region’ 

(to use the metaphor used to describe the London South East). We find among our 

respondents an important element of geographical mobility and to a lesser extent of 

social mobility, the two being closely linked for those who moved to Paris.

The wide range of listed professions is partly the result of the fact that few 

respondents mention workmates as friends or have met friends in the workplace. 

In both cities, the ‘Nomads’ are a partial exception as they have several friends 

among their colleagues or former colleagues, their professional networks being 

central in their social life. This means that the Nomads’ friendship networks are less 

long lasting (mainly in the Milan case) and less rooted in the local context than the 

other groups’. Indeed, the ‘Nomads’ usually mention one friendship relation formed 

during childhood or school while the others are formed during work-experiences, 

these friends often live in other cities, or countries (mainly for the Paris case). 

The Nomads, however – once again with more emphasis in the Milan case – mix 

elements of high geographical mobility, more international sociability with elements 

of strong rootedness such as living with their parents (even though they are 35 years 

old or more!).

Dense networks of friends in Milan and Paris

In all other Milanese cases, the most common way that friendships were formed was 

through childhood relationships, from school (high school but also primary school 

level) and from the scout associations (rather widespread among children). By 

contrast, cultural or political associations and neighbourhoods are never mentioned 

as ways to meet friends. In fact, most of the present friendship relations for the 

Milanese respondents have lasted for more than twenty years. Milan is a place of 

old social networks, deeply rooted middle class friendship with intense and regular 

contacts. An engineer in a high-tech firm or a manager in a bank may fly twice a 

week to meetings all over Europe or beyond, but he or she spends the week end with 

old friends and family.  

In Paris, the situation is more mixed. However most respondents have good 

friends in Paris whom they meet on a regular basis, in particular for dinner. As 

mentioned above, most friends are not childhood friends but rather people they met 

while they were students, or more recently through work or their children. The level 

of interaction is also concrete and very regular. About half of our interviewees also 

mention family connections living in the same city or a neighbouring commune. 

This is no surprise as they often declare that their choice of housing was related to 

the proximity of family. However, by contrast to the Milanese, about half of our 

interviewees came from another place in France and they keep mostly family ties, 

and/or friends in their place of origins. Also, only a very small number of them have 

childhood friends in Paris. 
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Those conclusions contrast with the findings of Savage, Bagnall and Longhurst 

amongst diverse groups of the middle classes in Manchester (2005). They report that 

their respondents do not have many contacts with their best friends and do not share 

with them regular activities, as they are likely to live in other cities. By contrast, the 

majority of Milanese interviewees declare regular contacts, the young respondents 

almost once a week and the oldest ones almost once a month. Email is the privileged 

means of connecting, but the relation does not remain on a virtual basis, as they also 

meet regularly. The fact that more than half of the friends live in the city of Milan, 

even in the same neighbourhood where the respondents and his-her friends have 

grown up, makes frequent visits possible. This is also true to a lesser extent in Paris. 

Our respondents go out in bars and restaurants or have dinners with their best friends 

on a regular basis. By contrast to the Manchester case, the intensity of relations is 

sustained by physical contact and fostered by a limited and fixed-term geographical 

mobility. Savage, Bagnall and Longhurst write that ‘maintaining friends require the 

persistence and the ability to be abstracted from time and space so it can endure 

over these two dimensions’ (p. 242). The dimension of persistence and investment is 

clearly evident in our cases, as well as time and space, though in a different way than 

in the Manchester. While time and space need to be abstracted in the Manchester 

cases because friends lived in other cities, the relations reported by the Milanese 

respondents are very well rooted in the local physical and social space. Paris is in 

between, but that dimension is also central. 

The difference is that in Milan, friends have grown up together, have attended 

university together, and have selected each other, confirming this selection over the 

years. In this sense, there exists, in the words of Savage and his colleagues, a sense  

of belonging which is both inherited, ascribed up to a point but decisively reinforced 

by choice. 

In Paris, about a fourth of our respondents have the same deeply local and 

immobile background. The role of the ‘grandes écoles’, the elitist part of the higher 

education system is decisive in the socializing process and the making of best 

friends. Those ‘grandes écoles’ attract young people from all of France (with an 

important proportion from the Paris region) but overwhelmingly from the same social 

background. The sense of belonging is important but mediated by the socializing 

impact of Parisian ‘grandes écoles’.

The analysis of the proxy of the network closure (do the three friends know 

each other and meet independently) further contribute to understand the sociability 

of our respondents. In 28 out of the 31 Milanese cases, the three friends know each 

other and would meet without the respondent. This information can have a twofold 

reading: on the one hand it points the embeddedness of the respondents in the local 

social context, as they do not mention dyadic and isolated relations. On the other 

hand, this information points towards a close and self reproducing network which 

risks of having a prevalence of bonding features. These are not exclusive of course. 

The friendship closure of the Milanese respondents emerged also in other research: 

Barbieri analysing a sample of young Milanese employees’ social networks found 

similar results (1997). This is a key different with the Paris respondents, where the 

three best friends do not meet on their own, or only exceptionally so.
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Next to no relations with neighbours

Does local embeddedness also include dense relations with neighbours? Our 

conclusion is similar in both cities: our respondents have very limited interactions 

with their neighbours. They do not invite them for dinner or for a drink and they 

hardly exchange a service. Minimum interaction (saying hello and asking for some 

salt) is the general rule. Relationships between neighbours are mostly at low ebb and 

there is no obvious difference between the two cities. 

In the discourses of the Milanese respondents – and here there are no differences 

between the three groups of immobile, fixed-term mobile and nomads identified 

earlier – neighbours do not appear to have any important role in the sociability 

sphere. The Milanese respondents have few contacts with neighbours, the majority 

of them limiting these contacts to ‘good morning-good evening’ or ‘exchange of 

information about the building matters’. 

In both Paris and Milan, neighbours are not seen to provide support in the 

emergency situations (e.g. illness, problems in the flat … ). Respondents prefer to 

solve their problems on their own or asking their relatives or friends who often live 

nearby. Indeed, if relations with neighbours are almost non existent, most respondents 

have in the same neighbourhood friends (in Paris) or living parents (in Milan) with 

whom contacts are regular, almost on a daily basis in Milan. 

The weakness of neighbour relations appear to be independent both from the 

length of residence in the neighbourhood, and from the house property, so that 

interviewees living in the same building for very long time do not report strong 

contacts. It is not even the case of closure towards neighbours differing from 

respondents’ socio-economic characteristics as respondents have the perception to 

be on economic average of all residents. In this sense, our findings highlight the 

selectivity of relations even within the local social context, bringing some elements 

in favour of the closure of these networks. What seems to emerge from our finding 

is a dense, close, homogeneous, rooted but selective network. 

Transnational networks

Some authors have stressed the ‘disembeddedness of relations’ (Giddens, 1990), 

i.e the fact that social relations and friendship are more and more stretched over 

space and time. This does not seem applicable to the Milanese respondents and only 

partly so in Paris. Our research is too limited to entirely reject the disembeddedness 

hypotheses. We find similar elements in the relations Milanese interviewees have 

with people living abroad. Milanese respondents mention few of these nodes. Some 

of them (twelve of the respondents) could not even mention any friend living in a 

foreign country. Contacts with these people are not based on a regular frequency, 

and visits are quite rare (sometimes every three years or even less). However, the 

respondents think they can easily mobilize these ‘silent’ relations, abstracting the 

relation from time. 

By contrast, most Parisians mention two or three foreign friends with whom they 

have regular exchanges, and contacts, they are completely part of their social life. 

In the Paris case, this element is very striking. Most interviewees have no difficulty 
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in naming two or three ‘good friends’ and point to other people with whom they 

interact with on a regular basis, but without being ‘real friends’. Regular exchange 

and visits to foreign friends (at least once a year) or to friends living elsewhere is an 

important part of Parisian middle classes way of life and networks. 

It is quite interesting to note, given the discourse on globalization and transnational 

networks, that the people mentioned by our respondents who live abroad are settled 

in the Western part of the world, and mainly in Western Europe with the cities 

of Paris and London most importantly. Those two cities are very close for many 

Milanese respondents but some other cities are also mentioned in interviews such as 

Barcelona, Madrid, New York. In the Paris case, more cities are mentioned by the 

respondents. Many Parisians are very familiar with many European cities that they 

visit over week ends – Italian cities certainly, but also Brussels, Prague, London, 

Barcelona. They also name American cities and cities in Asia, South America or 

more commonly Northern Africa.

Secession or Participation in the Urban Fabric?

Apart from social networks, rootedness in the local social context and the hypothesis 

of the partial exit have been further investigated through examining effective 

participation in local initiatives and associations, and the use of public local 

services. The literature on civic culture on the one hand, and on social capital on 

the other, highlights that those more likely to join associations tend to be middle 

aged, well educated, employed men in the labour market. We therefore expect our 

respondents to be relatively involved in associations. However, in both Milan and 

Paris, our managers and engineers are not involved in a neighbourhood association 

or organization (none in Milan, less than 10 per cent in Paris) and only seven out of 

the 31 respondents from Milan belong to other kinds of associations. Yet, these are 

professional associations entailing a national and not transnational dimension and do 

not require an active participation but mainly perform information and fiscal duties. 

These findings can be interpreted in two contrasting ways: on the one hand this 

points towards civic disengagement, an evidence of urban ‘partial exit strategy’; on 

the other hand it can be just the result of the fact that these people simply do not have 

time to join associations as they tend to work ten or more hours per day and to travel. 

The first hypothesis would appear more robust if the respondents’ practices in terms 

of use of services and participation to the city life demonstrated retrenchment from 

the public sphere. However, in Milan past researches on the Milanese managers 

report a low participation in associative life compared to the local average (Cesareo, 

Bovone, Rovati, 1979; Rovati, 1991). This does not seem to go in the direction of the 

retrenchment, rather it would show a persistence of the ‘non engaging’ strategy. As 

far as the other actions are concerned, our findings do not go in the direction of the 

complete disinvestment from politics as well. All Milanese respondents declare that 

they are rather interested in politics, have voted in the last elections, have discussed 

of policy matters in the last month, and think that the Italian society would need 

to be reformed in several points but not in its essential features. In this sense, our 

respondents show an interest in national politics, and do not seem to reject in toto the 
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society where they are living in. In Paris, respondents emphasise their participation 

in city life, in social events in the neighbourhoods and the vast majority is using local 

facilities, schools, public transports, public services on a very regular basis. They are 

also very aware and participative in political terms, critical of the French society and 

of the government. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter we empirically explored the idea that the upper middle classes may 

be engaging in ‘partial exit strategies’ both from the national society and from their 

cities of residence. We have identified the sociability sphere – friends, neighbours 

and family relations – as a good proxy to understand how and to which extent these 

individuals put into practise partial exit strategies and to which extent they are 

locally rooted or they resemble to the New Barbarians or the Nomads interacting 

at a global level, disregarding the local one – the city and the neighbourhood. Our 

empirical findings do not support the partial exit hypothesis and the spread of the 

New Barbarians profile. 

Our findings suggest that these managers are mostly very mobile; they travel a 

lot but mainly for fixed-term periods, and they come home for the week ends even 

when they work for the whole week abroad or in another city. For these reasons, they 

cannot be considered Nomads, as they keep a strong attachment to their residential 

place where the family and friends live. Our managers and engineers, both in the 

city of Milan and Paris, all have indeed a lively social life in the city, and use the 

collective services. In both cities respondents declared they have several friends 

who they visit regularly and their relations are quite long lasting, though they do 

not have contacts with neighbours. Not surprisingly, in both cities respondents have 

a quite homogeneous social network with friends having the same educational and 

professional degree. 

These features are extremely clear for the case of Milan: respondents’ social 

networks exhibit high density, long lasting relations which date back to childhood 

and a strong rootedness in the social and territorial local context. In the Paris case, 

respondents’ social networks are more varied, and open. Our results on this point 

differ substantially from the ones of Savage, Bagnall and Longhurst (2005) for 

Manchester and Butler for London (2003) where relations with friends remain more 

abstract than real. 

The major difference between Milan and Paris is in their transnational sociability. 

While in Paris respondents mention several friends or acquaintances living abroad 

who are actively part of their social life, in Milan this is not the case. Respondents 

in Milan mention few people, when they do, the frequency of contacts is very weak 

and these relations are often ‘silent’ or abstract – that means that respondents do not 

have recent contacts but they think they can activate the relation. 

The profiles of managers emerging from our empirical findings fit only one part 

of the diagram we proposed at the beginning of the chapter. In that diagram four 

ideal-type profiles were proposed stemming from the crossing of two dimensions – 

transnational exit and urban exit/secession –: 1) the nomads retreating from the city; 
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2) the immobile retreating from the city; 3) the mobile well rooted in the city; 3) the 

immobile well rooted in the city. The first two profiles, both in Paris and Milan, do 

not fit to our managers and engineers. The third profile is the most widespread with 

respondents very mobile, involved in the city life and using the resources proposed 

by the local context, investing in local relations. This investment is however very 

selective, as they do not have contact with neighbours and they are not involved in 

neighbourhood associations or activities. The fourth profile fits a very small group 

of our interviewees, almost all located in the city of Milan. 

Despite the importance of transnational mobility, the situation of managers and 

engineers in Milan does remind us of the classic urban bourgeoisie profoundly 

rooted in terms of capital and social capital within the central area with transnational 

networks. The degree of local sociability with friends that our respondents exemplify 

lead us to question more extreme arguments about the ‘end of urbanism’, or the 

significance of hyper segregation. However, one important finding which relates to 

the social capital debate is the extent to which the networks of the upper middle class 

are characterised by strong homophily. There is little evidence that our respondents 

socialise with diverse groups within their city, and instead, they predominantly 

associate with ‘people like us’, in Butler’s formulation. The social capital which 

they generate, whilst clearly locally rooted, is of a socially specific kind. The lack of 

involvement in voluntary associations further indicates their separation from more 

public activities within the city. In general, what we see, therefore, is an urban middle 

class which is still rooted in the city, but one which is nevertheless exclusive. Place 

and locality, rather than mobility, remains an important feature of class formation. 

The main factor of change that we plan to explore in further publications is 

whether the changing scale and density of transnational mobility and connections 

provides some ground for partial exit (in practices, representation of values) from 

the national society. Social networks of our Paris interviewees are based on three 

pillars: Parisian, provincial and international. The density of social interactions 

among friends and family is also very high, on top of this, many foreign friends 

come to visit them in Paris. The importance of mobility and transnational interaction 

is more central, more regular, more structuring but the logic of entre soi in social 

terms remains as powerful as ever. 
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Chapter 8

Gardening with a Little Help from Your 

(Middle Class) Friends: Bridging Social 

Capital Across Race and Class  

in a Mixed Neighbourhood
Talja Blokland1

Introduction

Public policies to generate more community participation take up different forms 

in various places, but often share three elements linked to popularized versions of 

social capital theory. 

Firstly, high poverty neighbourhoods tend to be viewed as having social capital 

that is supportive, but not of the ‘bridging type’ and not providing the ‘right’ type of 

role-models. The point of departure then is that the spatial arrangements of bonding 

ties determine the workings of this social capital, with negative outcomes for both 

society and the individuals involved. Indeed, as Curley shows in her chapter, the 

close proximity of people in difficult circumstances may keep other people down. 

Whereas Curley approaches the spatiality of social capital through looking at poor 

people after relocating, this chapter looks at the workings of social capital for poor 

women in a deprived part of a mixed neighbourhood, and zooms in on bridging ties 

across race and class.

Secondly, economically and racially diverse neighbourhoods are expected to 

facilitate the development of diverse and productive networks (see Blokland and 

Van Eijk 2008; Field 2003: 11-2) and networks to be profitable (see Field 2003: 

12-3). Spatial diversity instead of segregation should provide roads to resources for 

individual residents, roads that geographical segregation is blocking (see Kleinhans 

2005 and Galster 2007 for overviews).

Thirdly, spatially organized social capital is expected to enhance the liveability 

of neighbourhoods. After all, social capital can improve cooperation in a group and 

1 I am grateful to Beth, Ms Magnolia and all others who have helped me with this 

research, and to Mike Savage, Tim Butler and Sara Ohly for comments on earlier drafts. 

The ethnography presented here is part of my larger research project ‘Does the urban gentry 

help?’, funded by the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, the National Scientific 

Organization (NWO), the Wenner Gren Foundation, and the Amsterdam School for Social 

Science Research. Thanks to Jolien Veensma and Petra Nijhove for their help with preparing 

this manuscript.
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make their collective actions more efficient (see for example Putnam 1993, 167 ff). A 

diverse neighbourhood as a site of resourceful networks might thus contain localized 

forms of trust and cooperation that contribute to the collective efficacy needed for a 

liveable neighbourhood (Sampson and Raudenbusch 2004).

In all such ideas bridging, not bonding, arouses the highest expectations (see 

also, Blokland and Nordhoff in this volume). After all, those forms of social capital 

that ‘tend to reinforce exclusive identities and homogeneous groups’, and serve 

especially specific reciprocity (tit for tat) and mobilize solidarity (Putnam 2000, 22; 

see also Gittall and Vidal 1998) are bonding. Bridging are the forms of social capital 

that look outward and encompass people over the borders of social cleavages. 

Bridging social capital has also acquired a very positive connotation in academic 

debates. Lin, for example, states that weaker ties provide better access to social 

capital for instrumental action (Lin 2001, 67). Burt’s theory of structural holes is an 

extension of the positive feature of bridges connecting groups that are otherwise not 

related (Burt 1992, 2001; Lin 2001, 70–1). We exchange something for something 

else, if not now then somewhere down the road, and may be receiving from a third 

party, based on a shared understanding of generalized reciprocity or trust. Rational 

choice theory explains that bridges work because it is rational for people to make 

them work. This is how they build credit, create reputations that can later pay off, 

and cash in on earlier investments (Coleman 1988, S102–3). While there is a need 

for trust, such trust is an estimation of risks, not a substantial rational consideration 

(see also H. Blokland 2006).

This chapter challenges the notion of bridging social capital as consisting of 

morally neutral transfers of resources for which all that is needed is the existence of 

a tie. Using ethnographic data from research in an economically and racially mixed 

neighbourhood in New Haven, Connecticut, I explore bridging social capital at two 

different analytical levels. 

At one level, the first half of the chapter discusses whether a concrete program, 

e.g. a program for a community garden in a low income housing development, created 

the community social capital and strengthened the bridging social capital that it set 

out to achieve. Wellman and Frank (2001, 235–6) have noted that ‘there is more 

to interpersonal life than just individuals and ties’ and that people are immersed in 

milieus filled with dynamics that go beyond the individual. But they have limited 

their exploration of this statement still to characteristics of networks, ties, network 

capital and, to some extent, social characteristics of network members (2001, 234–5). 

What, then, are those dynamics? This chapter aims to shed light on the remarkable 

workings of social capital, especially where some people invest more resources than 

they may ever receive, and there is no sanctioning if they would not do so. Why do 

they use their access to resources for the sake of others? It seems unlikely that they are  

simply ‘irrational’ exceptions to the rules of the rational choice, or saint-like altruists. 

Neither is bringing rational choice back in by claiming that such people ‘really’ do 

such things for a sense of self-gratification convincing. Instead, I suggest that there 

is substantial rationality to bridge-building work across boundaries of race and class 

that finds its explanation not in individual attitudes or characteristics but in a set of 

beliefs or a milieu (cf. Eade et al. 1997) of a loosely defined group or movement. 
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At a second level, the second half of the chapter discusses the discursive 

construction of ‘community’ in the actual workings of bridging social capital. It 

shows how this construction changed over time. It argues that the dominant discourse 

on deserving and undeserving poor that penetrates America on many levels also 

informed the micro-level social ties between the white middle class volunteers in 

the gardening project and the black poor residents of the housing development. As 

such, the transfer of resources over bridges is as moral or as value-laden as any other 

social interactions. The existence of a tie may thus not be enough for traffic over the 

bridge and may nurture acceptance of the status quo discursively – ironically so, as 

the aims of the progressive white middle class residents involved in this study were 

the exact opposite. 

A Mixed Neighbourhood as a Research Site

This chapter draws on an ethnographic study of social capital in a ‘mixed 

neighbourhood’ in New Haven, Connecticut, USA, conducted from December 1999 

to December 2000, January 2002 to July 2002, and January 2004 to May 2004. 

During these periods, I first lived in the northern corner, then in the historic district. 

The last return to the field was exclusively focussed on data collection in the low 

income housing development, and I lived on the other side adjacent to the light 

industrial area surrounding it.

The fieldwork included participant observation, observation and participation.2 I 

attended meetings of neighbourhood groups and political organizations, including the 

Good Government Committee (GGC), social clubs and churches, and volunteered in 

a homeless shelter, in a youth program and in the gardening project discussed here. In-

depth interviewing with key persons in these groups as well as casual conversations 

complemented this material, as did research on secondary sources and archives.3 The 

people in this study knew that I was writing ‘a book on their neighbourhood’ with a 

focus on how they got together to get things done. Most research notes were written 

immediately after returning to my apartment. Where feasible, I took notes on site. In 

the last research period, I taped extensive conversations and conducted life history 

interviews with low income residents. I generally received very supportive reactions 

to requests for interviews. Two affluent, politically active residents welcomed me at 

political neighbourhood gatherings at their homes and allowed me to attend social 

events, but first postponed and upon my return for the second phase of fieldwork 

refused to be interviewed. 

The ethnographic part of this project does not test pre-existing hypotheses about 

the relationship between geographical proximity of a middle class and the social 

capital of poorer residents. It explores mechanisms and patterns within such a context 

that may contribute to further theoretical insights into how access to individual 

assets, interactions and collective action relate. It thus is an abductive, rather than an 

inductive or deductive type of research (cf. Schuyt 1986).

2 See for these distinctions Gans 1962, 336–8.

3 A survey on social support and social networks among 250 residents is part of the larger 

research project, but has not been used as basis for this chapter.
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As a fieldwork site, I chose this neighbourhood with circa 3060 residents and its 

distinct boundary of the railroad that separates it from downtown for its history of 

gentrification since the late 1960s.4 This gentrification had brought about a make-up 

of residents different in race and class. The most affluent, generally white residents 

lived in the mansions around ‘the Square’. Merchants and wealthy descendants of 

colonial families had ringed the Square with exclusive mansions in the first half of 

the 19th century. As the town developed its manufacturing industry and railroad, 

reaching the heydays of urbanism described in Chapter 2, the neighbourhood 

became an Irish, then later an Italian immigrant working class area. Much of the 

housing stock was of low quality. Two streets were replaced by public housing in 

1942 as their condition was considered too severe. This became the home of the 

most deprived, black and Hispanic residents who nicknamed this housing complex 

‘the Ghetto’. When the city began to loose its industrial base, suburbanization 

accelerated, and migration of blacks from the South increased, the neighbourhood 

decayed. Redevelopment in the early sixties gave the final blow to what is now 

remembered as an urban village or ‘Little Italy’. The urban regeneration, as also 

noted in chapter two, was both praised and despised. The highway built right across 

the area meant relocation to many families, and cut off the increasingly black low-

income housing complex from the other residences. Zoning redefined the rest of 

this side of the neighbourhood as light industrial. The Square side of the highway 

remained mainly residential. Thanks to the efforts of, among others, active residents 

and the city’s Preservation Trust, the Square was saved, and piecemeal regeneration 

revived its architectural exclusiveness. 

Two census tracts make up the neighbourhood: one tract (1422) including the 

Square gentrified, the other tract (1421), including the Ghetto, remained relatively 

poor.5 By 1960, the percentage of blacks had increased from virtually none in the 

1940s to around 20 per cent. While more whites then again moved into the Square’s 

tract, whites became a numeric minority in and around the Ghetto. In both tracts in 

the 1940s, over half of the population consisted of unskilled or semi-skilled workers. 

The Square’s tract gradually showed a shift to managerial and professional jobs. At 

the other side, low paid service work replaced manufacturing. In both tracts, the 

number of residents older than 25 with four years or more of high school went up, 

but far more so around the Square than around the Ghetto. The gaps between median 

incomes of the tracts showed a widening gap over the years, as did the percentage 

of families living in poverty: 28.8 per cent in the Ghetto and 5.1 per cent around the 

Square in 1990.6

At the time of my research, most of the 532 official residents of the low-income 

housing complex were black single mothers with their children, and a dozen or so 

4 For an overview of definitions and perspectives on gentrification, see Van Weesep 

1994.

5 Based on US Census 1940, 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980 and 1990.

6 The growing differences between the two tracts are further reflected in the built 

environment, as shown in widening gaps in property values, median rents, and the number 

of owner-occupiers as a proportion of the number of units. See Blokland, 2002 for more 

details.
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Hispanic families.7 The gardening project, or ‘Greenspace’, that forms the core of 

this chapter was an effort of residents from the gentrified part to help beautify ‘the 

Ghetto’, as a means to community development. 

Part 1: Bridging Social Capital and the Greenspace Initiative

‘Wouldn’t it be nice if we/they had a garden like this’: the start

The Community Greenspace Program, a program of grants for residents who wanted 

to beautify their neighbourhoods together through gardening and planting shrubs and 

trees, was a collaborative partnership of a non-profit Community Foundation, the 

City and the Urban Resource Initiative (URI), connected to the university’s Forestry 

School. Community building was the general idea behind the program. People 

needed to get together to get things done. Neighbourhood groups, not individual 

residents, were eligible to apply, and aims were high, as reveals the website: 

‘Community Garden projects are designed to encourage (…) community building 

and empowerment, environment/neighbourhood restoration and stewardship.’ As 

said the Chair of the Board of Directors of URI in one of the newsletters:

What people see in the environment around them affects both the way they feel and act. 

Order and beauty reassure, engage and inspire … Visions of crippled trees on crumbling 

streets have more than just negative visual impacts on viewers. They end up depressing 

the overall well-being of the neighbourhood.

Ideas about community building were hence linked to views on urban forestry 

and new urbanism, making gardening both a method and a goal. The program had 

had a few successful years in a number of neighbourhoods, but in public housing 

developments it had not achieved much. In the Ghetto, nobody seemed to have heard 

of the program prior to the initiatives of Beth and some other residents from around 

the Square nearby. Right from the start, a bridge between separate networks through 

a tie between two women, Beth from the Square and Ms Magnolia from the Ghetto, 

brought resources to the Ghetto residents.

Beth, a grey-haired woman with a very expressive face of the type that one 

remembers for its smile, was the mother of two sons and wife of a renowned architect. 

They had moved into a mansion at the Square in the 1960s. When Beth’s sons were 

older, she had taken up her PhD studies in anthropology, and now sought to be a 

writer. She had been an activist in many ways for many years, after a very formative 

period in the American Peace Corps, but not so much in her neighbourhood. When 

her anger about the closure of a historic railroad bridge had finally brought her 

to become a member of the neighbourhood’s Historic Association, she soon got 

involved in the much broader GGC. 

This group of residents originally got together to advocate for a new alderman, 

as they felt that the alderman at the time was not the best for the neighbourhood. 

It then became a neighbourhood organization mobilizing residents around issues of 

7 See Blokland, 2004 for statistical details.
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neighbourhood assets and quality of life. Participants came from all over the area, 

including the Italian section, the section-8 housing, the privately rented apartments and 

the public housing project, but the initiative and leadership was in the hands of a group 

of white middle class professionals and one affluent black couple who, like Beth, all 

had lived in the area for a long time and knew each other quite well. Participation in 

such a group hence brought about the potential for bridging social capital.

The case is an example of how Beth’s resources and network became available 

to residents of the Ghetto through her tie with Ms Magnolia. The initial stage of the 

project shows how, firstly, Beth’s approach of the community garden built on other 

norms than the norm of reciprocity within the exchange model that dominates social 

capital literature. Secondly, we will see that her approach was quite different from 

the perspective of the Ghetto residents. They were much more likely to frame the 

gardening in a cost/benefit model of exchange. 

The idea of a Greenspace in the Ghetto first came to her mind, Beth recalled, when 

the GGC, then in its early stage, held a couple of meetings at her house. Beth could 

not remember who had invited Ms Magnolia to that meeting: a fifty-something black 

woman, mother to a large family, who had lived in the Ghetto for over 20 years. She 

now lived there with her partner and two youngest teenage children, and, on and off, 

several grandchildren, in a three-bedroom duplex apartment. She was the elected 

president of the Ghetto’s Tenants Representative Council (TRC), an official residents 

organization required for each Housing Authority (HA) project by federal law. 

Ms Magnolia had expressed her admiration for Beth’s garden. She had talked 

about how her mother used to have a garden when she was ‘coming up down 

south’. Beth found it hard to recall how the Greenspace came about but said she 

must probably have known about the Greenspace program, as she knew students 

and scholars from the Forestry School. As an affiliate to the university and with 

an interest in ecology, she was generally well-informed about many programs. 

She was not sure: had Ms Magnolia said it would be so nice if they could have a 

garden where her ‘community’ could enjoy nature and socialize together, or had 

she herself thought about this while she saw how ‘intensely’ Ms Magnolia enjoyed 

her backyard? Beth believed that especially the older women, the grandmothers, 

could share their histories and memories through a community garden, and grow 

vegetables there like they used to do down south, before they ended up in a brick and 

concrete environment. She had started to talk to Ms Magnolia about it, and gathered 

information for a grant application for a quite large community garden on an empty 

lot adjacent to the housing development. Beth wrote the application, Ms Magnolia 

was to organize the residents, inform them about training sessions (an obligatory 

part of the program for new neighbourhood groups) and get them to participate in 

the gardening.

The application reflected their initial ambitions. They would start out with some 

perennials and shrubs, but work towards a true community garden with flowers, 

benches and even fruits and vegetables. The application spoke of community 

building ideals of bringing residents together, of stewardship in its hope that 

residents would develop a stronger sense that their community was theirs, of how 

a more liveable community would be created with plants and trees, and of how it 

would inspire people to turn their front yards, now often muddy dirty strips of badly 
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maintained grass, into gardens. Taking back the public space from all the negativity 

that threatened ‘the community’ could, in this view, be achieved through programs 

like the Greenspace. The application reflected Beth’s access to information. It tuned 

in to exactly the goals of the program as described in its brochure and used similar 

language of a community and ecology ideal as did the Foundation. 

And Beth believed in similar goals and values as those behind such projects, 

based on the notion that a sense of a warm, positive community flourishes through 

contact, communication and working together, in every location, independent of 

structural inequalities. Especially after a bus trip to community gardens in Hispanic 

neighbourhoods in New York City, that URI had organized, Beth talked energetically 

about the spirit and positive energy of such grassroots community building. 

She had such ideas in common with Kevin and Georgina, owners of a brownstone 

adjacent to the Square, and with Michelle, wife of one of the most active white 

affluent condo owners. Michelle, now in her late seventies, had worked as a social 

worker in the Ghetto about thirty years ago. At several occasions she recalled how 

simple things had given the then racially mixed, but generally poor residents, a sense 

of pride, and how the cutbacks on funding for such ‘communities’ had devastated 

them. Kevin, a counsellor at a drug-treatment centre in another town, and his wife 

Georgina became part of the GGC and the Greenspace a little later, shortly after they 

had moved into the neighbourhood. For a long time they had lived in a remote village, 

but they had come to live in the city because their village was too ‘isolated’, too 

‘affluent’ and did not have enough ‘diversity’. Their wish to bring their progressive 

ideas into practice had brought them to the city, and they were soon emerged in 

neighbourhood- and city-wide forms of activism. Occasionally, when they had been 

to the Ghetto, they would share thoughts about how badly maintained the place 

looked, how the community had to put up there with people from the shelter and how 

‘the guys’ hanging around in the streets and the small park made the place unsafe.8

So Beth was part of a network with a progressive agenda of ‘getting involved’ 

with the poor black ‘community’ in their neighbourhood, with shared ideas about the 

value of diversity and social mix in an integrated society, the value of community 

spirit and mutual support attached to place, and ideas about community development 

that strongly reflected, for example, images they held of such empowered activist 

communities in Africa and Latin America (incidentally, a female activist from Africa 

had spoken to a group of URI and Forestry School people and one of Beth’s sons had 

moved to Latin America temporarily).

The first year: getting people to participate

They got the grant indeed. In its stage of preparation, Beth invested a lot in getting 

people to participate. But she had not been to the projects much, and did not know 

many other residents besides Ms Magnolia, her 15-year-old daughter Princess, and 

the vice-president of the TRC, Ms Brown, whom she had met through Ms Magnolia. 

As Ms Magnolia was the president, Beth assumed her to be a community leader and 

spokesperson for ‘the community’. 

8 There was a homeless shelter located right next to the Ghetto. 
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So, she would make flyers in English and have them translated by someone at 

URI into Spanish, photocopied them and delivered them to Ms. Magnolia, well in 

time before the first planting session. But they did not get distributed (I return later 

to the reasons why). Beth would come to Ms Brown’s apartment to pick her up for 

a training session at an agreed time on a Saturday morning, and Ms Brown would 

let her wait outside for quite some time as she was not dressed yet, an experience in 

the very beginning that Beth did not enjoy much. She described the emptiness of the 

projects so early in the morning, with the door only half-opened after she had been 

explaining who she was through a closed door, and a completely dark room behind 

the door, where she waited outside until Ms Brown finally came out, as ‘grim.’ Beth 

went out of her way to make sure the requirements of the grant were met, talked the 

plans over with the URI intern, and did all the coordinating for the actual planting 

sessions. All along, she made her skills, social ties, emotional energy and resources 

like her car available to the Greenspace project – a greenspace that she would not 

enjoy in her own daily life, as she had, like all white middle class residents, otherwise 

no reason to go to the Ghetto, nor would she develop social ties that would provide 

her with more or better access to resources. 

Beth’s efforts to help stimulate participation did not help much. Ms Magnolia, 

meanwhile, limited herself to calling on Ms Brown, on Pat, the secretary of the TRC, 

and Ms Meryll, her next door downstairs neighbour – Ms Meryll because she always 

‘helped out’, the other two because they had to come because they were the TRC. 

Pat never showed up, she had other appointments every planting session. Ms Brown 

went to the training sessions but did not participate in the plantings. 

In her mid-forties now, she lived in a three bedroom apartment with her two 

teenage sons. Another son lived next door with his girlfriend and her daughter, a single 

mother of two, lived across the courtyard. She was proud that her son had finished 

high school, although he had a lot of trouble finding work. She kept ‘running back 

and forth’ to the school to ensure that her other sons would also stay in school. Ms 

Brown had held several jobs and usually had work, but none of these jobs provided 

her stable employment with benefits. 

Ms Brown had once been married to a marine. When they divorced, she had 

ended up in the projects because she could no longer afford the house where she 

used to live, and her bills were piling up – but she believed she did not ‘belong’ 

there. She had a ‘different mentality’ than ‘the people out here’. With her van she 

gave people rides to the evangelistic church that she attended. Other residents called 

her the ‘church lady’. Ms Brown would talk about her life very much in terms of 

the test that God was putting her through, and derived a lot of strength from her 

religion. She was half-hearted involved with the Greenspace, as well as with other 

community events: she came when she had no other option, as when Beth came to 

pick her up, but disappeared from sight as much as she could. We talked about this 

while we spent the nightshift of her security guard job in the university’s dormitory 

together. Ms Brown explained that she wanted the community to thrive but then 

again did not want to be part of it, as it was full of things that she disapproved of 

– and she had regular conflicts with Ms Magnolia. A year later, she looked back 

and said that she had stopped going to the GGC meetings, and dropped out of the 

Greenspace, because it had not brought her what she had hoped for. She had wanted 
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to find help for her personal plans to start a catering business or even a restaurant, 

through ‘getting to know the right people’ – Beth, and her friends. Ms Brown had 

thus hoped for the strength of weak ties that she might have developed this way, but 

her hopes did not materialize. She did speak to Beth and others about her plans, but 

the advices that she got remained, in her opinion, too general: ‘they didn’t, like, tell 

me really, like tell me what to do, they just went like, I had to write a business plan 

and all that.’

Ms Meryll, a slim, small woman whose wide eyes behind glasses looked at the 

world as if in constant amazement, had lived in the projects for roughly the same time 

as Ms Magnolia. In her early sixties, she was in bad health. She believed her sorrows 

affected her health, and she had a lot to worry about. Her only son, who lived with 

her, hussled in ways he did not care to tell her and she did not care to know. So when 

the Housing Authority officials threatened her with eviction because they did think 

she knew, she was honest when she said she did not know – and was met with entire 

disbelief by the HA employee, who nevertheless let her stay. She took care of her 

son’s two sons over whom she had custody, because their mother was on drugs and 

disappeared from view. The boys were getting into more and more trouble now that 

they were in their early teens. She had basically lost all control over them. Ms Meryll 

did not like to talk about her life now, but enjoyed recalling her youth down South, 

where her family had had a beautiful garden with lots of vegetables. She participated 

in the program, she said, because Ms Magnolia was a friend: she therefore attended 

‘Ms Magnolia’s meetings’ when she was needed, and therefore participated in the 

Greenspace, but also because she ‘loved gardens’. The Greenspace brought back 

memories that visibly comforted her. 

By the time it was up and running the program was realistically slimmed down 

to planting in front of Ms Magnolia and Ms Meyll’s apartments, and in the yards of 

some elderly in the neighbourhood and near the community centre. When the truck 

with soil and plants and gardening tools of the URI arrived, Ms Magnolia also got 

her youngest son to help out, and told Princess to go and get Spike and Jake, two 

men in their forties who usually stayed in the Ghetto with relatives, or slept in the 

shelter down the road. Spike, who had become ‘quiet’ after years of ‘street’ and now 

worked in construction, claimed that he had always been ‘the type to give to the 

community’ (indeed, in the heydays of his informal career in the late 1980s, when he 

was in charge of the scaling, cooking and bagging of drugs in one of the larger drug 

trade schemes that the Ghetto had had in its history he used to support community 

activities financially). Jake, who earned money at times as a day labourer and when 

he did not find work, spent his time finding other ways to ‘get by or to get high’, as 

his mother put it, was the son of a friend of Ms Magnolia much older than herself. He 

said he ‘had nothing else to do.’ Ms Magnolia rewarded Spike and Jake afterwards 

with a few cans of beer. Other participants were children, mostly boys sometimes 

as young as six, who were excited that something was happening that gave them a 

break from hanging around in the streets while their mothers were at work or were 

getting high, or too busy with other problems. Or because aunts and grandmothers 

with whom they were staying had sent them outside because they were too much 

trouble in the cramped apartments, where, as a rule, many more people stayed than 

were on the lease. Briana, a five-year-old girl who helped out vigorously, got a little 
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flower planted at her front door across from Ms Magnolia’s apartment. A few days 

later, police raided the apartment where Briana lived. Her mother was evicted and 

the HA boarded up the apartment. The flower died. Some trees and shrubs were also 

planted near the community centre, with the help of children in a summer program 

run by the only non-profit service organization with a steady presence over the years 

in the area, LEAP. 

Other residents of the Ghetto did not participate, not even if they were aware of 

the program or learnt about it in passing. This had little to do with whether or not 

they liked the idea of a nice, well-kept garden. TC, 21, and looking for a job while on 

probation, did value nice gardens. When I drove him to hand in a job application in 

a wealthy neighbourhood with white, New England style houses sitting on perfectly 

mowed lawns, he explained that ‘everybody’ dreamt of having such a house with 

a beautiful garden and a white picketed fence (and TC was sure that if he would 

only get this maintenance job, it would give him a headstart to realize this dream 

for him and his girlfriend, who had five children, two of whom he had fathered). 

But few residents seemed able or willing to garden as an investment in community 

development. The community was not worth their precious scarce resources: time, 

energy, and long, carefully polished nails – even Ms Brown or Ms Meryll who did 

join would not see it that way. Nails, Timika, a 24-year-old single mother of two 

sons, explained, were important because they were nice. She did not agree that they 

might be a sign of not having to work with your hands, as their ancestors did in the 

fields, because as a dietary assistant in a home, she did work with her hands. But 

why would you ‘mess up your nails’ and get your hands dirty for gardening in a 

neighbourhood that you did not want to care about? All you wanted was to ‘move 

up, move out’: 

Ain’t nobody living here because they like it, well, may be some people do, like the 

crackheads, you know, crazy people, but normal people, they don’t wanna stay in the 

projects. If you don’t wanna get out no more, the project mentality got you, you got 

to fight that. I want more for me and my kids. Just look outta the window. Just look at 

them guys. I don’t want my kids to grow up like this. And trying to fix it up ‘round here, 

like with them flowers, it’s nice may be for the old people, they got their little garden or 

whatever, but ain’t no use for, like, for me, I ain’t got no time for that bullshit. I gotta 

work, I gotta provide for my kids, I gotta run back and forth to the school because my 

son’s acting up. I ain’t got no time, and anyways I’m getting outta here.

Yet Beth, Kevin and Georgina did not mind at all to get their hands dirty, and invest 

other resources, in a place geographically close but socially so remote from their 

daily life. This became even clearer when the shrubs and trees planted near the 

community centre were destroyed in the summer thereafter. 

There had not been a design for this, but once planted, Ms Magnolia said the 

three trees commemorated the three victims of the latest drug-related shootings. She 

talked at several TRC meetings about plans for plaques and a dedication ceremony. 

Not everyone welcomed Ms Magnolia’s idea of dedication. Giselle, 40, and herself 

struggling to keep her teenage son in school, argued that it was sad that these boys 

had died, but that it would not set a right example of something ‘positive’ for ‘the 

community’ to make them into heroes. Her friend Nikki agreed: ‘They should 
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dedicate them trees for the boys that graduated this year. They did something. You 

know what I’m saying, instead of just running the streets. But ain’t even three boys 

that graduated this year. Guys out here, they don’t care about finishing school, they 

don’t get themselves no education.’ The plaques never got placed – like many ideas 

launched at TRC meetings, they made it into the minutes but were not followed up. 

Still, the trees became informally known as one for each of the dead boys. Initially, 

Beth would come over to hook up a hose and water the plants and trees. The kids 

from LEAP then watered once in a while. But gradually nobody watered the trees. 

Kids broke off branches to horseplay with.

The HA then decided that they needed more storage space for their maintenance 

crew. They built a shed adjacent to the community centre, destroying the rather sad 

looking reminiscences of last year’s gardening effort. Beth happened to see the 

damage done when she visited the community centre for an unrelated matter. Her 

actions then show the workings of social capital across a bridge of race and class. 

And we see how notions of a ‘community’, albeit not communicated by a community 

got constructed in the process, a relevant point for the discussion in the second half 

of this chapter.

Beth first wrote an email to the director of the HA. He was also a law professor 

at the university where Beth was affiliated and lived a block away from the Square 

where Beth lived. Beth addressed him by his informal first name ‘Jim’, not James, 

and emailed him from her university address to his university address, not to his 

work address. In her email, she described a meeting she had had with a local 

architect (whom she knew through another neighbourhood group of which she was 

part), the director of URI (whom she had got to know well through some fundraising 

events and other environmental movements in the city), the HA’s asset manager of 

the Ghetto, the site coordinator of LEAP (who was also a friend of her son as they 

had been to the same high school), and Ms Brown as representative of the TRC 

– and hence ‘the community’ – describing this group in her email as a ‘community 

coalition’. She noted that the asset manager had expressed his support for the 

gardening, and had worked with this ‘community coalition’ to develop further ideas 

for it. She was dismayed that next thing she knew, the HA simply destroyed ‘all the 

work of the community last year.’ An exchange of emails followed, in which another 

manager of the HA apologized, but also claimed that this was the only place for the 

storage ‘available’. This evoked an outraged response from Beth, who pointed out 

that the location had not been available, and called the construction the equivalent 

of building a garage on the town’s green. In doing so, she discursively constructed 

an image of a community space that expressed a shared identity – which Ghetto 

residents would rarely, if at all, do. The destruction was presented as the violation 

of a crucial community spirit reflected in the physical structure of the courtyard and 

its plantings. 

This resonated with the views of URI and of the HA alike: they desired such 

community spirit and welcomed any positive effort in that direction. So her 

advocacy for ‘the community’ found willing ears. Knowing how to use the right 

access roads and fitting arguments, Beth and her friends from the GGC could thus 

quickly mobilize their resources. The local newspaper made the HA officials offer 

public apologies (with an article that referred to the dedication of the trees, stressing 
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the community spirit of the gardening, and the HA director calling it a ‘total screw-

up on our part’ and the asset manager saying it was a ‘tragic mistake’). The director 

of URI called and then wrote to the HA director and the architect was ready to speak 

about the value of community space for community building in a meeting with the 

asset manager.

Beth went with him to a meeting with the manager, on site in the Ghetto, taking 

me along. None of the residents attended this meeting. In an email to her friend and 

co-chair of the GGC, Beth described this as a ‘constructive’ meeting, but one in 

which they also acknowledged the difficulties of the gardening program, including 

its low participation rate. She believed that access to water was why residents did not 

water the plants: ‘[the asset manager] will get access to water for the Greenspace and 

work with us – the neighbourhood, Greenspace program and residents – to expand 

it to new groups (…) It does seem that the Greenspace could bring other court yards 

together. As [Jim] says, it is a tough site; there are groups to build on, but they often 

move or avoid getting involved (…) I have been canvassing for more participants. 

Some people said earlier they wanted to do it, but did not come forward. Some said 

to me what happened in the community courtyard showed them there was no point. 

I said it would not happen again.’

At that meeting, the three of them also discussed what they saw as the main problems 

of the Ghetto, concluding that it was the absence of youth programs. Their consensus 

that they had to find ways to involve the youth in the gardening, reflected the shift of 

alliance that was already occurring in the Greenspace program from ‘grandmothers’ 

to ‘kids’. We will continue this story in the second half of the chapter. For now, let us 

see what the development of the Greenspace teaches us about social capital.

Balance: Traffic over the Bridge

As we have seen above, there was quite a distance between the efforts of Beth to get 

the Greenspace off the ground and the involvement of Ghetto residents who were to 

benefit from it. I will make up the balance here through two related points. Firstly, 

I use the description so far to assess the social capital argument that social capital 

comes into being by virtue of the mechanisms of specific or generalized reciprocity. 

Secondly, I zoom in on the argument that doing something together strengthens a 

community’s social capital, as was the rationale behind the Greenspace program, 

I offer some interpretations why this did not happen in this specific case, thereby 

critically assessing some taken-for-granted ideas about community development. 

This raises some questions regarding the bridging nature of ties between networks, 

including the gatekeeping that may occur. 

Building credit or doing politics: rationalities

As we have seen above, Ms Brown came when she really had to, Ms Meryll, Spike 

and Jake all came out of friendship or because they owed Ms Magnolia something 

or got something from her, and children came because they liked it. But generally, 

participation in the Greenspace was very low.
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Striking is first, that the dropping out of Ms Brown fits the rational choice models 

of social capital perfectly. In participation Ms Brown saw options to enlarge her 

network and build weak ties, which she hoped to use for other purposes, so she 

was clearly instrumental about it. However, she felt she was doing a favour to Ms 

Magnolia and Beth by her participation. Certainly Beth would not see anyone’s 

participation as an investment in a dyad, or not even as an investment in a personal 

network to be cashed in individually later. Participation was an investment in the 

community that would benefit all, and make the Ghetto a better place to live for 

everybody. Beth completely missed the point that Ms Brown felt that Beth owed her 

something. But the idea that substantial rational motives about greater things than 

personal favours would guide behaviour was not quite how Ms Brown saw things, 

nor was it the perspective of Jake or Ms Meryll – Spike got closest to it, but even 

his giving to the community was something that he would phrase in other settings as 

‘giving back’ in relation to the burdens that drug trade imposed on the residents. In 

line with such instrumentality, if social ties in the networks of the Ghetto residents 

had one shared characteristic, it was the mutual reciprocity: I do this for you now, 

and when I need something, I will be looking for you. They framed, in other words, 

such ties pretty much within a rational choice model. This, as we will see below, 

affected the potential for community social capital.

And it contrasted with the ideas of Beth, Kevin and Georgina. The dominant 

rational choice idea of return on investment raises the question: where was their

expected return? Social capital theories alone are not enough to analyze such bridge-

building forms of collective action, or not in the current forms. Social capital theories 

either assume that individuals eventually benefit from their investments in ties with 

others, or that ‘the community’ is strengthened and that then, by default, that benefits 

individual community members – including those who went out of their way to get 

something done. But Beth went out of her way to get something done and never 

got repaid down the line, built no reputation among people relevant to her, nor was 

she part of the community that was to be strengthened through participation in the 

gardening. So not all parties involved in webs or relationships derive benefits from 

the workings of social capital, and the traffic over bridges is not an equal exchange 

by definition. In this case here, the imbalance in access to resources of Beth and 

other white middle class residents in the GGC compared to the disadvantaged 

position of the residents of the Ghetto made the social ties highly unequal, and thus 

inherently power-loaded. As Simmel (1964, 379) and Gouldner (1973) have pointed 

out, reciprocity does not always characterize social exchanges. Instead of a norm of 

reciprocity social ties can reflect a norm of beneficence (Gouldner 1973, 283, 291). 

Social capital resulting from such a normatively embedded practice is hence less 

balanced (see Gouldner 1973, 287–8).

Adherents of rational choice theory may argue that Beth and others who 

became involved, gained self-esteem through their volunteering. Their activism 

might give them a sense of being ‘needed’ or the nice feeling of doing ‘good’ of 

good old philanthropy. However, they could have opted for many good deeds to 

achieve a similar sense of self gratification trough far lesser efforts. Moreover, such 

a rational choice perspective shares with psychological explanations of altruism its 

individualistic approach that incorrectly assumes that mental events in aggregated 
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form cause social processes and structures (Tilly 1984, 26 ff). Beth and her friends 

did (and do) not just act as individuals with given private motives and preferences. 

The Greenspace can be seen as an expression of the ‘ideology’ (Allen 1980, 409; 

cf. Cole 1985) or, as I would prefer to call it, substantial rationality of progressive 

gentrifiers as a group – especially of those who are or have been part of groups of 

renovators in early days of gentrification (not necessarily of those middle classes 

who move into gentrified areas once they no longer form a challenge). Beth, Kevin, 

Georgina and other white middle class members of the GGC had made a deliberate 

choice for living in the city, as they wanted to be part of a ‘diversity’ and an ‘urban 

feel’, and because they wanted to bring their political views into practice. Following 

Weber and Mannheim, substantial rationality informs social actions when people 

do not just calculate means towards given ends, but when instead cultural, moral 

and political values, or the ends of actions themselves, guide their practices (Weber 

1978, 24–6, Mannheim 1940, 50–8).9 Such substantial rationality is not a matter of 

the individual. People do not invent moral and political ideas by themselves, but 

they are typical cultural products brought about by social relations. Such relations 

are ties to other people, but also to bodies of meaning as media and arts, that form 

a locally embedded, but not locally defined milieu (cf. Eade 1997). Allen (1980, 

409) argued that gentrifiers’ quest for diversity and originality makes them part of a 

wider ‘movement’ of utopian quests for a certain type of community. Berrey (2005) 

has also discussed how progressive, white activists in an ethnoracial and economic 

diverse Chicago neighbourhood frame activism in terms of a desire for a diverse 

community and identity personally with a place as basis for political commitments 

and entitlements to make political claims (Berrey 2005, 160–2). To gentrifiers, as 

Ley (1996, 6, see also Ley 1986) has pointed out, gentrification may thus be not 

just an investment in property that then needs to be defended and a position of a 

neighbourhood in a stratification of places (Logan and Molotch 1987) that then needs 

to be maintained. It can also be an expression of ‘cultural politics’: ‘a rejection of the 

suburbs and their perceived cultural conformity in favour of the more cosmopolitan 

and permissive opportunities of the central city. If so, then an inner-city home is 

much more than a functional convenience; for a particular fragment of the middle 

class, it is an integral part of their identity.’ Similarly, Filion (1991) has shown that the 

combination of values of gentrifiers with their advanced education, consumption of 

political information and general ‘political culture’ adds up to effective mobilization 

strategies of a peculiar kind. In this sense, the efforts of Beth and others like her to 

launch the Greenspace, and hence to build bridges with others unlike themselves 

and offer them roads to access resources that they otherwise would not have, can 

be seen as a form of cultural politics that goes beyond pure personal motives – let 

alone gains. Congruent with the findings of Berrey (2005), such cultural politics 

downplayed the white middle class residents’ own racial identities and their class 

status, as in the GGC out of which the Greenspace initially emerged. They, like the 

progressive whites in Berrey’s study, ‘politicize(d) their personal identification with 

9 Mannheim also made the far less known distinction between functional and substantial 

morality, which might be better applicable here. See for a discussion H. Blokland, 2005: 

chapter 3.
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a geographical place and their preference for living around people of other racial, 

ethnic and class backgrounds.’ Such substantial rationality of people of the same 

milieu may thus produce bridges to others and social capital, that does not imply 

trust and collective efficacy, nor personal favours, reputation and credit building. To 

ask how social ties and processes produce social capital hence means we have to ask: 

whose social capital, or social capital from whom?

Building a favour bank, not building community

This, then, relates to the second point that we can draw from the description above. 

It criticizes the idea that doing something together is community development, and 

will bring about social capital on a community’s level in every case. Simply put, 

the internal existing workings of social capital in the Ghetto prevented this. There 

definitely was abundant social capital in the form of people having outstanding 

credit for favours done in the past, and expectations for such favours to be repaid. 

There certainly was a structure of gossip and reputations to be used to sanction 

violations of such expectations, usually referred to as the ‘he say she say stuff’ or 

‘being in someone’s business’. In line with Williams (2005) findings, however, social 

support did not get exchanged through associations or organized collective actions, 

but through one-on-one exchanges in dyads. So the approach that participants took 

towards participating in the Greenspace was fully in line with the usual workings of 

social capital.

Ms Magnolia would not go around the neighbourhood and attempt to get 

everybody involved through a discourse of community, but left the flyers where 

Beth had put them, on the sofa in her living room, she called on her personal 

friends by phone, often right before a meeting or event, and told them she ‘needed’ 

them to come. Ms Magnolia was the elected president of the TRC, but she was a 

stronger community leader in the perspective of outsiders than in the eyes of Ghetto 

residents. She was, indeed, a strong leader to some groups of residents when it came 

to resolving conflicts, giving advice to young men and women, and attempting to 

keep the consequences of the informal economy in check, especially when it came to 

urging men not to take their conflicts to a level of violence. But she was not so strong 

in organizing events such as cook-outs or community parties, or in following up on 

all the plans that the TRC made for ‘the community.’ She had a tense relationship 

with a social service program that was trying to set up some activities, so there 

were different circles of residents drawing on different resources, often excluding 

those outside their circle. There was, put simply, not one community that could be 

mobilized, but there were several networks of people exchanging favours. 

As a gatekeeper at the bridge linking, in theory, the Ghetto to the network of 

Beth, Ms Magnolia did not always transmit information and resources to others in 

the Ghetto. Sometimes she simply did not get to it, as she had other things in her 

life to worry about, or different priorities at a given moment. But in other instances, 

she controlled the resources in ways that were common among several women who 

had somewhat of a leadership position, due to their access to resources, within the 

divergent networks in the Ghetto. So Ms Magnolia would introduce those residents to 

Beth who had shown her respect – just like someone who was in charge of distributing 
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Thanksgiving turkeys donated to ‘the community’ gave them not to residents who 

needed it most, but to those who had paid respect, expressed support or of whom one 

could expect personal favours in the future. Similarly, a resident-employee of the 

social service agency in charge of coordinating a monthly food- and clothing bank 

brought in her own circle of women to sort out the clothes and fill the paper bags 

with food the night before. Volunteering paid off, as these volunteers got the first 

pick at the food and clothes. But you could not volunteer to volunteer: one had to be 

invited. When there was a set of yellow, brand-new winter coats for children among 

the clothes, the resident employee distributed the coats among women who were 

supportive of her ways to work ‘for the community’ and with whom she had personal 

connections. There were no winter coats left when the bank opened its doors the next 

day for children whose mothers were not ‘connected’. There were none for children 

like Pearl, aged nine, daughter of a crack user who came with her mother’s boyfriend 

to look for clothes for herself, her little sister and her baby brother, or Larry, a ten-

year-old homeless boy with his mother in jail, staying on a rotating basis with family, 

who could not even get inside because there was no adult to accompany him. 

Inside the Ghetto, this was one of the scarce ways to use resources to establish 

rewards and sanctions, reciprocity, and reputation – in other words, to build social 

capital. But the usage of exchange and credit/debit as a dominant frame for social 

interactions among the residents of the Ghetto resulted not in low participation rates. 

People calculated that the costs were higher than the benefits to them personally, 

and, in addition, evaluated the entire scheme through such a perspective. This points 

again to the gap between the substantial rationality informing Beth’s and her friends’ 

actions, and the rationalities informing actions of residents of the Ghetto. Broken 

promises of all sorts of activists who had been coming through the Ghetto over the 

years had created cynicism. More importantly as it shows how reasoning evolved 

out of stronger instrumental than substantial rationality, residents often said that the 

Ghetto was ‘used’ by all sorts of people and agencies ‘to get grants.’ Never did a 

Ghetto resident explain the presence of whatever program, now or in the past, no 

matter how much they might have liked these programs, in terms of commitment 

of the outsiders involved to a substantial rationality of values like justice, equality, 

empathy, democracy, fairness – at most, they would refer to someone ‘enjoying to 

help poor people.’ Residents seldom saw grants as the results of activists striving to 

improve their lives, let alone as aimed at a better society. In their eyes, the grants were 

money given to people to get jobs out of ‘doing something for the people out here that 

we have never asked for.’ Whereas people like Beth thus came to the neighbourhood 

embedded in a certain substantial rationality, and not for personal gain, residents I 

talked to assumed that either this was her job (paid for by a grant intended for their

neighbourhood, naturally) or that there was some other rational choice explanation. 

So they would think twice to get involved in improving a place where they did 

not want to belong, putting in their scarce energy and time for a community they 

did not experience, and without the prospect of a return on their investment. Not 

participating made, thus, much more sense than becoming a participant.
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Part 2: Participation and Shifting Alliances in the Greenspace 

Such internal workings of social capital, strongly based on the mechanisms of credit 

and debit of a favours bank, remained invisible to outsiders. They had to remain 

unknown, because activists such as those in the Greenspace program, the GGC or  

charities would probably, coming from a position of commitment to and striving 

for equality, find such favouritism unacceptable. And because a program like the 

Greenspace relied heavily on one main bridge – between Beth and Ms Magnolia 

– to ‘work with the community’, the internal controversies, lack of cohesion and 

fragmentation also remained out of sight. So Beth and the others deduced as much 

as they could from the information they did have, and decided that rather than on all 

residents, they should aim to get the youth of the Ghetto involved in the Greenspace 

in its second year.

In the first year, the group had been seeking alliance with the grandmothers, who 

had become the discursive backbones of the Ghetto community throughout the first 

phases of the program. Ms Meryll’s tale of the nurturing comfort of a garden in face 

of the everyday hardship of Ghetto life had become the dominant trope in how the 

plantings had become a spatial symbol for community spirit. Whereas Beth in her 

first application had still presented ‘the community’ as a whole, when she reported 

back on the program in the GGC meetings, she would attune to Ms Meryll’s and Ms 

Magnolia’s story about the love for gardens of the older generation: the Greenspace 

might not have a community-wide support, she argued, but it was of great importance 

to ‘the grandmothers’.

When the grandmothers, often not much older than in their forties and born 

in the projects, did not become a strong basis for the program, a shift in alliance 

took place when Beth again applied for a Greenspace grant. With the experience 

of the enthusiastic children, Beth and the intern of URI now sought to engage the 

children even more. These children, after all, were growing up in an environment not 

beneficial to them, and they could be taught the community spirit and stewardship, 

so that they would care about their community and take pride in where they lived. 

With the LEAP-site coordinator and the URI intern, children were thus more 

systematically included in the second year. A group of boys around the age of 9 to 11 

planted shrubs in one of their grandmother’s front yards, and proudly posted a sign 

with their names next to it. Kevin and Georgina loved the boys efforts and came over 

on a Saturday morning to plant some extra shrubs and flowers. Grandmother Angie, 

however, could not be convinced to be in charge of helping watering them, so Kevin 

and Georgina called on another resident, Cheyenne, who lived across the courtyard. 

They knew Cheyenne because she had come to a couple of the GGC meetings. 

She wanted to find out some things about the magnet school program, a theme that 

had been scheduled for a few meetings in a row, but did not plan on becoming a 

permanent member of the group, nor did she want to be engaged in doing more 

for ‘the community’. She, as she explained in an interview, did not belong in the 

projects. She only ended up there due to bad luck, and she was moving out as soon as 

she could, if she could only hold a job for a bit longer than she had managed to do so 

far and save enough money for the security deposit for a private apartment – as she 

had tried for a couple of years now. But Cheyenne did not tell Kevin and Georgina 
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so – she instead said that yes, she would help the boys with their garden and talk to 

them about some more gardening activities for youth that URI had been setting up. 

When Kevin and Georgina came to pick up the boys to take them there, Cheyenne 

was not home, and as Kevin and Georgina did not know where to find them, they 

ended up not going. Cheyenne, it turned out later, said she had told Ms Angie but she 

must have forgotten. Kevin and Georgina had hoped to stimulate the boys with their 

little garden so that they had something ‘to be proud of’ and ‘something positive in 

their lives.’ The boys definitely had a good time as long as the planting session lasted. 

But only a few days later the plants had died because nobody had watered them. 

Some of the boys were known as ‘bad’ in the Ghetto by the time they were ten. 

As the stories went, they stripped a girl off all her clothes once and then went around 

boasting about it, functioned as look-outs and money holders for drug dealers and 

spent more time outside than inside their classroom because of suspensions. A year 

later, Tommy, the ‘leader’ of this little group pretended not to remember he ever did 

such a ‘corny’ thing as planting. By the time that Tommy was thirteen and taking the 

fast road to becoming even cooler in school and in the neighbourhood, people would 

say he looked like his father, a handsome man with a golden tooth that many of the 

young women fancied, and who was one of the more successful local drug- dealers. He 

was released from jail recently and back ‘on the block’ right away. Tommy’s mother 

took little interest in him. Grandmother Angie had taken to the bottle even more than 

before, unable to solve her problems with the boy. Factors like ambivalence towards 

‘the neighbourhood’, strong notions of what was and what was not ‘corny’ and peer 

pressure to adhere to these, large everyday problems of youngsters with very little 

stability in their lives, the absence of adults who could organize the involvement of 

the children, the inability of parents to get their children to places on times agreed 

and the project-based nature of the program (with a presence of only a few weeks in 

spring and summer) all contributed to the failure to make the children stewards of 

the Greenspace.

So in their definitely well-intended efforts to get ‘the community involved’ Beth 

and others had been disappointed somewhat. In these efforts, one can trace a gradual 

shift in who were crucially the deserving part of the Ghetto, as ‘the community’ 

juxtaposed against the evils from which or the devils from whom they had to 

‘take back’ the public space: the drug dealers, the crazy junks, the bums from the 

shelter next door, or sometimes simply ‘the guys’. The ‘community’ had to take 

back the symbolic definition of a ‘community space’ through collective action and 

eventually enhanced social control, an idea popular ever since the revival of Jane 

Jacobs arguments (Jacobs 1961). Defining ownership and struggles over ownership 

of public space in troubled neighbourhoods certainly is an important issue, and 

collective action with such aims at times has proven effective, including to some 

extent in American housing projects (Venkatesh 2000). 

Given the popularity of such ideas in current debates in the milieu of Beth, 

Kevin, Georgina and gentrifiers like them, including for example the embracing of 

ideas of New Urbanism, it is not surprising that these well informed, well educated 

and substantial rationally motivated citizens brought ideas along these lines with 

them to the gardening effort. Members of resource-rich networks as they were, they 

meanwhile lacked access to roads that could provide them with a more in-depth 
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understanding of every day life in ghettos, and of the peculiarities of the Ghetto. 

This is not to say that they were to blame for this. Residents of the Ghetto actively 

ensured that they would not acquire such an understanding. In doing so, these 

residents themselves helped to reinforce dominant images of ghettos as the habitats 

of juxtaposed groups of deserving versus undeserving poor.

After all, the effect of mechanisms of workings of social capital within the Ghetto 

was a low participation rate that confirmed the standard image of the low-income 

housing development as a site where people were passive and disinterested, if not 

threatened by evil around them. Giving little access to in-depth understandings of the 

Ghetto meant that residents did not directly challenge the prevalent idea that there 

was such a thing as one community. For lack of alternatives, the Greenspace, like 

other programs over the years, by and large worked from that prevalent idea. The 

main differentiation that they worked with was the juxtaposition of the deserving 

community versus the undeserving troublemakers. 

The actual practices of the Greenspace then further reinforced this juxtaposition, 

moving it towards a broader notion of an underclass, hinting at a separate category 

from simply ‘poor’ (also Gans 1995, 43). Although many of the robust plants survived 

in some of the yards, the third year there was hardly a visibly outstanding garden-

like front yard left. Ms Magnolia more or less dropped out, partly because of health 

problems and partly because of increasing communication difficulties between her 

and the GGC. The resident who had worked for the social service agency that ran 

the food- and clothing-bank was elected the new president of the TRC by a handful 

of voters. She now had a blossoming cherry tree in her front yard (of the apartment 

she then left for another unit). She had helped organizing the participation of the 

kids. This had not been a great success, with promises made but not kept and a few 

occasions where she had not shown up. 

When in the third year then the intern was fluent in Spanish, he and Beth 

targeted the Hispanic population, a category increasing in numbers but not in the 

black dominated social life in the public spaces of the housing project. With some 

exceptions, Hispanic residents communicated little with blacks, their children 

played outside far less and they socialized less frequently outside than blacks. They 

consisted more often of families that included a male husband, they seemed to be 

working in the formal labour market more often, and they were not visibly involved 

in the street drug trade in the Ghetto, which was dominated by black men. Beth 

and the intern had picked up on the fact that some of them already had gardened a 

little in their front yard. They hoped to consolidate such efforts through supporting 

them and including them in the Greenspace program. For the sake of beautifying 

the neighbourhood through gardens in individual front yards, this was a very viable 

strategy. For the Greenspace as a community program of and for the residents it 

meant a move away from attempts to strengthen or build community and social 

capital through gardening together.

For the social distances of class and race and emulation of discourses of inequality 

that in effect contribute to their durability (cf. Tilly 1998), the fact that the Hispanics 

who participated did so with enthusiasm and kept taking care of the plantings meant 

another reinforcement of the idea of a Black underclass distinctively different from 
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other poor people, including dysfunctional people who did not even have the self 

respect to take care of the fruits of their own labour. 

Beth and her friends in the GGC, URI and so forth did of course not formulate 

such constructions of an underclass actively.10 Michelle, Georgina and Kevin, all 

used their professional experiences with the black ‘underclass’ to interpret the 

Ghetto and its residents of which they had so little actual knowledge. In interviews, 

they all did so within a framework of an underclass with no self respect, who faced 

the challenges and bad influences of non-deserving deviants assumed to be unrelated 

outsiders to ‘their community’. And once more, they could also hardly be ‘blamed’ 

for formulating such narratives. Theoretically, they could not be blamed because 

as Tilly (1998, 36) argued, we all learn early in life to tell stories ‘in which self-

motivating actors firmly located in space and time produce all significant changes 

through their efforts’ and we could hardly expect people to apply relational analyses 

to their daily lives (see also Loseke 2007). And in our case, residents of the Ghetto 

who did have contacts with them actively contributed to such a reinforcement of the 

dominant imagery of ghettos, the underclass and The Ghetto, too. However much 

they would drink in the Ghetto, they would not touch an alcoholic beverage at a 

GGC-meeting that took place in a local restaurant, on invitation of the owner, where 

almost everybody else – white and middle class – was drinking anything from wine 

to straight bourbon. They would dig the dirt planting flowers to fight the decay and 

unsafety with their sons and friends playing cards waiting for customers for their 

drugs in eyesight. They would lament the ‘hoodlums’ in the small park at the front 

of the ghetto and agree at GGC and other neighbourhood meetings that ‘something 

needs to be done about them’ and go play cards with them the very next day. They 

would reject violence in conversations with outsiders and have men owning guns 

in their house. They would call boyfriends husbands or the other way around. They 

would deny the existence of boyfriends as it was ‘better’ in their views on what 

their white middle class new acquaintances would think to be a single mother than 

to be the girl of a convicted drug dealer. And through distancing themselves in all 

such ways from others labelled ‘the people out here’, they helped to perpetuate the 

imagery of this Ghetto as well as of the ghetto as a socially constructed type as a 

neighbourhood with a clear demarcation of a deserving ‘community’ threatened by 

those undeserving poor. Sadly, such principles of emulation and adaptation (Tilly 

1998) also meant that they were blocking roads to access resources. They might 

help enhance their personal and community social capital, if they had educated the 

progressive white middle class more about what it was that concerned them most. 

However, they had limited information, too. All they had to draw on was a container 

of memories of prejudiced, difficult encounters with white middle class people, 

often social workers, teachers, police or judges and lawyers. Such experiences made 

them not very inclined to see substantial rationality and commitment on their behalf. 

Moreover the power-loaded bridges, safely guarded by gatekeepers in a system 

strongly relying on favours, reputation and building credit, and the huge distance in 

10 But some class constitutive effects did indeed occur in the relations between the 

gentrifiers and others, and hence do lay inside just as well as outside the neighborhood, unlike 

Bridge (1995, 245) has argued.
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rationalities that residents from the Ghetto and those from the Square brought to the 

table, created barriers that simply communicating better would not resolve. 

Conclusions

This description brings me, then, to the following conclusions about the workings of 

social capital as bridges crossing and maintaining borders. 

The ways in which the bridges that programs such as the Greenspace and 

neighbourhood organizations like the GGC reinforced rather than challenged 

categorical borders and the dominant meanings constructed about them, were not the 

result of anybody’s intentions or rational choices. They were the result of complex 

dynamics of social relationships within the Ghetto, between residents of the Ghetto 

and those of the affluent Square, and between residents of the Square and third 

parties. Eventually, people at both sides of the bridge in their interactions crossed 

borders of race and class but at the very same time communicated understandings 

of their own and each other’s social identity or, in Bourdieuian sense, positioning 

(Bourdieu 1984). 

This, then, had results for the reproduction or accumulation of social capital on 

a more individual level. As bridges were built but understandings of distance and 

difference rather than commonality crossed over such bridges, such bridge buildings 

for individual residents rarely translated into the sort of social capital as defined by 

Portes (1995, 12), ‘the capacity of individuals to command scarce resources by virtue 

of their membership in networks or broader social structures.’ When Ghetto residents 

expected personal returns, they did not acquire them, and when they could have 

benefited from support and resources from gentrifiers in cases of specific problems, 

the mutual imageries prevented the development of ties in which they could ask 

for such support. Thus social capital of the bridging type available on a group or 

community level and possibly effective there, as in the case of the Greenspace 

discussed here, does not in itself suffice for effective social capital accumulation for 

the individuals involved. 

Finally then, this feeds into three conclusions about social capital. Firstly, bridging 

social capital in weak ties is just as much normatively and morally value – loaded as 

any other interaction, and rational choice exchange models cannot address this. Yet 

to understand the mechanisms of social capital, the transfer of moral or normative 

understanding of the other is on the other side of a bridge is crucial. Secondly, the 

study of social capital should pay more attention to the apparently simple question: 

social capital for whom? Thirdly, we critically need to rethink the ideas of bonding 

and bridging, especially when they are easily coupled with weak and strong ties and, 

in turn, with intergroup versus intra-group relations.

It appears that, first, some bonding, in the sense of a more thorough understanding 

of mutual social positions, motives, substantial rationalities and contexts and, second,  

some sort of processes allowing for social identifications rather dis-identifications 

would be needed for bridging social capital to do the job many think it capable of. In 

other words: gardening clubs (and maybe even bowling leagues) might just as well 
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be sites where categorical borders and inequalities are reinforced as they can be sites 

where they are challenged.
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Chapter 9

Political Participation,  

Social Networks and the City
Mike Savage, Gindo Tampubolon and Alan Warde

Introduction

Douglas Rae’s (2003) emphasis on ‘the end of urbanism’, associated with the 

decentralization of economic activity, the rise of suburbia, and the eclipse of central 

public urban space, poses serious issues regarding the significance of voluntary 

associations for generating involvement and activism in contemporary urban 

conditions. Rae relates the golden age of voluntary associations to the emergence 

of the industrial city itself, so re-iterating the emphasis of urban sociologists from 

Max Weber to Richard Sennett (1977) who insist on the distinctive role of the urban 

public realm within modern urbanism. What, then, is the significance of voluntary 

associations in the contemporary city? Some urban theorists now see communication 

and association as organized in fundamentally different ways, through the elaboration 

of lifestyle enclaves (Fischer 1982; Bellah et al. 1984), virtual communication and 

digital coding (Graham and Marvin 2001; Amin and Thrift 2002), and forms of 

belonging which do not require local, face to face interaction (Savage et al. 2005). 

Such an account is consistent with much of the social capital literature which sees 

voluntary associations as thriving better in small town locations and challenged by 

the rise of urban sprawl (Putnam 2000, and see the discussion in Chapter 1). 

Despite this sense of decline, we need to recognize that voluntary associations 

continue to exist, and in large numbers of cases, thrive, in urban environments. Here 

we explore in detail how the urban context facilitates involvement in two voluntary 

associations located in Greater Manchester. We deliberately take two contrasting 

associations, so that we can reflect on their different capacities for urban engagement. 

One is a local branch of the Labour Party, located in an affluent suburb, and the 

other is a conservation group which operates in Manchester as whole. The different 

histories, aims, and spatial reach of these two groups make them suitable case 

studies. Whereas the Labour Party harks back to the classic urban age and campaigns 

on local, national and international public issues, the conservation group is a newly 

formed social movement, oriented towards environmental politics, the scale of 

which has risen dramatically in recent years, and draws in enthusiasts from across 

Manchester. By examining their network structure, and distinguishing between core 

members, those who are more peripheral, and those who are isolates, we are able to 

examine the different capacities these two groups have to engage their members. 
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Our research methodology, which draws on social network analysis, is distinctive 

in examining in detail the internal networks of associational members. We are thereby 

able to (1) gain data on whole networks rather than on samples of individuals; (2) 

identify network connections around different intra-organizational functions; and (3) 

link network data to life histories. 

We begin, in the next section, by exploring theoretical issues in the study of 

mobilization and engagement, before, in Section three, laying out our case studies 

and methods. Section four uses our social network analysis to show that the Labour 

Party is systematically better able to generate more activism and energy from its 

members, and Section five shows how this can be understood in terms of the different 

relationships the two groups have to their urban environment. 

Social Capital and the City 

Although there has been a concerted attempt in recent literature on social capital 

to broaden the emphasis from the study of formal voluntary associations to include 

informal ties, nonetheless the study of voluntary associations remains vital. This 

literature has increasingly questioned whether Putnam’s account of a steady decline 

in associational membership in the US can be generalized (see e.g. Halpern 2005: 

chapter 7). Hall (1999) argues that membership in associations has remained relatively 

stable in the UK, and Li et al. (2003) show that any decline which can be detected is 

largely attributable to plummeting membership in trade unions and ‘working men’s 

social clubs’ rather than across the board. It is possible to detect some areas in which 

voluntary membership is booming, notably amongst environmental associations and 

sports clubs (see e.g. Crossley 2006).  

In considering these trends, it is increasingly clear that qualitative indicators of 

the kinds of participation associated with membership are more important than head 

counts of how many people are formal members or not. Some expanding associations 

are of the ‘cheque-book’ variety, where a formal subscription is all that is required of 

members, who then can expect a service to be provided by the organization: a kind 

of ‘commodification of engagement’ which is not conducive to social capital. On the 

other hand, some forms of sociation can still be generated by commercially provided 

social capital, as Crossley (2006) shows in his ethnographic study of members of 

private gymnasiums. We should not assume that forms of engagement and activism 

cannot be generated from these. This argument applies with particular force to 

various kinds of social movement which have prospered in most nations, and which 

offer an alternative to mobilization in political parties.

These considerations mean that we need to avoid the assumption that being a 

member of an association necessarily conveys ‘social capital’. We need, instead, 

to explore the kinds of conditions under which membership is likely to lead to 

engagement amongst its members, through a closer scrutiny of the particular 

mechanisms which generate this. Here social network analysis can be of major 

importance, since it allows us to assess the extent of interaction amongst members 

of organizations. Social network analysis has been used within the social capital 

literature, but mainly to examine how individuals can use their contacts to increase 
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their own resources (Lin 2002 and Burt 2000; 2002; 2005). We instead are more 

interested in exploring how the internal networks of associations work, how they 

are related to the mobilization of members, and how they affect generalized trust. 

There is remarkably little literature in this area. The most relevant arguments are 

derived from studies of social networks and social movement organizations (see 

generally Diani and McAdam, 2003). However, much of this literature is couched 

within a resource mobilization tradition which sees networks as resources allowing 

mobilization within the context of opportunities and constraints imposed by political 

environments. Attention has focused on how networks may explain whether an 

individual is available for participation (McAdam and Snow, 1997, 120–1; Snow et 

al., 1980; McAdam, 1986; McAdam and Paulsen, 1993), and structural availability 

focused on the ‘meso-level’ of organizations, institutions and communication 

networks in the emergence of collective action, so that activism is seen as driven 

by ‘demand’ as well as ‘supply’ (see the overviews by Morris, 1997; Mueller, 1994; 

Rudig, 1990). Within this context, social networks tend to be seen as some kind 

of personal resource which allow people to gain knowledge, further contacts, or 

resources that they can use, such that networks can be seen as a measure of ‘social 

capital’ (see generally, Portes 1998).1

This literature has become increasingly sophisticated as it engages with more 

technical network literature (e.g. Gould, 1995; 2003), but continues to rely on more 

individualistic approaches to social capital, concerned with the factors which lead 

individuals to join associations and social movements, rather than how involvement 

itself generate trust and co-operation. Diani and McAdam (2003) seek to reconcile 

American approaches, which tend to be couched within a rational choice framework 

ultimately reliant on a structural, resources based perspective, and European 

approaches, more likely to emphasize culture and to be interested in the agency of 

social movements themselves (see the discussion in Crossley 2002). In the hands of 

some network researchers, notably Harrison White (1992), the relational properties 

of networks are seen as crucial to the formation of identities, with the resulting 

implication that network approaches offer the potential for reconciling structure 

and agency (see further Knox et al. 2005). Although it is clear that these pointers 

indicate the value of whole network approaches to social movements, these are not 

spelt out or elaborated. Network analysis within social movement studies has mainly 

been applied to looking at the ties between organizations, (e.g. Diani, 1995; 2003) 

rather than between the individual members or activists within any social movement 

organization. One exception is Passy (2003) who explores how network affects 

members’ intensity and duration of involvement, but she only examines the role of 

social networks outside the organization. Another is Mische (2003) who points out 

the importance of examining the interplay between networks and communication 

structures in movement settings, and suggests possible mechanisms whereby certain 

1 The classic demonstration remains Granovetter’s (1973) argument that those whose 

networks are characterized by weak ties (lots of people they do not know well) have greater 

potential to find jobs compared to those with strong tie networks. 
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kinds of network might generate social capital as a result of the relationship between 

the internal connections of members and their communicative relationships.2

In this chapter, then, we break new ground by examining the whole network 

structure of members of two contrasting organizations to examine how they may be 

conducive to forms of engagement and interpersonal trust, and how such differences 

may be related to the urban context of these associations. 

Methods

Most studies of political activism have used either detailed case studies of particular 

social movement organizations (e.g. Bagguley 1995; Diani 1995; Eckersley 1989; 

Mueller 1994), or survey analyses examining the characteristics of members or 

activists in general (e.g. Parry et al., 1992; Hall 1999; Warde et al. 2003; Li et al.

2002; 2003).3 We, however link the personal characteristics of members with their 

network ties, permitting systematic comparison of the structure and dynamics of 

activism in each organization. The two case studies are deliberately chosen from the 

Greater Manchester area (see also Devine et al. in this volume), which exemplifies 

many of the trends that Rae (2004) outlines. 

Manchester was the first major industrial city, due to its role as capital of the 

cotton textile industry during British industrialization, and having developed a large 

inland docking facility and one of the world’s first industrial estates, it retained a 

very strong industrial base down to the 1960s. However, from this period it was 

marked by intense de-industrialization, and the re-location of economic activity to 

the southern suburban fringes. Boosted by finance and service led development from 

the 1980s, it is now an excellent example of a decentralized urban agglomeration, 

with its population of six million dispersed through an urban environment connected 

by an orbital motorway network.

From this urban location we chose two different kinds of social movement 

organization to study. Firstly, we selected a local Labour Party branch, which has 

since 1918 been one of the two main political parties in Britain. This might be seen 

as an example of a ‘traditional’ organization, whose role is to campaign on public 

issues in its locality and contest local elections. It works in an old Victorian suburb 

which has a strong tradition of civic involvement and engagement, notably in adult 

education and church attendance. The case study branch is relatively active, and 

comprises a number of adjacent wards (neighborhoods), which operate together 

2 Mische (2003) identifies four ‘conversational mechanisms’ that facilitate different kinds 

of mobilization. The first are ‘identity qualifying’ statements where activists align themselves 

to particular movements by using a phrase like ‘as a member of …’. ‘Temporal cueing’ links 

activists into the temporal projects of the movement itself. ‘Generality shifting’ allow activists 

to change the scope and specificity of the groups that they identify as part of the movement, 

whilst ‘multiple targeting’ avoids specificity and tries to appeal to different audiences. 

3 The exceptions here include historical studies of social mobilization where it is possible 

to use archival data to glean information on the characteristics of political activists. See Gould 

(1995).
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organizationally because of low membership levels in any one ward. The size of the 

branch membership at the time of the survey was 128. 

Our other case study is an independent conservation group in metropolitan 

Manchester. This nature protection association engages in ‘pressure politics’, 

mainly by lobbying local and central government to protect wildlife and natural 

environments. It began as a group of local wildlife gardeners in the 1980s, and later 

broadened its concerns to the conservation of wildlife within the city as a whole. 

It is thus an example of an enthusiasm based group, able to draw members from 

across the entire conurbation, and work in a number of locations across the wider 

Manchester area. The group participates in a national network of similar groups, but 

operates structurally as an autonomous local group. Like many local environmental 

groups (see Lowe and Goyder, 1983), it seeks to influence the local authority in 

safeguarding particular sites, as well as influencing general policies on conservation 

and development. The conservation group was in a quieter phase of a ‘protest cycle’ 

(Tarrow, 1995) at the time of the research, but still had 121 members.4

By contrasting these two groups we are able, therefore, to assess the different 

kinds of mobilization possible in older and newer kinds of association. The Labour 

Party represents a traditional, civic, locally oriented organization, whereas the 

Conservation Group represents a contemporary, enthusiasm based metropolitan 

organization. The former exemplifies an older form of urban engagement, and 

the latter a newer kind of urban movement Through tracing the specific networks 

within each groups, we are thus able to tease out the potential of each to generate 

mobilization and trust. 

 Our research had three stages. Firstly, using the membership lists made available 

to us by the organizations, we sent a postal questionnaire to all members, asking 

for information on their socio-economic position, the means by which they were 

recruited, and the extent and nature of their participation and commitment. We also 

asked people to name anyone in the organization with whom they ‘discuss things 

to do with the organization (for example, activities, issues, strategy)’. We sent up 

to three reminders, and obtained a very high response rate of 79 per cent for the 

Conservation Group and 80 per cent for the Labour Party. 

At the end of this postal questionnaire, respondents were asked if we could 

interview them face-to-face to elicit fuller network information. 108 members agreed. 

This amounts to a response rate for the Conservation group of 46 per cent of all 

members (58 per cent of those who had returned postal questionnaires), and for the 

Labour Party 41 per cent (52 per cent). In these interviews we asked respondents to 

identify, from a roster of all the members of their branch, who they met socially outside 

the organization; who they got information from, and with whom they discussed 

organizational matters. In this way, we were able to assess whether social networks 

were specific to one of these contexts or whether they spanned them. We also asked 

about people’s networks outside the organization, though we do not analyze this data 

4 We also had a third case study, an environmental group. Because it was much smaller 

with the other two organizations (it had only 31 members), we have omitted it from most 

of our analysis so that we can focus on the pair-wise comparison between the two larger 

organizations. 
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in this chapter since it goes beyond our interest in intra-organizational networks. 

Because respondents chose people with whom they had ties from a roster of names, 

all members of the organization could potentially be included as members of their 

network, even if they were not themselves interviewed. However, we are not able to 

determine systematically whether ties are reciprocal (since some of those named by 

a respondent will not have been interviewed and we therefore cannot check whether 

they would have in turn named the respondent as a tie). 

Thirdly, we conducted life history interviews with ten members from each 

organization. These were sampled from those who participated in the second phase 

to obtain similar numbers who were very active, semi-active and relatively inactive. 

The interviews were usually conducted in the respondents’ home but sometimes 

in a public space (according to the wishes of the respondent) and lasted between 

45 minutes and three hours. A semi-structured interview schedule was used with 

open ended questions clustered around eight themes: activist trajectory, early home 

life, education, employment history, voluntary and community involvements, 

neighborhood, friendship networks and leisure activities. These interviews provided 

information on people’s own activist identities and the relationship between their 

personal circumstances and their social networks. These three phases of fieldwork 

were conducted between 1999 and 2001. 

Our data allows us to map the internal social networks of our case study 

associations, along several dimensions in unprecedented detail. We can distinguish 

the position of individual members within the organization, measured here as core, 

periphery or isolate; we can distinguish the different kinds of networks across four 

types of activity; examine their levels of trust in other people and in particular 

institutions with a social and political relevance; and members’ propensity to play an 

active role in its formal activities. 

Network Structures and Engagement

Figures 9.1 and 9.2 reveal the people with whom the members reported (during 

phase one of the study) discussing organizational matters. Figure 9.1 reveals that 

two-thirds of Labour Party members did not discuss organizational matters with 

anyone else. The core of the Labour Party network, defined as those who discussed 

issues with five or more other members, consists of nine people (9 per cent of the 

total membership). Ties between these core members are well developed, as are 

their links to more peripheral members who have between one and four ties to other 

members. Figure 9.2 shows that just over half of the members of the Conservation 

group are isolates. The core of the group, however, is much smaller, containing only 

five members (5 per cent of the total membership), with members of the periphery 

communicating primarily with only two members of the core. Beyond their ties to 

these two dominant individuals, there are very few other ties between members of 

the periphery. This is a very sparse network with a small core. 

We might characterize the Labour Party as comprising an ‘inner circle’, with 

a significant body of ‘networked’ members, and a dense structure of ties with 

other core members, then stretching out to peripheral members, but also detached 
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completely from a large proportion of the membership. In the conservation group, 

by contrast, there is more of a bicycle wheel, ‘hub and spoke’, structure with a small 

central group communicating with a larger number of peripheral members, but fewer 

crosscutting ties between other members. 

Let us cut to the chase by immediately examining whether these core, peripheral, 

and isolate members differ significantly in their activism and trust. Table 9.1 uses 

information from the first phase postal questionnaire to show that nearly all members 

were active somehow, but that this took very different forms. Nearly everyone read 

the newsletters, but less than half went to meetings, donated money, or attended 

social events. It is also apparent that there is a significant difference between the 

Labour Party and the Conservation Group. Activism in the latter was lower overall 

and involved less effort. Only one activity, reading the newsletter, was reported by 

more than a quarter of its members, and it is striking that this is largely a passive and 

Figure 9.1 Communication networks within the Labour Party

Note: Respondents were asked ‘with whom do you discuss things to do with the 

organization (for example, activities, issues, strategy)’.
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private activity. Less than a quarter of the membership attended meetings or wrote 

letters of protest. By contrast, Labour Party members were more likely to attend 

meetings, donate money, sign petitions, and get involved in fund raising. They were 

also considerably more sociable with each other. 

Figure 9.2 Communication networks within the Conservation Group

Note: Respondents were asked ‘with whom do you discuss things to do with the 

organization (for example, activities, issues, strategy)’.
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Table 9.1 Members engaging in particular activities at least once a year 

(percentage)

Activity Labour Party Conservation

Reading newsletter 83 98

Donating money 42 11

Writing letter of protest 19 23

Signing petition 33 11

Purchasing merchandise 4 4

Attending meetings 40 23

Attending demonstrations 8 5

Awareness or fund raising 23 9

Organizing social event 6 0

Attending social event 28 2

Administrative work 17 9

Research or writing 8 11

Presentations to outside organization 4 4

Liaising with media 6 7

Consultation 7 11

Representation on committees 12 7

Direct action 0 4

N = 102 96

Table 9.2 examines the variables which correlate with levels of activism in the two 

organizations – defined here as the amount of time spent on organizational activities.5

Table 9.2 shows that that network position is the only significant variable which 

accounts for different levels of activism amongst members. Core members (especially) 

and peripheral members are significantly more likely than isolates to be active. This is 

not surprising: we would normally expect that those in core positions are most active 

simply by virtue of their being in such positions, but it is striking that no other factor, 

including the individual social class position, age and gender of the members, makes 

any difference. It is important to note that there are no differences between the two 

organizations, apart from the network structures that we have elaborated above. The 

greater activism of Labour Party members is attributable to its ‘inner circle’ network 

structure with a larger core tends to generate higher levels of involvement. 

5 The dependent variable here is the total number of hours per month spent active in the 

organization, using zero inflated Poisson, because In addition, we have used factor analysis 

to reveal three different forms of activism, one linking those who were collectively active, 

another linking those who were financially active, and a third linking those who were active 

in individual activities. However, since there are no obvious differences in the factors pre-

disposing individuals to these three types of activism, we focus here on an aggregate measure 

of total time active.  
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Table 9.2 Correlates of activism

Dependent variable: number of hours spent active on organizational activity per month

Zero-inflated Poisson regression  Number of obs =  169

Nonzero obs =  28

Zero obs  =  141

Inflation model = logit  LR chi2(9)      =  60.99

Log likelihood = -87.94012 Prob > chi2     =  0.0000

    Coef. Std. Err.      z    P>

Conservation group*  1.034998   .4213122     2.46   0.014 

Network position+ 

   Periphery       2.444755   .5226387     4.68   0.000  

   Core  3.884796   .5829913     6.66   0.000  

Female<   .246866   .3655539     0.68   0.499  

Personal income  .1297753   .0767649     1.69   0.091  

Class >

   Petty bourgeoisie -37.40755   1.70e+08    -0.00   1.000  

   Small holders       .2938257   .5454603     0.54   0.590  

   Skilled workers   2.561105   .7123353     3.60   0.000  

   Non-skilled work -39.98986   4.44e+08    -0.00   1.000  

Constant -3.733957   .8303775    -4.50   0.000  

Reference categories are: 

* Labour Party

+ Isolate

< male

> Service class

The reason why individual socio-demographic factors are not associated with levels of 

activism is largely due to the social homogeneity of the two organizations concerned 

(see Table 9.3). Both were predominantly white, middle class organizations, which 

is in keeping with the evidence that associational membership in the UK is becoming 

increasingly socially skewed towards highly educated, professional and managerial 

groups (Li et al. 2003; Warde et al. 2003). The conservation group members had 

somewhat lower incomes (in large part because they were more likely to be retired), 

were more often found in intermediate white-collar occupations and less often 

in professional positions, but had somewhat higher educational qualifications. In 

neither case were there significant numbers of non-white, working class, members.
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Table 9.3 Socio-economic characteristics of the memberships

Labour party 

(n=102)

Conservation 

group (n=94)

Personal gross annual income (pounds)

<10000 (n = 57) 22.6 40.9

10000-14999 (n = 38) 16.1 26.1

15000-19999 (n = 21) 11.8 11.4

20000-24999 (n = 14) 9.7 5.7

25000-29999 (n = 10) 5.4 5.7

30000-34999 (n = 12) 6.5 6.8

35000-39999 (n = 5) 4.3 1.1

40000-44999 (n = 6) 5.4 1.1

45000-49999 (n = 2) 2.2 0.0

50000-59999 (n = 5) 5.4 0.0

+60000 (n = 11) 10.8 1.1

Highest educational qualification

none (n = 12) 10.0 2.2

gcse (n = 17) 12.0 5.6

a-level (n = 26) 13.0 14.4

technical (n = 21) 7.0 15.6

nursing (n = 6) 3.0 3.3

degree (n = 44) 24.0 22.2

postgraduate (n = 64) 31.0 36.7

Total (n = 190) 100.0 100.0

Occupational group

Managers and administrators (n = 49) 24.5 25.8

professionals (n = 71) 42.2 30.1

assoc profs and technicians (n = 33) 14.7 19.4

clerical and secretarial (n = 19) 4.9 15.1

craft and related (n = 8) 5.9 2.2

Personal and protective services (n = 5) 1.0 4.3

sales and related (n = 6) 2.9 3.2

plant and machine operatives (n = 1) 1.0 0.0

other (n = 3) 2.9 0.0
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Table 9.4 Correlates of total trust

Linear regression

Dependent variable tottrst

Number of observations:    143

F statistic: 2,841

Model degrees of freedom:      13

Residual degrees of freedom:    129

R-squared: 0,223

Adjusted R-squared: 0,144

Root MSE  9,929

Prob: 0,001

Effect  Coeff s.e.

org

  conservation -7,967** 1,779

netpos

  periphery -0,086 1,962

  core -6,244 3,398

gend

  female 0,018 1,715

age*

  25-34 -3,792 7,653

  35-44 -5,737 7,603

  45-54 -7,629 7,332

  55-64 -5,427 7,435

  +65 -3,299 7,399

Class 

  Petty bourgeoisie -13,126 10,345

  Small holders -5,312 10,629

  Skilled workers 0,118 5,361

  Non-skilled workers -12,460* 5,176

  cons 46,949** 7,411

*  p < .05

** p < .01

Reference categories as for Table 9.2 except 

* age 18-24
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Although our main interest is in activism and engagement, evidence on inter-

personal trust, which is widely used as a key measure of social capital, supports our 

argument (see Table 9.4). We measure trust here as a scale, the sum score obtained by 

individuals’ responses to a questions on their degree of trust in a range of particular 

institutions (in central government, in the House of Commons, in the police, in 

local government, in the European Union, in banks, in major companies, and in the 

BBC), as well as in people in general. Members of the conservation group are much 

less trusting than the Labour Party. There is no significant difference between core, 

periphery and isolates (though it is interesting that the coefficients suggest that the 

cores may actually be less trusting than isolates, though these are not statistically 

significant), and nor do individual attributes make any difference (with the exception 

that unskilled workers are less trusting, but we need to note that there were only 

four such individuals in the two organizations). The findings are identical when trust 

is measured separately for each of the dimensions listed above. Our case studies 

thereby endorse the observation which has been made on the basis of aggregate 

national surveys, that there is no clear link between activism and involvement on the 

one hand, and generalized trust on the other (see Hall 1999, and Li et al. 2005 on the 

British case, and Paxton 2002 on the US). It is striking that these different attitudes 

towards trust are present even though the members of both groups otherwise share 

‘leftist’ political attitudes, and overlap in their political culture (with evidence from 

our in depth interviews showing that most Conservation group members were Labour 

supporters, and most Labour Party members reported environmental concerns). 

We do, then, have an interesting and robust contrast between the Labour Party, 

which generates greater activism and involvement, and a Conservation Group, which 

although having a similar size and composition of membership scores lower on all 

the relevant indices we have been able to measure. In the next section of this chapter 

we explore how far these differences may be attributable to the different relationships 

the two groups have to urban space, contrasting the local, civic, character of the 

Labour Party, with the city-wide, enthusiasm based form of the Conservation Group. 

Here, evidence from the in-depth interviews proves highly revealing. 

The Urban Dimension of Engagement

It is clear from the in-depth interviews that although both organizations are involved 

in political campaigning, they have a different relationship to the urban public realm. 

The conservation group came into existence in the 1980s to protest at plans for 

urban development in central Manchester, and since this time has waged various 

campaigns to preserve wildlife habitats in the city. The venue for these protests has 

varied throughout the conurbation, and the methods mainly rely on lobbying the local 

council. These activities extend to ‘consciousness-raising’ strategies, through holding 

urban wildlife walks, becoming involved in voluntary urban clearance, and general 

publicizing of the need to preserve wildlife habitats. All these activities are organized 

in intense bursts and depend entirely on pro-active mobilization by members of the 

organization itself, which has no formal role within other organizations in the city. 
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The local Labour Party, by contrast, is characterized by its insertion into 

numerous decision making bodies, both within the Labour movement itself (in terms 

of its regional and national structures), but also within wider structures of urban 

governance. The important difference here is the way that this requires members to 

be selected to play various formal roles. Four of the eight Labour Party members who 

we interviewed in-depth, including those who were not active, had become Labour 

nominated school governors. Others had been candidates or agents at local elections, 

and still others had served on Labour Party committees at District or national level. 

Willy-nilly, Labour Party members were hence incorporated into ‘vacancy chain’ 

recruitment which was entirely absent for the Conservation group. This might lead 

even unwilling members into formal responsibilities. Member 486 put it in these 

terms:

So since you’ve joined, you wouldn’t describe yourself as active, what sorts of things have 

you done, or have you been doing things in the Labour Party?

Oh yeah, I went to meetings for a while when I first joined, erm, I thought you know, I’d 

go and see what was going on and I helped at a couple of things, it’s a very small group 

here as you can imagine, and, err, I did go to quite a few to start with, erm, and I did 

do some leafleting around, err, for the election and, erm, I also became a governor of a 

primary school. … because they were very short of Labour Party governors in the area, 

(laughs), so that was something I felt that I could, erm, do, you know, because that’s in my 

remit, I used to be a primary school teacher. (interview number 486)

This kind of institutional demand on the Labour Party members helps explain their 

greater internal network structures. Whereas Conservation group members largely 

explained their activities in terms of the personalities of themselves and their leaders 

and their own personal enthusiasms, Labour Party members talked in terms of the 

social groups and ‘roles’ who were mobilized in the Party. Consider the rather 

solipsistic accounts of the conservation group members:

Through one thing and another I ended up Conservation Group, though one thing and 

another, through leaving groups, joining groups, I read their newsletter, their magazine and 

thought, mmm, I like that, I like the way it’s very localised, it’s special, you know, it homes 

in on local, what’s happening in Manchester, and I thought they were an organization I’d 

get on with, I went to one of their meetings and I’d never seen anything like it in my life, 

there were three people who could, I mean I can talk, and these three people all of them 

could out talk me, and it was a nightmare, it was awful and I decided at the end of the night 

I never want to see these three people again! … I just thought I never want to see them 

ever again, they absolutely drive me crazy, but I thought … right, on the other hand, what 

they are doing is fantastic and nobody else is doing it, and I’d like to be part of it. (1)

I’m only interested in people who are interested in what I’m interested in. And I only ever 

want to mix with people who care about the environment, err, broadly that’s all I do … (9) 

Labour Party members, by contrast, were more likely to evoke social groups when 

talking about members, identifying what Tilly calls ‘catnets’:
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So, erm, yeah I guess after 10, 10, 15 years probably, it, erm, began to wane a bit and 

as happens when we moved to, erm, to … there was some quite elderly people in the 

local Labour Party who kept it going, bless them, for years, and suddenly a new wave of 

people came and … so we sort of, not took over, exactly, but, you know, we became much 

more active and a whole group of people came in at once, and I guess the same thing has 

happened now, because there’s a wave of young people have come in, I’m not saying there 

aren’t any older people involved, there are, but, you know, sort of take on the bread and 

butter things, erm. (400)

Erm, there’s a lot little old ladies in Labour Party branch, people who felt very strongly 

about, maybe joined the Labour party after World War II, that aren’t really very active 

and they aren’t terribly well informed about what goes on at the moment. There are some, 

there’s, there’s quite a lot of middle ground, quite a lot of people who feel strongly but 

maybe don’t play a very active role, 472 and 473 for instance, who have very solid socialist 

principles, you know, they feel very strongly, they’re both from immigrant families, they, 

you know, erm, 473’s a social worker, you know, she’s a sort of very practical socialist 

from that point of view, so in many ways it’s, you know, from that point of view she’s 

a better socialist than I am, if you like, you know, she’s, every day she is putting into 

principle, putting into, you know, and, err, almost with a religious fervour, I think there’s, 

there’s for some people for whom socialism is a direct replacement for organized religion, 

and I think, you know, maybe somebody like 472 and 473 would be that end of the party, 

erm, but yeah a lot of little old ladies and a lot of people are on the right of the party just 

cos it’s a prosperous area and, you know. (427)

We’ve got some excellent members, we really do have some excellent members, we have 

some excellent people, you know, they are not just, you know, I mean we have got all sorts 

in there, we’ve doctors, all sorts, you know, people in business, there’s everything, there’s 

retired, there’s everything, so there are some excellent, and really, very, very good people, 

very nice people, very good, mmm (483).

It is clear from these extracts in particular, that it was Labour Party members who 

were more likely to identify cliques and factions in their midst. 

But around here it’s … all points of order and going to this, and you can’t do that because 

of this, and they go round on their own little agenda, and that’s agenda in inverted commas, 

but if you are not sort of active and wanting to sort of be ‘dyed-in-the-wool’, then it’s not, 

it’s not terribly interesting really (486);

[the local party’s] cautiously towards the right now I think, I mean we’ve had trouble, we 

had a lot of dissension it goes back a long time (445);

It’s funny ‘cos I mean we have some very left wing and very sort of, I mean [name] I mean 

he’s quite a difficult person get on with, and I mean he is, (pause) very much on the fringes 

of the party in terms of much more, probably closer to the Socialist Worker’s Party, I think 

he’s now given up his membership completely, so it’s very much on the, on, you know, 

the extreme left of the party almost to the point of, you know, disenfranchisement from 

the Labour party (427).

This is not a portrait of a consensual group of associational members. Five of the ten 

Labour Party members we spoke to identified cliques and factions, stretching back 
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over a long period of time. However, as we have seen, this internal division does not 

seem to be a barrier to sustaining high levels of civic engagement and institutional 

trust. Rather, the greater intensity of organizational life is linked to a sense that there 

are stakes worth mobilizing around, and that higher levels of interpersonal trust can 

be generated by having experience of, and dealing with, internal factions. Indeed this 

also explains why amidst this more concentrated networks, there were also a higher 

proportion of isolates in the Labour Party, some of whom appear to have become 

disenchanted by faction fighting and therefore were largely, and unconnected, 

members. 

I just didn’t find anything interesting or engaging or anything, I mean it used to be quite 

dominated by, I suppose it was a very extreme left group of people at one point … they 

just wanted to have an argument for an argument’s sake … (477)

Counter-intuitively, greater levels of generalized trust are hence generated by internal 

faction-fighting. Even isolated Labour Party members are not disenchanted by their 

perception of tense internal organizational affairs so that they report low trust. By 

contrast, members of the conservation group report much less antagonism between 

members with a stronger consensus about who should run the organization. Only in 

one instance (of ten) during life history interviews did a conservation group member 

identify cliques and factions, compared to five (out of ten) Labour Party members. 

But this sense that the Conservation Group was instrumentally organized, so that it 

could pursue ‘business as usual’, was precisely why it could operate without high 

amounts of trust from its members. Participation is generated not out of an unthinking 

collective identification, or out of a sense of consensus and uniformity, but out of the 

recognition of divisions amidst their ranks. 

We can here pursue this argument further by examining the network structure 

of the two organizations in more detail, using dimensions from the more intensive, 

second phase interview data, where we asked three separate questions: about the 

transfer of information about the organization, discussing organizational matters 

(again), and meeting members for social purposes.6

Figure 9.3 shows patterns of ties for two of those activities, obtaining information 

and meeting socially. Obtaining information networks are reported in Figure 9.3.1 

and 9.3.3, and meeting socially in Figure 9.3.2 and 9.3.4. The ties reported under 

obtaining information are a measure of the formal ties, as the transfer of information 

is necessary to generate coordinated activity. Ties of sociability can be seen as a 

measure of the informal networks which characterize the organization.

6  The questions were: ‘Which of the people [on the roster] would you get information 

about the activities of the group?’, ‘With whom [on the roster] have you discussed issues to 

do with the organization in the last year?’, ‘In the last year, who [on the roster] have you met 

outside of the activities of the [Group]?’. The exception being one member who reported that 

when she joined she lived only 400m from another member. The surprise with which she 

related this coincidence underscores the general point here.  
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Figures 9.3.1–4 shows that the two types of network overlap in different ways for the 

conservation group and the Labour Party. Figure 9.3.3 shows that in the conservation 

group only two people (17 and 83) are much involved in delivering information. 

They have many contacts (the size of the circle indicates volume of contacts) and 

few others have ties other than with them. This is a sparse and hierarchical structure, 

which we have characterized as ‘hub and spoke’, compatible with instrumental 

transactions and a business relationship. The pattern of sociability (Figure 9.3.4) is 

significantly different. Here, rather more members have several contacts, including 

the two delivering most information, and the network is no longer dominated by the 

latter. There are fewer isolates. This is more like the ‘inner circle’ model.

Figure 9.3.1 also shows differences in the Labour Party between the two network 

dimensions. Reinforcing the findings from Figure 9.1, there are a large number of 

people isolated from the information network (Figure 9.3.1), and a core of seven 

individuals involved in exchange of information, but with none apparently dominant. 

Figure 9.3.1 Obtaining information network in the Labour Party
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The diagram showing sociability (Figure 9.3.2) indicates a greater degree of mutual 

engagement, with many individuals having several associates. By and large, however, 

it is the same individuals who are at the core of information distribution who are 

central to the network of sociable ties. The sociable connections are denser than 

those facilitating information transmissions. There is hence an overlap between the 

formal and informal networks within the Labour Party which is not characteristic of 

the Conservation group. This is in part attributable to the fact that the members of the 

local Party live closely together, all within their district boundaries. Several of our 

interviewees reported bumping into other members in the course of their daily lives, 

whereas this was hardly mentioned by Conservation group members, all of whom 

lived in different areas of Manchester and had no reason to run into each other.

Figure 9.3.2 Meeting outside network in the Labour Party
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Examining the accounts of the members in more detail, it becomes clear that there 

are also telling differences in the way that members of the two organizations relate 

to and identify with the city. Six Labour Party members had been brought up in the 

conurbation (though none had been brought up in the locale itself), whereas seven 

out of ten conservation group workers had grown up outside the region and had 

migrated to Manchester at a later stage. Many members of the Conservation Group 

had a marked urban identity, in which defending wildlife sites was central to their 

sense of urbanism, and their involvement was linked to a personal enthusiasm for the 

conservation cause. One member had undertaken a three year adult education course 

on the history of Manchester. Conservation Group members mentioned Manchester 

(unprompted) an average of 15 times in their interviews, whereas Labour Party 

members mentioned it an average of seven times. Conservation group members 

Figure 9.3.3 Obtaining information network in the Conservation Group
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had an enthusiasm-oriented sense of urban identity, and their activity was generally 

rendered in very personal terms: 

I think I was, I was always interested in, err, sort of nature and it’s, mmm, it was a cross 

fertilization (laughs), if you can call it that, my youngest one when he, I remember he was 

quite small, he took a great interest in anything that was, flowers or, you know, sort of, it 

was really great, and so you got, I was getting more interest in it as well, and you sort of … 

when we picked his brother up from school we always counted the different little flowers, 

daisies or whatever we saw on the road and then we checked it up in the library in books, 

and sort of, err, we sort of, what do you say, sort of got each other interested. (1)

Arrival in the city was often rendered aesthetically and emotionally (akin to the 

narratives discussed in Savage et al. 2005).

Figure 9.3.4 Meeting outside network in the Conservation Group
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Manchester itself was horrible! (laughs) It was November, it was cold, drizzly and every, 

you know, erm, warehouses, they are not warehouses now, and it was black and sooty, you 

know, you couldn’t see the buildings for soot, now they have been cleaned up and they 

look wonderful, but you couldn’t see the buildings. (1)

The Labour Party members, by contrast, had a more pragmatic account of their 

local area and of the city itself. Several of those who had grown up in inner city 

Manchester stressed the relative affluence of their current residence, and their own 

sense of achievement in moving into a secure suburban location. In talking about 

their current area of residence, six reported an active neighbourhood life, including 

socializing and learning to deal with others who did not share their political views. 

I might have thought that one day but I think, I find it hard, I find it hard to reconcile 

people who have the right values with voting Tory, personally, but I know that they do, 

and they have, some of the kindest people, I mean just, not somebody who’s a friend, but 

like chairman of the school he’s a Tory councillor, he’s a lovely man, … you know, so 

people, yeah, people can be OK whatever, and it’s the sort of people they are that matters, 

not their political beliefs. (400)

We can see, then, a link between the relationship of the two groups to their 

local environment, and their network structure. The conservation group, with its 

personal identification to Manchester as a whole, exhibits a much more hierarchical 

and sparse set of links for passing on information than does the party, though 

information reaches a larger proportion of the membership. The Labour Party, with 

its more pragmatic orientation to its locale, has more decentralized channels of 

communication, as implied by the networks of discussion described in Figure 9.2. 

We can also see that the Labour Party has more isolates and a greater concentration 

of ties (there are more large circles on the diagram, indicating multiple connections). 

Part of the explanation of the difference is that members of the conservation group 

reported a substantial number of joint memberships with other conservation and 

environmental organizations and which were consistent with their enthusiasm based 

engagement and their attachment to a campaigning, activist identity. It is probably 

their engagement in these other associational activities which produce the dispersed 

pattern of sociable interaction mapped in Figure 9.3.4. 

We have argued that whilst the Conservation group, with its hub and spoke structure, 

was well organized for administrative purposes, its lack of multiplex ties means that it 

these did not generate any wider ranging intensity that might generate inter-personal 

trust. In the Labour Party, by contrast, the picture is different. In part, the inner circle 

structure, where there are overlaps between informal and formal ties, generates more 

concentrated involvements. One result is that membership in the Labour Party was 

more intense and generated a higher level of internal faction fighting than was evident 

in the Conservation Group with its very clear hierarchical structure. 

Conclusions

In case studies of the kind we have reported in this chapter, it is difficult to draw 

precise causal relationships between specific kinds of people, network structures, 
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and forms of engagement, trust, and activism. All these are closely bound together 

in a way which makes it problematic to determine an exact cause of the differences 

we have delineated between the two organizations. In order to fully understand the 

dynamics of social capital, we need to do more than delineate the variables that 

appear to correlate with greater trust and engagement. We have shown instead that 

we need to carefully unpick the kinds of complex processes that generate different 

effects with respect to activism and trust, and that variable centered causal models 

are less useful than process oriented accounts which see causality as an emergent 

property of particular kinds of network structures (more generally, Abbott 2001; 

Emirbayer 1997; Emibayer and Goodwin 1994). 

We are able to make four important conclusions for the analysis of social capital 

and the city. Firstly, just calling for participation is not enough, and being a member 

of an organization is a poor indicator of any significant form of engagement, and 

it would be dangerous to assume that membership results in ‘contact with people 

who are not like us’. For the positive effects of social capital to be generated, it 

clearly matters not only that people are members of associations, but also that there 

are certain types of network structures and patterns of interaction within them. The 

compositional effects we found in the Labour Party of a more differentiated (in the 

sense of less overlapping) internal structure of ties are more conducive to the effects 

that Putnam considers positive for civic life. Engagement is actually helped by the 

existence of conflicts which create stakes and a sense of a project important enough 

to be disputed. In the Conservation Group, where membership was seen as related to 

individual interest, it proves more difficult to generate wider ranging involvement. 

Secondly, in line with Skocpol’s critique of social capital theory, we need to place 

organizations within their institutional environment. One reason why the Labour 

Party generated more energy was that it had more positions to fill and interfaced 

more extensively with various kinds of local institutions. Whereas the Conservation 

Group, as a campaigning movement, was left to its own devices to decide how to 

mobilize, and over what issues, the Labour Party routinely had to find candidates for 

elections, select school governors, and send delegates to Party Conference and other 

Party committees. This pattern was linked to the historical roots of the Party, which 

the Conservation group did not have. This history was, ultimately, a resource that 

allowed the Labour Party to continue to mobilize more effectively. 

 Thirdly, this different kind of institutional relationship is anchored in varying 

connections to the city itself. The urban environment cannot be abstracted from 

the workings of the two groups. This is true in several respects. The Labour Party, 

operating in a local ward, is better able to generate social engagements than is the 

Conservation group which works at the level of the conurbation. Conservation Group 

members are similar to Fischer’s urbanites, people who chose to associate with like 

minded people in pursuit of a particular enthusiasm. The conservationists do this 

primarily through organizing walks and campaigns at particular named sites in the 

city, bringing together a scattered group for this purpose. For many members, their 

activity depended on a strong mobilization of the imagination, devoted to the idea 

of the ‘wild’ city, opposed to commercial development and environmental damage. 

The Labour Party, by contrast, performs much local routine business, and does not 

deploy a strong urban identity, but one more focused on social justice. It mobilizes 
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people who are identified by others in the party not as enthusiasts of one kind or 

another, but as members of different social groups, and this ultimately allows more 

respect for difference. 

Fourthly, in unraveling the differences between these two groups, blunt concepts 

of bridging and bonding social capital are not helpful. Both groups are concerned to 

‘bond’, but the most effective in doing this, the Labour Party, also has to ‘bridge’ its 

internal divisions. The Conservationists, who do bridge the city as a whole are also 

ultimately concerned with mobilizing like minded enthusiasts. In some respects our 

arguments bear resemblances to Bellah et al.’s (1996) concerns about the abilities of 

‘lifestyle enclaves’ – the Conservationists in our case – to engage in wider ranging 

ties and relationships. But the more important political lesson, we think, is that 

serious engagement will only happen when support for participation is accompanied 

by a serious devolution of power and responsibility. Ultimately, our more successful 

Labour Party case study indicates that it is when the ‘stakes’ are high, more intense 

engagement is more likely to occur. 
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Chapter 10

Conserving the Past of a Quiet Suburb: 

Urban Politics, Association Networks 

and Speaking for ‘the Community’
Fiona Devine, Peter Halfpenny, Nadia Joanne Britton 

and Rosemary Mellor1

Introduction

In the 1980s and 1990s, scholars in urban studies focused much of their attention 

on the decline and then the resurgence of cities. In the UK, for example, London 

and cities like Glasgow, Edinburgh, Manchester, Liverpool and Bristol were studied 

in depth. This research, with its focus on the political economy of new forms of 

urban governance, prospered (Boddy and Parkinson 2004). Arguably, the social 

dimensions of urban change were largely neglected or considered rather narrowly 

with reference to the spatial concentration of disadvantage within inner cities. Social 

inequalities were acknowledged albeit with reference to the very poor occupying a 

particular space within cities. This situation has now started to change. Beyond urban 

studies, Robert Putnam’s (2000) work on social capital has been influential in raising 

questions, once again, about social relations in urban settings. Within urban studies, 

there has been a more critical engagement with the effects of urban change on civil 

life as epitomized in the work of Douglas Rae (2003) and his ‘end of urbanism’ 

thesis. A growing interest in the spatial dimension of social inequalities beyond inner 

cities to a consideration of advantaged groups living in gentrified areas or gated 

communities (Butler with Robson 2003; Atkinson and Blandy 2005, Atkinson and 

Helms 2007) has contributed to this process too. Specially, the activities of middle-

class residents, with high social capital, defending their privileged living spaces has 

provided new impetus to the analysis of social relations within urban spaces across 

the world (Davis 1999, 2006, 2007). 

The aim of our chapter is to contribute to this new perspective by describing 

the activities of high-capital local ‘influentials’ seeking to defend the exclusivity 

1 The arguments in this chapter have been greatly influenced by conversations with 

Rosemary Mellor before her untimely death in 2001. As a long-standing Didsbury resident, 

she was acutely aware of the generational conflict emerging in the suburb and its link to wider 

changes in family formation and household composition. As the urban sociologist in the team, 

Rosemary was the principal grant holder for the ESRC grant (L1302151046) which funded 

the research reported in this chapter (see also Mellor 1977, 1989).
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of suburbs. The case of suburbs and suburban change is interesting because they 

have been largely neglected in urban studies. We focus on two exclusive suburbs 

in Manchester: Hale and Didsbury (which were part of a bigger project on the 

regeneration of Manchester city centre, see Hall, Halfpenny et al., 2004). The city 

of Manchester has undergone a process of urban transformation as it moved away 

from the old economy of low-level manufacturing to the new economy of high-level 

services (Harding et al., 2004, Peck and Ward 2002). Local entrepreneurs in the 

public and private sectors have sought to reinvent the city as a regional centre and an 

attractive place for high-level service industry professionals to work. Our research 

examined the restructuring of Manchester’s business and financial centre by way of 

interviews with company employers and young professionals. It also considered the 

reformation of Manchester as an agreeable place to live. It was in this context that 

we considered whether the prestigious suburbs of Hale and Didsbury were assets 

in maintaining and enhancing Manchester by helping the city to attract and retain a 

highly-qualified professional workforce. Our attention focused on the development 

pressures that these suburbs have come under, as the city centre economy revitalized 

and the resistance offered by residents and others, and as they seek to preserve the 

exclusiveness of their neighbourhoods in the face or urban change. 

The first section considers the growing literature on social relations and social 

inequalities in urban spaces and how they are recreated and perpetuated by those 

with high levels of social capital – in ways only fleetingly acknowledged by Putnam 

(e.g. 2000). The second section describes our research on Hale, a semi-rural suburb 

within Greater Manchester’s boundaries, and Didsbury, a more urban suburb that 

is part of the city of Manchester itself. As will be seen, the main empirical findings 

derive from interviews with some 40 key activists and other local ‘influentials’ in 

the two suburbs. The third section outlines the development pressures on Hale and 

the considerable fears about the loss of its leafy semi-rural ‘village’ environment 

and low-density population and the consequences in terms of traffic congestion 

and crime as the ‘urban’ encroaches. The fourth section explores the development 

pressures on Didsbury and the perceived downsides of its popularity with young 

professionals as the proliferation of restaurants and pubs undermines its ‘village’ 

community feel. These two empirical sections illustrate the contested nature of 

urban change as developers and, to some extent, estate agents seek to break down 

exclusionary tendencies and ‘open up’ suburbs while activist residents and other 

local influentials seek to maintain the exclusivity of the suburbs. How the dynamics 

of this local urban politics plays out depends on the contestation between such local 

groups with different results for different suburbs as is shown in Hale and Didsbury. 

Our conclusion considers these empirical findings in the context of the literature on 

social capital, civil life in cities and the spatial dimension of social inequalities. It is 

argued that advantaged middle-class residents, high in social capital, try to protect 

the exclusivity of their own suburban way of life in ways that profoundly shape 

the urban dimension of social inequalities overall, although they enjoy different 

degrees of success. The description of how social capital works on the ground 

actually contributes to an explanation of how social inequalities are reproduced or 

not depending on local political dynamics in urban settings. 
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Social Capital and Urban Change 

A renewed interest in social capital generated by the publication of Robert Putnam’s 

Bowling Alone (2000) has not influenced urban studies as much as it has other 

social sciences disciplines, yet as the chapters in this book indicate, it has significant 

resonances. The decline of social capital – networks and norms – worried Putnam 

as he saw the effects of social capital as largely positive. He concedes that not 

all social capital is good and that bonding (inward looking and exclusive) can be 

distinguished from bridging (outward inclusive) social capital. Bonding social 

capital reinforces exclusive identities among homogenous groups while bridging 

social capital looks outward and embraces heterogeneity across social divisions 

(Putnam 2000, 22–23). Nevertheless, it is the positive effects of (bridging) social 

capital that he extols. Putnam argues that suburban sprawl has contributed to the 

decline of social capital in the US. The suburbs have fragmented into increasingly 

homogenous communities that do not sustain community life. Fragmentation has 

occurred along the familiar lines of race and class including, for example, the 

emergence of affluent ‘gated communities’ in the 1980s. Moreover, Putnam argues 

suburban lifestyles have changed with an increasing dependence on the car to travel 

to work and shop elsewhere, thereby reducing face-to-face interaction in the local 

community. Increasing social homogeneity and the rise of commuting, therefore, 

have disrupted the ‘community bondedness’ of the past (Putnam 2000, 214). This is 

why the decline of social capital is so regrettable to Putnam.

This thesis has resonances with Rae’s (2003) influential book, City: Urbanism 

and its End, in which he noted the importance of social capital – in terms of a ‘dense 

civic fauna’ – from its golden age during what he refers to as the ‘urban era’. In 

his study of New Haven, Connecticut, Rae tracks the development of capitalist and 

urban development. In the height of urbanism at the turn of the century to the end of 

the first World War, Rae argues that cities like New Haven were characterized by a 

concentration of economic activity, including a dense fabric of small-scale enterprises, 

close residential living facilitating a mixing of classes and ‘civic density’ with 

‘hundreds of organizations which provided vast opportunities for civic participation’ 

which were all important, he argued, given the limitations of city government (Rae 

2003, 18–19). By the 1920s, however, this process of urban centring was already 

in decline as capital reorganized itself outside cities, local enterprises declined; 

residential populations dispersed to the suburbs and civic disengagement in voluntary 

led organizations started to dwindle. By the 1960s, the end of urbanism was readily 

apparent. De-centring forces included, of course, the rise of mass car ownership 

facilitating mobility that opened up new spaces for living, including suburban 

tracks, gated communities and the like. The end of urbanism has promoted ‘social 

homogeneity within municipalities, leading to the evolution of regional hierarchies in 

which purified municipalities’ … bring likes together, safe from contact with others 

different from themselves. … The notion of urbanism provides a useful perspective 

for critical study of such hierarchies’ (Rae 2003, 30–31). 

Rae, therefore, also charts the demise of social capital in cities, although he is 

keener than Putnam to avoid the idea of a golden age and he does not proselytize 

for the return of a social capital of yesteryear. Critics of Putnam have argued that 
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the decline of social capital is far less evident in the UK than in the US (Hall 1999, 

Warde et al., 2003).  The same could be said of Rae’s end or urbanism thesis since, as 

Le Galès (Le Galès, 2002; Bognasco and Le Galès, 2000) has long argued, European 

cities are different in many respects to American ones. Crucially, the spatial nature 

of social inequalities in cities – including the extremes of poverty in central ghettos 

and gated affluence in quiet separate suburbs – is very different in the UK compared 

with the US. Be that as it may, the processes of gentrification and the rise of gated 

communities in the UK has not gone unnoticed and, contrary to Putnam, the activities 

of people – with high social capital – in preserving advantaged places have not been 

ignored either. Indeed, the role of social capital in reinforcing social inequalities – 

especially class – has been central to analysis of current urban and suburban change. 

Tim Butler (Butler with Robson, 2003; Butler, 2004; Butler and Watt, 2007), for 

example, has described the gentrification of parts of London like Hackney by an 

‘urban seeking’ middle class who concentrate in areas where people with similar 

lifestyles also live. They are largely disengaged from other non middle-class groups 

– especially in relation to the children’s education – and they are not involved in 

forms of urban governance. The effect of these everyday individual social practices 

is to recreate and reinforce pronounced levels of economic and social polarization in 

Britain’s capital city (see also Massey, 2007).

While cities like London, San Francisco and Melbourne have been associated 

with rampant forms of gentrification, Atkinson and his colleagues (Atkinson and 

Blandy, 2005; Atkinson and Bridge, 2005) argue that gentrifying processes, including 

the rise of gated communities, can now be found everywhere (see his contribution to 

this volume). Long associated with North (and South) America, they are sweeping 

Europe and Asia and embracing regional cities from Leeds to Mumbai. There is 

evidence of more developments that are guarded and under surveillance and, by 

implication, a more defensive middle class. Atkinson and Blandy (2005, 2) argue 

these processes are creating new levels of segregation and amount to new forms 

of urban colonialism. Latterly, urban renaissance is increasingly associated with 

crime control and public disorder in the context of a heightened concern for security. 

Thus, an increasing feature of the urban landscape is (aggressively) defensive home 

ownership and urban fortification (Atkinson and Helms, 2007; Hancock, 2007). 

This somewhat scary vision of urban change is, of course, open to debate. Gated 

communities may be overwhelmingly middle class but most members of the middle 

classes do not live in them. Similarly, some sections of the middle class may be 

increasingly defensive and exclusive but other sections embrace the diversity and 

inclusiveness of urban living (albeit within the limits noted by Butler above). These 

issues aside, Atkinson and his colleagues rightly argue that the prevalence of such 

urban change demands that research is undertaken beyond the core of cities to 

describe and understand new forms of provincial gentrification.   

The remainder of this chapter takes up that call. It considers how individuals 

and groups in two affluent suburbs, the ‘outer suburb’ of Hale in Great Manchester 

and the ‘inner suburb’ of Didsbury in Manchester, sought to protect the exclusivity 

of their areas of residence in the face of economic and social change – namely, 

the urban renaissance of Manchester – with varying degrees of success. It draws 
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attention to the role of exclusive social capital in preserving privilege and elite space 

while noting there are forces working against it too.  

Manchester and its Suburbs

The empirical work on the suburbs formed part of the ESRC’s programme of research 

on ‘Cities: Competitiveness and Cohesion’. The aims of the programme were to 

improve understanding of how cities develop and mobilize distinctive economic 

assets to secure competitive advantage and to examine the associated implications 

for cohesion. The specific purpose of our research was to consider the economic 

regeneration of Manchester and the implications for two ‘exclusive’ suburbs: Hale 

and Didsbury. (Halfpenny et al., 2004) Accordingly, the research had two strands. 

The first examined the financial and business services sector located in Manchester 

city centre and focused on six areas of professional employment: commercial 

law, accountancy, corporate banking and venture capitalists, actuarial services, 

architecture and creative design and advertising. Semi-structured interviews were 

conducted with 34 city-firms and with ten key informants drawn from professional 

and other organizations. These were followed by interviews with 70 employees from 

the sample of these firms. These interviewees were mostly with young men and 

women in their 20s and early 30s. Some were at the beginning of their professional 

careers, while others were enjoying rapid promotion to senior positions (Devine 

et al., 2000). The interviews covered the interviewees’ career history, geographical 

and residential mobility and their leisure patterns in and around Manchester and its 

suburbs. The interviews, in other words, tapped in the lifestyles of young, affluent 

professionals with a particular focus on the spatial forms of their work and play. 

The second strand involved research on two affluent suburbs: namely, Hale and 

Didsbury. The choice of suburbs was influenced by the view that having ‘good’ 

places to live for its middle-class professional employees is important if Manchester 

is to secure its status as a competitive city. In the past, it has been the city’s long-

established exclusive residential suburbs with large, good-quality houses at 

relatively low densities that have provided the homes for wealthy industrialists and 

professionals with well-paid careers. Hale, ten miles from the city centre is on the 

edge of the green belt and is part of Trafford Metropolitan Borough within Greater 

Manchester (see also Taylor et al.’s (1996) excellent study of Manchester and 

Sheffield). Didsbury is only five miles from the city centre, symbolically inside the 

M60 orbital motorway, and falls within the city of Manchester’s local government 

boundaries2 (see Figure 10.1). The two neighbourhoods are similar in that they 

originally grew as railway suburbs, with a mixture of workers’ terraces, middle-

2 The political boundaries of Greater Manchester have long been the source of contention 

(Deas and Ward 2002). Ollerenshaw (1982) noted how few successful people lived in the city 

of Manchester itself and paid taxes to Manchester City Council. Only the non-commercial 

middle class, as she called them, lived in a Manchester suburb and, unsurprisingly, that was 

Didsbury. Arguably, the differences between Hale and Didsbury as places – and in terms of 

the people who prefer to live in each of them – are still there albeit with internal differentiation 

as well.
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class villas and merchant-gentlemen’s mansions. Today, they retain a core of large 

detached and semi-detached Victorian and Edwardian houses that attract high and 

(in the early 21st century) rapidly increasingly prices, especially if they are close 

to the shops in the ‘village’ centre. As an outer suburb, Hale has a more semi-rural 

residential feel to Didsbury which, as an inner suburb, has a more urban and mixed-

use character. Hale’s top-range prices well exceed those of Didsbury, reflecting these 

differences. Both have good access to the city centre and to open green spaces; they 

are close to the motorway network and the airport; and excellent state and public 

schools, NHS and private hospitals and leisure facilities are within easy reach. 

The research on these two exclusive residential neighbourhoods focused 

specially on reactions to the development pressures that these suburbs had come 

under with the revitalization of Manchester’s city centre economy. Property 

developers are constantly seeking sites, obtaining planning permission and building 

new developments in these two localities that, in the eyes of some locals, challenge 

the exclusive character of these areas, so leading to the commercialization of 

previously exclusive suburbs. Accordingly, interviews were conducted with some 

40 key informants including property developers and estate agents, councillors and 

unsuccessful candidates in local elections drawn from all political parties active 

in the two areas, activists in civic societies, conservation schemes and residents 

associations, members of the Women’s Institute, Soroptomists and Round Table, 

shopkeepers, religious leaders, community police officers, youth workers and key 

actors in the field of education. The interviewees were selected partly because of 

the key role of these organizations and partly through ‘snowball sampling’ among 

Figure 10.1 Hale and Didsbury within Greater Manchester local government 

boundaries
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the local ‘influentials’. These interviews focused on the informants’ assessment of 

changes occurring in the two localities, the main issues that had exercised people living 

there recently, the property market, the quality of life and community involvement 

in the area, and the effects of Manchester’s regeneration on the suburbs, as well as 

their reactions to contests over development proposals. A programme of secondary 

research, involving the analysis of local and citywide newspapers, documents from 

Manchester and Trafford Planning Departments and other relevant publications and 

websites on the city and the two suburbs was also undertaken. 

The views of those seemingly fuelling development pressures in the exclusive 

suburbs, namely, the developers and the estate agents, are considered first, then 

reactions from activists in organizations resisting those pressures before considering 

a diverse range of opinions from other ‘local influentials’ in Hale and Didsbury. The 

highly contested politics of urban change will be readily apparent.  

Conserving Hale 

The developers that we spoke to certainly confirmed the popularity of Hale as a highly 

exclusive suburb. It was described as a prestigious location where people ‘aspired 

to live as opposed to being a fashionable place’. It was a semi-rural location with 

‘some of the finest houses that were built in the Manchester area since the turn of the 

century’ close to an extensive motorway network, the airport and well served with a 

Metro link into Manchester at nearby Altringham. That it was a leafy suburb of low 

density meant that property prices were extremely high and rising. Many houses were 

worth over £1 million pounds and, it was noted, many ‘old Haleites’ were happy with 

rising prices for it allowed them ‘to live in peace and quiet and enjoy the lifestyle 

they have got’. Company directors and managers of large PLCs in Manchester were 

attracted to such areas. The developers were involved in the conversion of these 

detached properties into town houses and apartments to sell or rent. They were high-

quality properties in small developments and, in effect, miniature ‘gated communities’ 

(Blakely and Snyder, 1997) with security gates and private parking facilities. Demand 

far outstripped supply and ‘people are quite happy to pay a premium to live there’. 

The developers had a certain type of person in mind who would buy or rent: namely, 

young executives with high salaries who commuted from Manchester city centre. 

That said, they had found apartments for sale were quickly snapped by those buying 

for investment purposes (who would then rent out to young professionals) and people 

downsizing, either themselves or on behalf of their parents. The developers got ‘their 

money back on the square footage’ and more.

Development opportunities, however, were dwindling and there was increasing 

tension with the Trafford Metropolitan council planners as Hale was changing from 

a traditional quiet suburb to ‘going a bit more glitzy’. Developers felt that ‘if the 

planners don’t move with the times, they are going to find that Hale becomes an even 

more boring place because ostensibly, there are a number of restaurants in the area, 

there is room for plenty more.’ With the advent of big shopping complexes close by, 

one developer argued: 
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The suburban towns and villages, Altringham, Hale, Didsbury, Wilmslow, unless they 

adopt the attitudes that these are where people are going to live and therefore come out in 

the evening and do their entertaining and eating … there is no way that retailers are going 

to make a living in these areas. 

Hale, it was stressed, is ‘just getting left behind’. The estate agents shared some, 

though not all, of the developers’ views. They also noted that Hale was ‘one of most 

expensive areas in the region’ and easily described the type of people – business 

people, professional people – who bought in and invariably stayed in the locality. 

In particular, they stressed the attraction of Trafford’s selective grammar school 

system and the array of local private schools to aspiring residents (on school choices, 

see Gerwirtz et al., 1995; Butler with Robson, 2003; Devine, 2004). The suburb, 

however, was under pressure. While restaurants might reflect changing lifestyles 

(Savage et al., 1992; Warde and Martens, 2000) and compensate for the decline in 

local shopping amenities, too many restaurants made ‘landlords a tad greedy’ raising 

rents on shop premises and forcing traders to move. There was, it seemed, a ‘tipping 

point’ with such developments undermining small stores in the village.

The activists in the local civic societies, conservation groups and councillors 

discussed the development pressures on Hale with great passion. The pressures, it 

seemed, had taken and continued to take various forms from the development of 

the second runway at Manchester airport, changes to the motorway network nearby 

(Taylor, 1996), office developments and hotel extensions on the edge of the suburb, 

house conversions, apartment developments to the more prosaic infilling of large 

gardens and house extensions. All of these trends, it was argued, were increasing the 

population density of the suburb and reducing its leafy semi-rural feel. Increasing 

traffic and parking problems were eroding the greenbelt. What made Hale exclusive 

– a green area in which few people lived – was being destroyed. As a local activist 

explained: 

An attractive area to remain attractive and sought after needs its green spaces and one of 

the concerns is that you get to a point where you don’t have your green spaces any more 

and eventually its not seen as such an attractive area. 

The environmental pressures threatened property prices. Similarly, the increase in 

population density and the consequences flowing from it were noted. It was a case, 

one interviewee suggested, of ‘cram in as much as you can into any available space 

without, in my opinion, really any kind of forethought as to what they are actually 

doing’. Such increases in population were undermining the ‘semi-rural community’ 

and the ideal that ‘when you get a bit older and producing families then the ideal 

seem to be, you know, this ideal to be surrounded by countryside’ (Champion and 

Fisher, 2004; Taylor et al., 1996, 296–7).  

The growth in the number of restaurants, wine bars and pubs also exercised local 

activists. The village, it was argued, now had too many of them and it had reached 

saturation point. The problem was they attracted too many ‘outsiders’ who were a 

nuisance late as night as they left premises, banged doors, shouted at the top of their 

voices and so forth (see also Taylor, 1996, 323–324). Most importantly, however, was 

the parking problem (as with the residential developments noted above). Outsiders, 
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it was noted, come into the village to visit the restaurants and ‘then park in the roads 

adjacent to the village and where people have their own parking and people are taking 

their parking spaces so that’s an ongoing issue’. Local residents, it seems, were not 

pleased as drives were blocked, making parking a major preoccupation (on cars and 

cities see Sheller and Urry, 2000). Outsiders were problematic in other ways too. The 

rapid increase in the number of wine bars frequented by various celebrities attracted 

young people into the area who stood around on street corners, engaging in ‘anti-

social behaviour’ and generally being ‘intimidating’. These and other young outsiders 

were also the source of local crime including handbag snatches, car crime and 

vandalism against property. The view was that local youth from the council housing 

estates in nearby Wythenshawe and Parrington targeted the area. As one interviewee 

explained, ‘I think it is well targeted this area because of what the area is’ while 

another suggested, ‘I think these youngsters just see all these old dears in Hale as 

fair game (…)I think these youngsters come in their cars and they do a sweep and off 

they’re gone’. Outsiders were problematic in a number of respects, therefore, and the 

major source of Hale’s crime problem (Taylor, 1996; Atkinson and Helms, 2007).

There was much anxiety about the village centre, especially the local shops, and 

the various threats to it. Living close to the village, it was argued, raised house prices 

by 30 percent and it was a case of ‘location, location, location and it’s the village 

that makes it’. The centre of the village was very highly valued. While a number 

of independent ‘old-fashioned’ shops, such as a ladies dress shop, had disappeared 

over the years, there were still plenty of shops for local use. Interviewees boasted 

about having the smallest Safeways Supermarket with the biggest takings in the 

country. Its popularity, it seems, stemmed from its ability to cater for the basics 

while have specialized lines which were ‘geared to local need’. The importance of 

the ‘local’ was evident (Savage et al., 2003: x). For these reasons, Hale had not 

suffered adversely with the opening of the Trafford Centre nearby. However, the 

fate of the village and its shops was under threat on two fronts. First, a number of 

activists were furious about the introduction of car parking charges in the village. As 

one interviewee suggested: 

It’s a village. It is a small area and they’ve bought in car parking charges and it’s a small 

area and its only 15p to park but the people don’t want to park there because of the 

principle of the matter. It’s a small area. Car parking is a problem for this area. People will 

say, “It’s a very affluent area. Surely everyone can afford 15p?” but it’s the principle. Yes, 

people can afford to pay. It’s just the principle.

People were not popping in the local shop and trader’s takings had dropped. Car 

parks were not being used and ‘roadsides were clogged’. The effect would be ‘to kill 

the village and local shopping’. 

Trafford local authority came in for considerable criticism for the car parking 

charges and a local shop owner and member of the trade association said: ‘We told 

the council it would happen. It happened because the council is not really interested. 

We told them this would happen and basically all they are after is a quick buck as 

they see it.’ Charges, he argued, was tantamount to ‘dropping a big lead weight 

on Hale traders toes’. Second, the introduction of a road development scheme to 
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calm traffic as it passed through the village was seen as a disaster. It had involved 

widening the pavements and narrowing the road to slow traffic down. Leaving aside 

the aesthetics of pink pavements, it had caused serious bottlenecks in the village 

itself (compounding the problems of car parking of course) and further traffic 

congestion in the entrances to the village as queues built up to get into a small area. 

Again, the local council came in for much criticism. The authority was described 

at ‘profoundly incompetent’ and good at nothing but wasting money. Illustrating 

her disgust, a local councillor described a conversation with Trafford’s Director of 

Engineering when she explained, ‘I said “who was the idiot who designed the road 

layout in Hale village?” He said “it was me” and I said “you should be out of a job.  

You are a disgrace”.’ The village was under threat from major traffic congestion and 

the Trafford council, it seemed was not paying serious attention to the increasing 

‘busy-ness’ of the area and the need for major investment in high-quality roads and 

pavements.

Criticism of the local authority was not confined to traffic issues, however even 

if it was the most contentious issue at the time of the interviews. Long-standing 

political grievances were voiced. An often-repeated view was that Trafford Council 

did not care about the south of the borough and places like Hale. As a councillor 

explained: ‘We are lower down in their pecking order because we’re supposed to be 

affluent’. Councillors talk about ‘oh, you don’t need spending money down there. 

You’ve got enough money. There are other trouble spots which need to be looked 

after.’ Another said: 

We tend to pay the highest council tax and there is an awful lot of ill-feeling by people 

around here that we never see anything for it. There is millions being sucked into the north 

of the borough which we don’t mind but please can we have our roads done?

Further to this, and irrespective of party politics, ‘the balance of power is definitely 

in the north of the borough in Streford’. As a consequence, it was argued, nobody 

was concerned about development pressures in Hale. Again, as an interviewee 

explained: 

I think there has been too much building in the south. The remark that keeps getting 

thrown at us since I have been on the Council, people from the north say “well, you 

people in the south you have gardens which are as big as football pitches”. There is a lot 

of jealousy.

The ‘class struggle over housing’ (Rex and Moore, 1967; see also Saunders, 1979) 

was apparent. Activists, including councillors, felt that they had no influence, they 

could not get things done and planning appeals were a one-way affair. Planning 

policies were not as stringently enforced as they should be. They could not turn to the 

Local Authority to protect Hale from development pressures and the consequences 

that flowed from them.

Of course, alternative views about change in Hale were expressed. Some of the 

interviewees were very happy to see increasingly numbers of very popular restaurants 

in the village. They generated a ‘lively feel’ (Williams, 1965) in the village in the 

evenings and made people feel safer. On the issue of crime, there were interviewees 
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who readily acknowledged that crime was not a big issue in Hale. To be sure, there 

were car crime and house thefts and there was easy access into and out of the suburb. 

The local community policeman suggested that Hale residents were acutely security 

conscious however. As he suggested: ‘The perception is far greater than the actuality, 

always. It’s a fine line between awareness and fear.’ Interestingly, he suggested that 

a preoccupation with crime derived from the lack of community in the area and 

furthermore, ‘the richer the area, then the less community involvement they have’. 

Big houses, big drives and bar cars militated against casual contact with neighbours. 

Without this sense of community, people had turned to private security firms to 

‘give them piece of mind’ (see also Taylor, 1996, 325; Atkinson and Helms, 2007). 

Another interviewee echoed this view. He said: ‘You know, it’s a wealthy area so it’s 

a good area for chancing your arm so, you know, to some extent people feel slightly 

under threat and attack.’ Noting the presence of private security vans, burglar alarms 

and so on, he went on to suggest: 

All these things are just little symptoms, I think, of a slight feeling of insecurity that exists 

in an area like this and the fact that people are well heeled actually makes them feel less 

secure, not more secure. 

Again, it was noted that while many people formally belonged to specific community 

organizations, they did not contribute to the community in more informal ways. 

Overall, the interviews with various types of activists and other local influentials 

in Hale revealed a strong sense of an exclusive suburb under threat from economic 

and social change. Development pressures were undermining the low density of 

the locality and its green semi-rural feel. Moreover, the consequences of these 

development pressures – namely, increased traffic and parking problems – were 

keenly felt. For many of the interviewees, the way in which Hale was changing 

was undermining the very reasons why they had moved into the area (Champion 

and Fischer, 2004, 121–125). The quiet semi-rural locality, populated by families 

(especially parents who placed a high premium on their children’s education and 

were attracted to the local state grammar school system and array of local private 

schools (Butler with Robson, 2003; Devine, 2004) was being undermined. Its 

exclusivity was diminishing and they were fighting hard to retain it. In this respect, 

the regeneration of Manchester and the increasing popularity of Hale were viewed in 

a negative light. Indeed, many interviewees wanted to disassociate themselves from 

urban Manchester and Greater Manchester. As an interviewee suggested: 

We were taken up under the banner of Trafford which has never really gone very well 

because we have actually retained Cheshire in our address which we fought for. We did 

not actually want to be incorporated into Greater Manchester. I know a lot of people 

around here would love to go back to Cheshire. If they want to dump us, please do. 

The struggle to escape the sprawling conurbation of Greater Manchester continued 

(Taylor et al., 1996, 298). Thus, in contrast to Atkinson, the commercial preoccupations 

of developers were undermining exclusivity – rather than promoting it – and it was 

the local influentials who were struggling to keep their suburbs exclusive. The 

processes of urban and suburban change were highly contested in these ways. 
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Conserving Didsbury

The popularity of Didsbury was certainly confirmed by developers and estate agents 

operating in the suburb. Developers described how they were involved in converting 

old Victorian properties into self-contained apartments available for rent or sale. 

The conversions were of a high quality, with due attention to design and aesthetics, 

with secure on-site parking and electronic gates that were much valued. The demand 

for these apartments was considerable ensuring that rents, for example, were high. 

The demand came, as one developer put it, from well-paid ‘young execs’ looking 

for quality places to live who wanted the ‘type of cosmopolitan atmosphere’ to be 

found in the suburb (Meen and Andrew, 2004, 199–200; Robson et al., 2000). As he 

explained: 

We find that Didsbury has been, and I think will be, very popular with people. It is very 

cosmopolitan, very lively. You can’t drive through Didsbury at any hour of the day or 

night when the place is not packed with people so I think people will pay for convenience 

and we have offered them something there that is very convenient and suits modern life.  

Thus, as in Hale, there were development pressures although they took a different 

form, giving Didsbury a different – youthful and fashionable – aura, to the more 

exclusive suburb with its older population. Developers’ investment in restaurants 

and bars in response to demands had made it a ‘vibrant’ place while the increasing 

shortage of land for further development kept rents high. As a developer explained: 

… because it is expensive to live in, it tends to keep it in the main to where people are 

earning money and that is always an important thing. If you have village or town where 

people have to earn their money before they spend it, if it is expensive enough, it keeps 

its mark. 

Despite its popularity, therefore, its exclusivity was not yet under threat.

The demand for housing in Didsbury was confirmed by estate agents. The suburb, 

it was explained, ranged from small cottages which commanded considerable prices 

to substantial properties although these hit a limit at half a million pounds. There 

were houses and apartments of all types to rent. Again, these interviewees explained 

the huge popularity of the suburb among young professional people. As an estate 

agent explained, 

The principal thing is obviously life-style. It’s a very vibrant atmosphere in the village.  

It’s quite bustling. There’s a lot of activity here. You’ve got one or two traditional shops 

still here but that is rapidly being overtaken by the leisure industry with the opening of 

new bars, wine bars, food places and so on and so forth. It’s attracting those people who 

like the hustle and bustle of Manchester but don’t wish to live in the city centre. I also find 

a lot of people moving up from the south find it is very, very like many places in London, 

with its vibrant lifestyle and they like it.

Again, with more people eating out (Warde and Martens, 2000) the proliferation of 

cafes, restaurants and pubs in walking distance was commented upon favourably as 

was easy access to the same leisure facilities in Manchester city centre. The estate 
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agents were aware, however, of over-development. Parking was problematic with 

inadequate car parking spaces. Traffic was always high. The bars and restaurants 

had become too popular and they were attracting the ‘wrong element’. The loss of 

traditional shops in the village was seen as a disadvantage too in undermining a 

village feel and community spirit. The downside of popularity was evident. 

It was these very problems that concerned the activists in the civic societies, 

conservation groups, local politicians and other ‘influentials’ that we spoke too. There 

was considerable concern that the suburb was in decline and the character of the area 

– its fine substantial houses, leafy roads and parks and village centre with local shops 

– were all being lost as a result of wider social trends. Some expressed anger and 

bitterness over the developments that were taking place in Didsbury. They described 

how much of their work involved advising on planning applications brought to them 

by residents (Parry et al., 1992). They described their concern about the high level 

of development in the area and, most especially, the loss of or conversion of large 

houses into apartment complexes. Building of character, it was argued, were giving 

way to characterless blocks that were changing the environment of the area. They 

objected to apartment blocks that were four or more stories high in residential areas, 

lamented the loss of trees and gardens and the poor landscaping that replaced them 

and the increasing number of cars, lack of parking and general traffic congestion 

as the density of people in the area increased. While acknowledging the demand 

for such flats was high among young professional people, for such flats suited their 

lifestyles, developers and others were exploiting this demand with little regard for 

the area. As a member of a civic society suggested: ‘If it’s traditional housing, the 

developer doesn’t get the same profit and the local authority doesn’t get the same 

community charge do they? If they can penetrate it with as many units as they can 

get, obviously the income is greater.’  

The proliferation of cafes, restaurants and pubs also exercised the local 

‘influentials’ greatly. It had made Didsbury an ‘evening and night-time centre’. Again, 

our interviewees saw these developments as part of wider social changes as young 

professional men and women spent less time cooking at home and more time eating 

out. The growth of the leisure industries in the suburb, however, was associated with 

rising crime. More pubs meant more people were getting drunk, engaging in acts of 

petty vandalism, damaging people’s properties as they walked home, fighting for 

taxis and so forth. Indeed, some of the interviewees felt that Didsbury centre was a 

‘no-go’ area at night as undesirable drinkers spilled out into the pavements and the 

atmosphere of the village felt less safe and more menacing. Fears about growing 

violence were expressed. In this context, some of the interviewees were upset that 

the local police station was about to close at a time when the ‘visible presence’ of the 

police was needed even more. As one civic society member put it: 

You get the youths come to where there is life and of course they will be happy if they 

have had a few drinks but then they do get rowdy. There has been a spate of young people 

walking down Wilmslow Road and pushing over walls, if they are a bit loose, and they 

have seen them and thought they would have some fun and push it over or taking gates 

off. It is all fun for them but it is not fun for people living here. There are other problems 

coming along but the police do need a higher profile. I do feel we are neglected.
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The development of the leisure industries was associated with the loss of traditional 

shops in Didsbury village and nostalgically coupled with a sense of community 

(Blokland 2003). Great importance was attached to having local shops as a site 

where local people could meet other locals and stop and chat. It was this casual 

sociability that sustained a village feel – of knowing other local people as if in a 

small village – to Didsbury. While the village still had a bakery, greengrocers, and 

post office, interviewees lamented the loss of other miscellaneous stores. At the time 

of the interviews, there was much sadness about the closure of a local DIY store. As 

an interviewee explained: 

I think the closure of Griffiths felt like a deathblow really. Somehow it felt as though 

the community shops had managed to keep going with them. They were actually quite 

a strong symbol I think in the middle for the commerce in the village because they were 

thriving. It reinforced the fact that Didsbury is becoming almost a place for yuppies. I 

don’t know what the right phase is, but you know what I mean. 

The decision by the supermarket chain Tesco to close a small supermarket in the 

village and build a substantial site at the edge of the suburb, years before, was 

frequently referred to as well.3 Such developments meant that the village was less 

of a service to the community and most notably the elderly and handicapped. Again, 

these developments reaffirmed the trend for people to get in their cars and shop 

elsewhere, exacerbating traffic problems and further eroding Didsbury as a place 

to shop locally (Sheller and Urry, 2000). Local traders commented on the decline 

of people walking and browsing in shops thereby reducing passing trade. The 

importance of ‘local places’ to people was evident again (Savage et al., 2003: 32).

The hostile attitude towards developers (and associated industries like building 

societies and estate agents taking over the high street) has been noted. Manchester 

City Council and its planning department also came in for considerable ‘council 

bashing’. On local influential regarded the local authority as a ‘pernicious influence’ 

who were happy to see Didsbury go downhill. As she explained, in strong class 

terms: 

They don’t take care of it, the council. You see, they’ve got their own places that they 

take care of in Manchester with their own constituents. They don’t like Didsbury. They 

regard it as elitist and middle class. They will not do things. They do not reply to letters 

and they don’t do things they should be doing and they always say the same thing. There’s 

not money but they’ve got money for their projects. I really object to this because we pay 

very high council taxes and I don’t think that we should pay a lot of money if they’re not 

going to take care of this area. I think its classism.

Once again, it seemed, a class struggle was ongoing in the sphere of urban politics 

(Rex and Moore, 1967; Saunders, 1979). Others noted that increasing population 

3 An Aldi Store had taken the place of Tesco not long afterwards but there was much 

disquiet about the fact that they had built of car park for only 75 spaces when it was expected 

to attract over 100 customers in any point in time. Since the research was completed, a small 

Marks and Spencer food hall has opened in the suburb catering, no doubt, for the income rich 

but time poor young professionals.
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density was in the Council’s interest for it meant that they could collect more council 

tax. The Council, it was argued, rarely took action against developers when they 

flouted planning laws so that ‘the word goes around the developers, you can do what 

you want in Didsbury’. As one interviewee explained: ‘The whole thing is weighed 

in favour of the developers. It’s a very one-sided business.’ The Council would 

eventually have to deal with pressures on schools and hospitals but they would only 

do so after the event. It led many to feel that the Council encouraged development 

and ‘to hell with the consequences’.

It has to be said that some of the strong views expressed above, by those most 

active in the civic organizations and conservation societies, were not necessarily 

shared by other local influentials. It was noted, for example, that a number of the 

new developments were tastefully done and conversations of old properties were 

completed to a high standard. The Council and, indeed, the conservation groups, had 

been influential in changing planning applications and improving development plans 

so that they were in keeping with the character of the area. The development of more 

retirement complexes was wanted. Some of these interviewees were sympathetic to 

the position of the Council with regard to planning regulations, noting that planning 

laws were vague and difficult to work with. There were lots of legal loopholes in the 

law so that legal structures inhibited the Council as much as local people. Planning 

permission, for example, could not be refused on the basis of competition. The once 

left-wing Council that ‘had had a down on any area that appeared to be affluent’ 

had improved and even the Labour councillor, to people’s surprise it seemed, had 

worked hard on behalf of Didsbury. With regard to local shopping facilities, a local 

councillor acknowledged that, ‘you can’t cause the clock to go back. People will 

always want to go into the larger shopper areas to get really important things. The 

question is if you need some food of something, you can still get that and you can 

still in Didsbury.’ The ‘village feel’, with people strolling down to the local shops 

on a Saturday morning and casually meeting other locals – not unlike city flaneurs

– had not disappeared altogether. A sense of community still prevailed.

Similarly, the increase in cafes, restaurants and pubs was not unwelcome by others. 

They attracted people into the village. The cafes attracted ‘sophisticated professional 

women’ and they were quite ‘civilized’ like those in France. The presence of lots 

of young people, especially students, contributed to a carnival atmosphere in the 

summer as people sat outside the cafes and pubs. Safety was not a problem. As a 

local influential stated categorically: 

I don’t believe any of this garbage that it’s not safe. All rubbish that. Complete rubbish. 

[My wife] and I walk everywhere and have never felt the remotest anxiety at any point 

ever. It’s fantastically busier but that doesn’t make it threatening. The only snag in on 

a summer Saturday if you happen to walk down to the village late at night you can’t 

get across the pavement because it’s so crowded, but that’s hardly a safety issue. It’s a 

nuisance. 

Indeed, others rejected the link between the growth of restaurants and pubs and 

crime. Didsbury was not a high crime area. The local community police officer 

acknowledged that there was a great influx of young people attracted to the pubs and 

‘you’ve got a potential for public disorder’. That potential had never materialized 
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into reality however. As he explained: ‘We’re quite on the ball down here with 

the licencees. We actually run a pub watch scheme in the village and if you get 

barred from one pub, you’re barred from the lot. The licences have banned together 

from that point of view.’ Incidents occurred, which were often ‘blown out of all 

proportion’ in local newspapers but there were few problems in comparison to other 

areas in Manchester.

Overall, what became apparent from these interviews was a generational conflict 

between older and younger members of the middle classes resident in Didsbury. 

Most notably, they had different family and household statuses (Heath and Cleaver, 

2003; Savage et al., 2003: 92) and these differences were being felt in the clash 

over ‘urban cultures’ in the suburb. The older residents, invariably the most active 

members of the civic and conservation organizations, sought to retain the exclusivity 

of the suburb including its low population density, fine substantial houses, leafy 

roads and parks and quiet and tranquil village centre with local shops whose use 

generated a sense of community. This exclusivity was increasingly under threat as a 

result of economic and social change of which the older residents were well aware. 

As one of the interviewees said: ‘It is a centre for eating, drinking and financial 

services.’ He went on to explain: 

People seem to want to come and live here but, of course, they’re coming fresh to it and 

they accept it as it is, whereas a lot of the residents like me who’ve been here 50 odd years, 

compare it with how it used to be and I don’t think the quality of life in the village is as 

good as it was, for example, 25 years ago.

The changing lifestyle of young professional men and women was a case in point 

(Meen and Andrew, 2004: 210). It was these activists who were the most resistant 

to change viewing the regeneration of Manchester and its suburbs from a negative 

perspective. Interviews with other local influentials, however, uncovered a more 

relaxed attitude towards the changes that Didsbury was undergoing. They were 

aware of the flipside of popularity – namely, over-development – and they shared 

similar concerns. They were not wholly resistant to change, however, embracing 

what they saw as some of advantages of change. The regeneration of Manchester and 

its suburbs was welcomed in this respect. In these ways, the development pressures 

and the responses to them were being played out in a somewhat different fashion in 

Didsbury to Hale. More local influentials were embracing change in the former than 

the latter.   

Conclusion

This chapter has considered how exclusive suburbs are responding to urban change. 

The comparative focus on two such suburbs in Manchester illustrated the complexity 

of these responses in terms of the local political struggles over development 

pressures. Interestingly, the research showed that developers and estate agents are 

not necessarily at the forefront of creating exclusive gated communities. Rather, 

commercial pressures see developers want to break down exclusionary tendencies 

and open up the suburbs to more people – either to live there or to visit them in 
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their leisure. It is actually middle-class residents – notably activists and other local 

‘influentials’ with high social capital – who seek to preserve the exclusivity of where 

they live. The research uncovered their fears and anxieties about losing a certain 

‘quality of life’ and how they tried to preserve it. In doing so, they sought to use their 

power to exclude others from enjoying their affluent lifestyles and, as a consequence, 

reproduce urban inequalities. The material also highlighted, however, that this result 

was not always a foregone conclusion since the outcome depended on the struggles 

between different groups. This is why Hale and Didsbury exhibited different types of 

exclusivity. Hale has retained its more old fashioned, more fearful exclusivity while 

Didsbury exudes a more vibrant openness despite being an affluent suburb.   

These struggles have to be firmly located within the wider context of Manchester’s 

regeneration and renaissance which has been accompanied by the polarization of 

social inequalities (Mellor 1997, 2000). They illustrate that, contrary to Putnam, 

the malign aspects of bonding social capital are far from a force for good. One final 

point needs to be made. Many of the preoccupations expressed in this chapter could 

be dismissed as the parochial ‘bourgeois prejudices’ of middle-class suburbanites.  

Preferences for homes in quiet semi-rural locations with little traffic, good schools 

and so on are not the preserve of certain sections of the population however. These 

aspirations are shared by a wider population (Champion and Fisher 2004: 122–124). 

Moreover, the development pressures are real as commercial developments of various 

kinds reshape the once exclusively residential suburbs into commercial centres for 

eating and drinking. The political responses to these capitalist developments are 

not unproblematic (Halfpenny et al. 2004: 264–267). Accordingly, we agree with 

Taylor’s suggestion (1996: 318) that ‘the utopias and dystopias of the suburban mind 

in England’ have to be taken seriously in the study of urban social movements and, 

we would stress, research on the suburbs in a changing urban context.
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Chapter 11

Social Capital and the Formation of 

London’s Middle Classes
Tim Butler

Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss the issue of social capital in the context of the spread of 

gentrification across inner London in recent decades drawing on recent empirical 

research (Butler with Robson 2003a).1 In particular, I wish to show how space is 

actively used by middle class people – who are only relatively and not absolutely 

advantaged – to make new communities in the city. In different areas of the city, they 

create new ‘habituses’ through different strategies towards the area and its existing 

inhabitants. Thus, I show that social capital is not simply deployed to fill ‘empty 

spaces’ but rather to create new social spaces, by imposing new social boundaries 

with respect to the existing inhabitants of those areas. This is, I wish to suggest, 

a more satisfactory way – theoretically, methodologically and empirically – of 

looking at gentrification and its ‘others’ than its usual coupling with replacement or 

displacement (Atkinson 2001).

I utilise both Bourdieu and Putnam-type approaches to social capital, despite 

their different conceptual provenances, in recognition of the different components 

of this restructuring process. The Putnam perspective enables us to investigate the 

ways the bonding social capital of the disadvantaged communities – or individuals 

– has been replaced – fully or partly – by the bridging social capital of the incoming 

middle classes.2 It is here that Bourdieu’s treatment of social capital can be useful in 

understanding the ways in which the relatively advantaged are able to maintain their 

power and privilege (Butler and Robson 2001, 2145–6). However, the two usages 

can also be linked in the sense that inequality is a zero-sum game in which those 

1 The research was undertaken as part of the ESRC’s Cities Cohesion and Competitiveness 

Programme under the title of ‘the middle classes and the future of London’ (grant number 

L13025101). Dr Garry Robson who co-authored many of the earlier papers that have come 

out of this research undertook much of the research. His considerable influence on the ideas 

that came out of the research I gratefully acknowledge. I however, remain responsible for all 

the errors and omissions.

2 The extent to which this ‘trickles down’ to non middle-class residents remains to be 

investigated. The failure to encompass both sides of the gentrification process remains one 

of the great weaknesses of this work either leaving the reader with a somewhat triumphalist 

account of the onward march of the denizens of neo liberalism or with a sense solidarism with 

its victims and the loss of a working class past.
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with power hold it at the expense of those without – the question being: at what 

spatial scale does this operate? Do the gentrifying middle classes need to maintain 

their relative advantage at the level of the neighbourhood or can they afford to share 

the advantages generated by their social and cultural capital for the benefit of both 

groups? In other words, can they afford to practise bridging capital locally without 

sacrificing inter generational social advantage?3 Theorists of social reproduction tend 

to argue that an important reason for the middle classes choosing selective schooling 

in either the independent or state sector is to avoid precisely this kind of ‘social 

contamination’ (Power et al. 2003; Butler and Hamnett 2007). It therefore seems 

unlikely that we are going to see this form of social mixing and apparently altruistic 

deployment of middle-class cultural capital through their networks of social capital. 

There is also a danger that, when discussing social capital in relation to working and 

middle class groups, different concepts of social capital are being mobilised; this 

danger is minimized however if we look at these processes in their historical and 

spatial contexts. 

Our findings demonstrate an interesting range of continuities and discontinuities. 

Taken as a whole, they are indicative of a generalised ‘metropolitan habitus’ which 

itself is sub-divided into a series of ‘mini-habituses’ (Butler 2002). The nature of 

the metropolitan habitus is not defined solely in terms of occupational affinities but 

a broader mix of socio-cultural attributes that distinguish between what Lockwood 

(1995) has defined as the ‘urban-seeking’ and ‘urban-fleeing’ middle classes.4 Many 

of these attributes can be identified from experiences of higher education and the 

attractions offered not just by working in London’s industries but by its cultural 

infrastructure and – crucially – the importance of living near similar people (‘people 

like us’) (Butler and Hamnett 1994; Butler 1997). However, what emerges is that 

there are also important nuanced differences amongst the cosmopolitan inner London 

middle classes which give rise to the different mini-habituses across gentrified inner 

London – and increasingly outer London (Butler et al., 2008). 

Warde (1991) notes a distinction between ‘gentrification by collective social 

action’ and ‘gentrification by capital’. Most of the gentrification of inner London has 

been the former, undertaken by individual households or small developers whilst the 

main exemplar of the latter5 has been restricted to the redevelopment of Docklands 

3 Many of the points being made here about the middle classes were rehearsed in seminal 

studies of the middle class forty years ago by Ray Pahl (1965) and Colin Bell (1968); both 

drew attention to the national, as opposed to local, frame of reference of the middle class and 

also to the importance of extended kin and inter generational resource transfers.  

4 This approach is perhaps analogous to the ‘cosmopolitans’ versus ‘locals’ distinction noted 

by Merton (1948) in his study of Rovere in the United States. Merton contrasted those with 

essentially localist attitudes to those whose reference point was the ‘great society’. By analogy, 

the inner London middle classes, like the cosmopolitans in Rovere, see themselves as residing 

in a specific inner London location but living in the contemporary global society. By contrast the 

non metropolitan middle classes have concerns which are more rooted in their localities. Savage 

et al. (2005) argue against this approach in favour of their concept of ‘elective belonging’.

5 There has been a relatively recent trend towards loft conversions in areas of the so-called 

‘city fringe’ notably in Clerkenwell but also in Shoreditch – see (Hamnett and Whitelegg 

2001, 2007).
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by medium sized and large capital (Foster 1999). Thus whilst the distinction drawn 

by Warde has been a useful way of understanding both the process of gentrification 

and the explanations for it within social science (Hamnett 1991), it has tended 

to dichotomise what has become a much more generalised process of urban 

redevelopment. It is now generally accepted that there are distinctions and gradations 

within the gentrification process reflecting the deployment of various forms of 

capital by particular social groups. Préteceille’s (2007) work on the gentrification of 

Paris, Butler and Lees’ (2006) analysis of super gentrification in Islington in London 

and the argument about whether city centre developments are gentrification or re-

urbanization (Davidson and Lees 2005; Boddy 2007) are recent examples of how 

the social base of gentrification processes has become increasingly differentiated. 

Nevertheless, the distinction drawn by Warde remains useful for understanding how 

the two forms of gentrification – by capital or by collective social action – can be 

mapped on to particular types of built environment and draw on different sources of 

capital and social relations.

These processes have resulted in different types of gentrification and social 

behaviour by their middle-class populations. The Docklands experience is much 

nearer to the process of ‘revanchism’ by which, according to Neil Smith (1996), the 

middle classes have retaken much of Manhattan block by block in a war against the 

lower classes. Elsewhere in London the process has generally been gentler if no less 

definitive. Whilst the overarching process has been one by which the middle classes 

resettled formerly working-class areas, the means by which this has taken place, the 

meanings which have been attached to it and the nature of the social boundaries that 

have been created are all different – and significant. Even where, as in Docklands, 

there is a formal eschewing of concerns with social capital, the process can be 

understood as one in which the relations (Bourdieu) and stocks (Putnam) of social 

capital are transgressed and transformed from their old forms of associations into 

new ones. These new associations sometimes result in networks whilst elsewhere 

these remain non existent, nascent or latent; in these cases they are only likely to 

emerge in a time of serious external threat. 

In the areas of ‘collective social action’, this has not been a uniform process; 

the process by which their largely working-class communities were disrupted by 

middle-class settlement has varied considerably. In addition, the deployment of 

cultural, economic and social capital amongst the middle classes between these 

areas has been complex and has varied according to the nature of the local habitus. 

I suggest that it is the variable geometry of the interaction between these forms 

of capital that accounts for the differences in commonly-held perceptions by local 

middle classes of their social habitus. Spatiality is central to the construction of these 

mini-habituses (Butler 2002). 

Each of our case study areas is characterised by different modes and levels of 

social capital – both in terms of resources and deployment. In all our cases, formerly 

deprived ‘undesirable’ or simply ‘uncool’ areas have been – to a greater or lesser 

extent – transformed and made congenial to the requirements of middle-class life. 

This has invariably been a two stage process: firstly, the old associations of a working 

class community have been broken and second those of the new middle classes have 
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been imposed and in so doing have, in some places, become embodied in distinctive 

social networks. 

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. The next section discusses 

the level of social capital in terms of association found amongst its gentrifying 

respondents compared to that found in some national studies. In the following section 

of the chapter, I take up the issue of ‘spatial naïveté’ raised in the editors’ introduction, 

in relation to what I see as the variable geometry of ‘habitus construction’. There 

then follow some conclusions, in which I argue that the broad conception of social 

capital is helpful in understanding the process of class re-composition that is taking 

place in inner London. In other words, I start with associational social capital as 

described by Putnam and then seek to broaden this to examine wider social relations 

in order to assess whether this associational social capital is generating bridging or 

bonding social capital. I also suggest that the different relations of social capital 

found between gentrifying populations and their local ‘others’ may provide a more 

helpful way of understanding the dynamics of gentrification in a fast changing city 

such as London than a concern with the static and totalising concepts of replacement 

and displacement.  

Gentrification and Stocks of Social Capital in Inner London 

The research on which this chapter is based was carried out in inner London between 

1998 and 2001 and involved in-depth interviews with 75 respondents in each of six 

fieldwork areas (see Figure 11.1) – full details of the research and the methodology 

adopted can be found in Butler with Robson (2003a). This research has generated a 

number of papers looking at some of the wider aspects of the gentrification process, 

notably the (non) relations with other social groups the structure of which we 

have termed ‘social tectonics’ (Robson and Butler 2001), how the deployment of 

social capital has varied in three south London gentrified neighbourhoods (Butler 

and Robson 2001), the interaction of education and housing markets (Butler and 

Robson 2003b), super gentrification amongst global elites in Islington (Butler and 

Lees 2006) and the nature of the gentrification process in Docklands (Butler 2007). 

All of these have focused on the narratives of the gentrifying populations and their 

perceptions of the ways in which their sense of space and place have informed not 

only their self identity but also their relations with their fellow gentrifiers and other 

local residents.

In the remainder of this section of the chapter, I discuss the levels of associational 

social capital that are exhibited in these six areas. Taken as a whole, the same low 

level of involvement in formal associations noted by Putnam characterises the life 

of respondents in all areas. Respondents were asked a series of questions which 

might indicate their level of activity in their neighbourhoods and with non-work-

based associations – unfortunately none of these were directly comparable with the 

data analysed by Warde (2003), Li et al. (2003) or Hall (1999). The overwhelming 

impression from the responses was that there were three focuses for involvement: 

work, household and what might be termed ‘play’ – and much of the latter took place 

in the household. Eighty per cent of respondents ‘went out’ (i.e. for some social or 
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cultural activity) at least once a week but the range of these activities demonstrated 

a low involvement in formal activities. For example, only 15 per cent were active in 

any neighbourhood association, 9 per cent in an amenity association (supporting for 

example the local park) and only 8 per cent in a neighbourhood watch association. 

This figure varied between areas but not significantly. However, whilst not directly 

comparable, these figures appear to show considerably more involvement than those 

quoted by Li et al. (2003, 2002) from the Oxford Mobility Survey and the British 

Household Panel Survey. These studies (for Britain in 1999) reveal that 9 per cent of 

women were involved in tenant/resident groups and 1.9 per cent in other community/

civic groups (2002: Table 3.1) – the figures for men are even lower (Li et al. 2002). 

However, these figures cover all social groups and we know that the most active 

groups in terms of associational social capital are middle class, so we would expect 

our figures to be higher than for the population as a whole. The gender issue is more 

complex and I return to this below. 

When we compare our figures with the national ones for involvement in schooling, 

similar disparities occur. Fourteen per cent of the inner London respondents with 

school age children were active in the Parent Teacher Association (PTA) and 15 per 

cent took part in school activities; a similar percentage reported their partners were 

active which, given the quite strict division of labour some busy families operated, 

would probably boost the overall household involvement by up to 50 per cent. Of 

these, approximately a quarter held some position in the PTA and 42 per cent for 

the neighbourhood association. Compared to the national figures reported by Li 

et al. (2003) in which 6.5 per cent of respondents were involved in PTAs, these 

measures of involvement seem high but again there are caveats: firstly these figures 

reflect parents with school age children whereas the national figures represent all 

respondents and secondly, once again, we would expect a higher figure from middle-

Figure 11.1 London, showing the study areas
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class parents. In similar research amongst affluent middle-class parents in Wilmslow, 

Cheshire reported by Bagnall et al. (2003), 80 per cent reported some involvement 

with the PTA and 63 per cent as having been involved on the committee or regularly 

attending meetings. In working class Cheadle the ‘some involvement’ figure fell 

to 35 per cent, indicating the steep class gradient that applies to these measures of 

social capital.

Given the general importance of education and neighbourhood amongst the 

London respondents and their anxieties about educational attainment (Butler and 

Robson 2003b), these appear to be remarkably low levels of involvement when 

compared to the very similar group in Cheshire. They may be indicative of different 

forms of involvement amongst the metropolitan middle classes in which nearly all 

adult household members were in full time paid employment. This compares to 

Wilmslow where many more women did not undertake paid employment outside 

the home and had followed their husbands to Manchester and appeared to use the 

relatively weak ties of PTA involvement to build a social life for the family. In 

London, the households were often quite long established in the neighbourhoods and 

the attitudes to schooling and education were perhaps more instrumental, favouring 

fewer but stronger ties. These often involved more informal and personal ways of 

supporting one’s child through an increasingly competitive education market. Similar 

considerations applied in relation to how they identified with the neighbourhood. 

Joining formal associations fails to command such a premium as it used to, partly 

because this is not seen as effective and partly because of what was sometimes 

seen as an anti-collectivist ethos. Whilst the ‘sense’ of belonging to a locality was 

highly desirable, this did not extend to ‘investing’ in it (‘putting something back’) 

in any formal sense such as by being a local councillor or even school governor. To 

some extent, this finding is compatible with the work undertaken by Stephen Ball 

(2002) on ‘schooling strategies’ which he emphasises are individually constructed 

and crafted to the needs of the particular child. Following this, the household is 

then mobilised to insert the subject of these strategies into these yet-to-be-realized 

contexts. This requires less formal involvement in school governance and more 

in terms of individual support – which often takes the form of private tuition to 

supplement what is (or is not) being learned at school. More generally, it suggests 

that the real power of social capital does not lie with formal associations but rather 

with blending the considerable cultural capital of the gentrified household and 

carefully selected institutions of the public and private sphere. This is not to deny 

that such ‘civic duty’ is still undertaken, but it was very rare and usually involved 

the older retired, or early-retired, respondents. This might be something that is quite 

specific to the ‘metropolitan habitus’ but seems more likely to be a function of busy 

home/work lives (Jarvis 2005).

Of those that did belong to non work associations, the largest single category 

was some form of sporting association (19 per cent) followed by what I term 

‘campaigning’ charitable organizations, such as Friends of the Earth or Greenpeace 

(13 per cent). The actual figures are given in Table 1 for the first mentioned activity 

that respondents gave. Care should be taken in interpreting these results because 

respondents often belonged to more than one such category and the order in which 

they cited them did not necessarily imply a rank order of importance. Overall 54 per 
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cent of respondents were involved in some formal non work association which is 

comparable to the national pattern. Where applicable, figures from Li et al. (2002) 

are given to provide a context drawn from a national and pluri-social class sample.

Table 11.1 Membership of voluntary organizations

1 Taken from Li, Savage et al. (2002) 3.1 Table 1.

Thirteen per cent of respondents belonged to a political party – this figure was four 

times greater than the national figures given by Li et al. (2002). Ninety four per cent 

claimed that they would vote if there were a general election tomorrow. Whilst these 

figures do not support the notion of growing political agnosticism, neither do they 

translate into political involvement because very few saw either belonging to a party 

or voting as demanding any involvement or commitment. Only three per cent saw 

their party membership as an active involvement, for the remainder it was a personal 

Type of 

Association

Example Per cent Valid per cent National 

19991

Fe/Male

‘Do Good Charity’ St Martin’s in 

the Field Crypt

2 4

Campaigning 

Charity

Greenpeace 7 13

Conservation 

Charity

National Trust 3 5

Active Culture Choir 4 8

Passive Culture Friends of the Tate 8 13

Active Leisure London Cycling 

Campaign

5 9

Sport Kickboxing Club 10 19 14.0/26.1

Religion Church 5 8 11.1/7

Social Club Army & Navy 2 3 7.0/17.9

Others 10 19

None 46 0 48.6/40.6

Total

(n=440)

100 10

0
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statement of position, and indicative of an ‘expressive politics’.6 This is borne out by 

the almost total lack of involvement in local (or national) politics by, for example, 

standing for public office or taking on a position in the political party.

What mattered were friends; friendship was what sustained their social networks. 

There were three main sources of friendship: those formed from childhood or, more 

usually, university; from work, and; from the locality or through their children. 

Although work was the single biggest source of friendship, in most cases, at least 

one of the friendships was originally made at university. In nearly half of the cases, 

the respondent’s best friend lived either in the locality (i.e. the commonly accepted 

research area) or in the borough and in nearly 85 per cent of cases lived in London (see 

Figures 11.2 and 11.3). These friendships tended to be with people like themselves 

and it might be argued that their social networks were embodiments of their cultural 

capital. This appears to be something intrinsic to the ‘metropolitan habitus’:

Friendship and friendship-based associations have become an increasingly important part 

of the urban social glue, many of whose pleasures lie simply in relating to others. Even 

though the forging of the bonds of friendship may be the result of the increasing emphasis 

on relationship as a value in itself, such bonds take us back to the very roots of cities as 

sites of association, and through this, political organization. Thus what may seem routine, 

even trivial, may have all manner of political resonances that we are only just beginning 

to understand – and mobilize (Amin and Thrift 2004) 235.

6 I am grateful to Mike Savage for this phrase which he applied to a similar group in 

Chorlton, Manchester.

Figure 11.2 Origin of respondents’ friendships
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If we take these measures together, it is clear that involvement tends to be personal 

and to be focused around the major activities of the household – work, education and 

the locality. The involvements are not collective in terms of the kinds of associations 

referred to by Putnam such as club membership, trade unions etc. Whilst 40 per cent 

belonged to a trade union, most said that this was for purely instrumental reasons 

such as employment protection, legal liability or insurance and not for any sense of 

social solidarism. In other words, the metropolitan middle classes do not appear to 

support a civic public realm but tend to have privatized, particularized friendship ties 

which are also more socially exclusive (Li et al. 2003).

My findings are similar to those of Andreotti and Le Galès (see Chapter 7), 

who also question the long standing sociological assumption that middle-class 

networks tend to be non-local (Bell 1968). The role of friendship has been subject 

to recent sociological work by, for example, Pahl (2000) and Allen (1989; 1996); 

this work shows how, with the decline of family and kinship, friendship has become 

increasingly salient and important and drawn from similar age, gender, class and 

ethnic groups – see also Li et al. (2003) and Spencer and Pahl (2006). Pahl (2000) 

shows that these notions of friendship nurture the notion of ‘moral excellence’ and 

are thus consonant at least with the normative associations made with social capital 

referred to in the editors’ introduction of this volume. As Allan argued (1996: 7) the 

home is a crucial element in middle class notions of friendship and asking people 

into it for dinner is probably the best single indicator of ‘becoming friends’ which is 

also a crucial means of belonging in a middle-class community – we found that 40 

per cent of respondents had had friends around for dinner in the last fortnight and 70 

per cent in the previous month. In both inner London and the more affluent parts of 

Figure 11.3 Where respondents’ friends lived
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the North West, these personal networks were rooted in their neighbourhoods and 

sense of place and overlapped often with key stages in respondents’ personal and 

professional formation (Butler with Robson 2003a; Savage et al. 2005). This will 

be demonstrated in the next section where, despite the different strategies towards 

social capital which characterised the different areas, there nevertheless emerges a 

sense that ‘social clustering’ is made up by ‘people like us’. 

Social Capital in Inner London: The Difference Space Makes

In this section, I examine the role played by social capital in making the research areas 

into middle-class gentrified spaces. Whereas in the first part of the chapter, the focus 

was on the stocks of social capital associated with these middle class communities in 

the broad Putnam sense of the term, in this part I look at the term in the more dynamic 

sense used by Bourdieu. In the first part, I took inner London as a container for the 

‘metropolitan habitus’ and did not look at differences between the various areas; 

here, I am concerned with the way in which spatial differentiation occurs and is at 

the centre of ways in which social capital, as part of Bourdieu’s trinity of capitals, is 

deployed. In what follows I argue that social capital, in the Bourdieuvian sense, is at 

the heart of the different strategies to make the areas middle-class although how this 

happens shows considerable variation. 

In Bourdieu’s (1986: 246–50) model Economic capital refers to monetary 

income and other financial resources and assets, finding its institutional expression 

in property rights. Cultural capital exists in various forms, expressing the embodied 

dispositions and resources of the habitus. This form of capital has two analytically 

distinguishable strains, incorporated, in the form of education and knowledge, and

symbolic, being the capacity to define and legitimise cultural, moral and aesthetic 

values, standards and styles. Social capital refers to the sum of actual and potential 

resources that can be mobilised through membership in social networks of actors 

and organizations. Critically, this involves ‘transforming contingent relations, such 

as those of neighbourhood, the workplace, or even kinship, into relationships that 

are at once necessary and elective, implying durable obligations subjectively felt 

(feelings of gratitude, respect, friendship, etc.)’ (Bourdieu 1986: pp. 249–50). This 

makes this form of capital more of a relational phenomenon than a tangible, or easily 

quantifiable, resource. There are three key aspects to understanding the mobilization 

of resources by the gentrifiers in the different research areas. Firstly, as has already 

been argued in Chapter 1, social capital differs from economic and cultural capital 

in that it is a relationship and not a stock. In this sense, it is often latent and – 

hypothetically – social capital becomes more manifest in a ‘spatially delimited 

area’ when the stocks of economic and/or cultural capital are relatively marginal. 

Secondly, I suggest that, in making these places into middle class communities, the 

‘idea’ of the area and of how it ‘might be’ is of critical importance. This is what Pahl 

(1965) termed, in an earlier piece of research on the settlement of the countryside 

by middle class incomers, a ‘village in the mind’. The achievement of these ideals 

of place-making requires the differential deployment of all three forms of capital 

in a process that might be termed ‘imagineering’ (Rutheiser 1996). In the case of 
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Docklands, this was undertaken by specialists in marketing, elsewhere it was the 

outcome of ‘collective social action’ (Warde 1991). Finally, I argue that friendship 

plays an important role in the spatialization of social capital in inner London. We saw 

in the previous section how embedded the concept of friendship was in respondents’ 

personal formation with usually at least one of their three ‘best friends’ not just going 

back to university days but often living in the same area of London. 

In each area, we can describe the ‘idea’ of the area held in the minds of most of 

those who have gone to live there; this in turn can be related to the way in which social 

capital is deployed in terms of associations or, in some cases, clearly identifiable 

social networks. Docklands, stands apart from these generalizations in two respects: 

firstly, that its main attraction is that there is a formal eschewal of the obligations of 

social capital (partly because these networks exist elsewhere) and secondly because 

the ‘idea’ of the area is the outcome of a sophisticated programme of place marketing 

as opposed to collective social action (Butler 2007). People who are attracted to 

living in Docklands want a ‘low maintenance’ existence both physically (new build 

with uPVC windows) and socially (no obligation to interact with fellow residents) 

in an environment where taste and distinction (old waterside cranes and other 

manifestations of gentrification kitsch) are carefully crafted and restored. 

Elsewhere in inner London these aspects of gentrified living were indicative of 

high levels of cultural capital which enabled them to ‘appreciate’ the significance 

of the past and to craft the important signifiers of them out of several generations 

of remodelling of what were essentially Victorian lower middle-class dwellings  

(Jager 1986). 

Whilst all areas had high levels of cultural capital, what did vary was the amount 

of economic capital and the ways in which social capital was deployed – to some 

extent, the two appeared to be linked. In Barnsbury and Battersea, which were both 

sites of relatively longstanding gentrification (Power 1973; Munt 1987; Carpenter 

and Lees 1995), stocks of economic capital were high with household incomes 

predominantly in the six-figure range.7 In both cases, stocks of cultural capital were 

also high, but particularly so in Barnsbury where they had mostly been educated at 

the elite colleges of Oxford and Cambridge Universities (‘Oxbridge’). Where they 

differed was in their notion of the imagined community and how they managed their 

deployment of social capital. 

In Barnsbury, the attraction of the area was precisely its reputation as a gentrified 

area with a ‘social capital rich’ past, laid down as it were by previous generations 

of gentrifiers, typified by the ‘Stringalongs’ in the Mark Boxer cartoon ‘Life and 

Times in N1’ that appeared for many years in The Times. This is an urban middle 

class which practises, as the journalist Nicholas Tomalin (the original model for the 

Mark Boxer cartoon) put it, ‘conspicuous thrift’ (Carpenter and Lees 1995: 298). 

Islington’s attraction was rooted in the image of an earlier age of socially inclusive 

gentrification – despite the reality of its highly priced and specialized kitchen shops, 

delicatessens and restaurants as well as its increasingly disenchanted ‘others’: ‘ … 

the place does somehow manage to maintain a balance of extremes: even the rich 

7 In many ways, these people were comparable to the middle class folks living in 

Wilmslow in Savage et al.’s study (Savage et al. 2001; Savage et al. 2005).
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lawyers have been of the “right sort”.’ (BY54) – see Butler and Lees (2006) for a 

discussion of how this has transmuted into super gentrification.

They themselves however, have insufficient time or inclination to service the 

requirements of the social capital rich heritage into which they have bought and 

their social networks are increasingly mediated through the market – for example, 

not one respondent had a child at state secondary school in the borough (Butler and 

Robson 2003b). There is then a ‘lack of fit’ between the economic reality and social 

rhetoric; this enables the middle classes to forgo deploying their social capital into 

local institutions but cluster amongst people like themselves – largely because of the 

lack of any form of corresponding cultural capital amongst ‘the locals’. 

I was amazed at how polarized it was when we first came. There’s people like us and then 

the people on the council estates – they are very different from us, they don’t seem to 

have resources, personal resources … I went to a children’s fancy dress partly last week 

with my daughter. I made her a fairy costume, but most of the other kids had things that 

had just been bought from the shops – they only seem to have what’s beamed into them 

or what they can buy. As my husband says, they seem inert, there’s no leaven in the mix, 

nothing to help them improve, there seems to be nothing to draw on – these are the ones 

who have been left behind while others – like our builder – have moved out. They won’t 

mix with us, not because of our money, but because they live in their own world, which is 

very different from ours. (BY43)

In Battersea, the manifest interest is based explicitly around the possession and 

deployment of economic capital; in purchasing education for example. To some 

extent, consumption relations form the basis of social networks – ‘eating out versus 

joining in’. This is the attraction of the place and why people want to live there: all the 

good things of life are available in ‘Nappy Valley’ – the name afforded to Northcote 

Road with its well-known infrastructure of consumption. Nevertheless, despite a 

discourse about the primacy of economic relations, there are active intra middle-class 

social networks built around the institutions of private consumption – schools, health 

clubs and bars. In effect, the discourses of cultural, economic and social capital co-

exist albeit dominated largely by the possession of large stocks of economic capital 

which have – for the most part – determined the ethos of the area. This is not a place 

to live if you feel unhappy about SUV’s or want to express a degree of ambivalence 

about the nature of gentrification, as one more sensitive soul observed:

The life has been sucked out of it [the area] … the old street market, the vibrancy, are gone 

… and this was one of my main reasons for moving here originally … There seems to be 

no daytime provision now, nothing for the local people … But Northcote Road is more 

anonymous, and anonymity is a poor side effect of gentrification. (BA13)

In economic terms, Barnsbury and Battersea are very similar, with house prices 

and stocks of cultural capital in Barnsbury even higher than those in Battersea. In 

both areas, there is a highly symbolic infrastructure of consumption based around 

its main street (Upper Street and Northcote Road respectively) which is the main 

meeting ground for its residents. However, the discourses of social capital could 

not be more different: Wandsworth was the ‘wunderkind’ of the Thatcher years with 

its privatized services and supply of selective state and private schools, whereas 
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Islington is the home of the Blair project (the Blair-Brown succession pact being 

allegedly negotiated over dinner at the Granita restaurant). Barnsbury and Battersea 

provide two very different discourses of social capital for the relatively advantaged 

in the inner city – those of social inclusion versus ‘revanchism’ (Smith 1996) – and, 

in terms of social capital, it is the perception that matters rather than the fact that the 

social practices on the ground may be remarkably similar.

The remaining three non-Dockland areas were less economically advantaged 

than Barnsbury and Battersea and had all been more recently gentrified which 

was manifested in part at least by the lack of similarly gentrified infrastructures 

of consumption. They all however offered distinctive different approaches to the 

conundrum of gentrification – how to maintain social dominance in the absence of 

the overwhelming economic dominance evidenced in Upper Street and Northcote 

Road. It is worth returning to the definition given above by Bourdieu of the various 

forms of capital. He defined two sub species of cultural capital – ‘incorporated’ 

which basically referred to higher education qualifications and ‘symbolic’, as ‘being 

the capacity to define and legitimise cultural, moral and aesthetic values, standards 

and styles’. In each of these three areas (Brixton, London Fields and Telegraph Hill) 

there were very different ‘takes’ on this which had to with ‘idea’ of the area and 

the nature of the social networks, all of which achieved – in their different ways 

– the cultural, moral and aesthetic values, standards and styles of the individual 

areas in ways that could be seen to be constitutive of their respective and distinctive 

habituses. The middle classes in all three areas had adopted different ‘place making 

strategies’. Only in Telegraph Hill was there an explicit deployment of social capital, 

in the other two the area was made distinctive by what could be seen as a self-denying 

ordinance arising from being white and middle and class but which, of course, like 

the earlier notion of ‘conspicuous thrift’ in Islington is highly distinctive.

The key feature of Telegraph Hill is that of the ‘urban village’ (Gans 1982) and 

it was this ‘village in the mind’ ethos, discussed first forty years ago by Ray Pahl 

(1965) that distinguished it from other areas of inner London in the minds of its 

middle-class inhabitants. ‘It’s a very attractive area, with a lovely view. It’s like a 

haven, with tree-lined streets and an almost country feel’ (TH42). These people are 

drawn mainly from the public and welfare sectors of employment and correspond to 

Savage et al.’s (1992) concept of ascetics:

… We’re into architecture and keeping the original features. The trees and mix of people 

mean a lot to us, the social mix, actors, artists, people from all sorts of backgrounds. 

There’s a lack of stereotyping, they’re not all working in the city, or as solicitors. It’s an 

intelligent group of people, on the whole. So the environmental and the social go together. 

(TH12)

In reality of course, these differences arise out of a very restricted range of the liberal 

middle classes but the idea of the ‘environmental and the social go[ing] together’ is 

a key element to the formation of their social networks in which like-minded souls 

are able to support each other. In Telegraph Hill, more than anywhere else in the 

study, the sense of place is wrapped up in social networks which, to some extent 

at least, compensate for the relatively low level of economic capital (Butler and 
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Robson 2001; Robson and Butler 2001). This is deployed particularly in relation to 

social reproduction by constructing educational strategies for their children (Ball et 

al. 1995; Butler and Robson 2003b); the local primary school is the focus for the 

middle-class community.

Telegraph Hill is a small community, near to the school, a close knit area. We socialize 

with people from school who live in the area as well … (TH44).

Although middle-class children are in a minority in the school, their parents have 

been able to transform the ethos of the school into one that is middle class and the 

relationships formed at the primary school then dominate the area and last long after 

the children have moved onto secondary education (Butler and Robson 2003b). This 

social capital enables them to identify suitable tracks into and through secondary 

education, even when lack of means rules out private education. Telegraph Hill 

respondents assiduously cultivated social capital, particularly in the sense defined 

above by Bourdieu (1986: 249) (‘… transforming contingent relationships, such as 

those of neighbourhood …’) to make Telegraph Hill a refuge from the global city and 

the to mitigate the downsides of the professional role as proposed by Sennett (1998).

London Fields is a similar area to Telegraph Hill – in terms of respondents’ 

occupations and their outlooks – but there is nothing like the same explicit level 

of deployment of social capital within the group of middle-class respondents. The 

similarly high levels of cultural capital are deployed more individually by households. 

Both areas have a park but, whereas in Telegraph Hill this is clearly middle-class 

territory in which children play with relatively low levels of parental supervision, in 

London Fields the park is largely dominated by local black youth and is off-limits 

for unsupervised middle-class children: ‘we don’t really want them to become part 

of the local black gang culture, becoming the kind of kids you see patrolling London 

Fields’ (LF41). 

If Telegraph Hill was an (urban) ‘village in the mind’, in London Fields, by 

contrast, part of the attraction was its identification with the local borough (Hackney) 

and its radical (or so it was assumed)8 working-class urban past. This fitted with the 

class background of respondents who tended to be more upwardly (or downwardly) 

mobile than in other areas. Identity derived from an identification with the ‘idea’ 

of Hackney, despite the fact that most of their non middle-class neighbours are no 

longer working class: 

London is losing its middle: you’ve either got people like us or refugee families in the 

local primary school … . School is where you really see it. (LF25)

8 London Fields is located in the London Borough of Hackney which is one of the 

poorest and worst performing boroughs in London. Whilst it is always associated in the public 

mind with being working class, it was never particularly radical. Whilst during the interwar 

years boroughs like West Ham and Battersea were associated with radical challenges to the 

existing authority of central government, Hackney was a model of moderation under Peter 

Mandelson’s grandfather Herbert Morrison.
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So, it is a kind of oppositional notion of social capital that loosely holds this middle 

class community together in a close identification with place quite unlike that in 

Telegraph Hill, Barnsbury or Battersea. In addition, there are few attempts to control 

the local institutions, be it the park or the school. Unlike Telegraph Hill, where 

cultural capital is distributed into carefully nurtured social networks for collective 

advantage, in London Fields it is invested in far more individual ways – ‘it’s difficult 

to know what to do. All we can do is try and equip them with a strong sense of 

personal identity and self-worth.’ (LF41)

Brixton represents a yet different ‘take’ on urban gentrification from either of the 

two models just discussed in which there is an almost wilful disavowal of middle-

class social capital. Whereas the other fieldwork areas were previously remembered 

for their largely working class antecedents, in the case of Brixton it was, until recently, 

the centre of African Caribbean settlement. In contrast to the idea of working class 

radicalism in the case of London Fields or the inclusive urban village in Telegraph 

Hill, it was the idea of multiculturalism that attracted people to Brixton – ‘I like 

the cultural diversity, the weird and wonderful vegetables and so on. … The Afro-

Caribbean flavour is great.’ (BN21) In practice, as elsewhere, the middle classes led 

entirely separate and parallel lives to their non white, non middle-class neighbours 

– a situation we have described elsewhere as ‘tectonic’ (Robson and Butler 2001). 

Like London Fields, but more so, what characterises the gentrification of Brixton 

is the rampant individualism and the flight from social obligation. This is perhaps 

best illustrated by contrasting it to the process of middle-class community building 

that we noted in Telegraph Hill. In Brixton, respondents were actively escaping the 

desire to build middle class communities and celebrating the difference of the area 

whilst, as we have noted, not actually interacting with other social groups. What 

becomes apparent, is that this appears to be unable to sustain a stable middle class 

community. For example, those living in Brixton were least able to manage the 

problems of the London schooling system and appeared to be the most likely to 

leave London altogether particularly when the children reached secondary school 

age (Butler and Robson 2003b). They had neither the economic nor the social capital 

resources to deal with the problem unlike in Barnsbury, Battersea and Telegraph 

Hill nor did they appear able or willing to create the individual solutions adopted 

by respondents in London Fields. This may also be indicative of lower stocks of 

cultural capital together with an unwillingness to deploy them either individually (as 

in London Fields) or collectively (as in Telegraph Hill). Their attempts to colonise a 

primary school and transform its ethos to a middle class one was in stark contrast to 

that practised in Telegraph Hill.

It’s difficult to know what to do. Sudbourne is our nearest school, but I couldn’t get my 

daughter in there. A few of us in this street had the same problem, so we decided together 

to send our kids to ‘Finniston’ [not its real name], try to bring it up that way … it hasn’t 

really worked, that group of kids have just sort of become an isolated clique in the school 

in general. It’s not ideal … (BN21)

Just as in London Fields, the area’s immediate past and the social capital that arose 

from it – in this case the bonds of ethnicity – have been disrupted but in sedimented 
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form they constitute an ‘idea’ of the place that very powerfully informs its current 

middle-class settlement. 

These nuances of difference in social capital are tied up with the spatially specific 

notions of the habitus in each area; respondents both sought out such areas and then 

became – to an extent – socialised by them. It was this which both distinguished them 

from other social groups (mainly the largely economically inactive working class) 

and from other groups of gentrifiers elsewhere in inner London. In other words, their 

identity was tied up in ‘the city’ (i.e. inner London) but also their particular part of 

the city (e.g. Barnsbury, Brixton or Telegraph Hill). This contrasts strongly with 

respondents in Docklands in which notions of urban living were entirely different. 

Crudely, for its middle-class residents, Docklands was ‘in the city’ but not ‘of the 

city’ (Butler 2007). It was an adjunct to work and its attraction was Docklands’ 

accessibility to the city yet its disassociation from urban life. 

Docklands represented the creation of a marketed ‘community’ through the 

destruction of a prior working class way of life, iconic of working class culture 

(Young and Willmott 1962); yet for many, the attraction of its gentrification was 

symbolised by the retention of the dockworking cranes in front of the waterside 

homes. However, the shadow of a previous working class community hung heavily 

over the area, which somewhat perversely accounted for its attraction to a middle 

class who were averse to forming relationships in the area. This was entirely unlike 

the somewhat wilful disavowal of social capital in Battersea, London Fields and 

particularly Brixton in which it nevertheless remained a powerfully latent force. 

The difference in Brixton was that when respondents came up against the perceived 

inadequacies of the education system, they tended to throw up their hands in horror 

and, in many cases, leave London altogether for the shires.

In Docklands our respondents had only minimal social contact with the area in 

which they lived, other than as somewhere they left early in the morning and often 

returned to late at night. 

… I like it because it’s not congested – we don’t need the services so the quality of the 

provision doesn’t bother us. We like the anonymity – I don’t know whether the people I 

see around the place are my neighbours or not. I can’t tell. (BV7)

The environment was one in which respondents’ descriptions of the area matched 

those of the marketing brochures, with their emphasis on ‘ease of living’ and security. 

This was not minimalist loft living in the twenty-four hour city (Hamnett and 

Whitelegg 2007), it was rather a much tamer, suburban view of living without social 

contact, social context or social conflict (Butler 2007). The Dockland respondents 

had very low levels of associational social capital – mainly out of choice, often 

because their social existence was elsewhere and they treated their flat or town house 

simply as a pied-à-terre during the week. The result was that they took no trouble to 

justify their displacement of the previous residents, here they crossed the boundary 

with no sensitivity or interest in maintaining or creating new boundaries with other 

social groups. This represented the naked power of economic capital, untamed by 

conscience or indeed the self interest that elsewhere required some genuflection in 

the direction of social inclusion.
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Conclusions

We were working with two notions of social capital – that originating from the 

work of Robert Putnam and that from the work of Pierre Bourdieu. The former is 

concerned, for the most part, with social connectedness and its implications – getting 

by and getting on. Putnam’s social capital is largely vested in communities through 

voluntary associations and other such groups. In many ways, these were largely 

working class institutions the high water mark of whose existence was probably in 

the 1960s. Bourdieu is more concerned about understanding the relation between 

capitalism and social behaviour and this analysis co-locates social capital with that 

of cultural and economic capitals. For Bourdieu, as we have noted, social capital 

flows through social networks and is a relational concept.9

We found evidence of both but at different times and in different contexts. 

Gentrification – in whatever form – represents a destruction of the Putnam kind 

of social capital (largely of the white working class but to a lesser extent and in 

a different way also in the bonds of oppressed ethnic groups). It is epitomised by 

dockworking communities in East London living in what Lockwood (1966) termed 

‘occupational communities’. Generally this has not been replaced either on a cross 

class or intra class basis: we found very little evidence for social capital of the 

bridging or bonding variety – even in Telegraph Hill; middle class life is simply 

not like that. In some areas, notably Brixton, there was evidence of a conscious 

avoidance of what might be termed the obligations of social capital but this was 

not the same as the avoidance of social interaction and was something for which 

they paid a price if and when they had school age children. Only in gentrified new-

build Docklands was there a studied absence of both. However, with this major 

and important exception, each area had a different form of ‘bonding/bridging’ 

mechanism which involved a complex interaction between cultural, economic and 

social capital in delineating emerging social boundaries. The deployment of social 

capital tended to rely on the possession of high amounts of cultural capital – that, in a 

sense, is what gentrification is about and it points out a very clearly delineated social 

boundary. Bourdieu, quoted at the beginning of this chapter, defines cultural capital 

as having two forms which express the ‘embodied dispositions and resources of the 

habitus’ namely incorporated and symbolic. The latter he sees as the ability to define 

and legitimise cultural, moral and aesthetic values, standards and styles. This is 

what gentrification entails; it transforms an area, in which the middle-class incomers 

are nearly always in a numerical minority, into the image of those who are able to 

define its ‘shape and feel’. This, as we have seen in this chapter, takes many forms 

whether it is in the small shops and restaurants of Barnsbury or Battersea, the funky 

multiculturalism of Brixton or the enclaves of London Fields or Telegraph Hill. In 

Docklands this is something that is constructed by the marketing departments of the 

developers with the icons of water and historical relics of its previous incarnation. 

In all of these areas, these symbols exist ‘in the mind’ and it is this realization of 

9 Whilst not wishing to underplay the significance of Bourdieu’s work, it should of course 

not be forgotten that, for many Marxists, capitalism is above all defined by reference to the 

social relations of production – eg. (London Edinburgh Weekend Return Group 1980).
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cultural capital into social networks that help constitute the mini-habituses in each 

area and demarcate the boundaries around them. The fact that the socially inclusive 

rhetorics here are not lived out and result in social distance (social tectonics) is 

not important; these images matter to the residents and it is only those with the 

appropriate levels of incorporated cultural capital that are able to capture the nuances 

of the symbolic messages.
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